Dr. Yogesh Sharma (1-7-1959)

The poet is a teacher who believes in universal brotherhood. He loves humanity, social justice, secularism, woman's empowerment and nature. He believes in realism. His poems are far away from the flight of fantasy and imagination. He is very close to realism of life, society and world in his poems.
You are Man; Don’t Upset your Heart

You are man; don’t upset your mind,
Do some work, do some work;
Living in this world, get some name,
Understand the value of this birth,
Ensure, that this is not wasted;
At least made suitable this body as,
You are man; don’t upset your mind.

Mind, that positive moment is not gone,
When the good act is wasted,
Don’t think this world a mere dream,
Lighten your own path yourself,
Divine powers respect self honour,

You are man; don’t upset your mind.
While you are getting all elements,
Then where can that truth go,
You taste the nectar of self respect,
Get up to legislate immortality,
Let your existence live long,
You are man; don’t upset your mind.

Always care for your self pride,
Keep this in mind, you are something;
Can loose every thing now but not the honor,
Echo the song after death
You are something, don’t see personal means;
You are man; don’t upset your mind,

- Translated by: h Sharma
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"Kumbh" - (Voyage To Spiritualism)

Oh! What a fabulous place, it is!
Drawing millions and trillions of devotees,
Of all shades, from all parts of the cosmos,
Taking Holy Dip in Holy Waters, glee.
Spiritualism's crystalline purity, in a ray of light;
Showering bliss, illuminating the soul to a new height.
In mere saffron, clear bare attire;
With folded hands, bare feet, with bloom around,
Unconscious of all the worldly divisions and fire,
Intellect on only ONE the GREAT ONE fixed.
Hearts outpouring, an unyielding torrent of disciples,
Unkempt tresses, in total surrender to Almighty,
To purify the soul with a dip in Holy Waters,
Incomplete submission to seek HIS Bliss mighty.
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Farewell: my dear friend;
Innocent, harmless and voiceless;
Slaughtered with the first ray of sun,
To please the ignorant and ignorant faith.

Sun rose sadly today,
The sullen wind was heavy,
It tore the eucalyptus log in pieces,
And rattled the nearby river.

The butcher drove to house straight,
He opened the thin cord in the storm,
And positioned and hit the killing spear,
All exchanged Eid Mubarak.

My neighbour had a sweet lamb,
His innocent bleats used to awake me,
Alas! Today, he did not bleat;
His voice was silenced forever.

The huge red-hot streams rolled on dry land,
Never to rose back to old form,
Life withdrew from the body and limbs,
And laid its lifeless body unmoved.

The ignorant praying to God,
To get their wishes fulfilled,
And thus all praying together now,
But God has not stirred yet now.

But if the ignorant mind want to pray,
All should live with divine peak,
Worship the God, who creates and takes away,
Love his all creations for his holy name revere.
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What? ? We have a lot to celebrate:  
The end of terror or killings? ?  
Or the end of  
The logjams in Parliament? ?  
Also: the peace loving people are taking  
Conscience of brutality at LOC,  
By our rogue neighbor.  
Criminals and corrupts dancing on the streets,  
Mocking and playing with the justice,  
To their tunes and whims.  
Masses are posing the question:  
That Pakistan leaves Kashmir,  
Or China is leaving the Indian land?  
When will the Jungle raj of Bihar vanish?  
When will the illegal intruders in  
Assam and Bengal go back?  
When will the caste and communal  
Devices for social advances,  
Be stop getting involved,  
And stop poisoning the mind of the masses  
And free choice of government  
And social-political system.  
Let's live in peace with the world!  
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65th Independent Day

I woke before the morning, I was sad all the year,
I never felt happy and safe, and lived with fear and tear.

And now at last the 64th year is going down behind the wood,
And I am very sad, for I know that 65th holds no good.

My bed is trembling hot and stinky, with linen harsh and unfair,
And I am restless and cannot sleep as forget to read my prayer.

I pray, till to-morrow my countrymen shall see the sun arise,
No ugly tyrant shall drown my fight, no ugly sight my eyes.

But fear and anger hold me tight till my nation wakes in the dawn,
And hear the children singing the prayers round the lawn.

Let them have wisdom, beauty and passion,
Bread to the hungry, water to cool summers’ fashion.

Give them light, and though the darkness closes;
So the night can blossom as the roses.
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A Blessed Man

As my serious penned lines, you see;
O passer by! Do not cry for me;
You will realize me with the dead,
But no woeful word and tear be shed.

Born as a wise and blessed Brahman;
Lived and eat as a man of wisdom,
Enjoyed sound health and wealth,
Life lived up to the brim minus grief.

Offspring those I left behind,
And their children, were civilized;
Played with them, with my kind wife;
I was blissful and contended with life.

My two sons, I married fine;
With their family I enjoyed my time;
Loss nor grief never wrought,
Any source for any joyless thought.

In the end, do not dropp any tears,
My dears leave me, enjoy your years, -
I sleep here to my hushed rest,
You live yours and me mine abode, fest.
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A City On Fire

People pale and grey, city hot and dry;
A red color fire in the sky,
Divine warm, bright sun on full fury;
When the wet wind will rise, I cry

All the thick, cool trees were out of sight,
Every where it was the fury of burning light,
Dead concrete structures adding dim plight,
Even wet sources were cracking apart.

Brooding over the pain drove me insane,
I writhed and sweat, filled with pain;
I stood dumb and deaf, dreaming for rain;
I lay there, my prayers were in vain.

Suddenly, I sensed cool breeze;
Perhaps lord Indra sprinkled some freeze,
It blew away all the dry and wild geese,
Killing heat was thinned to deliver new lease.

But damn, the brutes were waiting;
I was sobbing there, gazing and groaning,
The heavy clouds has to move, moaning;
Again the brute be there dancing and laughing.
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A Dirge Song For Treason

O My Country! O Life! O Sad Time!
On who’s every stride I grew,
Wavering at that where I had stood before;
When will revisit the past splendor of your rhyme?
Perhaps never -Oh, never more!

Through out the days and night
All the pleasures are out of sight:
Divisive reservation, communal secularism and corruption roar;
Fill my fragile heart with torment, but real delight;
Perhaps never -Oh, never more!

Independent age’s same old sad story,
Sixty years of hunting and robbery,
Aches to be liberated from pain and sore,
Only the senses of gloom sway,
Perhaps never -Oh, never more!

Not a mainly novel fixture but timeless told,
Mad messiahs have grown strong and bold;
Wise voices pushed out the door....
Prudent heart dismissive and cold,
Perhaps never -Oh, never more!

Where my dear nation going?
Now isolated; so beguiling
Like a little helpless girl, Oh no more!
But always blissful babe in our arms frolicking;
Perhaps never -Oh, never more!
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A Distress Call

Trapped between the disparity and the stirring,
Amid the bliss of self and guilt,
Amid the demon and Lord Krishna,
Amid the wide divine revelation
And low sordid void.

Crushed between secularism and social justice;
Reddened by the merciless acts of Jihadi and Naxals;
Crushing the humanity like a ruthless demon,
In the name of brutal Lord and red comrade;
And sucking the every drop of people's blood.

My most unruly mischievous self
Revolts within when the blanket of Blessings
Covers my outer selfish self,
It declines to be quiet,
Pines to be a weird self-seeking soul.

Exhibiting an unattractive thumb
With a jabbing, smelling up nose,
Self-pitying on the self-rotting cuts,
Those decline to get cured,
In spite of the best of prayers and blessings.

I pray to the Mighty Lord Krishna,
To bless me with the strength of Arjuna,
To wipe out the brutal inner Jihadis,
Those have swelled their ugly ranks,
Like the virus of cancer to destroy my nation.
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A Dying Nation

My nation was God's foundation,
Blessed to be founded in this universe,
We all know that's the truth,
Until I saw its devastated form,
A polluted, sick, dying nation.

Starved, dirty, hundreds of year old;
Deprived in all walks,
People only in skin and bone;
No food to nosh, no water to have;
Trapped alone in unproductive land.

Feeble eyes gaze straight,
Standing on legs more akin to carrots,
Intellectual power banging out,
Nerves stressed to flow tired blood,
Oh God! Nothing further I can add...

I am a patriot and my spirit is tough enough;
But cannot see the plight of my buddies,
To see the rest- an empire vulture,
Sitting close and staring eager to end hungry!
I cry! Save these souls, innocents!

Then I lifted my eyes to Heaven,
And with wavering lips I plead,
For an approval for the breathing,
And a pardon for the departed;
Let this never happen again!

And like a spirit of music, lowly whispered—
Lowly sung- came a resonance, chaste and divine;
And the blissful angel tongue smiled:
'Kick out the shame and sorrow, the misery and sin;
And the sunrise of every morrow, ill in peace be.
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A Nation Shamed

There is a country drowned in lust and shame,
There people, like wolves, dance through the misty dark-night;
And sadly, in the midst of it, there is none,
That can fight bravely for the cause of right.

And sane speaking, falls before that brutish race;
All sane voices looked down like crying war widow’s tear,
While brute laugh and molest her pale bloodless face;
Stood by in fear muttering his lips in false prayer.

Shrink to cellars, holes, cells’ and dwells;
They shake the chains they wear of steels.
'O God! Speak-that mighty word on wheels;
That has remained silent! Make man our king and us.'
Annoyed, God pulled forth his finger index;
And over the corrupt, He opened, a thousand channels,
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A Nation's Death By Terror

False promises and declarations given by fake leaders,
But I tried to write a true tale of a nation’s death by terror;
In a dark corner all huddled in fear and tears,
Wanted to tell, of a faith that was packed with horror.

All day I listened about, abroad the devastated tales;
Shocked to see the bloody, blasted limbs at each wall like a flier;
Deadly blast rocked the sky, destruction of males and females;
Torn open by for vultures, in spite of blood and fire.

By the smoking land, where Rama played, I asked, why
should a man kills man, when his existence and world fails?
In cities, town and villages, all the papers read the fault of faiths;
For a man who runs all day, each leaf was a sign of life and breath,
Spreading the message of love I thought was dead as horror tales,
No clue, no key, no answer. I hear no echo, but a tale sad and wry.
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A Patriotic Soldier

But poor patriotic soldier, at home his father lying sick;
His little brother and sister were reliant upon him for studies,
But one misty dawn he was dismissed from his job,
For eliminating some dreaded terrorists.

This darkened his peace and pleasure,
The brave soldier was almost mad,
Told his father's last remains, shouldered to crematorium;
Alas! Failed to see the last glimpses of his father, dear.

Disturbed and distracted he became,
Roamed through the barracks, crying:
Terrible nation: mad, conceited and ridiculous;
Suddenly I was liquidated for serving nation.

Life never offers same chance twice,
Here soldiers and traitors be the same,
Sun of my life is going down behind the wood,
Happy to wish, must be good for my dear land.

Tomorrow my immortal soul will again rise,
No hideous traitor fright my mind and eyes;
Sleep rests me warmly, till I wake in a new dawn,
And hear the victory trumpet in the lawn.
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A Prayer For New Year

Happy, happy New Year,
A year without fear and tear,
A year with all the wealth,
A year with best of health,
A year for the fulfillment of wishes,
A year to feast with delicious dishes,
A year to get showers of prosperity
And no tough time and all charity.

A year with all the divine tribulations,
A year without any trepidation,
Blissful, bright, blowing declaration,
Wonder, wine, eventful conviction.
Are these New Year resolution?
Or begging for free perversions.

By,

DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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A Secular Prufrock For Our Times:

Let us walk then, you and me,
When the genocide is spread alongside the blue,
Like a guiding principle, deed upon a chart;
Let us walk, through marked deserted helmets,
Emptied of Pundits and Hindus
Of slogan dins in one-night Jihad nurseries,
Among Purohit's innocence and Pragya's incorruptibility,
Repression without any evidence
Of foul purpose
To escort all to an irresistible query...
Oh, never question, "What horror is this?"
Let us go and make our visit.
In the room, the women come and go
In the discussion of secularism and social justice.

The secular haze that wipes its farce on the law-books,
The social justice fire that strokes its gag on the merit;
Thrash their serpentine idiom into the space of nation,
Hang upon the ponds of blood that plunk in drains.
Saddened to see the stain from burnt and plundered habitats,
Fallen from the terrace, made an abrupt dive,
And seeing the flaming temples on a dark night,
Stood once about the dwellings, hymned, still hurt.

And undeniably there will be era
For the Jihadi mobs, those pelt stones and burn the streets,
Wielding knives and stones;
Taught to kill, taught to kill,
Sermonizes a face to kill the neighbours, next door;
There will be beliefs to slay and disguise,
And era for all the toils and days at hands,
That lifts and drops tyranny into nation;
All for you, but nothing for me,
And era yet for a hundred hesitancy,
But for hollow ideas and amendments,
Those turn lies and bigotry into history.
In the room, the women come and go
In the discussion of secularism and social justice.
And definitely all the time,
To speculate, ``I live in fear? '' and, ``I live in fear? ''
Time to see around and tumble down the steps,
With a dagger by my neck -
[They will say: ``Wipe them out! Wipe them out! '']
My fading stars, the dagger firmly in position,
The push will end, soon as it, nonetheless a cut -
[They are taught: ``Not to consider us as a human being? '']
How do I dare to survive in this world?
In a split second, there will be past tense,
For the name of the victim and murderer will be written.

For entire world know them all already, known them well:
It is their faith to assassinate, riots, pogroms,
I have devoted my life to cow service;
I hear the voices frightening my dying collapse,
Beneath, the prayers from a farther minaret.
So how should I count myself as human?

And I have branded the eyes already, known to all-
The eyes that attach you to an invented distinctiveness,
And when I am devised, rambling on a badge,
When I am fixed and writhing the fence,
Then how should I embark on
To emanate out my nationality?
And how should I count me as a human?

And I have known the notorious hands already, known to all-
Arms those are lifted in hate and in terror
[But in the lamp-post, you can see the blood! ]
Even the smoke from a pyre
That makes me so wonder.
Hands that strangle an alien, or slaughter their neighbour.
And should I then think? Is it I end, most foul?
.....
Shall I say, I have gone from dawn to dusk praying?
And heard them say that I am not wanted, a Kafir
Of maddened men in a skullcap, the symbol awe and fear..

I should have been a Pundit
Chased to his death upon the streets......
And the insanity, the indictments come so frequently!
By critics, harsh and rough,
In print... on TV... in the campuses ...or the internet,
Extended on the mortuary slab, here alongside you and me,
Should I..., morning, afternoon, evenings and nights.

Nobody has the strength to call out the fascists,
But though I have cried and fasted, cried and pleaded,
Though I have seen my head [grown slightly bald] brought in upon a plate,
I am a follower of the Rama- and my demise is no big topic;
I have seen the moment of my parity in gutter,
And I have seen the timeless prayer at the minaret,
Really, I am afraid.

And would it have been significant, after all,
After the glasses, the jams, the coffee,
Among the ceramic, amid a little talk of you and me,
Would it have been sensible,
To have nibbled off the theme with a smile,
To have compressed the cosmos into a ball
To spin it en route for some awesome query,
To say: `I am Godhra victim, appear from the dead,
I always ask, was my murder necessary? Was it worth essential at all? "-
A politician, comforting on a bolster by his head,
I would say: `that is not the discussion now.
Not at all, not at all."

And would it have been significant, at all,
Would it have been meaningful?
Paid protests, the candlelight marches, drama by fake rationalists- killed,
Award waspsi game by corrupt winners, Jihadi riots and pogroms that trail beside,
after almost every single political party of Afzal lovers-
All this, and so much more? —
It is not possible to articulate just what they mean!
But as if a supernatural hurricane lantern fling the nerves,
In prototypes of death on a screen:
Would it have been meaningful?
If some comrade columnist, resting on a cushion or honouring with a cap,
And whirling toward the glass should say:
"That is not what we crave for the demonstrate,
That is not what nation wants, at all."
No, my faith is not treated an equal to others', nor was destined to be;
They say I am a majority but treated worst than minority,
One that will do like a tame puppy,
To mock my patriotism and non-violence piercingly,
Grovel over my faith; common, an easy device,
Beguiling but prized to be of use,
Discreet, alert, and scrupulous;
Full of high advice but farce and complete stupid;
All the times, certainly, utterly bizarre
And, many a time, hate.

I grow old... I grow old...
I shall wear my shroud bloodied.

Shall I hide my faith and name? A nation is with slaughterers.
Skullcap and burqa are revered and visits to masjid-Mazar is healthy,
Nobody is allowing the bhakts to sing peace hymns.
I do not think that I will enjoy freedom.

I have seen them running amuck in Kashmir, Kairana, Mallapuram, Malda;
Cleaning the lanes for those not of their breed
Any occasion is a method to clean and comb.

We have stayed behind in the delusion of tolerance, secularism and democracy
Told to us by secular believers, taught to us in school by fake liberals,
Till nationalist and patriotic voices stir us, lest we sink.
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A cool breeze of moon lit night,
Glided into my life,
And for some time,
I enjoyed it,
I felt excellent and joyful...
I no longer felt forlorn.

I contemplated life would pass on merrily,
In this long and lengthy empire of time...
But when the cold, harsh and tough
winds of time started puffing,
The shadow of moon
had to glide far away...

Life is still moving slowly and bit by bit;
In this long and lengthy empire of time...
Perhaps I am not lonely.
But I can't say whether I am sad or unhappy.
But sure I feel, that someone has left,
A vacuum and emptiness;
That may be filled, I cannot say;
But if yes, would take me
a long, long time to fill,
in this never ending empire of Time.

'Brothers and sisters!
There stands an Inspector at each door:
Like a dog,
He hunts for all who know not the might of Time.'
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A Strange Fake Song

They brand themselves as Secular,
And fake to follow the principle honestly:
I looked again, and found they were
Spreading hatred and violence truly.
'Ultimately I realized, ' I said,
'It was power game really! '

They pretend to practice Social Justice
And cry upon the chimney-higher:
I looked again, and found they were
Spreading caste and separatism sire.
"I felt they were wolfs, " eating everybody,
"it was a game of fire! "

They work as Philanthropists;
They appear as soft faces:
I looked again, and found they were
Looting the people with fast paces.
'The one thing I regret, ' I said,
'Is that no body can tar those ugly faces! "

They march as the leader of Society Civil
Descending from vanity bags:
I looked again, and found they were
Most uncivil faces with acts rags.
'If they continued to shine, ' I cried,
'There won't be much for us! '

They shout as Human Right fighters
That work to clean the dark -mill:
I looked again, and found they were
Very dangerous and venomous-pill.
'If prescribed to swallow this, ' I said,
'Nation must be very ill! '

They are sworn as leader of the nation
Those stood beside everybody’s bed:
I looked again, and found they were
Fooling a nation and a fake head.
'Sad thing,' I said, 'sad silly thing!
"Nation was bleeding red!'
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A Tormented Self

Trapped amid the disparity and the transcendent, 
Amid the joy of the self and guilt. 
Amid the demon and merciful Almighty, 
Amid the wide divine revelation 
And low sordid gulf. 
My most wild naughty identity, 
Up rises inside when the layers of blessings, 
Wraps my external self-seeking identity. 
It declines to be cowed, 
Prays to be a weird self-seeking soul. 
Prognostic a hideous thumb 
With a prodding, snivelled up nose, 
Silly on the pussy rotting injuries, 
Those decline to get cured, 
Regardless, of the finest remedy and cure. 
I plead to the All-merciful Goddess of Love Venus, 
To bless me with heroic vigour, 
To tame the ruthless internal devil, 
That has widened its limbs, 
Similar to a deadly tumour to gulp my-self 
And suck the last drop of my blood 
And annihilate me forever and forever.
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A True Poet

One day all the kisses will fade away;
A thing too weak for mind,
But the pen of a poet can make,
An insignificant kiss immortal.
A man, made of clay,
Comes and go un-noticed;
But poet can make him immortal.
A poet is not a man of clay,
But an institution of ideas,
Give beautiful rhymes,
To the unknown creations of God,
And leaves them with the world.
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A Wounded Mother-In-Law

Past midnight dark, raining heavily;  
Me and my wife, going back home;  
From a party, far from the maddening crowd.  
Scared, driving slow;  
Thunder and lightning, ceaselessly.  
In the light of lighting, dreadful;  
Saw me, a disheveled-bleeding old woman.  
Stopping the car,  
But scary wife asked, "Why did you stop the car?"  
I pointed towards the woman bleeding,  
The scene made wife scarier.  
Bleeding woman came to the car  
And pleaded to down the glass.  
Terrified wife asked,  
To start the car and move away.  
Seeing her pathetic condition,  
Thought me, she wanted some help;  
Feared, wounded lady stammered to speak,  
Brother, my car met an accident and fallen into a deep pit.  
My daughter is trapped in the mangled car.  
Please! Save her.  
Came out of the car, accompanied the woman.  
Reached far and deep, near the car;  
Saw, a young beautiful woman trapped in the mangled car.  
Took the unconscious daughter out,  
But saw another badly-wounded-bleeding woman,  
On the other seat.  
The terrible scene made me out of senses.  
On the other seat lay dead the same old lady.  
The beautiful young lady regained her consciousness  
And asked, "Where is my mother-in-law?"  
Shocked I and my wife muttered:  
"For the life of her daughter-in-law; her mother-in-law,  
Fought death and rough terrain to save her dear daughter-in-law."
“Hello my dear, what is that,
Radio station, I love it! ”
‘It is happy listening.’
O not only me, but my father;
And his father, all loved it.
Used to awake in the dark of dawn,
Like a spirit of information.
Father, mother, brother, sister,
Neighbors, villagers, all used to rush,
To listen the world event.
Not even knowing what the voice was,
But, “You inform my Life, unknown voice.”
Same rituals go- would go on day by day.
Heart and mind were used to it,
And still startled to listen,
Perfect metaphor for news and knowledge,
Vibrator of consciousness.
- “Honey what is new...? ”
- “If you give us few minutes,
We will give you the world.”
Listen to Aakaskwani,
Over and over again,
We will know the world,
- One would ever know,
To know many times over,
And open this sky-blue world,
To eyes-heart and mind.
It is Aakashwani—one and all;
Voice of the nation.
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Academic Coolie

Yells to make the students sit on marked seats,
Shrieks to put out the offensive items,
Tired and timid distributes answer sheets.
Yet again yelps to fill the personal entries,
Keeps a hawks eye on peeping and chirping toms.
Seated elbows kissing neighbours' elbows,
Toilets crooked as book banks and consultation chambers;
Rarely offered a cup of tea and a bun by intimidating boss,
In the end again struggle to collect the answer sheets.

Learners are designed by free and liberal education,
Live and enjoy rights and friendly edification,
Have the gift of RTE and Code-of-No-Detention.
But you are one not yet dead, but cannot grieve;
Dangle by a hair's breadth, to the gasp of a lung,
Nothing you speak, of the agony, which you hang;
Only perched like a pigeon beyond the horizon,
Stand you there, stand you there, never, never;
Tell the nation no rights can made good learner.
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Against Child Abuse

When I see scores of people
Those openly loathe children,
I an saddened and shocked,

Having one of them, I was not
Special, very difficult to confess,
But the majority children do not.

Exceptional. The bitter memory of
Brutality, seizes their out-sized and
And large, memory biting like a scorpion.

Like an ugly mad dog: Means Father
Rev. Joseph from the Church school;
But converted into a living hell.

Slapped you for weeping out. Children
frightened by his sight, but other prefer
To remain mum reflecting slave mindset.

The viruses life leads to failed life,
Feel enslaved in that falsely glorified,
But sick and hurt in heart.

Each child turns into a rough sea,
Artificially decorated body, turning pale;
And more difficult to live in with.

Waiting for the light from heaven to fall,
But become impossible to accept.
Like us, but even weaker hidden in a mask.
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Ajmer Sherif Dargaha

A city chocked with bearded, skull capped and scarf heads; Rushing and queuing feverishly, in the blazing sun: Offering, mindlessly; in the name of a dead, poor FAQUIR.

A dead soul, lost but now his grave is banged by millions; Believers are flung, carelessly to the mazar, concrete, A big green chader, veils all; with a loud burst of blessings.

The streets, stations, schools, inns, all are suffocated; With the sweat of rioting, innocent, believers; Away in his grave, poor faquir’s bones; lamenting.

Who is this dead faquir, still hungry and thirsty? Not satisfied with all these heavy and loaded offerings, Who is this faquir, whose needs and belly is so big?

Inside chadars are offered to concrete mazar, Outside, dying of colds poor fakir. Enjoying best of life civility believers and ignorant.

Struggling and crushing their bones for a morsel, An abused, naked, hungry child, lying in a dark but desolate lane; City, still, besieged by the bones of a dead soul, hundreds of years back.

Thou, silent form, dost tease us out of thought. As doth eternity: Cold Concrete! Thou shall remain, in midst of other’s woe.

But the faquir is not ready to die on this hungry and thirsty land, Ready to resurrect to the pitiful, meaningless world; Perhaps, somewhere in the Q, praying for his next chance.
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Akbar The Great

Don’t slaughter the innocent of Chittor,
Oh! Akbar the Great,
Of brutality and barbarism.
Ending the light of thirty thousand lives,

Deceitful Hindus, with divided nationality.
Makes thee a victor,
Thou thinkest by slaying the innocent,
To control the sky.

Alas! No,
Thou hadst thirty four ill fated wives,
And five thousand concubines,
In thy own brothel.

The debase married motherly Salima
Aging wife of,
Father figure,
Bairam Khan.

But thou needed the ‘mysterious blessing’;
Of a Fakir,
To father a rogue son,
Questioning king’s manliness.

Who never honored thy progenitor,
Perhaps knowing about the ‘black magic’
Of thy birth.
Revolted thy own seed, against thou misdeeds.

Dejected, disillusioned,
Thou embraced Deen-E-Ellahi,
And renouncing Islam,
Under the influence of a Hindu queen.

And made people chant,
Allah ho Akbar,
Or God is Akbar,
To declare thyself Almighty.

Failed, forlorn and frustrated,
Dealers of secular sect;
Canonized the tyrant,
Akbar The Great.
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All Will Dissolve

Love demands a shared tune,
And respect deep for each one's space,
Love is like total surrender to God,
And love is to worship HIM.

In love, there is no moan, complaint or nag,
Surrender to the is occurring around willingly;
Body and life withers and dissolves with time and age;
One needs to accept bones, creaky and tongue, flavourless.

The upsetting bowels; the losing memory, the tiredness,
The nervousness, the sleeplessness and the poor sight;
Reaching the sphere, informed by rainbows in a dark night;
And feeling the cold-freezing hands of Yamraj.

The past trial flakes my psyche,
With full of meaning laments and grieves gulping me,
My soul moans and craves for liberation,
I desire for total silence, calm and relief.

Liberated from taunts, slurs worldly yokes,
Unknown tomorrow, dead yesterday
Don't fret about those moments which can't be replayed,
Gone is gone, bygone is bygone.

Man is neither an earth nor an add-on of an earth,
He is a body and escort of life, all just as mortal and ending;
Life has a span for itself and its own, for me mine male and female,
Undrape! Man is not guilty to anyone, nor stale nor discarded.

The soul is around, firm, acquisitive, untiring, and cannot be dazed away;
It sleeps in its cradle and lifts the gauze and look a long time;
Soul witness the corpse with its dabbled hair,
And notes where the life has fallen.

O Soul, go back to the abode of stillness and leave this decaying body,
Mournful and hungry world: complaining and crying souls;
Embrace eternal love and memories sweet;
Nothing is permanent all is bound to dissolve.
Count the years, and realize;
Time runs very fast,
Every breath reduces the size,
Lifespan is cut short,
Man is like a lamb, first, he frolics with pleasure;
But seeing the slaughterer curses his own birth and leisure.

Endless meetings, discussions
Procedures, regulations, statute books,
All waste of time and cutting the inhalations,
Knowing, nothing will happen, all laughing looks,
Slavery of thousands of years,
Have filled us with unknown fears.

Life is very short and never last;
Nobody knows the real will,
All are running aimlessly, fast;
Nobody has anything skill,
Understand your own follies,
Not to inflate with egos and bullies.

Surround yourself with humans,
That soothe the ripped heart,
Capable of making a man of demons,
And curing insanity into sweet desserts,
Such souls can deliver bliss to all,
And peace to all without fail.

Bang and tears of the cows on the harsh talk,
The gossip of the lanes, tires of the lorries,
The stuff of shoe-soles, chat of the public walk,
The grave collection, the driver with his queries,
Unmindful of all-Time comes and departs;
And no-one else far away in the wilderness it parts.
An Ode To Autumn

If you ever forget me,
You will find my name on the every leaf,
In every step in a meadow you visit,
You will find parts of me, scattered every where.

And bright but cool rays of light,
Dance with you to gather, through;
All the snowy, cold days passing;
As light, between two shying lovers.

Pleasant, as the calm ocean, where each wave;
Of a special shade will brush your heart and mind.
You will find me on a sleeping meadow, tired and naked;
Covered with a green leaves, start to finish.

New growth out of the germ-free land,
That extended between you and me, far away;
From the dazzle and prattle;
where your captive soul ache Love.

Young lovers want to warm their love,
Under a huge banyan tree,
You will discover me the last green leaf,
Challenging fall awaiting the spring.

If you ever forget me,
There will appear an idea,
In your wits with giant minarets and towers;
Dotted and buzzing shrill with my name.
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And The Laughter Was Lost

A laughter as innocent as a mirror is lost,
Plunged in stillness and silence by...

All can only repent and regret;
For the mouth opens no more than the still;
Sad words joined by tears.
And shudder us like yellow falling leaves,
Sobbing are, -
The only worth all granting.

It is to be learned-
This silence and this burning,
But only by the one who
Spends out himself again.

Then, drop by drop, sad and dismay,
Shall string some constant harmony, -
Harsh caper for all those who step
The legend of their youth into the noon.

"Kind words are more than a ritual, ”
Empty eyes staring in the air,
"It is the dead who are happy,
And all must hurry to that road."
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Anna-Mas

Put up a spray of Anna spirit,
Put in multi colors of love,
Whip up the thuds ‘till thieves hear it;
Chant out to those you love.

Anna-mas, Anna-mas, must fill the nation,
Run with Anna without fear,
Anna, Anna, you raise passion,
Wipe out corruption for all the year.

Pitch up a pulp of added magic,
Lob in a lot of courage and love;
Let us glow with honest logic,
Chase out the rogues seated, above.

For the people Anna is, too;
By the people Anna is, getting good;
Of the people Anna, nation beg you;
Please act tough, you would,

Get up and fight in Anna color,
Get in a grab of a soldier,
Set up and demonstrate the spark valor,
Boot out the corrupt vulture.

Hark, hark, you can glimpse it;
Peoples’ will everywhere,
Hark, hark, you can accomplish it;
Swell it out and share.

Put up a spray of Anna spirit,
Put in a rush of love
Stir up the sounds ‘till all can hear it
Chant out for your nation, you love.

Anna, Anna, you can free me,
Off Corruption and fear,
Anna, Anna, you fulfill my,
Spirit for all the year.
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Anna-One Man Army

He thundered lonely like a cloud,
That flew high on earth and hills,
With him follow a huge crowd,
A messenger of hope and clean mills;
Beside the cities, beneath village trees,
Roaring and blasting showering breeze.

Dazzled like a star sublime
And sparks like a bright ray,
He attracts a never ending human file
Along roads and streets on the highway:
Millions I saw at a glance,
Chanting Vande Matram, patriotic dance.

The sea of humanity rushed; but he
Out-did and feared the rogues flee:
Tones of gold could not buy the,
In establishing an honest nation glee:
I brood—and brood—but little thought
What these rogues and secular cheats had brought.

Often, thinking and brooding I try
In dry and sad wood,
He flashed upon his penetrating eye
Bliss for masses, mailing happy mood;
And then me and billions with solitude fills,
And danced and danced with cheer thrills.
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Anna is the face that rocked the entire nation,
And horrified the black towers of India.
Revered Anna, make this entire nation, corruption free.
His roars thrill all the souls: listen what he speaks!
Come, Anna, come, give second independence again.
Here will we follow, for second independence is in his words,
And all is useless that is disliked by Anna.
I will be In Delhi, and for faith in him,
Instead of team Anna, shall team Sonia-Man Mohan sacked;
And he will combat with weak body, strong in will:
To strive, to seek, to find, and not to surrender.
And wear thy colours of sweet success;
Yea, he will cripple the tyrants by his fast,
Taught by Mahatma to defeat with non-violence.
O, his acts fairer than the words of Parliament,
Swelled by the support of trillions voices;
Stronger his voice is than all democratic farce,
When he appeared for the helpless masses;
More dear than all the corrupt kings,
Of the end of corrupts is his ideal goal.
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Another Blast

In a moment,
A city was rocked,
Total devastation,
Wreckage and wreckage.
In a moment,
All the winds flew away,
And a vacuum was left,
Filled by cadavers, blood and limbs.
A tremor shook my mind,
Like a thunder bolt,
Like lightening,
Another city is blasted,
By fanatic traders,
Of hate and bloodbath.
Again the same old shrieks,
Same old tears, sighs, scary faces,
Body trembling with pity,
Heart throbbing with pain.
Is there anybody,
Who can stop these,
Cries,
Moans,
Scary faces,
And deep shadow of terror?
Or again nation will snoop,
A secular traitor,
Singing and Dancing;
To the tune of,
"We will fight with terror,"
"We will not tolerate terrorism,"
"Cowardice act,"
"Act fast"
"Criminals will not be spared,"
"India is a great nation;"

............! ! !
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Anterdhwani

While all of Delhi was on blaze,
Our University of Delhi yearns-
“’I’ve come here with my best gems! ’
Cadets from the one corner of Delhi,
Marching out with,
Girl cadets of another corner.
While students acted with moral sense,
Arguing with serious issues of life.
Coming out the best of all these years,
And exemplify “A self-made best,
Got into exhibiting around.”
Parade, flower show, dramas,
Project exhibition, Gyanodaya,
Music, songs, competitions;
All under one sky.
Spirit like a soldier,
Rejecting, fatigue and fear;
Like a true sports man,
Like a team and in love with
The great show ‘Anterdhwani’.
It keeps young souls going,
Rock’n roll by the grateful bold.
Idea taken from our eventful past,
I hear the wild-exotic guitar solo,
Inspiring themes chiming in,
Get all high and took us to cloud-‘9.’
Even if I close my eyes,
Senses like I can get high,
After enjoying that fine sweet.
“Goddess Saraswati will bless again,
In the Temple of Knowledge again-.”
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Apartheid Glorified

Quota Oh quota,
Worst than pota,
Racism strengthened and legalized,
Apartheid glorified and constitutionalized.

Islamic quota, Christian quota,
Harijan quota, tribal quota,
Backward quota, handicapped quota,
Regional quota, linguistic quota.

Quota madness welcomed,
Divisive forces institutionalized,
Ah poor meritorious soul! If this be so,
No end or balm for this woe,
No peace for bright wood,
No cure for thy mood.
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Ashes From Kashmir

Are we born to mourn and mourn?
We are also humans but ripped and torn.
We also had a dream but all burnt,
Nobody, touch our nights, with words soft.
We have lamented and laments stronger.
Always dry autumns, longer and longer.
Never saw the tender spring,
Never alter the life's wing.
We are eternal persons in exile,
Our fate was written in a darker file.
Always wear the dark shroud,
Endless wait to burn in fire loud.
Shedding tears for the land in flames,
Screams of my people, with no blame.
Nobody remembers their names and count,
Minister dance, soaked in blood, mount.
Pages of a callous constitution,
Increase the pain and lamentation.
Should we ask the Muslims to tell our sins?
7,7,7 deadly sins, born as Hindus woes begin.
Not treated as Bahujans or Harijans,
Peace loving Pundits is the biggest treason.
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Autumn Of Life

Listen to me, sit here with me;
Break my your calm,
As spring of my life retreats,
I am listening to the Eternal Silence.

Stammering my speech,
Each eruption a meaningless bang,
Colours frolicking my eyes,
Fading thoughts of past, troubling me.

Air I know to be dressed with gloom,
Promises are filled with helpless pain,
To make a helpless place,
Like, buds of roses at the dying of summer.

A place of reverence an illusion,
In social backyards conveying ignominy
Long in abeyance withdrawn by undecided
Even bright sun and sky too, worried and cloudy.

Brothers identifying differences,
Toughen their sphere that diversity waters,
To augment their control their cosmic vast,
Prelacy futile save it will benefit them.

The quiet and voiced the lifeless and dazzling,
The frail and the sturdy, I am your autumn;
Come be seated here with me see my ensigns,
All the old and fresh, alien and native, axioms here.

A concise cue that illustrates,
Why life is superior in range to any act of change;
My ecstasy to list of those disgruntled pledges,
Death does not lead to death.

But fading to snooze for a time of break,
A new life of manifestation to ponder quietly,
The guilty civics erroneously geared,
To loathing of change, I am autumn.
Come sit here with me to create a new world,
A new sketch of sounds to appear with,
Unsullied decent grow of wider sympathy,
Waked up in spring, leaving despair and grief behind.
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Azam Khan Said..........It

Taj Mahal is a gravestone,
Symbolizes loot, oppression, brutality;
Torture and debauchery.
Debauch King oppressed the Begum,
And made her children producing engine,
Produced children fourteen,
In sixteen years of torturous wedlock.
Plunderer razed a temple grand,
To construct a mazar of begum wronged.
O my dear Hindu brothers accompany me,
To raze this tombstone,
Symbolizing loot, oppression, brutality;
Torture and debauchery;
And undo the wrong of;
Of centuries three gone.

Its stones wound my feared face,
But I am spiky as steel and restlessness,
But I hold guts and style
To stand my fury smugly and free.
The stairs slabs burn my heart,
A pervert brute, down the savage kingdom;
And passion burn my vitals as I see,
Where visitors rub their shoulders,
Oh! In search of love perverted;
Deep in my fuming heart, aching and red;
And find in it the kind love,
To hold me to the book of law!
Oh! I must use my hands to undo this,
Come and join me to raze this,
Against the potent poison of hate.
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Baby Bachchan

Her home coming! I hope nation saw with joy:
A scene of wonderful pleasure and glory,
Creator God Brahma who in a rain of gold;
Broke open bars and pleasure untold.

Queen Ashwarya, the queen of beauty and grace;
Showers love on the new face,
Mesmerized to see God's dear creation,
Touched her white, tender limbs; with love and devotion.

With happy dreams, praying her happy stay,
And now with wondering eyes and heart, all play;
Before this supreme creation of Love:
A frolicking baby girl in glorious pink drove,
An angel with a lotus in her hand,
And in this world with stretched wings she dropped.
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Beautiful World

Raze Mosques, Churches, Gurudwaras, Temples, Mazars and Bars;
Spit at meat, eggs, shit, rot and coal tar.
Cast out Maulana, Maulvi, Hazi, Kazi Father, Granthi, Priest and Harlot;
Purge Terrorist, Extremist, Fascist, Caste-ist, Communalist, and Secularist.
Get rid of Leftist, Rightist, Islamist, Socialist and Capitalist;
Wipe out Laden, Jinnah, Gaddafi, Saddam, Afghanistan and Pakistan.

Shower upon the world the values of humanity,
Let love and wisdom may come to life with aura of divinity;
Where red and green becomes a frenzy merry spirit;
Bells, stars, candles, cakes, and hymns dazzle our spirit;
Our hearts vibrate with love, joy and peace,
Let us live as God planned, in a world at tranquility.

And we be conscious of His love in every sunrise,
Every flower's buds and petals, every baby's smile;
Every lover's hug, and every marvelous, amazing;
Finding that the world has not seen till today,
May all deliberate how this mysterious civilization,
Of ours was created by The Divine, not to disturb.
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Beauty Of Nature

Roses are smiling,
Flies are humming,
Lotus are floating,
And ducks are dancing.

Sun, moon, stars dear to us,
Rivers, falls, spring: fascinating and pious.
Flora and fauna play, but no bias;
Every dawn is holy and religious.

Makes us smile in the cruise of life,
Joyous nature can make a lay high.
Blesses all with love, never dry;
Blessed all mother divine and lofty.
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Bhagavadgita And Rebirth

Gita says that when a man dies
His soul takes new birth on, to earth;
Passes in some new body but disguise
From a new womb he takes new birth.
With tender limbs and brighter gain
The same soul takes new path again.

Such is the sermon of Lord Krishna and my cast;
This body, this band that holds the pen,
It comes and goes and does not ever last,
And turned, as dust, to dust again;
These eyes of mine have closed and shown
Many a times at Haridwar, Sangam and Ujjain.

All that man rightly think or do,
Or make, or spoil, or bless, or blast,
His curse or blessing justly due
This one is neither slays nor is slain past.
His life is an account of the sum
Of good or bad indulged, or overcome.

Man knows that in his lives to be
His sorry heart will ache and burn,
And worship, power and wealth tree,
As man moves on the roads spurn,
His road shall be the road he made;
All that he gave shall be repaid.

Indeed, Bhagavadgita tells,
O man! Renounce this tiring strain!
Surely, surely, he must trust Him well,
Only his action, a good great man obtain,
Place, crowns, wealth and a happy end,
Certain is birth for the one that has died.
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I live myself and leave myself,  
And when I appear, you shall appear  
You and my every atom stay connected to God.

I remain hidden in you;  
Every word, each dropp of blood, formed,  
Born here, my parents and his parents are the same.

Body and mind is fragrances by me,  
World is fragrances by me,  
I breathe the fragrance, but people do not see me.

But the world here is rotten, it is odorless;  
I want to fly and want to undisguised and naked;  
To tell the world—who are you?

The smoke from the stinking world,  
Chokes my breath, kills the love thread;  
They have lost their connection with me.

The feeling of riches and arrogance, all false;  
Listen to the inner talk and forget the knit of identity,  
Me and my mystery, is the only light.

I am clear and sweet and unseen is cleared by seen,  
Delivering the best, vexing the worst;  
Marching for the perfection, if admire self.

All organs attributed to me are dear to me,  
Not an atom or inch is vile to me,  
I am delighted to see my devotees happy.

Hands of God are near to me,  
Spirit of God is dear to me,  
All the men and women are brothers and sisters to me.

Ignorant question the existence and supremacy of soul,  
But I am always alive and well somewhere,  
I move and move and never stop.
Every one born and die here is lucky,
I pass death to deliver a new cheerful babe,
I am not on earth but a part of this earth.
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Bharat Ratna - Sachin Tendulkar

Dearest master blaster, you can never be tired,
When first by your bat nation mesmerized,
That beauty still in your strokes galvanized,
Shaken by your thunders white man’s pride.

That wondered double hundred turned,
The yellow autumn, into joyous hold,
Like priciest perfumes, in scorching June sprayed
And still see you as fresh as new bride arrayed.

Magical strokes flutter from jeweled pair of hand,
Choicest out from the towering figures and no stop deemed,
Your gracious hue reduced the pain national in stand
But still failed to cool down your run passion wild.

Pray to God, this humble great son of this sand,
Blessed by Bharat Ratna of this holy land.

FROM:
DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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Bhima-Koregaon War

"... Your old ways and allegations
Are eaten away and cashed away.
Please let pass the new methods,
if you can not work hard and compete,
or lend a hand because times are changing.
It is 21st century now."

The manifestation of times continuously changes,
Transforming feats, ideas and aspirations,
But fools celebrate the centuries-old genocide.
Revising the patterned game of dishonest interest,
Disregarding the shifting forms and paints,
Apparently throwing deceitful shadows.

Times change... it is unavoidable...
let us forget the pains of the past sirens,
the ill-fated of brothers brutal ends.
Claimed as the grand victory,
Branded as the grand pantomime of celebrity,
The massacre of Bhima-Koregaon War.

Some fought for money for savage imperialist forces,
Fire from the brutes girdled the natives around,
And patriots sacrificed their lives at the outflow,
of the real call to what our work is and needs to be.
Penance, escape or exist were never in mind;
Young or old, avid shadow remains erect, though the death was near.

Treachrous, celebrating the victory of Imperialists,
Genocide of unfortunate fellow countrymen,
Our position and aims can cleverly shift;
You can lend soul to the greed of the wrong and unworthy,
Without imposing the theory and dead ideology of the rotten old lies.
Care aloft on the heads the high banner of India flow.
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Blast, Blast, Blast

Blast, Blast, Blast,
On those innocent lives, O God!
And I would that my pen could not write,
The anger that arise in this pod.

O, see for the priest's boy,
That he chants with other devotees at pray!
O, well for the teacher’s lad,
That he sings in his class, happy and gay!

But the cruel state’s brute play with toy
To their safe vaults, without any chill;
But O for the hatred of a hidden mind,
And the sound of countless blasts that is still!

Blast, Blast, Blast,
At the foot of that unknown, O God!
Will never here again to me or to thee,
But the tender grace of those lives that is dead.
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Blasted Farewell On A Bloody Morning

As innocents die blasted and fly,
They whisper to their bleeding souls, to flow,
While their crying friends do try,
The life leaves now, ‘but some cry, No: ’

So we should be deaf and dumb, utter no voice,
Shed no tear, nor shout angry move;
Killers are our dear choice,
To tell the world our secular love.

Killing by killers brings sighs and tears;
The innocents met what was destined and meant;
But the cry for power in the sphere,
Is much stronger, then the lives of innocents.

Power hungry secularists love,
Those have no emotion for common man stupid,
Hidden with wealth project as service move,
But fool we are who eternalized and elect.

But we by love for corrupt and quota defiled,
That nation know not the rot what it is,
Fully dependent on wrong side,
Love not nation, people, honor and bliss.

Our all existence meant for one,
Nation and people move but with fear lot,
A tale, rotten and no end in vision,
As making castle, in air yet.

If they have brute hands we have billions so,
And brave acts for honor woo,
Their faith preaches the killing show,
But ours’ do not but love do.

But we remain cowed and spineless sit,
Yet the killers eat biryani and roam,
Learns not from the splashed blood hot,
And seated laugh, as dears ones never back home.
Such sleep makes me sad, when act,
Learn from other patriots to make jihad run,
Uncle Sam’s firmness makes them just,
And me happy, when in my mother’s arm begun.

This poem was written after the 07 September 2011 Delhi blast in which 15 people were killed and hundred injured.
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Blasted Nation

Blast here and blast there.
Sadly blast everywhere
Blood in the sky, blood in the air,
Blood on the earth, blood in fair.

For knaves, it is a victory for secularism,
For vultures, it is a victory for communism,
No reservation in bloody kingdom,
This is big Jihadi fiefdom.

Nation is on the axe of division,
Leaders deliver false illusion,
Poor victims die without justice,
Killers blessed with secular bliss.

Moaning with never ending pleads,
Without mourners nation bleeds.

FROM:
DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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Bleeding Nation And The Yogi

Leaders lie, the nation who boost us in a loud coarse beat,  
But hunger is here a permanent guest, and all miseries greet;  
Sighing and crying seeing the weary faces in the street -  
Only express sorrow for the owners of those faces in the fleet.

And cause of sorrow, in a land so holy and fair feet,  
Shocked to see the dying farmers, cursed by hunger and eat;  
I look in vain for traces of the fresh and sweet  
Every where sallow, sunken faces that are there to greet-

In hours before the dawn dim, the starlight in the sky lit,  
The tired and weary unemployed youth begin to trickle but unfit,  
Like pale Jamuna flow the faces in the street –  
To the beat of work less and sick youth’s heavy feet -

But gangsters rule the moments, masses beneath the dust and heat  
The nation is full of hatred and greedy faces in the street -  
Grinding body, grinding soul, earning nothing to eat -  
Tells of the city’s unemployed upon his weary beat -

And after the hours in the factory, feet have slowly dragged in corner pit,  
And sickly black chimneys rise to mock the hungry day’s heat,  
Ah! My heart aches for the owner of fear and weeded in the street  
Sad smile that mock the owner, and with words; half entreat.

For in its heart are growing thick the crime dens and pit,  
Hungry pleads for mercy in the corner of the street -  
Sinking down, sinking down, battered, wrecked by don’s beat -  
A dreadful, thankless trade is hers, that mother of the street.

Human forms shall rot away in cities like pig meet,  
And butchers faces roam freely, but unfit for any street -  
Even holy cows are not loved, served as dish as secular meat -  
In dens of vice and horror that rule all cities and the street.

Ah! Sonia Man Mohan’s slaves, your knees thrill, your hearts in joyous beat,  
When God demands a reason for the sorrows of the street,  
The wrong things, the bad things, and the sad things that we meet  
In the filthy lane, the cruel, heartless nation’s street.
I left the dreadful corner where the steps are never meet,
But when the night came dreary with the driving rain and sleet,
They haunted me - the shadows of those faces in the street,
Flitting by, flitting by, Flitting by with noiseless feet.

Once I cried: `Oh, God Almighty! If Thy might doth still conduit,
Now show me in a vision for the wrongs of Earth a cure in sight,
And in the warning distance heard the tramp of many feet,
And soon I saw the army that was marching down the street.

Then, like a swollen river that has broken bank, wall and no halt,
The human flood came pouring with the saffron flags smart,
And kindled eyes all blazing bright with revolution's heat,
And flashing yogis replacing rigid faces in the street.

Nation swings to the rhythm of Yogi Ramdev’s feet,
Danced to the yogic art, saved by the blessings of God greet -
The dreadful ill breed leaders replaced by yogis without heat,
In that pent track of living death - the nation’s brute street.
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Blessed Ramdan.

In today's' life and time, 
Believers have lost sight, 
of the real importance of Ramdan 
and one unique month.

When we go celebrating, 
We see 'Mine show is higher to him' 
Then the true meaning of Ramdan, 
Is permanently and surely lost.

Amidst the pomp and show 
And glow of roza iftar show, 
We forget million of hungers, 
born with a different faith and God.

The world wait for Ramdan 
To chant - Happy - Happy Ramdan; 
Never thinking of the masses 
Whose God was different from yours.

Truly, 
When we Pray Almighty- the Merciful and Benevolent... 
We don't see the same blood 
But blinded by ego and might.

A gentle reminder, 
Of that month to one and all, , 
And of the child we call Mohammad, 
Whose care, the world must know.

And guide them towards... 
Secular, liberal, modern, tolerant 
And non-violent ideas; 
Blessed Ramdan.
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Ah! My darling, it has taken aeons;
To formulate my moans, my tears of blood;
To astonish the world of my true knowledge,
I had to bear assaults and atrocious troubles.

My simplicity and truthfulness annoyed the ignorant, ill-bred,
And they crafted more barriers in my modes.
Apathy of my adored masses towards me,
Awarded my antagonists finger to rib me.

I wish I lived in burning barren region.
In seclusion, and like Sita grieve my fate.
That was also disallowed, I was thrown,
To the sharks to eat me at my day and night.
My sin was to assert my love to my people and land;
My feeble condition only deceived me, to have sinned.
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God send me on the earth, an innocent being,
Untouched by the black and white doing,
But the world branded me as a Brahmin,
And a curse fallen on this urchin,
A child of lesser God,
The entire honor was forbidden to this pod,

Education, help, livelihood,
All was snatched by Robin Hood,
Some branded it as social equality,
But it was state cruelty,
Other’s called it secular passion,
But it was ugly repression,
All the isms kill human rights,
They are the Jan us face of racial might.
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Brave Soldiers

Her brave sons on India, roar;
With short of weapons, but extra furor,
Those stainless steel frames roll,
That forced produce of their toll.

They have no leisure, cheer, calm,
Roof, food, love's gentle balm;
Always working for our safety, away from all dear;
Bearing nation’s pain and without any tear.

The plant they sow but others reap;
The wealth they earn but others keep;
The robes they spin but others wear;
The strong arms they make but others bear.

You sow plants, but let no Panwar reaps;
Make wealth, but let no Raja heaps;
Spin robes, but let no Maya wears;
Have strong arms, but let no Dawood bears.

Yow have plough, spade, loom and bomb,
But do not get grave, and dear ones build tomb,
And you have to weave your shroud,
But dear land is out of bound.

Always with a smile and voice cheerful,
warm and happy heart than no look or word can tell,
But the acts of treason and treachery make their eyes tearful-
Thanks, Brothers, sisters, dear nation, - and farewell!

But, O dear sisters, and my brothers,
This strong pulse tries me leave to others,
These lofty-snow covered hillocks hint of pains’ release;
The tasks we started but dark asks for peace.
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Bring Back Peace And Harmony

All the blood-spattered revolutions,
Those led to one more and more tensions,
But all failed and failed dimensions,
Failed to usher peace, change and happy mentions.

Gandhi failed, Luther King failed;
Mandela failed, Marx failed;
Bloody coup or bloodless coup all hailed,
But whatever change took place, flawed.

Brought disaster, poor living led to sorrow and wildness;
Rising greed, frustration, annoyance and fierceness;
Control the minds, to let perversion and furiousness;
Construct the web and cycle of destruction and violence.

Jihadists and Naxals crippling humanity,
Life and humanity without love, compassion and sanity;
The messenger of peace, pigeon killed, eaten sans charity;
They have no place to live, return and security.

To show the path to crippling humanity, fed,
Miseries and pains make weep, cry and dead.
Disciples of Christ and Mohammad,
Painted the globe blood, red.

Crippled humanity needs the re-incarnation,
Of a Ram and a Krishna to pilot resurrection;
The beguiling humanity to safer shores, restoration;
And wipe out evils from the globe to revitalization.
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Burqa War

Raja Ram Mohan Roy, Maharishi Dayanand Saraswati;
Swami Vivekananda, Swami Shraddhanand,
Mahatma Gandhi, Martin Luther;
Nelson Mandela, Desmond Tutu,
All found veil on women,
As symbol of in-equality and regression;
Declared veil as an evil and oppression.
Expressed care and concern for women,
With cool head and to people with warm heart,
All here are part of one family,
Equality and freedom make big difference in life.

But modern Indian secular Neros,
From Raja Digvijay Singh to Rajeev Shukla;
Shashi Throor to Nitish Kumar;
Mamta Benerjee to Mayawati;
All endorse veil on women as virtuous,
Progressive, moderate and liberal.
I would like to apologize, for a crime so great
As they are ignorant or selfish,
What is my sister's sin or crime?
That she has to hide herself,
And it demands punishment severe.

She is not at fault for she chromosomes,
It was not her choice to IC with XY or XX.
XY runs hot in the streets and lanes not XX,
Male Allah did not make my breast flat,
Made my hips curved and flashy,
So why should I hide my body dazzling,
If scoundrels gaze my gleaming face and body.
Rogues put on burqa for crude passes,
Lips silent may avoid many problems,
Lips smiling may solve many problems,
For my presence in the public space, not to pounce on me.

I am not a toy to be played with evil in eye,
I do not know what sex all about is,
But all want to have only sex, sex and sex;
Why should I apologies if the devil in you is provoked. 
Every time I breathe in open I apologize for demanding,
That my sisters get open air and equal rights,
Because I am also a creation of the same God,
It was not my fault But His or His ugly sons.
O Attic figure! Fair attitude! With breed soft!
Of mischievous men and maidens overwrought,
Then why to wrap me in a dark world?
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But I Love My India

Anna is super flop,
But Sunny Leone is super hit,
Baba is in jail, but Raja is on bail,
Terrorists get packages,
But Olympians get wreckage,
Here everyone is eating his bits,
Yes, this is my dear India.

Patriot Vajpaye is rejected,
But foreigner Sonia is accepted.
Poor rot in jail and die stinking;
But dreaded Soharabuddin is cared.
Natives are slaughtered in Assam,
But illegal invaders are protected.
Alas! This is my dear India.

Yesterday, I was a fool;
So I was trying to change the people,
But today, I am wise;
So I am changing myself,
And learning to live with them,
Here rogues always get ahead in life.
Yes, I am sure this is my India.

People enjoy here dramas, absurd;
Where power is every thing,
Powerful are worshiped and adored;
Rogues stab and thrash honesty out,
Sweetness and light not cared,
Good part dies but bad survives, long;
Perhaps air is false in my India.

I never cry, I fought the world;
But knaves thrashed me cry,
No possibility to put right,
It is a true trend, growing wild;
Land covered with wicked fox,
It is real, not a hoax,
But sadly, it is in my India.
Bye-Bye- 2014

Gloomy bye-bye Year-2014 with an explosion,
Terror act or bomb blast or crash or snag;
I do not know but no body knows;
But floating cadavers on the sea.

Grieving hearts, devastated souls;
Wailing sounds piercing the sky,
But no to hear nor console woes;
Poignant, tormented by the evil act.

Encircle waves lamenting, no one is left;
Wave after wave counted by empty eyes;
Humans destroying the humanity,
O! Who will speak from the bottom of sea?

No end of cries and tears in sight;
Violent faith, ugly politics, divisive acts;
But no real love in sight and mind full of hate;
Every one for himself, no solution in sight.

Senses gone frozen, existence parlayed;
No humanity, no respite but all waiting;
For the dawn of New-Year-2015;
And hoping out of all the hopes.

Praying-perhaps 2015 will be better;
Broken hearts will be built with love and affection;
Broken vows will be fulfilled with hope and trust;
Lost souls will be recovered, never to lost again.

Wars and hate will be buried for ever;
New territories of love and togetherness be formed,
Repeated sound of hate through out the day,
Will be lost in the gulf of nonsensical world.
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The month of August, carnival for all the year,
When Anna forces the wild democracy move his way,
And showed the nation his power on a single day.
Krishna on Janamashtimi blessed his old son dear;
August 27, 2011, lavish, mesmerizes far and near.
The thirteen day fast made all tyrants lay,
Like rotten meat in a garbage tray.
August, revolution, burnt all the liars.

The night guards its dear masses in fine,
Of kingdom’s: honest pearls rebuking rogues few,
Our white empress fled, in western towers safe line,
Back home, August, feasting and dancing on happy dew,
Ready to gulp the corrupts in a single drought,
Sunshine and clean air, delivered by Anna fine!
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Ceased Delhi In A Winter Fog

O Winter! Ceased the breath of Delhi in your fog fire,
Paralyzed capital blocked the nation’s speed and turn;
Shocked and puzzled, and think thy fog is a terror burn;
Of disaster! Pray for early summer and winter retire.

The planes and trains are under your dark shire;
Violently shutting all the doors and progress we learn,
No way out to reach home, away from this foggy urn;
Blood drips down the heart and mind, no care for our desire.

In vain all claims to build the nation flees,
From all corners the happy voices cease,
Futile attempts to warm inner strength to sit in peace,
A child begging alone at a big jammed red light, pose;
Besieged in a city of dead souls, none ready to rose;
As there is no life for thousands tattered years, without release.
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Celebrating Backwardness

1

My nation celebrate backwardness and poverty,
I celebrate, he celebrates, and you celebrate,
And what I believe all will believe,
For each particle fit into me as the excellent fit in for all.

I loiter and ask you all,
I bow and loiter at my comfort and view a truck loaded with freebies.
My language, every bit of my body, made from this dust, this air,
My parents, his parents, and your parents, and their parents, all born here.

Nation and states are full of aroma; the shelves are packed with books,
All inhale the aroma, see it, and like it,
The knowledge would intoxicate me, but I shall not let go it.
But the masses are not enlightened, it has no tang of the excellence, they are dull.

It is for the mouth of few, they are in care for it,
I will go to the seats of learning and without pride and with humility,
I worship for it and happy to surrender and forget myself,
I burn my own self, which reverberates, swells, rings, and murmurs.
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Brotherhood, thread, knowledge Shikha, conch and books,
My breath and motivation, the pounding of my heart,
The flowing of blood and air through my lungs are
Due to re-fleshing green leaves, and waters rivers.

The echo of merit words loos'd to the eddies of the quotas,
A few power-hungry leaders, lectures, a few amendments, enough to destroy,
The game of hate, caste and communalism on the promise of lofty ideals,
The stroke alone, in the rush of the villages and cities, masses left high and dry.

All sides, feeling, the song of rising quotas and reservations,
As other, has a thousand acres much? Have other has exploited the earth much?
Have you burnt your body so long to learn to read?
Have you felt so proud to get at the meaning of life?
Stop this day and night with the nation and you shall possess the best,
You shall possess the excellence of health and happiness,
You shall no longer look at other for help and health,
You shall get and give to all sides and filter the best for yourself.
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I have listened to what the speakers were talking,
There was never any more fall than there is now,
Nor any more youth or era crying than there is now,
And will never be any more deficiency than there is now.

Nor any more beggars or free-loaders than there is now,
Beg and beg and beg, for eternity the majorities beg of the world,
Out of the gloom, inefficient and unmeritorious advance,
No substance but cash on a knit of identity, a breed of life.

To elaborate is no gain, learned sob and unlearned dance that it is so,
Dull as a donkey, lazy, arrogant, sluggish, here they stand,
Tricky and bitter is their soul, and lack one and all,
Showing the worst and dividing it from the worst age.

Robbing the best while they rob, all silent,
And go rob and admire themselves, for a practice vile,
They are fulfilled—they see, jazz, chuckle, croon,
As the squeezing and loving bedfellow sleeps side by side.
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Citizens I meet, the lament upon me of the fault of their life or the ward,
The town I live in, or the country, cultures, dates, inventions, creations,
Societies, old and new, food, attire associates, glances, compliments, dues,
The unreal or nonexistent inequality of some man or woman I adore.

The unfounded repression or ill-doing of one of my folks,
Or poverty, or backwardness, the horrors of fratricidal atrocities,
The fever of fake reformists, the fabricated stories,
This narrates to the nation days and nights, but they are the ugly self.

Abusing and howling in the high name of secularism and social justice,
Stands annoyed, anxious, dejected, rejected, inactive,
Looks down, mocked, abused, in and out of the game of ballots,
Everything free-loaded to SCs, STs, OBCs, and Minorities.

Backwards I observe in my own days where I sweated through the mist,
With race, language, caste, faith contenders,
No mocking or argument, but the race is the winner:
Knowledge, merit and talent are neither cared nor rewarded.
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Rapidly started and spread the poison around all to kill the calm and knowledge,
Those defeat all the sane arguments of the globe,
And I know that the blessings of God are the promise of my own,
Forgotten that all the man and women are equal humans.

And a poisonous mind within them heaped abuses on merit and worthy,
A debased provision, deliberately and designedly inserted,
This debase is very dark to be from the sick heads of sick mothers,
Darker, than the colourless beards of a crook and dark to deliver.

They are energetic and fighting fit somewhere,
The smallest sprout shows there is truly no death before time,
Energetic and worthy go onward and outward, nothing collapses,
And to stop is unusual from what anyone thought, and luckier.

Has anyone supposed lucky or unlucky to be born?
and am not restricted to my hat and boots,
And peruse various bits and pieces, no two identical and each one good,
The earth excellent and the stars excellent, and their attachment all-good.
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Celestial Nymph

Feeds nectar from her warm tap,
Fondles the toddlers in her cozy lap,
Holds fingers to teach, walk, talk and rock,
Hovers always like a caring hawk.

Frolicking stories to make him eat,
Sacrifices every thing without any heat,
Nurses it with sweet passion,
Her heart and existence is at its tension.

Always praying for its happy plan,
Grooms a tiny tot into a towering man,
Heaven rests under her feet,
But she dies for its one smiling greet,
She is a fathomless ocean of love and sacrifice,
Loved and blessed by mother need no device.
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Certificate For Suicide

One and all chase this from first to last,
Valued years of life spent fast,
The days of life to make friends,
But time passed never return to mends.

Smiling at the dead certificate of school;
One may be dazzling or dull tool,
Like loosing or getting bright chimes,
Treated like a reward or war crimes.

Treated as years valued, none lets go;
But there's fate strong always, always toe;
A light certificate will force all cry,
As if winds will stop and world will die.

It is all worldly deed, nothing high or low;
That makes no failure or un-glow,
O Boy! You have your full life:
Live and enjoy it without any strife.

These days are the best days high,
Full of high hopes and ignore sigh;
Always smile and remember the maiden kiss,
Life is to live and laugh but don't hiss.

Life in itself is the highest reward,
Be careful and always at guard;
God is there to fine tune all and one;
With faith in Saraswati, go and love fun.
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Chanakya-The Greatest Guru

In the 370 B.C., in a;
Brahmin family was born,
The Greatest Indian Guru,
Philosopher, Royal Guide;
Kautilya or Vishnu Gupta,
Taught the best Arthasastra,
Neetishastra (known as Chanakya Niti) , and
Rajneeteshtra; at Takshashila University:
Established empires but self remained penniless.

Established Maurya emperor Chandragupta,
And mighty Maurya Empire.
But destroyed the powerful Nanda Empire
But for himself did nothing,
Believed in 'All is Emptiness, '
'There is no Self.' And 'Renunciation'.
In the 21st century, all wonder, how a man,
With such a mind and will power;
Could pose, smiling but tough
But only in a dhoti and without a shirt.
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Charlie Hebdo; Murder Most Foul

Master artist, drawing cartoons,
Risky resistance for liberty of ideas,
For the highest freedom of expression.
Fatwaas, death threats, intimidation,
On hit list, dwelling fired, bombed;
Failed to deter their art and vision.
Wonderful souls, adept art of comedy;
Loved a laugh on themselves,
Abhorred extremism, violence and terror.
In-habituated in safest democratic spaces,
Unmindful of their own security and safety;
Wished a world, free, safe and secure.
Charlie Hebdo will carry on to its voice,
For freedom, free and fear less pen,
Unmindful and un-sacred of death at their doors.
Only souls blessed, can be a cartoonist;
But any un-civilized, insane, barbaric;
Can be a terrorist and slaughterer.
Wrong is the faith, not the men;
Innocents, taught in madarsas and mosques;
Indoctrinated as murderers most foul.

N.B: This poem is a tribute to the brave and bold journalist and cartoonist of French magazine 'Charlie Hebdo' who were massacred by Islamic terrorists in Paris and condemn the barbaric massacre of cartoonists.
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Childhood

Babyhood is a spring playing,
Follow its source in the sand,
And its vibrations, flowing, growing,
Childhood can revitalize the barren land.

There will never any more joy as this season;
Nor any more paradise than in this cute;
Loving, electrical, spring with its flowing reason,
O wondrous singer! Enjoy this mystery fruit.

O liquid, fond, liberated and bold,
Greatest creation of God, splendor lends;
O secret of earth and sky! Told;
Opens the gates of manhood, but never bends.
Oh my God! Why you are so short lived? □
Why don't you go for eternity and always?
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Children Of Lesser God

Some children are high in demand,
As they are good mannered,
But not blessed and loved,
By their progenitors red,
Day out and day in never exhausted,
Milked by their parents brutal, unstirred.

Never played with ball and balloon,
Never tasted sweet cakes and soft loom,
Life’s delicacies for never cry or bloom,
They are so good but live in perpetual gloom,
Even follow the instructions by tiny goons,
Saucy masseuses for decent blondes.

Get a coin per day and left over meal
Children of lesser god shower gold on deadly seal.
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Christmas Greetings - 2016

Happy is the world,
Christians is again here,
To celebrate the birth of Jesus,
Devotees canonized as Messiah.

He came to set up the civilization of peace;
To establish the culture of harmony,
To found a culture of understanding,
To save his devotees in the global village.

But 'Faithfulls' made it a set up of conversion,
They don't cherish it as spirit of peace,
Made it a tool of clashes of civilizations,
To usurp power and wealth.

See it as the spirit of resurrecting,
Inside the decoration in Churches,
Homes, Offices, parties, families, drinks,
Wish a Very Happy Christmas - 2016.
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Coffin—safest Abode

A Coffin—is a tiny empire,
Yet capable to enclose entire,
A dweller of heaven,
In its dark airplane.

A Grave—is a slim girth—
And all the lands it inhabits,
Yet stronger than the Sun—
And oceans it looks upon.

Gone from the pink morn,
Missing from the pastures of corn,
From the nightfall frozen and torn,
And water springs crying lorn.

End to end sleeps, as through a dark veil,
Oceans and the sky look pale,
And listen to the tearing nightingale,
That sadly sings world’s tale.

Rest, rest, a complete rest,
Get rid of over sweat and fret;
Face is calm and perpetual fest,
Cannot feel the pain and guest.

Rest, rest, for ever and for ever;
Upon an unknown shore,
Rest, rest at all peace core,
On mountain-built peace and more.

The purple land,
Upon the hand,
Than ours, a friend
No man can mend.

For man on his little lounge tight,
Bequeaths a single buddy light—
Circumference without respite—
End is sure—no guesstimate—
Come Design Destiny

Dark powers are faint,
'Infinite love and majesty to paint,
Perfect in bliss and no place for grief,
And test the rising din of the soul.
Serene in the affluent, and no adverse day,
True to actions and your hearts' honest,
Till having sailed through life's wild sea,
And from its rocks, and unruly haze liberated.

Sustained by the creatures and plants of the earth,
The silver streaks of lightening race across the sky.
Thunderous laugh the graced mark, high in the world,
Shine you high and held the head high.
'Don't kneel! Wipe out evil;
Rise! And the damsel bidden rise arise,
And stand with sturdy hands and eyes upwards,
The entire generous note when your name is named.

Royal games are yours' as happiness chirps of at our hearth-
With sweet hints of some who prize you more
Success lay all her length and kissed your feet,
As if in warm admiration and in love.
A twirl of gold round your hair and robe;
'And clothe yourself with insight, ' drew
Yea, by God's rood, trusts you too wholly.'
And your name be a song, a name for fire and fame.

Trumpet-glowing in your life and your name,
All trust be yours -well, no vice: be yours,
But as you name yourself the summer wing,
Upon your life and use and name and fame,
And never ask for some other boon,
Yes is there one true line, the pearl of pearls:
Remain always in light and all joys follow;
In dark even your own shadow flees.
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Concrete Graveyard

Across the cemetery, along the toll road;
Breathes or dies a soul out in cold;
Each moment has a fiery desire,
For him to suffer there's zero higher.
Was good with the good in despair,
Hope he knows is also in fire,
Never was bad with the bad to glare,
The fraud of the soil begins to stare,
Diamond can be shaped by diamond care,
But mud can not wash mud even rare.

Will any hand ascend from the graves dead?
Right! It's fashion or fear to be calm instead,
Life can not be found to seek for self glow,
Give it to others to get your heart grow,
Do not give up till something to give and feel;
Keep trying but grief or lament futile to conceal,
Where joy and sorrow need no new preacher,
Through my verse I act as a moral teacher.
Without hate, fear and lust live night and day;
For others he labour, worry, help, protect and pray.
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Constitutional Racism

Constitution then, leaving all other policy of human ideas,
Is an impartial equalizer of the humans.
But this is only on lifeless pages;
Any demand of equality is seen as an contempt,
And punishable offence.
For ages world has honoured knowledge's infinite power.
But now knowledge is mocked and laughed down,
The makers of the constitution, — The guardians of justice,
Unfortunately, have been more dividing and repressing,
In this order of justice — a monstrous racism in reality.

For some, the only diversity between equality and inequality is votes.
Days out and days in we are killed by quotas- -
Like symbols in artificial phrases? —
"Diversity, ... Inclusion, ...Equality, ...Social justice, ... Secularism, ...Affirmative action, ...
These are days I feel like non-existence in the cauldron of democracy.
I stand alone in the beautiful flower of false manifestos,
But I always been a victim of injustice,
Disruptive, ...Caste-ist, ...Anti-Social justice, ...
With fervor that outdo the margins of my awareness.

With veins crying foul,
I am the weird patriot that grew too strong for the masses,
I am a vision, vision for a strong nation,
I am a spirit, - a blend of excellence nation would love to disregard;
My roots, won't let me sit still, nor can be contained.
All the voices, rather than voicing their resistance
Over the oppression and slavery;
Remain mute and laugh on the cuffs,
Un-concerned by the oppressive weight
Of caste and religious privileges.

Politics and power greed,
Crush the merit and talent,
"Merit and talent is become waste energy of no to good use! 
And merit and talent fear the sound of their own voice.
No stage, ...No platform, ...No ladders...
Those make it impossible to for the merit to reach the stars,
Keep struggling to grab them, but low merit grab everything;
Beyond curriculum, beyond values, stand here, a symptom of sting and pain.
Still we enlighten the world and pour out our souls,
Illuminates the world with our radiant appeal.

Merit requires Arjun-like hard work and insight,
Today, look in the eyes of students- ignorance and fear,
If you try to enlighten them with knowledge,
One is bound to fail in shaping their genius—
As they are the creation of dark quotas.
Look in the eyes of those, victim of quota onslaught;
They have the same light that tamed the mighty empires,
And the Mount Everest...
Same twinkle that guided the Mahatma to freedom,
But the racial quota mischief has undone all.

Exists frustration and gloom; slaves of racial system,
We were meant to be equal, living across caste and religion—
And we are crushed by the counts of democracy,
A cruel method which shook the consciousness.
Are we not humans, waiting for the next dying star?
All work hard to go into space—looking into telescopes,
Every child has potential,
Discrimination is branding them as unwanted,
Denying them their rights,
While some continue take the fruits.

Law in no equalizer- -
Rather, it is a killer of Indian Dream.
So wake up! Raise your voices, lift your heads,
Until patches of decimation are stitched.
Potential of every citizen must be honoured,
Non-quota classes have been treated as black sheep;
Absorbing every insult and no escape,
Together, can enthuse galaxies of excellence,
So wake up! Raise your voices, lift your heads,
Otherwise nation will be 'ghastly statue of Frisco seal.'
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Constitutional Repression

Thou have repressed me, thou has repressed me,
No more, black pages,
Those have repressed us like withered leaves,
For almost sixty years, merit and poor;
Difficult even to breathe.

Cruel Book, I want to disown thou,
Praying thou to die before I had time——
Emotionless-heavy, a load full of borrowing,
Ghastly acts with no good one,
Big as thou writer's statue.

And a head in the pious Ganga,
Where it showers blessings on the devotees,
In the holy waters descend from divine Gangotri,
I pray to respect my merit,
That was denied to me.

In Bihar, in Tamilnadu or anywhere;
Of caste wars, wars, wars,
But the name of the hate is common,
Multiculturalism and social justice;
The words most obscene.

Game of hate everywhere,
So never know where your
Roots and foot are uprooted,
The tongue jailed in the jaw,
Struck in an insult noose.

No right to express the pain,
Quotas, quotas,
Chewing me like slaughtering goat,
Began to talk like a goat,
Scared, I might be slaughtered.

The ideas of Delhi, the writing on the wall;
Are very clear and biased,
With my learned ancestors and my bizarre luck,
And my merit and my merit,
I may be a bit of goat.

Always scared of the writings,
With biased laws and draconian vies,
Not by a holy book,
But a book black and regressive;
This is democratic fascism.

The boot in the facade, the beast
Monster quotas to crush all voices,
You sit on the chair like a boss,
A crack in your jaw instead of your foot
But no less a demon, no less the black man.

Cut my cute pink heart in two,
I was a child when they killed me,
At twenty they almost killed me,
And could not get anything,
I thought even the bones would be crushed.

Secularism is communalism
And communalism is secularism,
Fair is foul and foul is fair,
Caste is socialism and socialism is caste;
There merit is curse.

But I was thrown into the fire,
And jammed me together with wire,
And then don't know what to do.
I was made a clown by naves,
A book in black with a dangerous look.

I want to live, I want to live;
But this cruel nation is pushing me off the root,
No fine voices going to pay attention through,
The parasites are sucking my blood,
The cruel book is arming the suckers.

There's a snake in your writings
And the nation never liked it,
Ignorant are dancing and stamping on merit,
They always knew, they were ignorant,
But no respite I'm through.
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Conversion Industry

The known hawks pounce by and blame me,
They nag of my faith and my books.
The final scud of light seizes back for me,
It hurls my rendering after the break
And proper as any on the shadowed untamed,
It charms me to the haze and the twilight.
I listened to their actions flouting the sticking of the furniture,
By the swayed half-door of the restroom,
I saw them floppy and pathetic,
And gave fresh water and filled buckets for their stinking body and tired feet,
And gave them a shelter that attached from my own,
And gave them clean clothes,
And keeping in mind faultlessly well their spinning eyes and their ineptness,
And bear in mind laying layers on their face and eyes;
I had them eat next to me at the temple, my pious fire still lit in the centre.
They settled with me a month before they were convalesced and converted.
Conversion is a highly paying religion.
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Corruption

I spring from haunts of Yadavs and Panwars;
I make fast and sudden tally
And hide it in the dark drawers,
And show my power in rally.

By dark lanes I march down,
Or jumps through the hinges,
From villages to towns to cities I frown,
Crossing over odds and ridges.

Till last by Ali’s and Telgi’s farm I flow,
To join the glittering harbor,
For men may come and men may go,
But I remain for ever.

I chatter and cross over secular ways,
Unmindful of law and justice,
I inflate by socialist and social justice bays,
Babble on voters’ ways rustic and pathetic.

With currency notes stashed, wardrobes I fume and fret
By many a constituency but hallow,
Enjoying the nights of fairies wet
Decorated with roses bright but shallow.

I boast and blow, as I glow
To join the dark world here,
Crowns may come and crowns may go,
But I remain for ever.

I air about, Sonia, Mohan in and out,
They make way for smooth sailing,
Every where cheered by lusty touts,
And here and there live in Raja-Maya wing.

Sometimes watched by Annas’ flake,
Me and my comrades, as I gravel
But come to my rescue high and mighty fake,
When on rocky terrain, I travel.
I reside in palaces on lush green plots,
I steal by gun totting covers,
Ages may come and ages may go,
But I will remain for ever.

Welcomed by sweet perfumed lass,
Those rare for happy young suitors,
I dance, I laugh, I chat, I glance,
Among my plotting followers.

I make my stinking leaders dance and cheer,
By my fat pockets and bags,
I laugh under dark clouds and hidden star,
Loiter around to fear rags and wags.

Out again and again, I flow;
Ring my bells wild without fear,
Armies will come and armies will go,
But I remain for ever.
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Country Inn

The moon is quiet tonight,
Frosty, heavily, slides the winter evening,
Wind is biting and cold.
Through a long passage, on the highway;
Stands the Hotel Country Inn.
Luminously shining and huge, out by the road, packed.
Pious day of Basant Panchmii, stand 'I' alone!
Waiting for my old friend in the midst of drum beats.
In the din and noise received a telephonic call;
My heart started jumping like a recent affianced youth;
Clearing the dancing lasses, saw a beauty, smiling;
Seeing my old friend here is like bliss and joy divine.
Decades had elapsed since we left,
Many more years had flown very fast and made us brown,
Many times mighty earth has evolved around the sun,
But appears our amity is still 'eternally young.'

Used to roam in the huge green Campus together,
Covered with lush green trees and plants,
The land scattered with dead yellow leaves and grass;
Mangoes, guavas, papaya, laddered with ripe fruits,
Enriched the landscape vast.
Silence-hardly any soul out expect few worshipers of cupid!
The lights tingling-dangling through the thick tress,
Witnessing empty lecture rooms; - but quiet,
Somber, dark, ascetic,
But through the all-round and hushed silence,
Of the university-walls, lies and lives;
Our sweet-sour friendship past.
Her dazzling smile brought to my mind,
That shining, energetic vigour again,
In this hazy-foggy cold weather;
Where are still loved by hopes and fears.

Years played-studied together braving time and space,
Saw you spirited and true to words;
I have penned these lines together
Respecting and loving our friendly weather.
Proving, I still remember you and friendship;
Although the lanes we travel were separate,
But I can still feel the spirit of years gone.
Cleared the frost of life bravely and boldly;
Never feared the cut throat drought of world.
You will meet these lines a mark of
Waves lost in our past, happy and jovial.
I read the same glow and smile on the face
Of a friend remained long out of sight.
I wrote this poem to prove my respect
And promise to write, on you and our alliance,
My dear friend-our friendship is beyond time and space.
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Creation Of Unkind God

I love my life but lanes are not simple,
And believe that it must not have dimple.
A self unsound and hurt conscience tie it,
That covers life worse than appear fit.

I love my self and soul;
Whose grand delight and sorrow,
Are lost in this existence, foul;
And pass the days to next morrow.

And mile away all serenity,
All experience worth not peeping,
No laughter all weeping,
A conscience hurt and un-steady;
And always spirited and ready.

Life never changes with event.
But get cold compliments,
Poor principles work out,
Acts of charity but all doubt.

Left high and dry to my own affairs,
Chase its own joys and cares,
Creation of the toil which God begun,
Is left without love and care undone.

I am also a human not made of wood,
Created like any other hood,
But cheated by my self and bone,
And left to fend lone,
But still true to all and false to none.
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Cries Of A Child

Baby is crying,
Call back my Mummy,
The only thing he asks,
That actually melts all.
It is the one and only demand;
I have no answer,
Nor reasonable nor sound;
I bend my head in abhorrence,
"I have no answer,"
Under the violent sun,
There is no love,
To replace a yelling mummy,
Even rainbows, moon and stars,
Cannot deck a simple seed,
Maybe he gets,
All life's pleasure,
"But who will take you to school,
When you don't want to go."
I shiver with the thought,
Under a violet sky,
His mummy was separated,
By the callus transfer by bank.
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Crossing The Boundless

Don’t cry for me when I an no more,
Gone far away, never to listen your lore.
Driven and tossed in a mysterious world,
Where you cannot hold me by your hand.

Enjoy your life Almighty planned for you,
Only preserve happy memories in view.
For your depleting mind and sinking fray,
It will be too late to mourn or pray.

Yet if you want me to remember for a while,
Don’t grieve for me when you retrieve,
Shed the burden darkness and pain,
Enjoy, beauty of thoughts and happy of rain,
Better try to forget the dark and pass,
Try to smile and dance likes a teen lass.

FROM:
DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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Crossing The Floods

Some where man is laughing
Some where man is weeping
Some where man is crying
Some where man is sighing
Some where man is dying
Is it possible, all men laugh together?
How can it be possible?
Till even a single man is sad
Till there is the kingdom of voluptuous
Till the savior is the killer
Till there is cleavage between rich and poor
Till there is terrorism
Till man is divided on caste and communal quotas
Till there is illusion of power
Till man is sitting silent
Till man is splashing blood
Till then, how can men laugh together?
Although alone he celebrates and laughs
Some where lightening falls
Some where there will be August shower
Some where cloud will spread darkness
Some where there will be storm
Some where there will be floods
Is there any man, who can stop floods?
And construct a bridge, on which
All men can cross the floods together
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Cursed Beauty And Beast

Charm like a bright star-
Moved alone in a king’s bar,
Usurped by the desperado killer,
Butchering her hubby dear.

Her splendor became a curse to self,
Veiled in a rotten dwell and no relief,
Mothered sixteen rogues with grief,
In fourteen years of hell of conjugal life.

Lived like a to be slaughtered goat,
Surrounded by mercenaries ghost,
No body to hear her pained breath,
And so lived her life sworn-ed to death.

Played like a bitch on monarch’s thigh,
No one to feel her pain high,
Cried for ever in a bitter unrest sigh,
Only eyes narrate the sad tale but cannot defy.

Temple grand was razed to rest her dead,
Hands were chopped of grave diggers, sad;
Easier to brand as love memorial, grand:
But all for love or all for hate, mad.

It will be a treason to call it love,
And a sin against God seeing above,
The anguished woman shall never be,
The cruel lover never made her shine.

Her body grew thinner and thin like a bee,
Dreaming for love that never came;
Her soul was frozen in a dark lane,
Died un-warmed for true love's flame.

No body knows, what this great beauty inherits
Head queen with all the wealth and pains but no merit!
It sounds like tales from the Arabian land of spirits,
And life has no meaning, like universe with no day and night,
For pain, dear friends, she renounced this endless strain!
What worse thou has good great woman obtain?
Palaces, titles, slaves but a suffocated chain:
Or throne of curses which his sword had slain?

Cursed beauty was Mumtaz Mahal,
And the beast was Shah Jahan, cruel;
Memorial named is Taj Mahal,
Devotes are called intellectuals, secular.
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Dark Air Dark Light

Where lifeless rivers weep
With shame, into the deep,
She sleeps a pained sleep:
Flows with rot.
killed by ugly progressing war,
She has lived so far
To live where darkness are
Alas! Sad lot.

She left the bright morn,
She passes meadows of corn,
For world sad and porn,
And dark springs.
Through dark like black veil,
She sees the sky, pale,
And hears the birds' mail,
That sadly sings.

Dark air and dark light,
Moves over bed and breast;
Her face is without rest,
Mothers only wasteland.
She lives with ugly pain,
Crossing over hill and plain,
You cannot feel the sail
Upon your hand.

Dark air and dark lore,
Upon stinking and thorny shore;
Rot, rot at every core
Till hunger shall cease:
Sleep that no sound shall cut;
Night that no morn shall shut,
Till all greed is met,
With perfect peace.
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Dark Lanes Of Love

I lay lifeless by a burning bank,
Where I cried for my love, lay weeping;
I cried and cried all alone in the dark,
Crying, crying and crying.

Then I moved to the world and the wild,
All were there to prick and pinch in haste;
And they abused how I was defiled,
Driven out and polluted but players chaste.

I live in a dark and abused lane of love,
And cheated, I and wished I never had been;
A pit was dig in the midst to mock my lore,
Where I used to play as a jumping teen.

And the doors of dignity and love were shut
Although not writ on the door;
So I tried and turned to love hut,
That many love vultures bore.

Inside I saw my fellows as if in graves,
Joy riders crush us brutally like tombstones to dead,
And we in black gowns mourn the waves,
And cursing my existence with cleaved head.

When my shamed eyes sore
Bright day turned into night and strife,
Day suffers with the night's gloomy lore,
We are shadows without gender, joy and life.
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Dark Self

You spoil the spirit of this pious land,
Despite our best efforts to enlighten you
With love and humanity in your violent faith,
The love and humanity have refused to dawn on you.

Your conjecture about this nation, her people;
Is based on some unfathomable rooted hate,
In your faith, on your nastiness, intolerance;
You are moving in the dark to find space.

But O love! Deep kindness
Flows like honey, milk in their heart;
Inspirational, chaste, virtuous, unsullied;
Flow for you to make civilize and humble.

You fail to understand,
The eruption and reach of the springs of
Secularism, liberalism, tolerance and love;
To purify, your self and consciousness.

Then the 'Karuna' non-exhibits it's self,
Joys and bliss of life don't erupt,
Then the life becomes unfulfilling.
And the self-enlightenment is incomplete.
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Daughter

God created daughter,
With special love and care.
She is a precious treasure,
Ushers in our life luck and flair.

HE blesses them with divine nectar,
To bloom them with laugh and laughter,
Arrival of a daughter,
Showers divine pleasure.

Love and happiness she showers,
Towering Druga in her grandeur,
Vibrant preserver and protector of culture,
Future mother, wife and sister,
In all the wonders, she is the best,
Mother earth is too short to give her rest.

FROM:
DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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Daughter Of A Cruel Parent

She sits in the park, attire is out of date,
Seductive boys, intoxicated, jerked her skirt,
A passerby stares her inner self in the dirt,
Somebody she loved one time passed by – too late.

He faked apathy to that discarded pod,
“How kind” and beautiful, “Time seizes huge cries, “
From their ugly hands lust and sex indisputably raises,
An erected big tool....“but for the grace of God...”

They stand a while in iridescent light, repeating;
The girl’s names and category. “It’s all curse,
To listen to their rant, gazed at them, she stirred to hide, ”
She utters to his desertion grin. Then, abusing,
The juvenile teen, assembled ogling at her sexy purse,
To the breeze she says, “They have devoured me wide.”
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Daughters

1.

All the love is lesser to their, Love,
Don’t let them curse nor weep:
All be there for their, Love,
Welcome them-merrily sleep!

II.

Forget wildness as words are?
We and you forget the air rough
Singing in unison, as cuckoo birds are,
In their cozy and safe bough!

III.

See the lovely daughters stalking
While they smile and speak!
Welcome their arrival and talking,
With smiling and dancing cheek.

IV.

Where they roam there truth is,
False is far away from thee,
Where the daughters’ foot is
There flows spring tree-

V.

Be good and hold them
With happiness and charm!
Be a kind man and fold them
With love and safe arm!

VI.

Preach and only preach, only Love
As daughters brought
We will teach and teach only, Love,
Live and let live with love thought-

VII.

Happiness of fountain jumps there,
And run away all pain and sorrow,
Laying happiness, lofty spirit and cheer
In there hands printed happy to-morrow.

VIII.

There will ring merry bells,
And there dance feet and little feet;
Sweep of lute strings and fragrances gel,
For ever and for ever God greet.

IX.

If they are out of life sight:
There dance biting and foolish bee!
Ready to see dark night:
Love them and loved by the.

X.

Where they are harmed and sadden
And love and respect deny-
Be ready to lose the garden of Eden,
Every thing will kick you, Eve and I.
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Death

Man is never alone in his world,
His death is always with him,
So he can never be alone and single.
Every day so many shadows come in his life,
Including, mine and yours;
But everybody leaves him in the dark,
And leads to his life in more darkness,
Even he too didn't realize that he is never alone.

But she, my death, clinches me tightly, and says;
'I am here, always for you and with you.....'
She always fills vacuum in my life,
And, relieves me of all the pain in my life....
She always come to my side and
Murmurs me to forget all the worries,
Yes she is always truly and honestly with me,
But even he too didn't realize that he is never alone.

The inherent embodiment of an illusion,
Moving with a thought to make things bright,
Going mad for pinning things according to his way,
Man always trying to call, asking you for help....
But not prepared to hear, his imprinted and emblazon voice;
She is always on the run, sitting traveling on a he-buffalo,
And man walks on a razor blade, only a matter of moments;
Before she grips her pal and run the razor down his veins.

Immanent soul, insubstantial essence, instinctual, inherent;
But unaware about his real companion,
Believing, the unseen, the unknown, a feeling, fate;
And lost in the melee of confusion and only confusion....
Perceptual, on the peripheral outward horizon;
Earth will cease to move, sun will cease to shine,
Stars will cease to twinkle but far away, from my home,
Far away from my play, death will remain on a journey without end.
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Death – a New Beginning

O! Death don’t scare your children,
One may doubt the existence of god,
But can’t doubt your reality,
Omnipresent death is always with me,
But I don’t fear the mightiest of all.

There is a mysterious door,
But where are the keys, nobody knows;
Looking impatiently and praying to God,
Life keeps on moving and without stop,
Age keeps on running and no retreat.

The Day of Judgment is predestined,
And re-incarnation, accordingly,
Death should be embraced with a sense of fulfillment,
All the powers under the sun can be tamed,
Only one shot of your wild love can sleep all eternally.

O! Mysterious death, lift me in your wings, swiftly,
I want to give my farewell hug to my darling,
And see my creator face to face and say,
“Here comes one who spared no wrong,
Waste not your tears; he was a patriot, not a secular sinner.
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Death And Reality

All know that all things must die,
The brooks will stop to flow,
The winds will stop to blow,
The clouds will stop to fleet;
The heart will stop to beat;
All know that all things must die.
The sheep will stop to bleat,
Soothsayers will stop to treat,
Flowers will stop to bloom,
Man will stop to gloom,
All know that all things must die.

O, Man! Spring will come never more;
Death always stands at the door,
See! All near and dear ones are discarding;
The lavender and the cheery building,
All know that all things must die.
We feel the flower of soft leaf,
But its soft petals sore us with a grief,
Which once our babyhood knew,
Whose love and passion never grew,
All know that all things must die.

We shadow the orb around,
But reverberations are deaf and dumb for their sound,
Stars light up and lose color as they bade;
They fail to made the woods joyful or mad.
All know that all things must die.
Death calls equally and all has to go,
No matter, high or low;
We quiver in the dark and gloomily sit,
In search of cheery, amusement kit;
All know that all things must die.

All the voices will be silenced,
And nothing will be seen or heard,
Nor the storms on the mount,
O, love! Hark! Death is calling strident;
All know that all things must die.
While I write this, the jaw is spreading,
The bright face paling, sturdy limbs failing;
Frost with the hot blood unites;
The eyeballs stopping sites,
All know that all things must die.

No times to hear the temple bell,
No times to meet the friends to bid farewell;
But this is a reality on this earth,
For all those die has to rebirth,
All know that all things must die.

As we and all know,
The old worlds die long ago,
So let the fresh winds array,
And the blue wave beat the fray;
All know that all things must die.

No body is here friend or foe,
But all have to go for a dip away from me,
Far away, far away and far away,
From my abode and from my play,
All know that all things must die.

Brahma, Vishnu, Mahesh, trinity;
Is there to rule eternity,
Same eve and morn, will never more;
All things those perish will reborn.
All know that all things must die.
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Death Of A Jihadi Princess

Messiah of jihadis,
Silenced untimely by fellow jihadis.
The unkindest hands of insane Islamizes,
Fanatic, inhuman, savage,
A blot on mankind,
Downed the curtain of a chequered era.

Bloody end was the reward of,
Terror madness, raised and watered,
By her own hands and mind.
Kashi of west, Oxford failed,
To canonized her mind,
As suave, secular, friendly and non-violent.

A crowed puller enchantress,
Vying the throne of failed Pakistan.
Short did she play but always played with fire.
When house the scorpion,
Who stands to blame?

Daughter of a war happy father,
Always sworn, to wage a thousand years’ war,
Against a peace loving secular India.
Dreamt to plunder her,
And furl the defeated flag at Red Fort.
Failed, rejected, and hanged,
By his own gun totting marshals.

Her own brother was murdered brutally,
Considered a danger to her hunger and designs.
Courted by Mr. Ten Percent,
Violently departed from the world,
And Mr. Ten Percent got the crown,
For which she died.

Rejected by her own people,
Loved and respected by the clowns,
She hated and ambushed.
Her madness was without method,
Princess was Benzir Bhutto.

By: -
Dr. Yogesh Sharma
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Death Of Commonwealth- 2010

Perhaps games are gone into the world of shame!
And entire nation watching helplessly this defame;
Peoples’ wrath is high and loud,
And my sad thoughts are in abound.

Sick leaders loot and gulp with their dirty hands,
Like broken star upon some gloomy land,
Laughing and mocking the sportive beams,
Slaughtering millions’ happy dreams.

I see them dancing in an air of glory,
But peoples’ days, but sad and hoary,
See darkness even in bright days:
But leaders ready to dump all to decays.

O Almighty God! Kind and caring,
Watching all from high heaven towering!
Restore to your brutal justice you have showed,
And be merciful who to kind and bowed.

Dear, beautiful Delhi! The jewel of the nation,
Shining nowhere, but in the dark passion;
What corrupt and rotten lie beneath your dust,
Could control these man’s greed and lust!

He that has seen collapsing bridges may woe,
At first thought, if this show will toe;
But falling ceiling and cracking beds tell a tale new,
That is to all open, known and due.

And yet as stray dogs have some brighter dreams
Call their soul mates, where players have to make themes:
So large filth and dirt scenes descend into dear sleep,
And into filthy cabins and fear peep.

If stars are given a dead theme song,
There high flames hit hard by path holed roads’ tomb;
But when the show that played by rogues and goons,
Fear creeps mind of incessant doom.
O Father of world, and all
Bless this toiling and corrupted fair!
Resume Thy spirit for this sick nation to thrall,
Into true and happy success hall.

Either clear all the darkness, which blot and fill
My dear nation and people, silent still,
Or else destroy the rogues and goons’ dance,
Where nation do not see Mohan, Kalmadi, Gill, Dixit pass.
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I watched a man crying on the road,
Trying to wag his youthful but aching parts;
So to lift his head again gracefully,
But landed on a busy road on the other side.

Similar to his aging father, or akin to his trembling mother;
Or possibly a minute ago to suffer the curse of time,
Of the market's bar shop where I stood shaken;
I gazed at him stagger up, struggling to stand.

To put on his shaking-torn feet;
I heard him writhing —as if to call, someone;
Distant or near, someone who had bye-d him;
Not so long ago on the road.

Of the newly-purchased bike, speedily running;
Taking the man to his bread and butter,
But no choir or counter-point, chorus to sympathize;
With his accelerator. The rocky canvas.

I looked upon the man, he appeared so powerless to me;
And I felt that I should maybe save him,
If I were so scary to simply watch,
I do not know whether the man will be saved.

Only to believe that life is first,
I gave my commiseration and my attention,
Something eternal ordered me not leave him,
On his wounded fate or in death's hands.

As I rushed about the man's chances for endurance,
A dark black red death car plunged down the road—
Bringing past the death shadow on the isolated red road,
Its bloody tires delivered death to the man.

Crushing the broken man,
Annihilating him into a single, red stuff;
Decorated and embossed into the violent furrow stripped,
And I became an actor in this absurd drama of modern world.
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December-1971

War broke: with the deadly winter of the land,
With freezing, ghastly, darkness engulfs in.
The horrible hurricane, holed at Lahore grim,
But spread over all the minds of world wind,
Halting the cruise of progress. Rent or curled,
Are all talents ensigns. Poetry moans. Now begin
Hate of thoughts and feelings. Love lore thin.
The little bit of human mind decayed, down-hurled.

In Delhi, spring was delayed and joys fleece,
And guns and canons blazed their fire at Dhaka dome,
Braves softly told dear ones at home,
Not to fear enemy rage, and valor with all increase.
But now, for us, tame wild enemy, and the need
Of sowing for new Spring, for a free nation’s seed.
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December-1971-War

War broke: with the deadly winter of the land,
With freezing, ghastly, darkness engulfs in.
The horrible hurricane, holed at Lahore grim,
But spread over all the minds of world wind,
Halting the cruise of progress. Rent or curled,
Are all talents ensigns. Poetry moans. Now begin
Hate of thoughts and feelings. Love lore thin.
The little bit of human mind decayed, down-hurled.

In Delhi, spring was delayed and joys fleece,
And guns and canons blazed their fire at Dhaka dome,
Braves softly told dear ones at home,
Not to fear enemy rage, and valor with all increase.
But now, for us, tame wild enemy, and the need
Of sowing for new Spring, for a free nation’s seed.
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Today, I want to ask myself
What is it, that makes me weak?
It is a monotonous day round
Or the fear I abound,
The fear of being a loser-
The fear of loosing friends-
The fear of letting the hopes down
The fear of not owing the winning crown

The fear which lets me down
Is the fear of being MYSELF

My feelings are strong & deep within
Which lay unscrambled & akin
They ask me to let them out,
Share them & clear the doubt.
Then I make a promise to find,
Someone who will listen to my mind,
Someone who will take me up,
Someone who will share the cup
Someone who will make me proud
& make me feel on the 9th cloud,
Someone who will say a word
& will complete my incomplete WORLD.

PRIYA LOHCHAB
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Demon Killer-Mamata Banerji

She played bravely that everyone abhors
A little women slamming Reuters doors.
A poor parents courageous little daughter
Who lived in humble abode by Hugli water
By name Mamta Didi on that port,
Always played a furious sport.

She would bravely go
And slam the Lefts with gusto!
To make ugly comrades cry,
Her heart is not bad nor dry,
But only rather bold and wild;
As she was a daring, honest child...

It happened that a marble bust
Of Marx-Lenin duo was planted just
Above the door of this little lamb,
She had meticulously planned to slam,
And pulled it down! She booted it flat!
She laid it down and out! She aimed like that.

She wrote Reds’ funeral sermon, long;
And followed by a victory song,
Mentioned her plans, simple but true;
But dwelt upon their vices too,
And showed the dead-fall end of evil,
Who goes and slams the cadavers of devil.

In the fast moving circle of time,
At dawn she wrote a melodious rhyme,
Mamata, at Reuters, reached with halo!
Where she walked-a ground hallow;
Where she sat-to create a holy temple;
Swore by love, for hatred to shed bare.

The people who followed her to hear,
The dreadful tale from far and near
Were much impressed, and truly swore
They never more would love Red door,
As long they had done for thirty four years before,
She rooted out Marx’s unholy sons’ lore.
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Despair

The blue is tearing out for me and throwing fire,
Kindly think of thee and don’t tire,
You may be a news maker,
But short must be this fever,
But beguiling enough to last forever.
I felt crushed by the load I bore,
I have cried no maiden more,
Like a sharp spear,
I feel only for you and no fear,
This is the only truth and no more,
I was designed for this lore.
Every other thought and world I ignore,
And all the fear and tear I tore.
My eyes search for you when you are no more,
All my existence ready to pour,
Joy and happiness our friendship shower,
Pain and grief, it shares and cures.
Friendship is a rainbow between two hearts’ core
So let us be friends and be faithful
Your only idea makes me smile.
Love is always hidden like a cozy under attire,
Always enjoy its touch and never tire
But can’t be shared, shown and mire

FROM:
DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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Destiny And Man

Destiny is a force for our desires,
It makes us laugh and forget troubled wires,
Clears pain and miseries and gives pleasures,
It is best, who enjoy it, like million treasures.

Destiny is difficult for those who analyze,
Miserable for those who criticize,
It clears all doubts and cuts fear to size,
Put intelligence and confidence wise.

It gives patience even for long wait,
And teaches us, to learn, while waiting for fate;
Inherent beauty and blessings as its weight;
Delivers vice for non believer and chased by hate.

Teaches to accept every trouble, as a challenge in life,
Destiny is the best teacher and takes to happy isle and no strife.
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Diary Of A Patriot

Reading newspapers and viewing news made him sadden;
On Sunday night, I thought he was behaving eerie.
We had planned to meet at a multiplex to enjoy a movie.
I had shopped with my parents all day long,
So I thought he was displeased at that I was not on time,
Or at my empty purse, but remained quiet, with no remark.

Man, the colossal riddle;
Man, the mysterious;
Man, that deceives himself and all;
Man, a denial;
Or, Man, the theater; no body sees.
In order to be himself, betraying himself.

There was no talk so I suggested that to go somewhere quiet,
So we could chat, he approved but he kept quiet and lost.
I asked him what was wrong - he whispered, 'Nothing.'
I asked him about any slip on my part that made him upset.
Said he, had nothing to do with her and not to be anxious.
Seeming tough but feeble, or feeble but tough!

Way back home I coaxed him that I loved him;
But he dryly smiled and kept driving.
I failed to elucidate his depression;
I didn't know why he didn't say, "I love you, too.'
I felt he was freezed and untouched to all.
Was he sensible yet silly, or silly yet sensible?

Reaching home, I felt as if he had gone with the wind,
As if he was sick with me, and has no bond with me anymore.
Just lost in the sofa and surfed TV; he appeared isolated and out.
Lastly I decided to hide in bed,
After some time he slipped into bed,
Unconscious of human spirit and world.

It was enough for me and I could not seize it anymore,
Ultimately, I decided to confront him with his condition;
But he had fallen asleep.
I started howling and howled until I too plunged to sleep.
I didn't know what to do.
Apprehending his involvement with someone else, I feared my love.
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Discipline In Life

Get up before the first ray of sun brightens the day,
Welcome in a new bright day, touch the mother land to play;
And in the evening when the sun baths in the deep,
I can smile and laugh nothing there to weep.
Bed of happiness and contentment waiting to rest me fair,
and before lost in the deep slumber I must recite the prayer.
There is God and a new sun to welcome me new arises,
No sad dream shall haunt in my sleep and utter no lies.

But sweet sleep lulls me with all the love till a new dawn,
And hear mother singing the morning hymns in the lawn.
Get up and enjoy all the pleasures and grace,
You are here to live a blissful life and warm embrace.
O God makes me wiser like pearl of wisdom and lighter,
Like the unbeatable armor of a divine fighter
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Divine Plan

Blue is the sky above man and bold:
Soft is the ground below and cold:
Loving is the breeze around, but no desire;
And all the happiness surrounds man higher.
Remember God for every smile and glare,
Otherwise do not blame Him for your tear.
Divine plan is the basis man lives sans care,
Remember God when you lose hope or dead,
Remember His love is greater instead,
Than man's disappointments, always low;
And his plans are superior to man's dreams to grow.
Honest in poverty but do not feel;
Silent in anger but do not conceal;
Humble in wealth but sans desire;
And polite in power but see higher.
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Diwali

A festival of great expectations,
Millions of joys illuminate life’s creations,
With endless happiness, love and radiant vibrations,
Lord Ganesh and Goddess Luxmi descend with manifestations..

To bless the devotees they shower,
Peace, prosperity, success, sanskar, power,
Love and affection unconditionally in every bower,
Spread goodness and winning spirit in every tower.

Opens the gate of joy unlimited wide,
Fulfills every dream of life with golden ride,
With success and achievement in every stride,
Grace of god fragrant every nook and side.

Burns evil inside and outside,
With great vigor and furious tide.

DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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Diwali-Festival Of Joy

Diwali- lights lamps of knowledge full,
Blasts symbols of sorrows and clears space,
Shoots rockets of prosperity like big bull,
And clears tensions from the face.
Fires crackers of happiness all the world know,
Sparkles fragrance of love in the mind of foe,
Echoes chants of divinity rightly so.

Fulfills one and all with contended ray,
Pease, prosperity and happiness shown,
Lightens troubles like air, to all’s satisfaction say,
Deepens the love like ocean, proves it to your own.
Makes friendship as solid as diamond to stand and shine;
Makes success as bright as gold mine,
Happy- Happy Diwali- bless us power, “Divine”.
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Do Not Ask! What?

Do not ask, what your country gives you;
But ask you’re self, what you give to your country;
Enrich this beautiful space to woo,
The waves of happiness for joyous entry;
Dear India, Dear India;
God showered his blessings to thee,
And blessed the land with love and tree,
From Kashmir to Kanyakumari!

Men of India, wherefore plough grain,
For green pastures below majestic sky;
For the all merciful Lord resides on pious plain!
Defended by great heroes, but unsung fly;
Dear India, Dear India;
Wherefore she feeds, clothes and saves,
From the pain and fear the grave,
And give shelter, food, love’s gentle waves.

Her good and noble sons, in their prime,
Made this nation as this land as loving grace,
Taught us to love and care of time,
And loved this dwelling-place;
Dear India, Dear India;
They loved this nation as loving toy;
They made this land glad and joy,
And colored her with colors coy.

Nation! Beautiful, preaches patriotic dream;
That lives beyond invasions and years,
Like immortal albatross always gleam,
Unmindful of human miseries and tears;
Dear India, Dear India;
Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesh sprinkle love on thee,
Fill her with wealth, and thrilled her with heavenly hue;
And the liberty in law top to sea.

Be careful what you do, a divine land swung into hand;
Keep as free and fair as possible,
Sing the well-known tunes of the patriots, band;
That trilled one and all of this holy land, enjoyable;
Dear India, Dear India;
Burn horrible, corrupt and ghosts mad;
Listen to the bells where dreams come round,
So the ebony spirit flies high and sound.
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Do Not Take This Road

A road entrees into a concrete wood,
Be cautious to travel alone and forth,
And lone explorer, feared I stood
And stared round as far as I could
To somewhere it lost in the dark growth;

I moved, thinking to be kind and fair,
But unknown to the real game gain,
Because it was clean and sought no gear,
Still as for that the pacing by there
Has scared me truly about my name.

And on that night I horribly lay
And crushed leaves and I turned black.
Oh, I prayed for my life and new day!
Shocked to see no help on to way
And doubted self, should ever be back.

I shall be yelling with heavy sigh a nigh
Never felt so timid and so low,
That road leads to slayers' herem, and I,
For there waiting some six, stand by,
And all took their turn minus shame flow.

'None stopped, but I suffered much, an orphan maid!
Trampling a creature that was a game,
On that wild road, deep I was ploughed,
Were they men created by the love of God?
For killing a flower, for pleasures own.
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Doctorate And Connoisseur’s Wife

She was a daughter of a teacher, turned cheater;
And better half of a legal dealer.
Body rich and fresh as wife of bath,
But know how rotten and sick as defamed path.
Harassed and shamed her teacher till her last cell,
Drawing muddy waters from dogged scholasticism well,
Forced her simpleton teacher to act wrong,
Deceived and blackmailed for her theme song.

She was an all wicked creation,
Valued were rooted through corrupt foundation.
Morals, barren as daughter of washer man in Wasteland;
And brought up by the sick and smocked hands,
Attempted the doctoral trophy by sinning,
But the poor teacher more sinned without sinning.
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Don’t Go Kashmir My Countrymen

Even if the peacock dances on your way,
Even if God blesses you when you pray,
Even if the sun is warm or the breeze is fair,
Or even if the sick thoughts force you there,
And even if you are charmed to stay,
By the fixture music, parting twist, but keep away.

Thought of Pundits those lived living death,
Memorize the faith and guns of killers heath,
Forget the buffets of spice,
And the green valley of apple and rice,
Or the show of light and flight;
And the temples in ruins or white.

Remember those slaughtered met ill-timed end;
My dear country men don’t go Kashmir my friend.
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Donald Trump - Donald Trump

O might Americans!
Do not think much and much,
No confusion left with the election.

You have to give answers,
You have a responsibility,
Towards the bleeding world.

You have won the war against Panama,
Sacrificed your lives for your dear land,
and for the happy future of your people.

You defeated Arabs in the war of Suez Canal,
And corrected the dirty Arabians,
And protected your interest.

Now Americans rested on their laurels,
After hanging Saddam and Killing Osama;
The unparalleled heroism American flaunted.

Now valiant Americans have to wipe out,
Jihadi, Fedayeens and Islamic terrorists,
Those are still shedding the bloods of innocents.

Humanity is missing you in Syria,
Land of Death created by Islamist,
Under stupid notions of Islam.

Don't forget 9x11- you have seen at it first,
Since the creation of this greatest nation,
Still need you in Iraq, Syria and naughty land.

Before your soldiers die of boredom,
Below the trumpet and hoist the flag,
And teach a lesson of love and peace.

It is a crusade to raze the evil,
For cleaning the ground while playing,
This is true up-man-ship.
O Americans I tell you the truth, only truth;
Truthfully for safe and happy future,
Vote-Support-Elect Donald Trump.

He bares his nerves for the nation,
Willing to unpack the head for the people,
The active spine fluttering to act.

The strong nerves ache for the people,
Hugs to love the worried scrawl,
This hero bares all and Tread; like a naked Zeus.

Stripping his hope of promises,
Promises of safety and strong America,
Vote-Support-Elect Donald Trump.
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Don'T Be Afraid Of Death

Departed souls are cared and respected most,
One and all in the line beauties plant;
Where ever the message of farewell rest.

Departed souls not afraid of chill and rain,
Unmindful of ceased sensitivity and chocked brain,
Unperturbed about sense, beat of elation or pain.

Departed souls on your own are satisfy;
They snooze and delusion and have no fly,
No need to control their respite, affection or cry.

All weird, men must take off their band,
Or feel him odd who time-consuming stand,
Draped in his unruffled band on a dark road.

Welcomed by the chimes of midnight,
Ring in the emergence of twilight,
And on top of the sharp flight.

Death sans all the disgrace and grief,
And the gloom, sin and belief,
That the dawning of morrow must in peace belief.
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When I look back to my memory lane,
I feel like Matthew Arnold at 'Dover Beach;'
River bank, golden sand, holy stones and dancing waves;
Like breeze at dawn on sleepy faces,
Jumping waves, hitting the bank,
My buddy meditating at, Har Ki Pedi.

Taste of "Prasadam" is still fresh to my soul,
Echo of conch shells and joy of devotees;
All are like a divine message to ear and eyes;
Boatman lost in ferrying his boat;
Trying to take pilgrims to divine road,
And devotees bathing out, their pain and worries.

Drop by dropp God created this Ganges,
Like life from a seed creates a tree,
Her water is one with life and purity,
With divine drops, flows on earth;
Waves, boats, lamps, saints are fixed in the eyes;
God drives her daughter to sooth His children.

As the Holy water kisses me,
God, waves, waters and us, one with divine;
In the holy land of Haridwar,
Like a petrified child coming out of dark,
To introduce man to his creator,
To deliver peace, happiness and Moksha.
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Dream

Here and there, to and fro;
Enjoying dreams, as in a little ferry, go
Seafaring far transversely in the sea,
But in realism all alone, just little bee.
And the dreams are huge and strong;
And the voyage very long.
Here and there, to and fro;
Enjoying dreams as in a little ferry, go

Earth, the deep and sky,
Calmly on the couch I lie,
Having just a tiny rest.
I have really through my best,
Some time in an appalling brigand fight,
But I confine them all right.
Earth, the deep and sky,
Calmly on the couch I lie,

Then I awake, "O Mother dear.'
And I rouse and sat upright,
I found myself in a worldly gear,
And my mother's arms around me-tight.
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The poor man that drives the rough and tough lorry,
Sturdy and large he remains cool on the wheel of the heartless-engine.
His black t-shirt describes his full neck, chest, and grip over the steering,
His fleeting-hawk look is cool and powerful,
He flings the ends of his towel away from his eyes and forehead,
The sunlight drops on his hard curly hair and moustache,
Warms his rugged body and sturdy limbs.

He is unconcerned about life wherever driving,
To the rear as well as frontward sluing,
To forte to the side and junior winding, not a self or aim lost,
The lorry that flusters the burden and fetter or stops in the thriving shadow,
What is that you communicate in your deep, tiring eyes?
It appears too much more than all the books I have studied in my existence.
My crush jolts the unnerved and untiring trip on my far and daylong roam,
The driver and the lorry move together, gradually cover the distance.

I salute in those wheeled purposes,
And give determination, energy, speed, and discipline within me,
And get all the pleasures and success and the tufted crown planned,
And never hurt anybody, worthless because it is not incredible else,
And the layers in the ways never calculated the range,
Yet vibrates appealing well to me,
And the gaze of the yelling officer shames the shameless out of man.
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Dusshera- A Victory Day

Dusshera is a Victory Day,
A victory of Lord Ram over Raven,
A victory of almighty God over the devil,
A victory of good over evil,
A victory of dharma over a-dharma.
A is a victory of life over death.

A victory of hope over despair,
A victory of creation over destruction,
A victory of light over darkness,
A victory of knowledge over ignorance.
A victory of justice over injustice,
A victory of dignity over oppression,
Alas! This victory will remain incomplete,
Till all the Kabeels, Sabeels and Afzals are hanged.

From:
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Dying Declaration

Trees seated by vultures, weep;
They are cursed to die deep.
Pilgrims receiving ruler's money;
That pilgrimage is pilgrimage unholy.

Nation gripped by diverse con man,
With swindle intended aspiration,
Breaching one by one, high and low;
Threads of mighty Indra’s rainbow.

Sleep that no sting can wake,
Night that no morn can crack,
That king cannot give a grain,
Whether ruling over hill or plain.

Green corps will see untimely death,
All become quiet, home and hearth,
If cow is slaughtered or land mortgage;
For enjoyment or holy voyage..

Relationship based on vested interest,
Has only few days to survive and vent.
Home cast off by son to son in law,
Has only bound to ruin and outgrow.

Where merit is a curse,
Democracy is dead or terse;
Where rulers are thieves,
That land will be in grieves.

Where teachers do not teach,
Priests rub pots and minus preach;
Where doctors do not treat,
That nation is burnt by heat.

Where justice protects criminals,
Where old age is wasted on laurels,
That nation will be silent evermore,
Not a soul to tell, life was green or lore.
Ego And The Man

Ego is the beguiling shield, unfair;
For lot of negative inner space found,
But little knowledge, device strongest in air,
To plug, all the holes in space, around.

Winners do not do different things, felt me;
But they perform differently and no complain,
Never take any soul for granted for thee,
Hold all to your heart and sail.

Because you may get up one day with a strain,
And realize you have lost a diamond free,
While you were lost in collecting stones vain,
And strangulate yourself like stung by bee.

Ever aloft enjoy the banner of victory blow,
To strive, to seek, to find and to grow.
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Emasculated Love

My love is love no more;
My heart does not dance and play,
My joy of love is no more enjoyed;
My love fetches dejection and rejection.
The world is always there to kick and violate,
My rights of love and dignity denied,
My existence feels pain and pain only,
Well is unwell and unwell is well.

Thoughts are shadowed by frustration,
And the idea of happiness vanishes from the world,
Then I hold my pen and paper,
The words of my failures and sorrows;
Appear in words on the paper in red,
Feels myself in robbers grip,
No way to fill the colours in my dream
To hide the bouts of frustration.

All rob and rub my conscience,
Body and soul ploughed,
Broken heart aches in the filthy ocean,
Putting a question mark on my self and motion.
Love is not loved any more,
It looks dark from all angles,
Hell! This is love?
Only naked bodies to deceive.

I walk with my love elite,
But walking, sulking shame is my only bed fellow,
My soft heart plagued by sores,
Here Freud also failed and not cared,
For my emotions, no body cares;
Want to blast my self like bubbles,
My love waiting for a new dawn,
My breezy night, my love you will surely come.

My love to my sister dear is treated surreal,
I fear the laughing jacks,
Do not let me sooth and love my sister,
My love to her, declared meaningless.
Ordered to stop, sans goodnight to my women,
That aside me lay to love the night so gray,
While the seekers of artificial love make hay
But in dreams of day they crave, I cry one night to sleep.
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Enlightened Soul

Enlightened soul,
Empowers a man with inner beauty.
A man with inner beauty,
Vibrates a house with harmony.
A harmonious house,
Brings order in a nation.
A nation with order,
Spreads peace in the world.
And a peaceful world,
Gives energy to the people.
And people with energy,
Have liberated self.
Liberated self,
Enlighten souls.

From:
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Enlightenment Of Soul

You don't converse with anyone,
The radiance has declined to dawn on us,
Notwithstanding the unsurpassed attempts,
But all love you for a ray in the unhappy, sad hearts.

Lit candles of love in the unhappy, dejected hearts;
Assumption about me and my semblance
Is identified on some unknown belief,
That creates confusion, gossip, malice and fury.

You move in the space to build wisdom,
But O love! Bottomless selflessness,
Surge like milk, honey in underground springs;
Transcendent, chaste, virtuous and unsullied.

Springs explodes and attain Moksha;
The external identity and awareness;
The chaste and enlighten self,
Guides and takes to the heavenly world.

Then the 'Best Self' demonstrates itself.
Then the delight and bliss of life explode.
Then the self and life become satisfying.
Then the self-enlightenment is absolute.
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Enthuse A New Spirit

Why do you bear curses?
Shukla go to UPSC determinedly,
Why are you embarrassed of your failures?
You are the descendents of Vashistha and Vishvamitra;
Why do you fear to enter the UPSC?
Come, fight like Maha Rana Pratap and Chanakya;
Merit will wipe out the pollution of quotas.
We fought with Muguls and Britishers;
Stand up and fight back,
Fight like a storm, shine like a sun;
Become a fire and force;
And give fire to the volcano hidden within you.
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Eunuchs - A Cursed Creation

Always laughed, cursed and dies without will;
Where birth in itself is mourned as convey of ills
It has a soul but sans all joys spill.
I am always at loss when come to wishes' fulfill,
No love and care even when yearn for thrill.

Dance and sing for world's joys and chill,
With tears in heart, bless other's pain to kill.
It is all past lives deeds, ordeals and skill;
Dreaming the goods is a chore uphill.
Life cursed, unnoticed, sad and still.

I am a permanent loser, existence ruffle,
A sad soul, sat on a dark night rail,
A crying soul which has burnt and tired quill,
A soul who looked through light trickle,
My morning is always in smoke whirl.

I am a soul too happy to die in a while,
Too quick to glimpse and stink the last mile:
The self who is enduring too long but me beguile,
And wishes too gently and seldom the fairy isle;
I am the soul, all rituals spine but vile,

Who am I? A clay, boneless - playable, pitiable;
The soul, they label petite, lest a fool;
I challenge to grow but sees life a sick survival;
I am the rail on which all cursed to cross in real,
The telephone for many terms and tone but no goal.

I am an ugly face, seated in the field of battle,
I am a tool, to which life tough to tackle'
I am a sound, uncomplaining but in turmoil,
I am the dust in a desert, crying for survival,
Stone-for-a-statue but ready for burial.
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Existence Of Man

I am worthy of life,
I am worthy of love,
I am worthy of respect,
I am worthy of my Creator,
I am worthy as a lone bird.

Always on the run like kite,
Alone like a shadow,
In the day and in the night;
On the earth and on the sea;
Like stars and the storms.

Out in the dark, I flutter and hover,
Out in the gloom, I swing and batter,
Out in the tempest, I sing and dance,
Out in a pit, I swim and batter,
Out in the fog, I battle and breathe.

Once, in this deep and dark world;
Beyond the reach of hand and might,
I am lost and gone like waves in the sea;
In this mighty tide, I have to plunge;
I crumble and lost forever to resurrect again.
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Expressions

How should I express my emotions?
Feelings are scattered and full of explosions,
On the intricate floor of compulsions,
Senses are wounded and hugging temptations,
On the floor of life lay without motion.

It is better to remain mum today fearing devastation,
Alone I am today, how can I say in hibernation.
Blessings are very little to count and no variation,
Worries are too many and no happy motivation.

No sunshine in my days for illumination
And nights are without comforts and imagination.
Always hungry for love and new creation,
Oh! God, strengthen my shattered faith with divine presentation
And bless the world without hatred and violent cremation.

FROM:
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Fading Memory

Ah! You were always in my bosom,
Like, I kept you always.
Ages past in my lucky days;
When my passion swayed,
And I was a blessed soul,
Energetic and matched, with your pace.
Now, cracks on my face,
And your splendour has grown,
Yet I foster dreams,
With glimmer in my eyes
To crave you to respond,
To my never-dying, passions.
O, my love! Where have you flown away?
To yonder mysterious world,
where beauty laughs,
at broken hearts and celebrates the death,
with sweet laughter and hopes;
here lies one, who was neither cared by God nor man,
Waste not your passions on him, he was barren.
Shedding tears for those nasty lasses who regarded his fun,
thanking the lord he is dead, this son of sod.
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Faith

Faith makes impossible into possible,
Teaches to live with hope to make all desirable,
Fulfill the self with love to see all things beautiful,
Sweetness in words and speech tingles and mingles.

Faith energies mind and heart with talent,
Empowers body hand with strength,
Fills eyes with peace and divine light
It delivers victory in life bright.

Faith in faith is like a golden ring,
It holds the finger tightly in the entire wing,
If we remove it from the finger and hinge,
It will make us feel a vacuum and ting.

Faith takes one and all to the Holy Land,
Of, “Om Shanti Om” with band.
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Faith Of Death

Out of the world's eye, always hidden apart;
Spent day and night, sleepless; why should they start,
Not even a dry leave stirred of the basil-plant?
Do the marauders ever thought about lives cut short?
What made sleep fear and cry its wings and part?
Only the cries of owl, night guard, secret.

March still, I cried, for the lost lives, innocent,
And left writhing and bleeding under the cruel God’s dart;
Even the wind is unquiet, yet than thou art.
Do the fangs still believe to fret the God smart?
What bids the finger to make the innocents depart?
Only the cries of owl, night guard, secret.

They de-mean the green God’s name that miss-chant,
It never was writ in the Mohammad’s chart,
They swallow bloody dreams through their death fields mart,
And pray on the tunes of death precept;
No hound’s note wakens the wild-wood heart,
Only the cries of owl, night guard, secret.

The fire fighters and police broke down and forgot to fight,
To see chopped hands, legs and blood all round, left;
None can tell the glare of which faith lured them, fast;
To sleep for a season that hear only death warrant,
Carnage is the killer's truth or of killer's art,
Only the cries of owl, night guard, secret.
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Faith Of Flesh And Blood

All democrats, all secular;  
All peace loving, all brotherhood;  
Very, very loving, and very very true,  
This is not a joke but more than real.

But why is red every nook and corner;  
This is not a nightmare,  
But very real than reality,  
A reality more real than any faith.

A faith lost to cannibalism......  
A brutality that is beyond barbarism,  
Thrill in hot flesh and blood of you and mine;  
Perhaps your God is more brute than cannibals.....

Alas! We have hugged this bloody theatre,  
Yes it is for fun, for power and for gun,  
The baked black flesh of you and mine;  
Even stray dogs are proud of their civilization.

The blood on road may shame mankind,  
But slaughterers dance and rejoice;  
Lives, trees threatened, nothing endowed;  
But cannibals cheer at the flourishing sound and flame.
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Faith Of Hatred

In this world, up against his back,
After seeing man splashing in blood bashing,
Lust flew him to savage era pack,
But there is no happy time in this flashing.

Volcano lives in the hearts, waiting for a quaking,
Chest and arms once more fall slack,
Of the fiery life within leaping,
Like the wild fire, as naked man on track.

And soon the hot, stray blood came oozing,
Of dirty blast, and the thoughts those hung the wars,
Whether this deeper hatred lie deep in hiding,
And the winds' became sad like broken stars.

Tired people follow love faith, of God's making,
In this un-patriotic nation, all ready to lead,
Talk highly more and more with the low faking,
Forgetting about poor, helpless, innocent lad.

Killers' long beard, like hair being one with the spiky grass,
Round skull cap, like barren and dusty land,
They blast. All sleep, less tremulous, less cold,
Than no one wakes, and awaiting waking. Alas!
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Faith Of Peace

Tear down all temples, churches, gurudwaras and mosques,
Dig out all the rot and waste from the graves,
Break down all the divisions,
Of quotas, castes, race and religion,
But do not break the human heart,
There resides the God innocent.

Boot out all the earthly gods,
Forget priests, fathers, mullahs and maulvis,
And worship humans and humanity,
There lie the seeds of hope,
Let them bloom to spread the Eternal peace.

Don’t kill a Muslim or a Hindu,
Nor a Christian nor a Sikh,
But kill pride and hatred,
And sit together and love together,
And enjoy and worship the Faith of Peace.

FROM:
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Fall Of A Despot

Voters of island nation Sri Lanka,
Ousted the killer Mahinda Rajapaksha,
From the Presidency of torn island.
Repressed and tormented Tamil Hindus,
Ensured the exit of the oppressor Despot,
Whose blood stained hands cannot be washed,
Even by all the waters of Indian Ocean.
Island nation robbed by filial robbers,
Crushed and silenced the voices sane,
Ultimately the tormentor has to lick the wound.
Ghost of valiant Velupillai Prabhakaran,
Took a sweet revenge on the killer most brute,
Souls of innocent Tamils, massacre by him,
Defeated and chased him out of coveted palace.
Come, let us celebrate the fall—for he was a king brute,
Let us rejoice his rout as it was joyous,
As suffering of people was his pride and joy.
Forced to bear the disgust and despair,
By the tears and agony of the hearts,
By the fear of barrel of guns and bang of boots.
But the stirred voters ousted the despot, brute.

N.B: This poem is written to celebrate the defeat of Sri Lankan President Mahinda Rajapaksha, in the presidential election who was responsible for the pogrom of Tamil Hindus.
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Family of man is like leaves of grass,
The winds fling them to the ground,
But the grass rupture into new shoot,
Raise new leaves with the spring arrive.

So with the family of mortals, worldly;
The one generation grows, other vanishes,
What a dull, evil minded slut we grow;
Vanish into the fire of underworld.

The lovers those crying yesterday,
Are laughing with the gift of new born;
And welcome a ring of seven colors,
Those fasten the fate and name of family.

As God blesses exhausted sailor for breeze,
When their limbs are weak and tired,
Time drains the color from every man,
But family line is divinely decreed.

The man who is crook gets the same,
As the man whose deeds are highest,
The same death welcomes the man,
That does much and one does nothing.

Fools we are and fate's blind folly,
Dance and act for evil and narrow ends,
Chart to figure in the ballads of souls,
Those, yet in waiting and unborn.
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Farce Or Real Show

No love in any corner settles,
No mantra in chilly air and dew;
All the towers and skyscrapers,
Shuddering and trembling like a man mew.
The bells of waiting dawn ring,
Shaking lamp-electric blaze across the night,
In scores of tinged-glass casement wing,
From India Gate to Ridge Green right.

Flag in the dilapidated Town Hall,
And girls in chinos laughing at Dad,
Says 'Happy Republic Day to you all'
And sleepless kids in slums are sad.
And uncultured oafs memorize Mum,
Even the immaculate ones who dwell,
And Parade Marchers say 'Come!
You are safe at Raj Path cell.

And is it real or farce? For if it is,
Soaked in saline but classy scent,
The syrupy and silly Republic Day things,
And shocking knot so humanely meant.
May you wake up on January 26 th,
Finding that the nation has not change,
To a blissful end, the illuminating health,
Farce and rot flow, and these have no range.

Glide of a jinx on a flake made out of sand,
May what you see in the mirror delight you,
To forgive and forget your faults, be blind;
And what others see in you delight too.
Dear friends help those, some who sleep;
Beneath the unknown pyre-lit:
No pleasant memories they keep;
To farcical all they said and hit!

May someone love this nation enough,
To remove the stains, and tell the world;
About the virtues and generous boughs.
May you live to say, ’ I love my homeland,
At least once a day, to your spouse,
Your child, your parents, with all your call;
And to your friends; secretary, nurse, masseuse,
A Very Happy Republic Day to All!
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Farewell

Death changes the wind, no mark on golden leaves!
It gives a chance to correct the wrongs and sans grief,
Best Karma are remembered after departure,
Death is always a new beginning with new signature.

Like a pencil blunt, sharpened, again elastic springs;
Only obey that God that gives you golden wings,
He is the creator and destroyer;
And those made you smile thank with a prayer!

Those who make us cry pardon them,
Death silence every foam,
God has perfect plan for a departed soul,
So never cry for loss and toll.

Never trust the doubted ones,
But never doubted the trusted sums,
Leave your mark here,
And edit your writings there.

Positive actions are cited after one departs,
End is always a new life’s cart,
Follow ‘Live and let live’ sermon,
Respect the Creator’s and Destroyer’s stream.
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Fashion Fatigue

Long live the fashion and its tale,
But fashion is dead and no bail,
All bitten by fashion fatigue and trail,
Life is happy and high with fashion mail.

Life is best when world is happy on our fashion;
Fashion inspires and shower smile with passion,
Fashion is a statement, not a device or commotion;
It is to show world taste high, wide and its narration.

Fashion is keeping face to sunshine, over your head;
To hide dark shadows around face and be glad,
Alas! Now bleeding high and dry and displaced,
And fashion buzz is gone and designers are travelers red.

Fashion is for field and fashion is for hearth;
Fashion is a sword and a needle and for all worth.
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Feared Republic

Nation is thrilled and filled,
Celebrating January 26, 2010.
Viewing the labored faces in the idiot box,
I am brooding,
What we have achieved?
What we have lost?
Is it only a talked republic and
Much cherished constitution?
I want to introspect,
What is it that makes my nation weak?
Why million cries beat my heart day round
And make me feared abound.
Fear of rising index of crime and corruption,
Fear of soaring prices and empty bellies,
Fear of unholy nights and bloody days,
Fear of endless wait for justice,
Fear of chair deals by corrupt mohanics coalitions,
Fear of blast and mines,
Fear of blood thirsty Maowadis and Jihadis,
Fear of intruders welcomed without visas,
Fear of cross border enemies nourished as friends,
Fear of valued slaughter goats and unvalued girls,
Fear of despair in abundance,
Fear of banishment of hope and peace,
Fear why I love my dear sick nation?
Where merit is crushed and dreams shattered.
I am done with these fears.
My leaders secular ask me
To throw the fear and love out.
Then I cherished a dream inside,
Some one wakes us up,
Some who will make nation proud
And take the nation on cloud ninth,
Someone will act and heel our wounded world,
And not to wait for the dried flowers and devastated dreams,
To bloom in the next world.

FROM:
DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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Fifa-2014

FIFA ho with Samba ho,
Run the Summer above to pray,
All jazz the feet to put crown on head.
Melodious Shkira singing great theme song
While wild soccer lovers round and round spread.
Players sprint the ground passions arouse,
Pull the opponents, nets up the door;
Kneels down to kick the ball to flame,
Great dark fear dance upon like a lore.
Long-legged powers came from unknown corner,
Leap up with the ball, fall and dash again.
I hear wild power kicking the gate,
But the Wall won't open, not for wind or rain.
I kick, you kick, he kicks, lest the one grieves
Take ye far away, fairy folk to see.
Love, passion, emotion, violence, hate,
Run high in the deadly but greatest fever,
Acid test for all but only mightiest succeed.
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Fifty Shades Of Gray

Old age is a divine virus,
Dim old eyes, sore with tears;
Hanging ears but hard of hearing,
Once a appealing face turned wrinkled.

Head once abode of long curly black hair,
Alas! Now turned silver or vanished;
Toothless mouth cum dumping ground,
Skin hanging with once stunning body.

Aching bones making nights sleepless,
Once a marathon winner,
Needs a support to move a step,
Once manager of world can’t manage self.

All gone! ! All gone! ! Life spent! !
Now longing to memories days gone,
Right or wrong, good or bad, loved or lost;
Now alone, lonely, fragile, wrinkled.

Night and day, all unfilled and void,
Pining to hear loving voices,
Heart in pain! ! Tears! !
Rolling down on wrinkled face.

Imagined? ? Oh old age! ! Ah old age! !
So cruel! Took away all beauty, ability;
Snatched all my near and dear ones,
Left me with you-Unbearably painful.

Cut me in pieces of pain and frustration;
Family has left for the life of their own,
Modern, liberal, free, democratic, secular;
Remembering my mother and father.

Now left with all regrets, no love no joys;
Oh Life! ! Alone just Longing! ! Longing! !
For love, care! ! Or praying to Creator! !
To lift me like vapors and hide me in clouds.
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Fight Of A Girl

She has to fight against the truth of destiny,
With the dirty touch of jihadis fraternity;
She has to fight against her own identity
Fight against father for not allowing to work and charity.

Always carry the pain in all weathers,
Why is she married of earlier than her five older brothers?
Fights for her self-esteem and feathers,
And fights to stand on her feet with others.

Gets the spanking from her drunken husband,
But helps him, on his own feet, to stand;
She does not fight, only to make thud;
But fights for a happy family around.

She fights to save money for hard times,
Fights for her rights but no jibes,
Fight with a pen to be a poetess, chimes,
In needs, can fly a fighter plane, high in the skies.

She fights like Radha and Meera for love and care for;
But like the Queen of Jhansi, Rani Luxmibai, in war;
Fights, like a push-nail, putting her finger;
Or like Rani Durgawati to protect the fort and honour.

Shed burqa and fights like Shahbano, for women's right;
Fights against Yamrajj, to become Satawati for her plight;
Sometimes like Razia, sometimes like Apala, fight,
Sometimes shy, sometimes Saina Nehwal, but has to fight.

Sometimes like Hazrat Mahal, sometimes like Sarojini Naidu;
Sometimes like Sita, Savitri and Draupadi she fights;
In the hour of problems, fights like Padmini and Panna-dai;
Fights for the nation and fights for the society.

In need fights like and Mary Kom;
Fights against poverty and odium;
 Fighting spirit, she got in the womb form,
Truly girls are very good fighters in the home and roam.
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Fire At Bhatta-Parsol

As the cadavers of farmers pile up,
In the green land of Bhatta-Parsol;
I, the brooding poet try to find out the meaning;
Of this game of fire and death.

Will the cadavers of farmers,
Deliver wealth, power and progress?
Will their ashes bear flowers and freedom,
To teach a lesson to these beguiled countrymen?

Neither Mayawati nor Man Mohan,
Will emerge victorious, but;
Will be remembered as killers,
Like Mulayam, Basu and Abdullah.

But the scars and pain,
Of farmers are acute and deep,
And the poet within me with a pen,
Don’t know when these brutal Moguls will stop.

Go back to my dear village,
Thou that pass’s by;
Obedient to her dear land,
Here we lie.

Oh God! Forgive them;
As they do not know, what are they doing,
Only let our bones immerse in Holy Ganges;
To avoid trampling by power Moguls.
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Five Gaur Daughters

These five learned Gaur daughters with all decent form
Always there to help, others to adorn:
Who attract thoughts, worthy of graceful rhymes,
That even the wealthiest did not greatly pine
To hear their names sung in all the by lanes,
And get joy in their service to man, without blame.

And when they lift their head to serve, all faces glow,
With happiness and success, honest fortunes did flow,
Your string could soon clear the sadder tenor tune,
And teach the woods and waters lofty fortune
Their doleful service brighten thousands suns warm
Flowing streams of joy for all like thousands moons’ charm.

Now lay all sorrowful complaints aside,
And filling all the hearts and minds with garland wide,
Help the distressed with message bright to resound,
O God bless all with these gracious daughters’ sound,
As Indira did for her father and nation, so my self alone will sing,
The sky shall to me answer as one wedded to my ring.
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Flag Of Justice

Mute nation, counting coffins,
Stands dazed by the pyre,
Waiting for the next victims,
To be put on pyre.

Country deaf and dumb,
Shrouded in fear, numb,
Wailing widows, children orphaned,
Flashed across the streets like lambs.

Up on a platform,
A wolf in whites, roaring,
Loudspeaker blowing,
Jai ho, jai ho, jai ho,
Nation salutes the resolute spirit.
Living race can’t wait five years,
Think and decide today.

From:
DR. Yogesh SHARMA
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Flood Fury & Cwg 2010

All the cities and villages deluged
how the life feels a languid and marooned
Floating and running for a covering,
and how life and comfort seem a rare thing
In the Flood Fury of 2010 games and life out of wing.

And how the waters gushing beat of the brain
all efforts but in drain,
in floods though all depressed and lonely,
at the fall of rain heavily
Know I not, only prays with folded and pale hands, meekly,

No joys seem –only to suffer and no hide,
All my fears are moved side by side,
cried to see the dead harvest
And death and destruction seem a common invest
In the flood fury of 2010 rest.

When the days of CWG 2010 are numbered,
Wake the honest souls, which are slumbered.
To a national cause holy, delight;
before the inaugural bell and lamps are light
Enter at the huge gate; to please the patriot heart.

With a slow and firm footsteps in line
Come all the players and guests divine,
March in the allotted file, in gentleness,
Wave their strong hands in righteousness,
Must branding there trace, and all in national dress.

Virtue of love lives and flood fury to flee,
Life of dignity and game of love I deem,
And, like phantoms happy and tall,
Dance upon the CWG village wall;
Shadows from sober, pious, and free fill the hall.
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Flower

The poor flower,
Blossoming in wilderness.
Exposed to sun and winds,
But encased in tender and loving,
Pink, white, green petals.
A celestial creation,
The beautiest among,
All His creations.
Pleasing all,
Humans specially,
Not knowing,
It has a divine gift,
A special internal beauty,
Eternal fragrance,
That aromatic our inside,
And out side as well!
Like celestial hymns.
Flowers boost
And add beauty,
To life dull.
Pious lives in,
Places and ghettos,
And near and dear ones,
Smiling on a gloomy corner.
The pain and despair
Of the many
Wretched souls
Of the world wicked,
Then and now and always
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Flowers

Flowers are the most tempting things, I know;
They fragrant the world and others grow,
Offer honey to honey bees and never lie law,
Shelters cupids around their boughs with glow.

They give us fruit and feed,
And seeds to bloom a new tree with new deed,
From birth to death, bless all and no creed,
And again in spring, new flowers, in May colored breed.

They are always at the gate as the days begin,
To hug the rays of morning sun,
But last to leave the light, to run;
When evening, embrace the cold moon.

When moon and stars glimmers the sky,
Give tired world happy, drowsy lull by.
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Flying To Silicon Valley

I

This country is not for meritorious and talented;
The youth lost in one another's arms like animals.
- The passing generations have nothing to pass,
Accept filthy wealth and sick Sanskars.
- Their song is like departing prayer,
Polluting rivers, markets selling animal cadavers;
Fish, birds, or animals all facing knife,
Slaughtered in this sensual taste of flesh,
Festivals of death and ignorant intellect.

II

A meritorious and talented is but a valueless thing,
A branded jewelry on a coffin,
And soul beat the breast and cry, and louder cry
For every coffin with mortal jewelry branded,
Lamenting as no taker for merit nor tears
Just memorials of its own elegy;
And therefore decided I to cross oceans and lands,
And fly to the city of Silicon Valley,
A holy city of merit and talent.

III

Merit and talent proving their worth,
Like holy sages meditating in Ganges holy sand
To bring the God closer to man,
Delivered from the holy sand and waters,
Attired in gyre of success and joy,
And be the dancing-masters of my-self.
Flying my heart, swelling with desire
Secure to a glorious end, with joy up-to brim,
And lead me into the fame of eternity.

IV

Once out of this land where zero is hero;
Never return to offend my merit and talent;
But a land where only merit and talent make;
Pure gold and golden life,
To keep a tiring and exhausted mind fresh,
Or rest upon a golden hand to sing and dance;
With the lords and ladies of Silicon Valley
To milk the best, the merit and the talent,
Or a new identity beyond the grave.
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Love me always; the world is grief-stricken,
Keep me and talk to me in your eyes and heart,
I can't swallow, the pain of separation'
Preserve me protected in your heart.

Lengthy as tresses the dark of separation,
The time of love is little as life,
If you are not with me, O Sakha,
How can I pass the dark and long nights of darkness?

Two thrilling hearts with a thousand dreams,
Have put my all the woes, rest to run,
Now, who would understand, to move and tell,
My dear love of me sad and miserable heart.

As a candle to a flying bug, or an atom to an eye,
So no solace in my heart and no sleep in my eyes,
Deprived, alas! From that Sakha's love,
He mails no message, nor shows his visage.

At the time of love, for truth, Yogesh
My loved Sakha fooled me and flew away,
If I could get him again, I will keep,
HIM in my eyes and heart, forever and forever.

N.B.: Sakha- Lover and friend. In Hindu mythology, the Brij region devotes of Lord Krishna, treat the Lord as Sakha or friend. (Lover).
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Forget Me Not-Dmini

O my countrymen! I am going to my creator;
You could not keep me but mauled me;
I will ask my creator, why he hurled me down?
Silence and suffering are wisdom, I remain silent then,
And asks no kiss; but was attacked all at once.

This nation is not worth living: let me go;
O Man! Love my tender age;
Tender was my voice, so fair my face,
So sweet, gleaming my eyes behind my tears;
So sweet was my song that was once heard.

I was ripped open, and pearls were split;
Lost every thing but it was a game for all,
My dream of Fame while a girl wakes to love,
Yes! Love, though Love became grossest lust,
But shall it? Answer, answer, no.

I came here to wake a sleeping race,
I may not be here but not disregard my shrill,
Never nap again until land is safe for daughters,
My shrill is piercing and clear,
My daily wonder is love all.

A maid so soft, so white, so brilliant,
All said, a light came with her when she moved:
But ay—so that fate and craft and folly close;
She paused, she turned, and she hung her head,
The snakes pulled her, the tress and cried.

And the dark wood grew darker and a storm;
In silence, while her shrills slowly lost,
Face hidden, as the utmost grief and shame;
To sleek her ruffled peace and honor in vain;
At last she lost and let her be lost for ever.

There while she cried, lying on her back;
The red tears crept from her boiled eyes,
The cruel breeze fogged her cries,
Her arms upon her breast across,
A virtuous woman deeply wronged.
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Forget The Curse

Goodbye rotating world, I am going to my creator.  
You are neither my pal nor my liberator.  
Tossed through the mad crowd I frown,  
Long has been shunted like defeated crown.  
But now goodbye to fame and flattery,  
To false pomp, show and treachery,  
To the splendor of gold’s corrupted eye,  
To chase of the crown mighty and high,  
To false relationship and altered love calls,  
To crying hearts and bleedings halls,

Goodbye rotating world, I am going to my creator.  
I am flying to happy land with my master,  
Where magical roots plan frolic lives.  
Proud green hills in happy isles,  
Where wounded feet have never land.  
Every inch is pure to thoughts and hand,  
Reside in a safe celestial abode,  
Under the blessings of merciful god,  
Echoed with me the celestial chant,  
Moon, stars galaxy and wind rent.

Goodbye rotating world, I am going to my creator.  
When I am rested on farewell pyre platter,  
I smile at the pride and madness of man,  
At the confused school and beguiling clan,  
For what is your existence in this mad tower?  
Where man is in a bush unaware of his master,  
But in this confused web and silent nights,  
Lost in funerals and sad sights.  
I listened my master spoke last night,  
To forget the curse designed for man white.

FROM:  
DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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Four Hindu Stages Of Life

From birth day to twenty five spring years,
Made to learn and brighten gears,
To see and observe, light of the day, without tears;
And celibacy years are there to brighten and no fears.

From twenty five to fifty, active years with family tie,
Days are clearer and enjoy highest fly,
Summer blooms with the warmth of the life and cry,
Life blooms with knowledge and love high.

The winter and mid age message to retire,
Fall arrives and tries to hold on to the sire,
Carved by spring, try to enjoy in the satire;
We try to move on, leaning on past fire.

Then starts to feel, the cold freeze of winter,
Mid life seen the joy of youth and hopes, splinter;
To pass the old age under the sainthood shelter;
Moving to autumn of life in denial and rebuttal.

Old age and winter, steps and breath is shorter,
So are the days and years and no breather;
Autumn will end and so will we lighter,
To a new beginning, a new life, to reach the Master.

In His Holy land, for a new life in a new land flowing,
Warmly and broadly a fresh wind is blowing,
Over the sky, the white clouds are fleeting;
Every heart this morning in joy is beating.
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Four! Brute Leaders

Four! Brute leaders: loot and fry!
Panwar has taken deadly toll, all know;
And your kitchen-world true,
And your out-house too
All happiness robbed long ago;
These unbearable pains are not ready to dry.—
Four! Brute leaders; loot and fry!

Four! Brute leaders; loot and fry!
Raja has broken your telecoms, all know;
And are happy, dancing his ways
Robbed nation of trillions rays
All happiness robbed long ago;
Life and nation will remain sad and dry.—
Four! Brute leaders; loot and fry!

Four! Brute leaders; loot and fry!
Kalmadi and Dixit have tarred the commonwealth, all know:
And the entire national pride and beam
Of all the nation’s dreams
Honor and pride vanished long ago;
And no body was there to soothe the national sigh. -
Four! Brute leaders; loot and fry!

Four! Brute leaders; loot and fry!
Chavan has snatched the roofs of the war widows, all know;
And mighty but wrongs housed and fit
And killed the valour and grit
Sense of right and wrong gone long ago;
Martyrs in heaven tearing their sacrifice high. -
Four! Brute leaders; loot and fry!

Four! Brute leaders; loot and fry!
Leader sick and old, blessing the robbers, all know;
Watched by madam white, happy and light;
Delivered miseries and death without fight
Kindness and concern flew, long ago;
Masses left to die and cry.—
Four! Brute leaders; loot and fry!
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Free And The Caged Life

The democratic man lives,
To fulfill his dreams,
And crosses worldly whirls,
Till the current ends.
He flutters his hands,
In the open and free sun rays
And dares to touch the sky.

But a man who breaths undemocratic air,
In his narrow lanes designed by despots,
Can never see through his flight,
His hands are tied and
His feet are chopped,
Can never opens his throat to speak,
What his mind desires.

The caged man cannot sing,
With full gusto,
He can feel the pain but no cure,
But pines for freedom unknown,
And cries for the freedom tune,
In the hidden corner on his heart,
Alas! He could sing with freedom

The free man thinks of others’ breeze,
But a caged man sees others’ grave,
Sees only cremation and pyres dreams,
His shadow shouts only on graves,
Every caged man wants to sing with freedom,
But the world was oppressed by despots,
With lighting and mind was lashed by flames.

Free man opens with every sunrise,
Lives every dream so free and fair,
All along the sunrise hopes wait there,
Forever remains young and lively,
Eyes sparkle even in the dark of night,
Hands are always loaded with actions,
Like diamonds in the hands.
Caged man is like slave in rags and skin loose,
Always live with the volcanic madness,
Grey before age, face dusted with spot;
Tormented, at war with himself,
Lived with a dying hope,
That became part of his flesh,
O God! Clear the world of all the Cages.
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Free Beggar Republic

Wheat one rupee kilo,
Rice three rupees kilo,
Pulses five rupees kilo,
Electricity two rupees per unit,
But water for free.

Laptop free and free television;
Cycle free and free lantern;
Free sari and free donations;
Free meal and free wine;
Free plot and free flat.

Religion is financed by state,
Pilgrimage is funded by state,
Services social are sponsored,
NGO world is state funded,
Where work charitable is good deal.

School admissions, without merit,
School certificates without exams,
Colleges’ admissions on quota,
Jobs on caste and communal merit,
Promotions sans work and merit.

Health and medical facilities for free:
Education too among freebies,
Caste and religion only merit.
Backwardness prized possession,
Is it a nation? Or, Free Beggar Republic?
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Disheveled and unkempt hair,
Imagery piquant words so unfair,
Everything coarse and crude
Floating, dirty beard, wide and rude.
Hollow theories to set the temper
Infected jeans or revealing hamper,
Front and back mid-riff open to all,
Just lexis to set your psyche on boil.

Utterance erotic and foreign,
Envisage while the violins feign,
All the time turn to the foul attitude,
Chaos and anarchy are their favorite flute.
Decade old jhola on the shoulder,
Filled with dead Marx and Mao hate literature,
Smoke the bidi to sport the labour cause,
But silently chewing ecstasy pills and dose.

Socialism of enjoying government funds truly,
All the genders frolicking freely,
Excitement burst into the night
Bare and easy as put out the light
Even candles put out to swell fire,
The heat of body sharing and no hire,
Passions run up and down the spine
Getting ready for free wine.

Appetite sets the libido on fire
Spending the time and spoil together;
Are they Xavierites or Stephenanian;
Or Presidencians or FTII-ian;
Cannot say, but definitely enjoying,
Freedom of dress, Freedom of expressing,
Freedom of syllabus, Freedom of hug and kiss,
Freedom of strikes and dharnas.

Must be modern, liberal, and free;
Multicultural learners but ill-bred tree.
Friends And Friendship

Friends are the sweetest and the loveliest thing,
If one has a loyal friend, it is like a spring;
It showers life, happiness, and smile:
World is full of new things but fragile,
But good friends are found rarely,
This is creator's power and miracle play.

Never try to see relationship in friendship,
With eyes on blue sky and keep life in relationship,
Feeling of friendship is a happy tale,
In the night and white always prevail,
It is a thing can’t be seen but very bright,
And the souls in that shadow enjoy high flight.

Friendship is not winning someone’s heart,
But surrendering yourself to someone’s dart,
When one is trusted by a friend,
It is not due to the excellence of mind
But due to the purity of a shining frame,
And great work of Almighty proclaim.
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Friendship With Pakistan

Our true friendship isn't what we observe with our talks,
It is smacked within our heart.
But trust, understanding, loyalty, and sharing are lost.
It is vital that our true friendship is a unique phenomenon,
Which can never happen, as it sans well-being, strength, and quality.

Friendship does not need tokens of gifts,
Or fabulous dramas, and talks to be valuable or valued,
For long lasting worth and fulfillment,
True friendship needs un-exhausting trustworthiness;
Understanding, unrivaled trust and eternal sharing.

Deep distrust, hearts drown in hate;
Mixed with Jihad madness,
Kills the sense of friendship before lifetime!
All the dullness and sound of gunfire,
Brought to heart and mind; You are a rouge friend.

You were a mask of friendship,
To hide the dirt and shade hate, -
This debt we pay to our innocent guiles;
With torn and bleeding heart we smile,
We move In the shadow of graves.
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From Radiance To Gloom

The light that dawns from timeless ages,
Abundantly enlightening the ignorant cages,
Ennobling the celestial creations' ashes,
Filling with benevolent awareness and blesses.
Present from foundation to finish stages,
Such graciousness descends along on sphere gage,
To ensure confusion to finish and raze,
From cruelty to kindness, unethical to chastity sage.

From unawareness to illumination,
But the space is very tough, long station,
At every step, man is devoured in perversion,
Clearly being lost and tangled flirtation;
Civilization and humanity becoming damnation,
The era of harmony, knowledge, and array fixation;
Falling, decaying, leaving the only destruction,
Like seven wonders' cessation.

Ugliness fading splendour and light,
Average gulping elegance bright,
Edict of anarchy ruling the rest might,
‘Nero fiddling and Rome is burning' site;
‘Ego to zero', is killing self-flight;
Mafia controlling the power height,
Pundits and learned with glory and knight;
Forced exile to an empty aisle bite.

Quotas occupying chair and command;
To increase bewilderment and turmoil band;
Saints and pious pushed out and banned;
Kashmir and Ayodhya pogrom blood land;
Fire, food poisoning, hooch deaths fanned,
Terrorists and jihadists on slaughtering round,
Ram, Krishna, Buddha, Mahavira, replaced,
By Ambedkar, quotas, freebies sound.

Sun, moons, stars all lost in smog,
Earth dwindling, man increasing like a frog,
Humanity squeezing like pariah dog,
'You reap what you sow'. Monologue;
Fail of civilization, clashes, wars, hog,
Sleeping on withered leaves with dog and gun agog,
Stone palters hitting stones from mosques log,
In the hot noon looking for a safe catalogue.
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Fukushima-The Cursed Island

Furious-high-anchored angry waves,
Plundering beautiful land into graves.

Poisoned fountains and all source of life,
Man and animals, trees and plants, strife:
Clothes, drapery, and napkins dreaded by rays;
Dying and crying meadows into death ways,

Once bloom with daises and violets,
And now in those beautiful lanes,
Bitten and cursed by radio active rays.
Spirit of the old-young, man-woman frays;
Lake and seas and rivers and horizon,
Bear only fear and fear; poison and poison.

Of dying greens to sick men's graves,
Quietly but sadly sleeping in the wide graves.
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Fukushima-The Water Grave

Plundered one and all in the silence tight;
Devastated the world and joyous dream;
Invaded all round ruthlessly, no body to fight;
As water graves floating on a stream;
No one was left to mourn and shed tears,
O memory, hope, love is drowned for years.

O dream! now turned sour, too sour, too sad to tweet,
Whose awakening would be in dark Paradise,
Where souls devoid of joy and love abide and meet;
Where teary, swollen, longing eyes;
Watch the horrific and death roar,
That water deluge, gushing in, lets out no more.

Yet death come to me in my life, that I may live;
My very life again though as cold as death:
Come back to me to lighten my world, that I may brim;
If keep on looking back to breath for breath:
bound to miss the road ahead below,
As soon as near and dear, and forget what long ago.
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Future Of Modern Man

The primitive men are still in existence,
In every corner of the nation,
With their obnoxious way of dressing,
Feeling, as superior in spirits and souls,
But actually controlled by evil spirits,
Of Arabian deserts and ways.

Ignorant about customs and traditions,
Of origin of great forefathers,
Blessed by the Trinity,
Of Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesh;
Of Karma stories of the Gita,
Of stories of Ram and Ramayan.

Dawn of modern man in present age,
Has neither faith nor love for departed;
Forgotten humanity, compassion and sympathy;
Selfishness, self-interest, regressive;
Tearing down natural world, brutally;
And draining the treasure from the lap of Mother Earth.

Money and greed driving the mind,
Terrorists and Jihadis are people's icons,
Wiping out the lives of the innocents,
Loss of innocence and reliability not cared,
Celestial gifts of love and tranquillity,
Fading away in thin air.

How to recapture blissful glory here?
Collective conscious of Mankind
Bit by bit, slipping into a gloom.
O Divine Love! Demonstrate Thy Mercy;
Recapture, the hearts of humankind,
Create human beings splendid, with mercy and empathy.
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Game Of Molestation

I am a girl;
I can't walk alone after the sunset; why?
All the time numerous fears are in my heart,
Something wrong is going to happen.
I always think about it
When I choose apparel from my closet
And gaze at it like a bit of indication,
Like, if I am molested or raped tonight,
What I’m wearing on this harrowing night,
Poor apparel feeling guilty with me.
I care the brand and the tag,
40% cotton and 60% synthetic,
Like me, many should mark the tag.
But strangers gazing at me,
Want to rob me deep inside my apparel.
Like this is raping secular land and
The society enjoying for social justice wants
To "rob me";
And blame my poor skirt.
All blame me for bad choices
And a man branded with a tag of relationship,
Must be there to declare my existence as a human being.
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Genocide In Tibet

We are in a hollow world
Where people are headless chicken
Bloody revolutionaries, brute force charging together
To slay, the meditating monks.

Alas! Where are the sane voices?
All dried up
Fearing brutal comrades.
As dry chaff in the storm
Or flies over dead corpse.
Lifeless jokers, dancing meaninglessly.

Closed streets of Lhasa are red
With the blood of monks and lamas.
Some have crossed to a
Paralyzed other kingdom
To avoid brutal repression
Meeting hollow and stuffed comrades.

I cannot dare to open my eyes
To see death's kingdom
Violent sunlight on shattered bodies
Dead land-rulled by cactuses
Raising of a dead man’s head
Under the cluster of dying stars.

It is death's world
It is a paradise for ghosts
Moving alone
Trembling with fear
Lips kissing the dying soul.

Revolutionaries have no eyes
In this Death Valley
Bullets select their own targets,
Poor monks grope together
Speechless on this mountain of dying kingdom.

Hollow ideas, sad realities
No conception, no creation, no emotion
Havoc is made in the silent valley.
Only for a desire
To live and let live.

Alas! Roof of the failed world,
Looking-The defender of faith
The Holy One, the Absolute wisdom,
Have mercy, save us.

From:
DR. Yogesh SHARMA
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Genocide Of Pundits

Sigris were cold in pundit hamlets,
People here were fuels to jihadi guns,
Wailing widows crying for slaughtered kins.
Terrified returning homeward their tired way,
As world a towering inferno to them.
The air was carrying a sad silent tone,
Weeping birds complain to moon and stars
Crying about the lost ones,
Who will never be seen again,
No memorials erected for those slaughtered,
As they were not mad vote machines.
In that method less madness,
Some might have slaughtered with a fire within,
Or arms that might have raised an empire,
Or hands that might have rocked the oceans,
Some great Vivekanand might be there,
Or some cherished Tendulkar,
Might have lost his blood.
All merit they had but sad fate,
Slaughtered for a status and crown
And their shivering bones remained,
Unprotected from insult and bloodbath.
Let not power mock their toll,
Sad destiny and remorseful smile,
And rude kotwals of secular trade dancing,
Multicultural dons will remain their,
To curse names and race for their trade
Bestowed with a treasure hidden.
On unclaimed pyre lie their corpses,
Unfortunate, cursed and unattended,
Nation mocking their poor faith,
Alas! Poor pundits of Death Valley.


By,

DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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Gentle Doctor Narang

No Rahul Gandhi,
No Kejriwal,
No Brinda Karat,
No Barkha Dutt,
Will visit him.

No secularist,
No communist,
No human right-ists,
No Islamist,
Will visit him.

No one crore,
No four plots,
No job to kin,
No soothing balm,
Will be given to him.

All the absurd theatre,
Of secularism, of multiculturalism,
Of tolerance-in-tolerance,
Of award wapsi, human rights,
Will not run their shows.

Why? ? ? ?

He was no Akhlaq,
He was no Rohit,
He was no Kanhiyya,
He was no disruption-ist,
He was no vote bank.

He was a gentle Hindu doctor,
Playing cricket with his son,
Celebrating Indian victory,
Serving humanity,
Slayed was Doctor Pankaj Narang.
Gita And Detachment

Detach powers to remain free from sways,
WAKE inner strength to control thoughts and desires;
Attached soul, stoops downwards ways;
Lose all traces of inner pleasures.
Detachment makes one realize, as a spiritual shape;
And lifts one from bodily self and its growth,
To tell the world’s existence illusionary,
And teaches to understand the higher and self, both;
Harbinger of inner peace and strength without escape;
And connects self with spiritual beings and ecstasy.

Opens the window to the knowledge, unheard;
And closes the doors of darkness and their tone,
Its ways are the only way to survive, endeared;
Help us become considerate, helpful and kind grown;
It is un-ravished companion of stillness,
It is real child of peace and joyous time,
Acetic, priest and seers thus put across,
In divine verse, sweetest than all rhyme:
All the wise legends unearth about meaning and shape,
Only real pursuit to get from pain escape.
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Glittered World

A group of young men and women bathing by the sea beach,
A group of young men and women and all very friendly;
Long and fabulous life and all very lonesome.

She was the heir of a huge villa in the high-rise of a cosmopolitan,
She has vaults full of richly, expensive and fashionable brands.

Which of the handsome men does she find irresistible the most?
Alas! The homeliest of them all is most loving to her.

Surprised, what is your choice, my dear beautiful woman?
You dash in the waves in a bikini,
Yet you keep stock homely in your heart.

Drinking, dancing, along the beach came the drunk bather,
Nobody could see her, but she saw them all and pined to love them.

The curls of the fashionable men and women flashing wet,
It dropping from their designer hair black,
The small brook flowing all over their scantily clad bodies smooth.

An unfamiliar woman also entered in their group,
Her hands moving from their wet temple and ribs.

The young men and women lay on their backs,
Their bright bodies bathing to the sun,
Unmindful, who touches them or seizes tight to them,
They have no idea who blow them,
Or hugs them with the locket and rounding arms,
They do not mind who they cover with their spew.

I loaf enjoying their game and jumble up and break-up,
Faithful devotees offering their Friday prayers donning skull cap,
All were warming their twisted eyes, on the blissful cluster.

I followed the playful group, from the sea beach to the hotel suite,
The supple steep of their waists dances even with their trained arms,
Far in the church the bell swings, far so dim, far so confident,
They were not in a hurry, each man and woman hit in their place.
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Global Beating

Beating here and beating there,
Beating sadly everywhere,
Beating in home sphere and beating in outer sphere,
Beating is a great national trade fair.

Beating by Sikhs, beating by Muslims,
Beating by Buddhists, beating by Christians,
Beating enjoyed like deadly secular insulin,
Beating sans dignity, grace, and order dipped in sin.

Beating in Kashmir, beating by Jihads,
Beating in Mizoram, beating by Maowadis,
Beating in Punjab, beating by Megalayaide,
Beating is a great Indian national pride.

Beating in Australia, beating in Malaysia,
Beating in America, beating in Arabia,
Beating in Dhaka, beating in Somalia,
Beating in Pakistan and beating in Indonesia.

Beating in Sri Lanka, beating in Afghan land,
Beating in Nepal, beating in New Zealand,
Beating in Dubai, beating in England,
Beating enjoyed as dance in Arabian land.

Beating hyped as tolerance and great creation,
Beating turned world as a big cremation,
Beating as national fashion and fascination,
Beating in every nation, without compassion.

Beating like this method less cowardice,
Beating without any word of courage to mince,
Beating is honor and honor is beating with avarice,
Beating is Indian history mocked Karl Marx and no theatrics.

FROM:
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Go To Your Self

I am enjoying every day and sunny livelihood,
I am always a prince in world fair,
I will always adorn this knotted, untamed wood,
Always get the best and all love and care.

Observe spring and perfume all around us -
Delighted to recognize, and swift to learn;
Soliciting love roots those amaze thus;
Echoing blissful hymns in its turn.

Loving kisses, tight hugs, joyous drinks;
Leaping merrily at the dawn,
Up the hillock, along the ranks,
Liberated and lovely like as a fawn.

Let we live with own self; it's real scenery
Benevolent to fellow, little and big dears;
See the vigor of limb, and nourishing features,
Learn to read the beauty of coming cheers.

You are lucky to born without horror,
See life's play, and sing its song,
You are not the only committing an error,
But improve upon big and moral wrong.

Play full life, and in no way panic it -
Vigorous existence is the life best;
Never, never rupture its spirit -
Drive it only to move without defect.

Like the Holy Ganga river,
That will never be impure and cease to flow;
It will remain pure and flow forever -
Learn from the Holy Mother and go.
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God, Universe And Man

Brahma created this universe for man,
Both are strong and classy ton,
HE cares both to drink the full life,
And protects them in love and strife.

Universe is like Eden Garden for man,
Man is a rose scented in this garden,
It blooms in all the seasons,
And remains safe, braving all the reasons.

Universe is not like an automatic mover,
Without tuning and labor, nothing delivers;
Universe is like a multichannel television,
And man has to adjust to get the best vision.

Positive action is a powerful weapon,
Life has to act rightly, for a place with reason;
Like an umbrella that cannot stop rain,
But empowers man to get the best train.

Positive thinking is expecting the best on world’s crest,
But, is also about accepting, every thing for the best,
As HIS plans are higher than our dreams,
Be ready to rupture in joyous beams.

Here nothing is old, nothing is new:
Nothing is bold, but depends, how we view?
When man loses hope, remember the point;
HIS love is stronger than man’s disappoints.

Enjoy life, as happy days are few;
Happy moments are like drops of dew,
Eager to disappear in all the seasons,
Because universe is like a boundless ocean.

O man! Don’t keep your dreams in eyes,
They may deceive you as tears wide,
Take dreams to your heart so that,
Heart beats force to covert them into fact.
Going To The War

Do not tell me my Sweetheart I am unkind,
That from bedroom sweet and cozy,
Of your innocent breast and calm mind
But today to war with guns I fly.

True, a new partner now I chase,
The first enemy in the ground;
And with a stronger loyalty embrace
A gun, a canon, a guard.

Give me loving folk,
Whose high merit is song
Who adore their work,
To applaud God along.

Yet this infidelity is such
As you too shall admire;
I could not love it dear so much,
Loved I but can’t Honour fire.
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Govinda Govinda

I go nowhere to see God;
No hurdle comes in my journey,
I linger for no one.
I travel in a land of Govinda,
Where evil minds flee,
Like a ravished ghost in ruins.
I sit in a temple, in Vrindavan;
Getting divine prasadam,
From a holy vessel.

The bus I travel has full of devotees;
Carting a weightless mind,
The World has only void,
All sleep in a foreign land,
Where Krishna is my eternal pal,
In the dream of Lord, I pray in silence.
My eyes are burly,
Like the pages of a book the Gita,
I am a boundless metaphor,

I can die in a wink.
The last flags were lowered,
The penny spent
All our struggles,
Forgotten and annihilated,
In the season of wilting flowers and broken mirrors,
In the city alive with shadows and whispers,
I wait for none, only Keshav comes in my way.
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Great Guru Dronacharya

His words are price and precise,
All fix them to him to take teachings wise,
Only pupils with faith can follow that,
Others will remain dull and rot.
Unsuitable cannot be pupils of his band,
People with blurred mind cannot stand;
Their prayer cannot be, since they’re not believed!

When he is serious and pensive,
Sometimes find his braiding offensive,
But always very penetrating and pellucid,
They are fools and nuisance those call him seduced.
That he is accused of caste being,
He is very just when he is disagreeing,
With learners those do not fit his leaning.

His sermons wise are the words of Braham
That writes the fate of those cross the ocean and beam;
But the Acharya who lit the fire;
In the mind and heart of pupils that is never to retire.
Alas! Poor minds do not want to hear:
Such simple facts, like those I write dear,
Pellucid, although impolite but hard to wear.

The Greatest Guru who told all: “Here I stand! ”
He was very fair and not to pretend,
He was not A God, and that’s a fact,
That, like my own, I won’t retract.
Their accusations shall melt and disappear like snow,
Like sun, he will there to shine below;
But God, that send him here, will bless him to grow.
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Great India Loot

Social justice Acts open a pawn shop for the people,
Right from Kashmir to Kanyakumar and Kuchch to Kamlasagar,
And begging stays open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

Indians come running with begging reasons,
Television, Laptop, Sarees, Cycles full length rationale;
No shame, no fear, no merit but all number game.

Quota Bill kills all equality, system have to offer;
Special drive and catalogues to keep in good humour,
Indians pawn their hands, saving the thumbs for last, they pawn.

Now Toilets, Jan Dhan Yojna new their skeletons,
Falling endlessly from the empty coffers,
And when the last Indian has pawned everything.

But this Quota Bill fakes Right to Equality,
Kills idea of Secularism, paints a new racism,
Ignoring all our tears and sighs.

Brands this venture as the great:
THE MUSEUM OF NATIVE INDIAN CULTURES
Need Indians one vote to enter from the liquor store and reservation.
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Green Snow

Like snow but green;
Makes life happy and healthy,
Lips gleaming tongue beseeching;
Have mercy and stop killing trees.

Always with us, in all glooms;
For life it is a temple,
But for ignorants, a lifeless golden log.
Faithfuls never kill pals.

Cannot sit even for a second,
Always follows the plan of God,
Never confuses the service for humanity,
With the farce of secularism.

But bow her eyes shedding the tears red,
Blistering the drained eyes, seeing the wounded pal;
Oozing like hot drops of blood,
From Mary's virginal secretion.

The great tree never blames,
From the blessed trinity of strength,
Stem, leaves and fruits;
Best serves the mankind.

Over top bears sun shine,
Sloughs off wild clouds,
Remains high and strong;
Dances as time advances.

Green cap doffed, time rebuked;
Grows like dream dances,
Landscape green appears,
Far from the maddening crowd.

Always protect trees, unbowed;
Loose not chance, for absent green;
Shun devil scenes-unadvised;
A vision of ruin unsowed.
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Gulf Of Fate

Deep inside the man, stays his fate
To shape his future, fast or late;
Unknown to Lenin and Laden, or to me:
Had they any idea about thee.

Unknown to them, as to their gun;
If this not their lot, why did they run?
He plays, provokes, tricks, fears, in world fair;
With kings, generals and maulvis sitting duck in chair.

Mighty nations, lap not this pear;
Chasing time, till last to bear:
Through dust and fear, till last all labored:
Into the designs, appear lighted.

Opens the knot, impossible;
Shapes destiny like teacher visible,
Remains unperturbed in the night,
Never whimpers, in the bright.

But in some seers, foresight rests;
Soul s great, Lord creates;
Fate is a gift beautiful, tells intangible:
To senses invisible to let smile.

FROM:
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Hallow Silence

The moment had come for last assault,
The snakes swallowing our milk,
Sucking the nation's blood,
Breathing oxygen but poisoning the air,
By venomous faith and preaching.
Connected to best of support and love;
Our softness and love is altered,
By separatists and terrorists, nursed very carefully,
However, given nation, severe pain and death;
In youth cut the life journey,
Of innocent, soldiers and Hindus;
There no help, to hold their body and load,
Bidding their bye and wishing bliss to all,
Untimely they wrapped in tri-colour.

From love to gold, showered on them;
But fully aware, used deadly IED,
Learned from their Holy books and sermons;
Thrown like the withered leaves, to meet death,
It dawned on them of other's cut breath,
They heard, secularists, giving false hope,
Of peace, safety and brotherhood;
But it was all tongue twisting.
The final call had now come sudden and fast.
The nation listened to the ghastly blast,
All rushed to the site on that dark day,
Our senses leaving no courage; and us
Only blame the poor destiny's last call had come.
Divine light was pouring on their face.

They uttered no final parting words,
"Dear countrymen our tongue has failed we are going."
Their bodies were kept in the coffins,
Gave a parting salute, putting wreaths;
Bit by bit but suddenly shaking the nation.
Nation prayed, "O Lord make their route,
Their journey to You with Your blessings,
Confer your promised Greetings and Grace;
Your benevolent Love and hold their head;"
Embrace them; take them in Your fold; 
Their lips and eyes were closed, 
They could not pronounce and utter their God, 
To Seek His Mercy and Grace. 
All left and returned to sleep in Hallow Silence.
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Happy Cow In A Temple

I'm a blissful cow in a temple
If I had power of talk real
I would tell you all
To be blessed by my eye ball
I'm a blissful cow in a temple.

I'm a blissful cow in a temple
There are no new ploy you can feel
I'm energetic and cheerful
And, like a pleased led, hop my tail
I'm a blissful cow in a temple.

I'm a blissful cow in a temple
My joy is always is to lecture
Whatever the teller
It's the best shrine for seer
I'm a blissful cow in a temple.

I'm a blissful cow in a temple
As I hear the devotees jostle
I bless and I smile
Long into the blissful
I'm a blissful cow in a temple.

I'm a blissful cow in a temple
And I don't fancy to start to peal
But if you ask me idea delightful
The finest thing to be wonderful
I'm a blissful cow in a temple.
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Happy Happy Eid-Ul-Fitr

Happy Happy Eid-Ul-Fitr,
To my dear Muslim brothers and sisters.
Pray to Almighty God to shower,
Peace on my rampaging brothers.
To clear darkness out of the fanatic minds,
Make them sweet and throw the,
Satan of Jihad and Fidayeen out of them.
It gave so much pain to them,
Stop slaughtering of lives,
Bring this madness to an end.

Remembering the blessings of life;
Soften their killing hearts,
Clearing bitterness and strife.
Stir the feeling of love and peace, giving hope.
Flame enthusiasm, spread cheer,
Grow generosity and wipe out terror.
Dispel darkness by lighting decorations,
Enjoy life with warm and friendly celebrations.
See bleeding humanity worldwide,
Give them balm of love and peace.

Forget hate, revenge and blood;
Sneaking from every mind,
Ease chains of arrogance, ghastly ride;
Cruel bones, oppressed in sick cells.
Forget religion, sect, and pray for man;
So fast spread love and humanity.
Shun the faith of slaughtering and hate,
Restore joy, happiness and love on Eid night.
O God! O Sky! O Moon! O Stars! O Land!
Love affection, respect spread all around.
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Holi cleans dirt and makes life beautiful,  
It wipes out evils and makes world colorful.

It is a happy image in a colorful day,  
Spread freshness in a multi colored way,  
As young, old, man and woman pray;  
That spring like colorful ray,  
Its tickling and nibbling must always stay.

Red gives power and prosperity,  
Blue delivers success and longevity,  
Orange makes way for progress and fertility,  
Green brings happiness and fresh vitality,  
Pink brings love and makes friendship lovely.

Shower of colors; shower divine blessings:  
Air resounds with Happy Holi greetings.
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Happy Ramadan

Happy - Happy Ramdan;
Greetings and Greeting;
Bring Peace ...and Prosperity;
With ....All our Love and Energies;
Wishing...Light and Happiness;
Pray Almighty- the Merciful and Benevolent...
To Enlighten the believers...
And Bless them with...
Secular, Liberal, Modern, Tolerant
And Non-Violent ideas;
And God must show the way of,
Light, Love, brotherhood and renunciation.
Happy Ramdan.
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Happy-Happy Birthday

Very-very Happy Birthday to you-to you;
All the pleasures of world to woo-to woo.

This day God dropped the sweetest flower,
In mother’s mightiest bower,
Giving sweet and cool shower,
Blesses to climb, the highest tower.

Remain in safe heaven and shun pain chart;
In the world of joys God has chosen his part,
Under the roses to rest his heart.
That is never found in any merchant’s dart.

Pray to Almighty to sleep in a bed of roses,
Softer then the soft white snows is,
Where sweet on its trees as the fruit that grows is,
Lay still, for the wind on the warm seas dozes.
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To live in Hari-Dwar is to be auspicious;
As the Holy water of Mother Ganges,
That went into the making of the Door of God,
Living along the flow of the river,
Far from the noise of corrupt world,
Clutters and strife of the machines,
Holy abodes of saffron clad mystics,
Vibrant with holy chanting, we live with God.

There is the language of devotion, in soft rhyme;
Sweet to ear and heart,
There are celestial waves in the dark at night
As devotes see the moon, dancing with waves,
Hushed at the ashrams’ corners, sleep holy;
The Past and Present here unite
Along with mother’s flowing tide,
Temples and ashrams, in tune with God.

Singing and dancing devotees as only people,
The shadow of huge trees, moving with the waves,
Between them and the moving waves,
A faith, that do not pass.
I saw the never ending chain of temples;
Devotees rush and bend down to meet the God,
The priest sprinkles the holy waters,
To pass on the divine blessings.

'Sleep, sleep to-day, to forget tormenting cares,
Of this life and of life before and after! '
Solemnly sing the holy choir,
On that sweet and pious banks.
Opening the day with water to the golden sun
Offered on the holy waves,
Like the celestial ladder seen
By me in my dream.

Turned o'er the hymn-book's fluttering leaves
Long was the prayer all chanted,
Yet it seemed not so to me;
For in my heart I prayed with them,
And still I thought of He.
Just beyond the sunset, lies a home for us;
Where the world is happy, like a paradise:
Just beyond the sunset and deep somebody will greet us.
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Hate Industry

Hate industry drives the nation,
It gives automatic up gradation,
In the dirty vote trade with a wild card,
Entry into the secular paradise.

Hate Modi, Hate Tytler, Hate Sajjan;
Hate Gujarat, Hate India, Hate Hindu;
Hate Brahmin, Hate Merit, Hate patriotism;
Hate is a big money minting industry.

Filming dead, nude and hungry;
Branded as art modern and grand,
Exhibiting rioting, burning and raping;
Treated as activism, valiant and virtuous.

Awarded heavy packages for Hate shops,
NGOs, secularists, activists, journalists;
Intellectuals, lawyers, lobbyist;
All take a dip in this Hate waters.

Plethora of Hate entrepreneurs,
Hate is pious and religious;
Hate loving warriors hit the big time,
O country men! Beware of Hate butchers.
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Haunted Authoress

Oh tireless wanderer,
Not a happy and lucky one,
But a sad and helpless fugitive.
On a never ending chase,
For a nest and honor,
In this cruel world.
At the mercy of
Power hungry heartless leaders.
Shuttling like a cock,
Compelled to leave,
Dear and near ones.
Are you a shadow or a real being.
Alas! Thy progenitors passed away,
But denied to have a
Last glimpse of their coffins,
Blood thirsty Islamists,
Ready to sacrifice thou,
Like a bleating goat.
Perhaps, only the death,
Can relive thou of,
All the wounds and sufferings,
Inflicted upon, by fellow Islamists.
Oh the gypsy author,
Renounce this red world of hatred,
And embrace the world of love and brotherhood,
Faith of thy fore fathers,
And return to thy roots, dear Taslima,
And reincarnate into the mystical world of
Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesh.

From:
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Haunted Capital

Dear all we shall no more be walking,
So late in night,
Though the heart still be pining,
And the moon still be cool and bright.

For the lovers roam out, stealth,
And the passions out wears the breast,
And the heart must brood to breathe,
And love birds have rest.

Though the night was made for loving,
but the day returns too soon,
Yet we will go no more for walking,
By the light of the haunted loom.
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Have Faith In Self

Passing by a crematorium, I brood;
I always dream about beauties, but here alone,
Nothing can make your self and soul smile,
Only your acts perfect, for good by road.

You read your folder, closed;
Believe in ideas when moans draw your tear,
When natives are disgusted by stare,
Believe in ideas, you got from the blessed.

Believe akin to your faith, wises trained,
Believe in self and soul, life will excel bright and clear,
You will enjoy marvels from a blessed seer,
Believe in ideas, you feel righteous and hailed.

O Man! I will take you with me to my divine land;
Leave these allies inept, raucous and wild;
Only carry love stories inside your mind,
Have faith in self and ME, real angel cold;
You'll see the radiance, amazing, intense and bold.
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He stands with grace and might like a knight
Ready to touch the sun, moon and starry skies;
Green leaves flutter beautifully in dark and light
Gifts pure environment and vision to dry eyes:
Thus softens and purifies the polluted might
That to world and humans denies.

Fruits ripened cures the numerous ailments,
Brings cheers for sick and tired the nameless grace
Which waves on every raven casements,
And beautifully brightens all the dull face -
Now creative thoughts serenely overflow without rent
How pure, how dear his dwelling - place.

Blossomed joyous waves in our mind, heart and brow,
He is the blessings of heavenly eloquent,
With millions of leaves and smiles that win glow,
Always echoes the divine message, day and night,
flows for the best creation, race human, below,
Peepal Tree lives for humans with love, innocent.
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Hidden Self

My rivals, strong and possessive, with beats,
Want me to prove my love to my lost identity.

Adored, invisible hidden still near
My internal eyes identify Him every second.

But my critics suffer from half loss of sight.
Hearing messed up, wits bogged down.

For them the potent rays of the Sun,
The self-assurance of the Moon is unreal.

The ugly vision of universe has dismayed them.
But my darling is veiled in drapes.

I have removed all veils covering the Self.
To touch the deepest well of Self.

His eternal charm has cheered my existence,
Let the secrets of Self-stay hidden eternally.
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Hidden Treasure

When clad,
Nobody visualizes
The treasure hidden
Under wrappers.

As, in daylight,
None has notion
Of the stars and moon,
In the blue sky.

But bare in the day,
And bare in the night,
Vibrate the imagination
And the world of life.

Your thighs stand out.
Your hips excel,
Shines all your
Squeeze lyre.

Your couture bosoms
- As two vivacious balls,
Adding passion,
To your youthful torso.

Your bosom glows,
Ah! piercing nipples!
Greasy and slim back!
Ravishing sides! Pliable shoulders!

When naked, eyes:
Become insightful also:
Gaze deeper and deeper;
Fixed but more fluid.

Within those penetrating looks,
Beauty glides, swims, leaps,
extensive and moving,
In a right direction, plunging!
Diving deeper and deeper;
In the being, where only;
Bliss and ecstasy smiles,
Only naked and naked world.

Images imprinted in the heart,
By sensuous painter,
Take a deep bathe,
In the mystical regions.

To be simple but stylish,
Be hard but gaze yielding,
Be anxious but stare calm,
Be a victor but appear virgin.

That is the way to live,
With body and soul un-wrapped,
Un-clad, free and open,
Why the world be otherwise?
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Himalaya

Great is the king, and wide and high he goes;
Through dense forests and frozen snow he reposes;
And in all the dark and clear days,
Unmindful of storms of worlds he lives on his ways.

The more closely we draw and pull,
We enjoy the shady boughs and caves cool,
Yet he gives thousand shanties to woo,
To bless one and all in his golden world through.

The dark caves housing mystics saffron clad,
The Holy, through the mystic hole, small but glad;
And through the rocks and brooks hitting against tiles,
Into the bare breast of holy mother-lofty smiles.

With his broad and divine forehead around,
He blesses all beneath his foot on the ground,
And gives a warm, glittering and happy look,
Reaches among the earth’s deepest nook.

With the hills and rivers, along the blue sky,
With cold and fresh air with singing and fly;
To air the world, to father the trees and the rose,
The guardian of the World, he goes.

Here runs the highway to the heaven;
There the green and divine land driven,
Through which I walked to temples with thee,
A pride and sentry of Hindus and Hindustan free!

His dear purple mountains,
Lie in deep happiness,
There one and all find the treasure,
Of eternal love and pleasure.
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Hinduism: The Highest Way Of Life

Jurists and wise declared it as science, highest;
Reason has between love and knowledge,
In the expression of intelligence,
Only Hinduism stands tallest.
It is attacked from all corners,
By secular fascists, Jihad and biased;
By wise disciple of faith highest,
Keep flag high and fluttering.

Hinduism is the ultimate of all reasons,
Reason wise wins over Lord and universe;
Preaches highest sense and theories;
Leading to power and authority;
Settles with inspiration and conviction,
Imploring the hearts and mind of people;
Clears prejudices and ignorance;
With the highest power of sweetness and light.

It answers all the mysteries of universe,
Like sun warms all the travelers with vital force,
Principle of highest way and highest happiness;
That is the balancing force for perfection.
Balances energy, progress and order;
For liberation, joy, compassion and moksha,
Controls sufferings, darkness and lust,
And leads to the state of eternal happiness.

Hinduism solves the riddles of life and death;
And tells about the mystery of soul after death;
Makes man master of ultimate Law,
As religion of man like holy river, leads to ocean,
Opens the mystery of billions of lives,
Clears the darkness of cowardice and vileness,
Let us move forward for a spiritual perfection,
Brilliance of glorious past embellishes the life into eternity.
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So many of His creations,
Are slaves and caged;
For the gratification and ease
Of fellow creations created by Him.
If not for His designs, how can this happen?
We are also incarcerated and controlled
To play the song of His pick;
For His gratification, for His compassion
For His generosity, for His benevolence.
This rotation of time spins endlessly.
Why vex and annoyed? Why moan?
For a crumb of food, we struggle.
Force our stride to the nameless,
To unbolt, new panoramas for majesty.
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Most colorful God of life play on this day,
Festival of love and colors and shun hate and sin;
And, having tamed hate and death, delivers blissful ray,
Colors of love are showered on, to win.

This victory, and fire day, dear God, with joy begin;
And bless all that we, for the entire time try,
Being His worshiper was not a sin,
May the world and we live for ever in this felicity!

And that His adore we meditate on admirably,
May equally love Him for the same again;
And for His sake, that all like dear we buy,
With love may one another entertain!
So let us love, dear Love, like as we ought,
-Love is the lesson which the Holi has us taught.
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Holy Mother: Cow

I'm a blissful to see a cow in the meadow,
If I had the authority to bless,
I would have blessed you and all,
To heave my authority at the world,
I'm blissful to see a cow in the meadow.

I'm blissful to see a cow in the meadow,
Here is no lie I want to teach,
I'm bubbly and cheerful;
And my eyes twist like crazy,
I'm blissful to see a cow in the meadow.

I'm blissful to see a cow in the meadow,
My joy is at the highest reach,
Whatever the mad talk,
It's the best scene to enjoy,
I'm blissful to see a cow in the meadow.

I'm blissful to see a cow in the meadow,
As I hear the lark song,
I chase and I chase,
Long into the shadows,
I'm blissful to see a cow in the meadow.

I'm blissful to see a cow in the meadow,
And don't blame me to start to preach;
But I tell you and all for your welfare;
Do not kill, love this Holy Mother;
I'm blissful to see a cow in the meadow.
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Holy Pilgrimage To Mansarovar

From corner to corner only the mountains go,
A miniature divine abode meets in the snow,
I'm nowhere to be found in serenity,
As my spirit seek to gasp in this unity.

Dark clouds touching leisurely on the hill,
The current of air is serene still,
I'm trapped in the flash, pure;
As my heart and mind begin to cure.

A part of my self lost in the wonderful blue sky,
As I widen my thoughts, my spirit found to fly.
Where ache and injuries once dwell,
I flutter to mysterious spaces, my vision found to swell.

As the reminiscences surge bypass me,
My strength steer tenderly, soaring like a banyan tree,
Along my cheeks, tears dribble slowly,
I got some peace, as the breeze swab them dry,

An extensive climb took me to free-zed water and icy land,
Akin to the swan lofty, takes me by my hand;
I sat on my knees and start to cry,
It tells me the meaning of life to see and try.

Back home, me and my life, beyond the mountains;
I embark on to understand, what spirit denotes.
To follow the way divine and add might,
It is the real home; I've got the note and light.

Teaches us not to forget the worldly flow,
It is the ultimate truth our soul has to go.
Brooding alone in the day's end, sun going down,
Lastly I recognize what tranquility I have crowned.
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Holy Times

Spring Period is the Holy Period.
Multiplicity of flowers, blossom;
In the fields, full of happiness and peace
It is pleasant Falgun, to cherish deeply
The burning of schemer Holika
To purify and wash the world
And people of their sins and evils.
Spring Period is holy period,
To celebrate the Basant Panchmi,
Happiness and serenity have regenerated
To swell in the Mother Earth,
With ecstasy, grace and eternal bliss.

N.B.
1- Falgun - Phalguna is the 12th lunar month in Hindu calendar.
2- Holi- Holi is a Hindu festival. Holi is also known as the festival of colours. On this day people throw coloured powder and coloured water on each other.
3- Basant Panchami - the day is dedicated to Saraswati, the Goddess of knowledge, music, arts, science and technology. Goddess Saraswati is worshipped on Vasant Panchami day. Vasant Panchami is also known as Shri Panchami and Saraswati Panchami.
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Hope

Man lives with hope,
And dies with hope,
Hope is a thing,
For all the wings.

Pain and pleasure,
Dotting phases of leisure,
Some are born to smile and enjoy,
Others with miseries and die like toys.

Hope is a deceiver and racist,
In thy world apartheid exists,
It is false and hollow,
Few smiles but many dies like flies,

World is a big crematorium,
Here mind and heart cease to work.
Where every body struggles for hope,
But majority perishes unblessed.

Parched lips and hollow belly,
Leave no space to lay in peace.
Death embraces them before date,
Uncared, unloved and unwanted.

O! Almighty God, bring out the funeral,
Of racism, quota, and reservation.
Bless all with merit,
And fulfill the dying Hope.

From:
DR. Yogesh SHARMA
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Hotel Boy

Poor were my parents all their life-old and young,
Forced to work, never opened my lungs and my tongue
Hardly learnt to 'Weep! Weep! Weep! Weep! ' and throw deep,
Your pot and utensils I clean, and in filth, I sleep.

The little Brahmin boy cried to see his bald head,
Shaven to declare him a poor, deprived child, sad,
Quiet, Brahmin! Never feel bad, for, destined to be bare,
You must know that the merit cannot change your fate, rare.'

Worked day and night but stay silent, day and night;
The child was washing dishes, loads in-sight!
Innumerable such cleaners, Pundit, Raju, Chotu, and Babu,
All clad in a shroud of dirt, ill fate and all rue,

And appear an archangel, fake, displayed a dazzling humanity,
Vowed to remove the shroud, and get us liberty;
Shown and signed loads of papers and photos, never to appear,
And we again wash the dishes, happy or jeer.

Half-naked, scantily clad, no belongings left behind,
We get up before sunrise, and sleep with the moon by side;
The fake angel assured the boy if he had a degree,
He'd have by Jesus, happy and free.

And so little Brahmin boy awoke, with a kick, in sad tenor,
And pushing up with his scrubs and soap as bonded labour,
Though the morning was happy and pleasant, he has no charm:
Destined to face constitutional apartheid and racism.

Wandering astonished at my own lightness and joy,
My eyes settle to the TV, and saw the angel happy and coy,
Laughing, leaping, gleaming, hugging, and kissing:
Awarded the Nobel Prize for Child Labour, eradicating.
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Husband

For every woman there is a man,
A man but all for her love,
Who solemnly swears her only love;
Who lives only for you and her.

Kisses her as he truly means it,
Who have not removed the veil to see only;
Holds her, as he never wants to let her go,
Never cheats her and lies, and makes heaven above her.

He wipes her tears when she cries in distress,
To makes it as the life’s last sigh;
Does not make her envious of other women,
Instead makes other women envious of her.

Not petrified to let his pals be acquainted with,
How he truly feels about her,
And let her know how he sincerely loves her
And felt his soul prolong for her.

He must prove to be her joys for her days,
And deemed her words as his own,
So she must swell with proud of him,
Because he is her Husband.
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I Am Not A Poet

I am not a real poet,
I did not get any award nor pension;
But lost in my own fantasy,
Ignorant of mine own pain,
Given by cruel time
And treacherous age.

I am not a real poet,
But presenting the highest verse,
But sacrificed the bond with best half,
And the bliss of youth,
Got grey hairs and cracking bones.
But still no award for me.

I am not a real poet,
As I have no award to return,
Nor any wealth to preserve.
I am not in the company of,
Chest beating secular tolerant,
And slogan mongering troops.

I cannot defame nation of intolerant,
I am not a member of candle gang,
I am not a part of paid and fixed media,
But served the nation and people;
By my honest and humanist pen,
But still I am not a poet.

I am not a real poet,
As I have no dirty beard but kept carefully,
Nor have I any jhola to show my red identity,
I own no NGO to fake service,
Still I am not a real poet,
Still I have no award to return,
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I Am Tasleema

I can not write a book right now,
I was thrown out of my house,
After a half meal; in fear,
By train or by air; I do not know,
Or slowly on foot.

There is a pain in my heart,
Given to me by Mullahas years ago,
The wound is still unhealed,
They say; I m sick,
Needs meditation; for my dear pen.

Cows, the honour of my town, crossing my way,
Urinating; throwing their tail in happiness,
Sharing the intellectual joy of intellectuals and artists,
On their way to university and art gallery,
Silenced by the tyranny of Mullahas.

On my way to Kolkutta; my second home,
The aimless procedures; files; replies; circulars,
Garbage of notes; comments and complaints.
Fear for vote bank,
Din and noise; all about for a small roof.

I was dispatched out; how and why,
Only to make Mullahas happy;
The D-day approaches;
The streets of the City was reddened by the marauding mob.
Alas! A hapless women was a danger to the nation,
But crores of notorious intruders are dear vote bank.

Cows returning their home with heavy steps,
Panic stricken children running for shelter,
Carrying bag full of books on their shoulders,
Crying with horrible memories,
And the comrades of death counting their votes.
As I board a plane, I turn round to see,
The blood of innocent in the sky,
Motionless birds in their nest,
But they have accomplished their task
Avenged the loss of Nandigram.

But I am a shuttle cock;
Hit by the vultures for their trade,
What have I accomplished?
Floating with painful memories,
For the wanton world; it is all cricket.

With today; searching answers for tomorrow’s challenge,
This is the way women go round and round,
The secular labor finds its rhythm in ballet boxes,
Emerging from the black art treading harshly,
In the sacrifice of Tasleema—a homeless woman.

From:
DR. Yogesh SHARMA
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I Am Woman

I am not a body,
Nor I am a soul.
I am an idea,
I am a feeling.
I have rocked the oceans,
I have stormed the empires;
I have humbled the warriors.
Eyes cannot see me,
Eyes are only bulbs to see exhibitions;
I am not an exhibition.
I am a feeling to be felt;
I am woman.

FROM:
DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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I Am........

I am my Creator’s perfect creation.
I am my parents’ obedient son.
I am my wife’s loving husband.
I am my children’s caring father.
I am my friends’ perfect man.
I hoard and read books.
I read and hear news all the time.
I subscribe to magazines and newspapers, not because I have time to read all of them, but because I like to think I do.
I'm a self-described and addicted to my discipline.
I’m not an alcoholic, but I do love good beer, good wine and a good time.
I go to movies and musicals because I love them.
I parties because it's fun.
I pray because that's just what I do.
I view Ramayana and Mahabharata and read The Bhagawadgita.
I hate modern art (something my intellectual and secular friends like to poke at when they bring me to various museums).
I over-analyze things. I sing hymns to glee. I wish I worked at the Buy Malls.
I'm a patriot, in this 'Democratic, Socialist and Secular Republic” (Theater of Absurd), Haaaaaa........... Star Trek is too, and I think I'd like Somnath if I ever got around to visiting it' way.
I Love Madhuri Dixit starers but No, seriously. Love. Capital 'L.'
I'm probably the biggest sap you'll ever meet.
I find kids and babies adorable. I want my own any time soon, and I do want them.
I like pretty things. Shirts, Trousers, Photographs and arranged Pieces of furniture.
I love cows and Peepals because, they serve selflessly but I can't wait for the day that I can get a puppy.
I'm living the dream when it comes to my career, but even I know that there's something more I need to strive for. I just have to figure out what that is.
I love Badminton and football, but fair warning, I'm didn't grow up as deaf and dumb of the Central Hall, so I probably don't like our team(s).
I'm not hot. Pretty, sure. Cute, No. Hot, not so much. And I'm OK with that.
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I asked God to give me strength,
He made me weak so that I might learn to obey.
I prayed for health to accomplish worldly duty;
He made me infirm so that I might respect others.
I asked to be affluent so that I might keep others' happy;
He made me poor so that I might know the pain of others'.
I prayed for authority so that I might serve people;
But he made me weak so that I might need the God.
I asked for abundance so that I might enjoy time;
He gave me nothing and gave me life.
I got everything, I prayed for;
My prayers were accepted,
And He made me man, most abundantly blessed.
O, God!I have been perfected,
As an incarnation, of His image;
For being cherished and for love
Then I would need to shine the guilt,
The foam in my spirit, revamp my countenance.
Esteem my Self with an aroma, bouquet.
My self's echo should be aware,
Like the Sun to shine and blaze.
My words should worship Him.
I am held by the ache, the heal is He.
I am a slave, a servant, unworthy of Him.
He knows about everything, I know nothing.
His blessings and generosity surround me.
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I Don't Know!

Asks, Yogesh, who am I, I don't know?

Neither, I am a believer, nor a non-believer,

I neither shout in a mosque, nor mass in the church.

I am neither holy nor unholy,

Neither a Mohammad nor a Jesus,

Who am I, I don't know?

I am neither a saint nor a sinner,

I am neither blissful nor gloomy.

I am neither water nor soil,

I am neither air nor fire.

Who am I, I don't know?

Neither I know the mystery of God, nor religion,

Neither am I born of Adam nor of Eve,

Neither have I an abode, nor name.

Neither is I a static nor a wanderer,

Who am I, I don't know?

I am not without a beginning, nor have an end,
I am neither wise nor unwise,
I am neither ugly nor handsome.
My secret is known to all but still, I am a mystery,
Who am I, I don't know?

I am not from Mecca or Media,
Nor from Vatican or Kaba,
Neither is I a Muslim nor Christian.
I am never born or decayed,
Asks Yogesh, Who am I, I don't know?
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I Heard The Roar On Maha-Shivaratri

I heard the bum bum Bhole on Maha Shiva Ratri
Herd of kanwarias sing and dance their hymns play,
And wild and sweet the roar repeat
Of happiness in the nation, destruction of evils in men.

Mesmerized, I brood, as the morning had come,
To offer the holy waters on the divine Shiva Linga
Devotes had marched along the unbroken hymns
Of happiness in the nation, destruction of evils in men.

But in despair I shook my head:
‘There is no happiness in my nation,’ I cried
‘For hate and depression is high, and laughs at the hymns
Of happiness in the nation, destruction of evils in men.

Then read the beads more lost and loud:
‘Lord Shiva is still there looking at all our deeds;
The evil will be destroyed, the goodness prevail,
Of happiness in the nation, destruction of evils in men.

Kanwarias ringing, singing all through their way,
The nation awakened from night to day
Mighty Tandava, a roar, a chant sublime,
Of happiness in the nation, destruction of evils in men.
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I Remember My Home And Hearth

I REMEMBER MY HOME AND HEARTH
I remember, I remember, the home where I was born,
The little windows where the sun lightened my morn;
I remember, I remember, the streets and lanes right,
The cows, chased by bulls, wild—Their joy made me delight!
The basil where the purity live, and where my mother set
She watered on her fast, - The plant is living yet!

I remember, I remember, the Neem where I used to swing,
And the air must rush, fresh and cool, to dance with the wing;
My spirit flew to sky seven then, that is very tired now,
The rain showers fail to cool, the heat on my brow.
I remember, I remember, the rivulet, narrow and deep;
I used to swim with the waves and sound like beep.

It was an immature ignorance, but now a great joy,
To know I am far away from Heaven now when I am a boy.
My self can feel the joy, when childhood out of sight,
I love it fully, when I am a man strive for light.
I love that with a love, seemed deemed to lose,
With smiles, tears, of all my life! – But that, God choose,
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I Remember! My Mother

I remember cozy lap and her brow,
Safest place only, and no place to go,
Enjoying warm naps where only love flow.

Always stay warm and cool,
Stunning as deity of some holy book, knitting wool:
Keeping house in tidy, all the strings only she can pull.

Street posts are still and lit up,
I observe her as she fills my milk cup,
Showering new blessings like a God's tap.

With her smile at dawn every day,
My day begins, 'What will you eat today? &quot;
Her never tiring spirits always say.

She is greasy and loving, fresh as snow,
And when I go out, care was always on her brow,
O God! O God! Bless my cub to quick and fats grow.

Whenever I asked 'how's you mom today? &quot;
With a perennial smile grins and 'okay, &quot;
She hands me fruits, sweets to enrich my belly.

Seeing loose change in my pocket,
Falling some on the carpet
She was furious on this racket.

Rushed to observe where those land,
I hid my face with my little hands,
'Excuse me; I am sorry for this hold&quot;.

Lifted my face with pardon please,
I spin about my lips on her face,
I feel ashamed, as my heart race.

I cuddle her; remorseful appear:
Seeing smiling, I give a shy glance at her;
She was all cute I remember.
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I Want My Mom

Nobody knows his boundless pain,
The heartless nation, running;
Crying and crying;
On the threshold of his house,
In the lap of his helpless Papa,
Swollen eyes,
In the endless, wait for Mom.
Cries of the child,
Lost in the dim and noise;
People running to work as usual,
In the mechanical office,
But, not actually in office.
The child still crying for his mother,
Not crying for the milk or toy,
His mom was transferred,
By the callus bank management.
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I Want To Be Raped

I want to be raped,
To protect my chastity,
To protect my honour,
And to protect my existence.

I want to be raped,
To carry on the farce of secularism,
To carry on the farce of social justice,
And to carry on divisive quotas.

I want to be raped,
To run the circus of multiculturalism,
To run the circus of tolerance,
And to run the circus of brotherhood.

I want to be raped,
To empower the corrupts,
To empower the criminals,
And to empower scoundrels.

I want to be raped,
To nurture fanatics,
To nurture caste and caste-ist,
And to nurture divisive.

I want to be raped,
To comfort terrorists,
To comfort slaughterers,
And to comfort traitors.

I want to be raped,
To lap anti-nationals,
To lap anti-people,
I AM BHARAT MATA.
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I am also a child of a loving mother,
I was not thrown into the womb of my mother,
God's blessings put me in your womb,
and His angels flew from heaven to lay me in your divine womb.

I came to fulfill the God's will, mother;
Blissful in my new abode of love, and slept there serenely.
The angles watched and kept me secure always,
Till I saw and breathed the face of the earth.

Angels used to come to me to get my comfort;
All became very happy and thanked God on my birth;
Tasted milk of my mother on my birth,
I was blissful to be born as your beloved child.

I wanted to smile, I wanted to sing;
I wanted to play, I wanted to frolic;
I wanted to suck your breast milk,
I wanted you smiling and fulfilled.

On a cruel day, your master decided to slay me,
The devils in the underworld listened to their decision,
Tried the loudest drum, danced on the demonic beats;
All the evil spirits jumping, singing and dancing.

All danced in lines, all danced in ring;
All danced on the heels, all danced their best;
All sang the ugliest song and Devils played the wildest music;
Butchers gulped the hemlock and heheaded me.

Demonic spirits were happy but heaven cried;
I, my mother and angels cried;
Moment before I was brutally slaughtered,
All-Powerful, All-merciful God also cried helplessly.

A happy-dancing child of God,
Became a dish on the plate of a devil.
My bones from the heap of plate thrown to the dogs,
At a distance my mother shedding the tears of blood,
I Wish

I wish that there is no paradise or hell,
And above, a lone blue, clear sky;
Wish that there is no religion or caste,
To generate hate, lies and quotas.

I wish that there are no divisive states;
One land and only one nation,
Wish that there is no crime,
So each stand hand in hand with love.

I wish that citizens breathe in harmony,
No hate, no slaughter, no scam in my nation,
Wish that there is no hostility
Only a caring, loving, honest nation.

I wish that there is no cupidity,
No want for famine or greed,
Wish a brotherhood of man,
Performing only loving deeds.

O My Countrymen! You may deem me a romantic,
But I want to enjoy this romance, this dream forever,
I wish that citizens too, visualize this,
And that my India would live together.
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I Wish!

What I wish!
I wish to relish the sweet recollections of your innocent gaze,
I wish to cherish the sweet memories of your touch,
The very touch! that thrilled me,
Filled me, with bliss,
With a feeling I can’t explain.
I wish to be with you always,
Though doesn’t know why?
Perhaps – I feel you be the,
Fraction and lot of my being!
  - -On the earth,
I wish to touch you and touched by you,
To feel you and to be felt by you,
To comfort you and comforted by you,
To hug you and hugged by you,
And to drown and lost in you,
And what not?
I myself don’t know, what I wish!
But that I know certainly,
That I want to be on your bosom,
Always and forever;
Though not physically,
Set it to be spiritually.
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Idea Of India Under Threat

Is India a Banana Republic?
Are Indians Mango People?
And living the Cattle Class life.
There are many cracks within the lute,
That slowly and slowly will craft the music mute,
And leisurely silencing all.

It petite yields to be meritorious,
By this caste and communal republic,
Among these rapists, robbers and duffers;
Divisive laws unto Banana People,
Those beg, rob, rape and unpatriotic;
O God! Lift me like vapor.

Life does not make me break,
It is callous system that kills,
Corruption crept among the knights,
Always hitting greatly,
Even rift within the lover's lute,
That rotting inward, crying for peace.

The sad Ganga sounding sad,
Poor wretch, no savior, no friend;
For that great pride of nation flows,
Ready to fly to her father divine.
Save, save me, by the balm of pity;
Help, for the follows, take me to thy.
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Ideas

Ideas come and ideas go,
Ideas mesmerize and unite,
Ideas captivate and elevate,
Ideas propel desires and drive deep,
Ideas travel one to heaven and may carry one to hell
Ideas come like storm and fly like zero, san beginning or end,
Ideas have a meaning of assurance for ecstasy, strength and future,
Ideas put roses on a heart pained,
Ideas hide every thing inside like breath for a mysterious tomorrow.

Sometimes good, sometimes bad,
Sometimes encouraging, sometimes depressing,
Sometimes philosophic, sometimes scientific,
Sometimes secular, sometimes nationalist,
Sometimes brighten the heart in passion,
Sometimes deliver the pain and depression,
Sometimes carry on cloud nine,
Sometimes drown in the world under,
Some ideas bring ups and downs, like tides of oceans.

Ideas have a melodious meaning for life,
Ideas have vitality, vigor and attitude for life,
Ideas are mind and heart for life,
Ideas change the music of life,
Ideas water the idea of life,
Ideas translate past, present and future,
Ideas are eternal cycle,
Ideas are omniscient, omnipresent and omnipotent,
Ideas always shrouded in mystery, like a child in womb.
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Ilusion-Ary World

As man looks at the sky,
He can realize his tricks and lies;
He performs sins, closing his eyes;
He remains callous to see others die,
No body is real and dear in these pink files.

He utters the words hateful and painful;
And enjoys the sad reactions in their roll,
And take away the innocence off their soul,
And laugh at others kneeling before his toll,
That tears them apart, we tell lies as truthful

From the people we stare up for help to,
But come across at that shakes the faith so,
If, be bothered about such realism, they drug you;
But in realism, in the end, all things must go;
Just gaze as world bleeds, stare it go down to knees, low.
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In A Dark Nation: I Am Lost

In a nation of black darkness: I am lost;
I crave to run out of this land unmindful of host.

Eyes are short of tears blazing down my face,
Scary thoughts making dumb my spirit to pace.

Pinning to die, to get tranquility at fast,
Life is full of thorns, the die is mast.

The worthlessness that devours me live,
Is concealed way down deep inside.

All suck up my spirit and emit it foul,
The ache of it force me howl.

In the storm my sobs are blown,
No one to heed, far they've thrown.

Motionless is my heart the cries ping,
But of love and delight will never get wing.

For no emotion is within thee,
Only a living tomb like world will see.

With death I have a promise to keep,
An appointment from which I cannot weep.

Not at all do I agonize about my gait,
Stillness at last, I just have to wait.
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In Memory Of Martyred Soldiers

Remember patriots, died, for the nation wounded;
Remember an honorable force, ignored, trampled and wronged:
From Kargil to Dantewara, O listens to their song;
The brave soldiers have suffered painful wrong.

Their noble names are written on India Gate,
All bear burning black disgrace without any fate-
They are the true sons of this holy land,
Never cared for themselves but for their band.

Cursed by a corrupt human right paper in a Jihad killing case,
Vultures haunted them for many years, and left in lurch to face,
Heartless, rotten judge tormenting them till last,
Like a cruel and heartless surgeon’s knife aghast.

The brave soldiers never cared for their loss of life,
They were the men lived their lives upon the edge of knife,
Fought for the safety of fellow brothers beneath the open sky,
Like phoenix, beating death they rise.

They only see the moonlight to silent the enemy trigger,
And made the killers to flee and snigger,
They never gave an inch of land to the murderers and thieves,
Sure they keep the nation safe—Parliament believes.

They never left the enemy safe even in hide,
Followed the sinners till they died,
By god, the brave did the work, braver, than they!
The widow’s curse is on your house, as the death is always at the doorway,

There were tears in every patriot’s sad eyes across mouth,
Died for the nation, threw the murderers in the south,
Always painted black by the leaders fed,
Held the tricolor high and wide every where they led.
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In Search Of Almighty

I looked for you,
In Mosques, Mazars, Churches,
Gurudwaras and Temples
At so many places..

Faithfuls were crying and calling You,
Giving names and different manners.
Or even giving you new identities,
Fearing You as a controlling spirit of nature.

But madding crowd causing stampedes,
Engineering hate and riots;
Conditioning ignorant for freebies,
Preaching superstitions for self gains.

I found comfort and harmony,
For some time,
But back home,
Distress haunted me.

Chant your various names,
I sat down for meditation,
I performed Yoga, got some solace;
But still distress followed me.

Dejected, disheartened, roving in a field,
A farmer planting trees, unaware of hot and cold,
For the foundation of a new life,
For the generations, unknown: I saw you there.

I saw you in ripe fruits and dancing flowers;
Without panicking sun, rain, thunder and hurricane;
Pleasing all passers by
For nourishment of all lives.

I saw you lifting loads to construct roads,
Un-sacred of sun, rain and cold,
For all unknown travelers,
Making them to reach their homes.
I saw you building palaces,  
For the comfort of others,  
But self residing in stinking ghettos,  
And enjoying it as Gift of God.

I saw you in the dark herems and brothels,  
Crushing her own body,  
For the pleasures of others,  
To rejoice their lives and moments.

I saw you in the sweat of a cook,  
Making delicious dishes for others,  
I saw in the chirping of Koel,  
Singing the song of freedom and bliss.

I saw you in the running seasons,  
I saw you in thunder and light,  
I saw you in breeze and fog,  
Struggling for creation of new life.

Alas! Finishing my search,  
Came back home tired, exhausted;  
Saw you in the lap of my mother,  
Saw you under the feet of my aging father.

Saw you in the smile of my wife,  
Saw you in the out cry of my daughter,  
O Man! God is every where,  
But best in honest Karma.
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In Search Of India

Where is my dear India?
She is in hollow media!

Kashmir is a Jihadi den,
Punjab, a Khalistani hen,
Mizo, Nagaland are Cross pan,
U.P., Bihar, caste van.

Bengal is a communist hell,
Tamilnadu, a Dravidian well,
Maharashtra is a Marathi cell,
Alas! Nation a terror dell.

Half nation is Red kingdom,
Full nation is knaves’ fiefdom.

Then, where is my dear India?
India is in hollow media.

From:
DR. Yogesh SHARMA
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Independence Day

Slaughtered soldiers,
Blasted submarine,
Fried sailors
Masses wailing for free quotas,
Happy Independence Day.

Millions parched throats,
Billions hungry stomachs,
Toiling naked bodies,
Hapless Durgas crying,
Happy Independence Day.

Terrorists canonized,
Rioters prized,
Vote banks ride,
Rapists protected by constitution,
Happy Independence Day.

Flooded roads,
Begging as a state career,
Justice system, a criminal bliss;
And irritation to truthful,
Happy Independence Day.
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India

India, my dear land,
A love whispers in every body’s ear—
It is time to understand
My nation must be first now, dear.

You have plundered her with some rot, of late.
Those have ruined the holy state,
In sad waters vultures chose to navigate.

The leaders all masters and ruler,
Whose leadership cures no more,
Now have no merit nor energy for,
The glory that is all lost of yours.

It seems now she walks on crutch,
She stands alone, all have voted “much”—
Loot and rob and pound as such.

In these tough times, all lose the trust,
And pay for gold and gets the dust,
Our man, our pleasures, our all we have,
Are lost forever, as in dark and silent grave.

But we have Ram and Krishna, to clear our ways,
Scare away the marshy earth and our dark days;
And from this grave, this dust, God shall brighten our rays.
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India And 2010

Terror, corruption and scams by false lords
And spreading darkness and darkness in,
The stinking secularism and social justice dim,
In every corner depression and nation chilled.

Reading false illusion of progress and tricolor furled
All the happy portals, closing begin,
Drought of honesty and patriotism thin,
The seeds of love spring rot and noonday hurled.

Happy days lost in noise and in false promise,
And summer dimmed her warmth out of dome,
But, O my sisters, O my brothers, hiding in cracking home,
These thick-skinned leaders hint of toil's release;
These feebler pulses, I pine to leave to others’ need
The tasks once welcome; evenings for peace need.
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India: The Destroyer

We live in a nation,
Here rulers rob nation,
And leaders loot people,
Governments destroy system.

Here doctors devastate health,
Universities destroy knowledge.
Here jurists destroy justice,
And police destroys freedom.

Press corrupts information.
Economists destroy economy,
Sociologists destroy society,
And secularism destroys love.

Here minority banish majority,
And rogues oppress the honest.
Killers and debauch are national icons,
But brave and patriots are abused.

Biryani, kebab are national dishes;
But milk, butter are destroyed.
Butchers are national citizens,
But saints are endangered species.

Social justice destroys equality,
Where zero is higher to merit,
Here religion of hate and slaughtering,
Destroys religion of peace and tolerance.
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Indian Babu

Denouements and files;
But no work, all lies;
It came as no surprise,
To the nation or to wise.

Delusion of disaster, can’t say;
Pain and hurt, all the way;
Returning, with heavy pace, grey;
Darkness and darkness and no bright ray.

It is no shocker, low or foggy;
How much soon in life hazy,
He falls so madly in love crazy,
With the ever-lasting lethargy,

With the enduring, awe-inspiring;
Beauty of files and ugly dealings;
To endow him with a assured greasing,
But no comfort and assurance while sleeping.

Sad! We share so many of the same;
Attitude for when it starts driving insane,
I too feel a similar sense of hibernation,
Of breathing space and liberation.
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Indian Scarlett

Aarushi, the poor girl,
Met, a mysterious end.
No dear ones to mourn,
But, commercial mourners in plenty.

Dead in her own closet,
Was found the poor girl;
By hemlok lover parents.
With a big question mark.

Parents cried out their pain,
Were they parents? Doubt lingers.
Was she taught about SANSKARS?
Or walk to talk.

Certainly not. Then, who is to blame?
Aarushi was the poor girl,
But poorer were thy parents:
Who have nothing to give her,

She lived dangerously with snakes and scorpions,
If the insect stung, who stand to blame?
The mother cannot control the wind,
The time passes by uncared.

Humming goes in fire,
Can one tame the time and winds?
Oh! No,
Why control it not before it flows,

Poor Aarushi!
The world is full of vultures.
Land safely, cut their wings,
Before they stretch their treacherous designs,

If not so
Millions of Aarushi will meet,
Their poor sister Aarushi.
Always love with care. Om Shanti Om.
From:
DR. Yogesh SHARMA
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Indo-Pak Cricket Madness at Mohali

What Pakistan wants? Everything—ways fair or foul,
Can't see India doing better than thee,
Wish to torment her, day out and day in;
Because hatred he nursed between thee and thyself.

With its crime, it has ruined our sport,
Therefore the pain, piping us for no reason;
As in revenge, they want to suck us;
Like venomous frog, intruding in our holy land.

It listens half, understands quarter, thinks zero;
Reacts double, and nurses hatred deep.
Never show love and affection to neighbor failed;
His tendency to undermine all offered; sans a hot chase.

They have given incurable headache to the game,
But we always stretch our love yoke in vain,
The players shed their sweat, and smiling sports;
But they rotted the game before game attains its youth.

Kill the enemy before it attacks you,
Reach your goal before goal is,
Touched by your enemy,
Live your life before life lives you.

The stands are full in the tense field,
The eleven Pakis’ men in files filled up with mud,
These cruel Moguls want their cheers,
And night is without hymn and carol blest.

All know where from they grows,
Where only hatred and death blows,
Furious and violent in a deserts’ heath,
With terrifying methods delivering heat.

There fore moon controller of waters,
Drowned in anger, hissing the air;
The disease of hatred sit deep,
Through this we see the struggle of bat and ball.
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Intoxicated Delhi

Even the bikes and autos are drunk and dancing
All the dirt and filth float down the Yamuna
What kind of city is this?
Those are demons in Delhi by Sunlight
And how the stink of garbage kill?
It is the true condition of the metropolis;
We ate in the little restaurant an hour ago
Under the dark fumes of inferno
There is no end to our pain and agony
The trees are not to be seen ant where
Clean river and roaring dams are never in reach,
Morning after morning the stink of garbage
Makes masses sickening
While leaders dance painlessly in Lutyens' Delhi,
Intoxicated and conceited
Our aching and tired heads in the hot sun burn
We are like lifeless advertisements and votes;
For those who come to power,
No one can see the pain of Delhi
They just dance and play while we are fried.
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Ipl Tree

I was upset with IPL band,
The corrupt tangles not to end;
I was sad from head to toe:
Fail system let it grow.

Nation watched it with tears,
Day and night looked it with fears;
Scorn and awe, engulfed the entire smiles;
Leaders were dancing cruel wiles.

Conflict grew and grew day and night,
And reached to stinking heights,
And looters played an ugly game,
World knew it was vulgar wealth and fame.

Masked in their dirty stores,
Where wrongs have veiled all holes,
All joined hands to enjoy its shine,
But swear all, it was not mine.

Khan, Wadia and Panwar's herd of crows;
All pretends to be holy cows,
In a morning beautiful all see,
IPL foes found hung with a tree.

FROM:
DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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It Happens Only In India

It happens only in India,
That so false talk and high fate,
So rot, so lies, and of ugly rate,
Destroyed the nation so soon that was begun so late,
It happens only in India.

It happens only in India,
Claim to be cruel to secular intent,
But spread the venom of communal vent,
Hatred is a secular passion and no to relent;
It happens only in India.

It happens only in India,
Disguised as messiah of social justice,
But play with caste squinted eye
That kill the truth and merit is poisoned to die,
It happens only in India.

It happens only in India,
Wear the attire of human right,
To support the life that lowest left,
But water the blood thirsty terror thirst:
It happens only in India.

It happens only in India,
They preach morality and sacrifice,
But trust robbery and loot license,
As men wed ladies for trade slice,
It happens only in India.

It happens only in India,
They are the Doctor of Economics,
But follow the hawala matrix,
To breath the corrupt theatrics,
It happens only in India.
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Souls of Lance Naik Hanamanthappa
And Lance Naik Hemraj
Lamenting and shedding tears,
Why we died? Why we died?

They wake up in the midnight,
Their voices can be heard from distance,
Just hear them. Just hear them.
Their voices can be heard at LOC and Siachen.

They heard the slogans of JNU,
A paradise for communist propagators
And lovers of Afzals and Maqbools,
But hardly thinking their own nation.

Hug and kiss are their cherished syllabus,
Beef and mutton parties in the dorms,
Burning of the Manusmriti, slur to Goddess Durga
Are their cultural fests.

Foreign repressor Lenin, Mao and Marx,
Are their Gods,
And worship Mahishasur with pride,
But no love for nation and martyrs.

In hostels and chambers,
Gather for fake revolutions,
On subsidized education and rooms,
But nation love this subsidized heaven.

Enjoying quotas and cashing backwardness,
Weaved a circle round so strong,
And close the eyes to enjoy backwardness,
For honey-milk are they fed.

Freedom to roam with secular butterflies,
Those sleep among the revolutionaries,
Souls of martyrs in their combat dress,
Seeking freedom to gun rogues in mortal dress,
Dr. Yogesh Sharma
Jai Ho Ho Ho Ho

Cry or laugh,
On national helplessness,
And boost about hollow tolerance and brotherhood.
Shrug the shoulders,
And hide the cruel apathy,
Cowardice, incompetence and unconcerned ness,
Under the shroud of secularism and social justice.
Yelling about,
Tolerance, as glorious tradition,
Largest democracy, as highest pride,
Reservation, as tallest peak,
And secularism, as jewel in the crown.
Alas this narcissism,
Causing genocide, ethnic cleansing,
Sponsored killing, hatred, arson,
And what not?
Bleating secularism and reservation,
As immortal and eternal medicine,
To all crimes,
Ensuring divine security and eternal peace,
And leaving nation shivering in fear and grief.
Crown the Afzals, Soharabs and Ldens,
As national heroes,
And martyrdoms of Sharmas, Sandeeps and Singhs,
As national mockery.
Jai Ho sectarian secularism,
Jai Ho racial reservation,
Jai Ho Jai Ho Jai Ho Hind.

From:
DR. Yogesh SHARMA
E-mail- yogesh_krisharma@
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Jai Shree Krishna

I love Him, and always of Him I think,
He is to me entire world, without a wink,
Best gift and sweetest drink,
And best connecting link,
Between me, heaven and earth.

I only know Him, without any how or why,
He is my greatest happiness and no lie;
No other happiness I can try,
He is the only one free from life and die,
No body can it explain His strength.

All the chains were broken, I fail would it can be,
Kansa was killed when the time arrive,
Then He became all in one,
So everything to me,
And so I'm dumb in this hearth.

For, I lose my righteousness,
He is with me with wise goodness,
Lifted Goverdhan high to protect all guys;
Saved Draupadi and humiliated power to powerless,
Silently, without any weapon and tongue truth.

A power with love and truth to practice it,
He is transcendent and Omnipotent,
All goodness and all light,
He is Sun, Moon, Stars, to benefit
To reverence and to growth.

He is One like, these Three together meet,
Enlightened Arjuna with His Gita bright,
And made Dwarika, as one Holy the Seat,
And brought believers to this favorite retreat,
Brought up by Nand-Yashoda, love forth.

Purity of heart, mind, soul but no hate,
With love and leela, won entire Gokul gates;
Declared all to be His fellow mates,
Exposed to equal fates
He is One and all; Lord Krishna, absolute truth.
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O, Noorjahan, thou know’st,
I have been sick all these days?
‘Justice, O Queen, on this brutal sinner,
Who tortured the world?
The river Jamuna was reddened
And run thinner every day.

Now see, I being sick,
Destined to be howled in the next world.
I, for myself, pained other’s heart,
The shame must be borne alone,
Bows my head and trembles my knees.
I am a kefir, vexed others, and cursed by God.

.O, Noorjahan, thou young, I old,
Sad he who lives here, on silk carpets,
All kind of fruits, grape syrup, apple, colored ice,
Cherries served in diamond plates,
I have meat, wine and virgins at will,
And palaces of treasure, nor enjoy these.

As my body and soul, both sick.
Crippled with deficiency syndrome,
Unknown are my real father and mother,
Borne by the magic of a fakir,
And one among thirty usurp wives and,
Five thousand concubines may be my mother.

Grey bearded corrupt courtiers never wrote,
Misdeeds my father did, nor the thousands did he slay,
He loved brutalities and lived long,
Cursed my childhood, with the cold, dull soil.
Youth blackened with follies and ill thoughts,
Doomed, absurd and arrogant.

Even the mighty name, I have,
Will soon be forgotten, when I am dead,
So have I neither fame nor joy.
Death’s harsh brush, dimmed thy cruel brow,
A life that wrote havoc with the sword,
Power made it imbecile.

Molded itself in wine, women and wealth
A life with vigor dimmed and decayed,
Now chocked, my faltering soul and tongue,
A brutal heart not to be wrecked by countless dead,
Will be buried under fretted stones’ tomb,
In a dark corner of Agra.

From:
DR. Yogesh SHARMA
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Journey Of Man

A volcano is erupting in the heart,
A tsunami is storming the mind,
A wild fire is burning the life,
A questing is storming the mind,
Is man going back to savage age?
Where there was no law, no rule and no principle;
Man haunted forest after forest,
Hungry, thirsty, naked, free and wild;
In search of light from darkness,
Making comforts in complications,
Riding and climbing the new success,
Reaching moon and stars,
Has man crossed all the scales of success,
Hence returning same rut,
From where he started his journey,
As if fed with the life of a man
Or going in search of Moksha,
Like king Ravon, who was immortal;
So for Moksha, he became inhuman.
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Joy

God has created everything in pair;
Life and death;
Love and hate;
Joy and pain.
And now I pen the other side,
Because all the joys and sad senses;
Have joy and even gloom has its joy;
Because it teaches to value and care joy.

But what everyone looks for,
A storm of joy and happiness;
But I search for the real joy,
The Sweetness in happiness,
Joy in Silence
Joy in Loneliness
Loneliness in Joy
Because everything has its Joy!

Joy in joy can only be strong
If after the pangs of pain
A ray of joy shines
So joy is even incomplete without sweetness and light;
And so I pray to God
Fill my soul with joy
Fill my life with happiness
And rest of the quest, I will search my self.
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Joy Of Luxury

Joy is an epithet, hunt for recognition;
Carried by all souls, leading to completeness.
Yearning to march apart and noticed;
With a declaration of fulfillment,
Announcement of best self.
Dazzling the finest persona and uniqueness.
Alluring luxurious elegance,
Designed for excellence for life and living,
Craving flawless, graceful and beautiful,
Add majesty and splendor of Joy of Luxury ...
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June And Young Lovers

Sky was raining the fireballs,
Sweating unto the pores,
In the night of melting bones,
A cool moon with cold dew,
Wipes the sweat into the clouds,
Giving relief to burning souls.
The earth that burned through day,
Is cooled with the gift of breeze,
And melting the young lovers,
Into one bed, cool and fresh;
Linen wrinkled and eschewed,
And entered into bodies warm,
Forgot the existence worldly,
And love was their game and prayer.
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Karwa Chauth Of A War Widow

A storm was coming, but the winds were still,
And in the cool moon light at LOC,
Before an peepal, so hollow, huge and old
It looked a tower of invaded ruins,

On lifeless snow, wounded soldier lay.

The sight of enemy and his voice,
A signal of death and storm,
Blown into shelter at Kargil, hill
That out to rattle the cool serenity.

Karwa Chauth fast married girls observe,

But the great wife keeps in his name,
Swear to the safety and longevity,
With all the love and praying to lord,
Not to be ceased in their love and life.

She sat beside the picture of her dear Krishna,
And is the best tradition followed,
In her husband's household, prayed innocently,
'Alas! No body knows—truly—love that hold
It more beseems the perfect loyal wife.

To worship man as true wife prayed,
All hopes of gaining, than as maiden girl.
She places her pride in her husband and God,
So passionate and honest for an utter purity,
Beyond the limit of and harm for not to singleness.

Brave hearts and clean! and yet—
God blessed him—young to serve motherland.'
He rose to silent the enemy, thought of her:
Here are snakes and grass;
And your, O dear, save ye fear.

The fearless manhood, and the fire of pure
Worn by this court, can stir him till he stings.'
And he answered, smiling, why fear?
I savor of my land, fear them? No.
As Love, if Love is perfect, casts out fear.
So patriotism, if patriotism is perfect, casts out fear.
Here her slow, teary, sweet eyes
Fear-tremulous, but modestly hopeful, rose
Fix in her heart, while the married who stood
All dazzling like May sunshine on sea waves.

In sari and gold, and plumèd with colors replied,
'Peace, child! Of above blame, you choose the best.
Your noble man will hear and know the power of devotion..
Well, you shall test thee farther; but this hour;
I bide the while.' As one that labors with an evil dream.

'Is that the man? Goodly—or mirage:
Courteous-takes her hand-
That glance of his, but for the street, had been;
A clinging kiss—how hand lingers in hand!
Let go at last! —he drove away—to hawk.

Down upon in the lanes, while they dance— Or dream—
they dreamed not—nor of me, these—ay, but each of either:
Dance and dream, the mortal dream that never yet was mine—
Ride, ride and dream until ye wake—to me!
Then, dark lanes and tears and my queen, farewell!
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Kashmir: Holocaust Museum

What do the Kashmir Muslims want from the country?
We witness the abundant coffins of our Hindu brethrens
and valiant soldiers. But nation is cold to the departed souls.
Their records are kept in decorated museums.
Their belongings are kept in a concrete room
and fill the duties as a statesman.
What do you killers expect from us?
What do the Kashmir Muslims want from the country?

We were just doing our duties like normal humans.
But you made us an item of museum and files.
We are the children, grand children, great grand children;
of this soil. We are the veterans of this soil.
But now we are the sons and the daughters of fleeing fathers.
Lost everything, everyone! Standing on our pyres,
Collective grief converted us stones.
What do the Kashmir Muslims want from the country?

Hindus are tolerant,
Buddhists are tolerant,
Sikhs are tolerant,
Christians are tolerant,
But why are you so intolerant?
Jammu is peaceful, Ladakh is peaceful,
But why is Kashmir valley so intolerant?
What do the Kashmir Muslims want from the country?

Terror, riots, arson, loot, murder, stone pelting,
Bomb hurling, acid throwing, loot of police armories;
Are your favorite sports.
You need to be taught and reformed;
As secular, liberal, modern, tolerant;
Non-violent humans.
Live and let us live.
What do the Kashmir Muslims want from the country?
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Keeping Non-Violent

Now we will not count the dead
and we will all follow non-violence
for always on the facade of the nation,
let's not retaliate in any manner;
let's stop forever, and not move our fingers on the trigger.
It would be an exotic beginning to end ourselves
Without the gun, without bullets;
we would all be finished
in a calculated terror and jihad.
Give a free hand to the killers in the secular land
would get easy prey, no resistance;
and the men lying dead and smothered,
would not look at their mutilated limbs.
Those who are sermon jihad wars,
worst with hate preaching, wars with the gun,
assured victories with no resistance,
would arm with hate and weapons
and target unmoving with their fedayeen
in the open, killing and killing;
What they want to finish us
with total secularism and non-violence.
Our life has no value and meaning...
If we were not so single-minded
about protecting our lives moving,
and always could do nothing,
perhaps waiting for us a huge silence
might cut short this gloom of inaction
of never kind for ourselves
and of hugging ourselves with death.
Now we'll not count the dead
and you keep quiet and we will slaughter

jihad: Arabic word, literally 'effort', and struggle on behalf of God and Islam, but now a criminal act, oppressing non-Muslims.
Fedayeen: Arab guerrillas but now criminals killing non-Muslims.
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Kejriwal’s Delhi

This is capital city, Delhi;
Nation’s heartless, concrete jungle,
Where ideas puff out toxic fumes,
Furnace of dreams and civilizations;
Where emotionless, blank, humans dwell.
Where conspiracies are hatched in graves,
And bless the brute neo-riches,
Manufactured by Lalus, Mulayams, Mayas.
But the people in rags and tatters,
Cultivated by Kejris, Medhas, Marx, Lohiyas;
Running for freebies and rot;
Making them perpetual beggars.
Here lies the never ending clusters,
Illegal, unauthorized;
Filled with mud, filth and fumes venomous.
Inhibited by souls lethargic, languid;
Always stare things beautiful and luxurious;
But all for free.
Smoke, filth, mud, dirty water;
Turned their belly into an inferno,
Ready to swallow every thing.
Here painted maidens smile,
For a price and gratification.
Vice is honored as merit,
But merit dies unknown, unattended.
And we are moving in a lorry,
Whose driver is an impostor beguiled as crusader.
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Knowledge

Voyage of life is complex, rough is time ring,
Discriminating at every step, blood stains on every foot.

Some live under the shadow of dynasty of birth,
Hamlet of robbers ride on the chariot of lies and farce;
Some have fraud, some have blessing of beauty;
Don't sit silently, thinking this as law celestial.

Violin is being played, declares my existence;
That there is still puff, honor also survives;
Lift the bow of knowledge, don't cry;
Don't ask any other thing from God.

Apply victory tilak on the bow of knowledge,
Engrave with gulal on the braw of time,
"Can any body dare to stop me now, show and stop;
Have been snatching my rights, now show to snatch."

On the platform of life, knowledge is supreme;
Turn the law divine, Knowledge is Brahmastra.

Dance on the wide bosom of knowledge,
Feel the iron hand of knowledge and pain no more,
No tears of distress henceforth flow,
Welcome a new sun which rose divinely bright.

Look around, and joyful proposal follow;
Why bright pundits, why fruitless groans?
Stop tears and lamenting moans,
Freed from the world of quotas, dynasty and caste.

Swear from today onwards and promise;
That in the Kurushetra of karma; nor beauty, neither lies;
Nor religion, nor caste, nor quota, nor father's name;
Only knowledge and merit deliver your right.
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Knowledge On Wheels: Gyanodya-V

With pleasure and spirit of skills in the existence,
Never in my life had I seen such lively attendance.
Lecture halls, labs, building, blocks all in absence;
But quest for knowledge has no boundaries in the sense.

Drowned the mind and body in the ocean of knowledge intense,
Dharohar of Seven Sisters and a brother known better hence.
It was a new but great beginning on wheels,
Great idea, ready to accent new height bright and dense.

Great Brahmaputra runs regally with importance,
Never breaks its flow and brilliance.
The river shows the path for all assistance,
Delivers all the richness with its substance.

An asset of knowledge trapped in innocence,
Drenched unexplored but enriched learner's resonance.
Found all houses, full of information and fragrance,
And build the depots of one-ness and intelligence.

Journey enjoyed by all, with joyful presence,
Idea brought home from rich alien with intelligence.
Back journey stacked with new ideas, immense;
Rays of enlightenment filled all the senses.

Event un-folded the miles that academics have not occurrence,
Areas un-explored got light and significance.
Researched those marbles remained in-significance.
Welcomed with warmth and lofty brilliance.
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Land Safely, Always Love

Your vision makes my heart leaps up,
My life furls for your love,
Hold me near to your heart,
Like a new born babe,
Blessed by power Divine.

May God spread all joys around you?
Spread the loving and soft hues,
And paint you as beautiful as rose,
Stuff yourself with loads of love and joy,
Fragrant your world with deluge of laughter.

May your world be filled with divine cheers?
Banquets of glory move with you,
Cover your thoughts with ecstatic happiness,
Squeeze my love with glamorous dazzle,
Almighty’s love, blessings and peace within.

LAND SAFELY, ALWAYS LOVE.

From:
DR. Yogesh SHARMA
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Life

It is said to be my life,
Free to color and enjoy,
As I cherish.

Is it true?
It is all fictitious, meaningless,
As all are flawed.

Miles away from truth.
It is only an illusion.
And beyond the grip of time and place.

Good to delight a beguiling child,
With a kite,
But do not know to fly.

Life is like a balloon,
Hallow and empty,
Ready to burst and deceive.

And we are only a puppet
In the hands of cruel fate,
Who enjoys this joke?

From:
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Life - To Surrender

She is the zest of my existence,
I blissfully surrender all,
The regrets she thumps,
On my bald-flat-grey head.
She outperforms me and represents;
Every instant of ecstasy from me
Yet she exposes my crabbiness
But I need to yield
My purse, my preferences
My free will and my manners
Of moving, along wildly.
If I need to experience the darling,
I need to accept the throbs.
A rose is always surrounded by thorns.

Dr. Yogesh Sharma
Life And Bondage

Bonding without bondage becomes more binding,
And familiar to all ears and name,
Believe everything happens for good meeting
In the long journey of life but once, -never be the same.

Today’s happenings, becomes tomorrow’s memory, forgetting,
Life is too short to remember sorrow and regret,
But enjoy every gift, good or bad as present letting,
Because the gift of life in itself is life got.

Love the people you meet and know them, -
As value of water can be known and pray,
Only by those whom thirst is known,
Same, life is known when we are alone and grey.

Lord Buddha deserted his palace for life of peaceful cuddle, -
But ignorant, desert peace and run for palace, -hugging Death,
Take inspiration from squirrel who give life to millions of trees trundle,
Who bury seeds and nut and forget—paves the way for life and breath.

Tears are the costliest preacher, '-
Only tears can explain the real meaning of life and soul,
It is easy to pretend the smile to your teacher,
But cannot hold back tears in eyes’ bowl.

It is easy to say not to mind miss and distance,
But difficult to accept in life here;
Very easy to say good bye and no resistance,
But hard to let some one go in life near and dear.

Dr. Yogesh Sharma
Life And Harmony

Life-
An incessant test,
A never ending struggle;
Where material profit can not fetch joys,
But internal affluent makes rich.
No one can be the reason of,
One's happiness, but yourself;
Glance within to see the wrong;
Before looking who is wrong.
Make peace with the past,
To make the present happy;
Believe time' the best healer
And get every wound healed,
But give the time some time.
Life is unique for you,
No body has any idea,
What your journey is all about.
No body has all the answers,
Let life play its music.
Mix sugar and salt together;
But ants reject salt and collect sugar;
Select the right people and make life sweet.
Either sleeps with your dreams,
Or wake up and chase your dreams.
Manage when you have nothing,
Behave when you have every thing.
Believes don't make a better person,
But behavior does and enjoy life.

Dr. Yogesh Sharma
Life And Man

Life and man move together,
Like life and death living together.
He is a fraction of,
The walking shadows,
Dead or alive,
Only Almighty God decides,
Haunted by graves and graveyards;
Black Mondays to Sundays;
Cold and dark January to December,
Where game of death is,
The only reality of life and time.....
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Life And Mind

Birth, Time, Place, Family and Fate;
Are decided and written by Almighty,
But Karma and Surrender to Almighty,
Can reshape the fate and destiny.
Sunrise is a message for opportunities,
Sunset asks the life’s account.
Fate is destined by God,
But Karma is in man’s hand.
Fate can’t determine Karma,
But Karma can reshape the fate.
Life renounces those, not honest to her;
Prayers may not rewrite life,
But they can change the mind-set for her,
It must be enjoyed with hope and Karma.
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Life And The Five Elements

Five sweet sisters and brother, water, air, fire, earth and sky one:
Moving and pushing the life, full of sorrow and fun.
Five rosy sisters and brother, in days from creation to today’s nix:
Developing and developing – every thing for life’s happy fix.

Five timeless sisters and brother, from evolution to today’s dream:
Water, Air, Energy, Food and Environment enough for life gleam!
Five tireless sisters and brother, from hell to heaven:
Each life that calls, I say 'FLIES IN SEARCH OF DREAM!'

Five deathless sisters and brother, none is the youngest or oldest one:
And no body can claim or propose, no body is near or dear done.
Five omnipresent sisters and brother - but free from clutches of time and age
No body can stop and engage them, but all are under their bondage.

Five dancing sisters and brother, of life and life nothing more:
Sun of new lives so gracious and majestically rises so much before!
Five mighty sisters and brother - Their age, well, never mind!
Universe jogs along with them, like the rest of human kind:

But the miracle and mysticism of life, sisters and brother no body knows
But the puzzle remain unsolved 'how the world goes'!

Dr. Yogesh Sharma
Life And The World

Life is pretty sweating;
it is serious journey and joyous meeting-
What is life? It is not a joke;
Presents mirth with present poke.

Shrouded in mystery, future, still unsure:
Wrapped in stuff, all has to endure.
Folded in precious treasure plenty, -
come and kiss it, sweet and wealthy.

But in business, lost in strife;
But hard luck is followed by hope and hype,
body is bending, pining to die -
still lots of sunshine left, under huge, blue sky.

So blue will create new wonders
World is all smiling with all the grandeur's,
If it's heaven shining through;
life is so bright it dazzles you.

Winds singing, waters flinging, meadows breezing;
don’t be disheartened, you’ve lot of treasuring.
Destined for you none can take them from you;
Till blue sky is there to dance above.

God is there to bless in all, that matters -
God is there, to clear all the tatters.
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Life And Values

Life is all about positive vision,
It is to rise above worldly pain and passion,
It about for fellow beings’ sensitization,
It is about building inclusion.

It is about larger world connection,
It is about the value extension,
It is about personal tenacious transformation,
Never think about worldly succession.

Life is not about trophies and materialism,
Life is not about evolution,
It is about positive revolution,
Life is all about holy creation.

Learn not to cry when you have lost some connection,
But learn to smile when you know losing every possession;
Learn to live with thorns and difficult situations,
As rose, blooms out from thorns to fragrant inspiration.

Sacrifice, for noble cause is a million time greater recognition,
Than the sacrifice by millions for ugly emancipation,
Greatness and goodness are but ends’ glorification:
Life is not for means but total self renunciation.
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Life Imprisoned

On both sides the desert lies,
Vast stretches of sand flys.
That shroud the moor and sky,
Through the desert road runs by,
Too many towered cities high,
Here and there people go,
Nazim cries in voice high and low.
Veiled in a ghetto below,
Lays lass with eyes glow.

II
Dates, eucalyptus, palm quiver,
Dusty and hot winds raising fever,
Man folk chatter without any manner,
Writhing with pain under the hot towers,
Cry for a space in cool bowers
And the cruel city empowers,
The rogues to chain and torture,
The beautiful veiled lass in tears,
Tears and tears but no sympathy ever.

III
In the towers women in veil,
Moving with heavy trail,
Sad and disheveled sail,
If recently freed from jail.
But no one has seen her face frail,
Or exchanging her happy mail,
Only fellow sisters and animals hail,
Among the hardened bearded males,
Heard an elegy sad and sail.

IV
Inside she works night and day,
A dark world in colors grey,
She was told as Allah say,
Forbidden to breathe free and gay,
Only to produce children and stay,
Unknown of the curse wormy,
Covered from top to bottom steadily,
Reading the book sadly and holy,
Chanted loudly, slowly and reputedly.

□V
Sometimes group of traders glad,
A procession of ulemas glad,
Skull cap, knee salwar and shirt long clad,
Sometimes a herd of camels sad,
Outlawed to music and young cupids wed,
She has no young suitor glowed,
To make love with his iron shield,
Is it a life or curse she cried?
I am sick of this black shroud.

□VI
A hajji came surrounded by faithfuls,
The sun was dazzling without lull,
That sparkled in the sand dull,
The apron white glittered full,
Young face and brow glow in sunlight still,
Head was clear of all the curls,
He was flashing in the sky purple,
Faith was ready to break and hurl.

□VII
She threw the veil and left the room,
In quick paces jumped the gloom,
Unaware of her coming doom,
She saw his face bright and plume,
Faithfuls around were straining,
Leaves and plants became pale and waning,
Birds and animals in the rest complaining,
Low and heavy clouds raining,
And words in the throats were draining.

□VIII
Down she came out on the road fast,
Over her face grim drops afloat,
Like a Hindu saint on her sad lot,
Dropping tears in his holy pot,
Running robbed in pale and white,
Madly rushed left and right,
Faithfuls heard her song last,
Lay beheaded, lifeless along blood hot
Under the sun left by mad might.

XI
Left dead and dry under the sun,
All came out to know her name,
Died the mirth of world fame,
All and sundry cried and ram,
She has a beautiful and dear frame,
God in His heaven bless this dame,
Poor girl was she died of faith human.
Away on a wall, calling a bearded Nazim,
Failed and ignorant about the girl’s doom.
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Life Is Nothing

Here lifeless and aimless man lives,
Because man did not choose
To live and grace the motherland
From which man sprung.

A man who does not have,
What it takes to serve his nation,
Is not likely to have
What it takes it to make a living.

Do not be like a flat road,
To be mowed down by any body,
Try to be like a bright sky,
All see it but only stars stay in it.

Life, to be sure,
Has nothing much to lose or take,
But non-believer think it is,
And the world is filled with non-believers.

Failures or rewards are a single page,
In a hidden corner of life,
But life in itself is a big dictionary,
So don’t loose a full book for a single page.

Give your life to the Law of God,
Above the Law of Man,
As man do not know,
What is to act or suffer?
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Living Legend-Amitabh Bachchan

When millennium super star rocks the tinsel town,
All and sundry looked at him down,
Paragon of grace from heel to crown,
Majestically gifted and smartly slim reign.

All and while regally attired,
Always decent and humble when he talked,
But always he bowed when he wished,
Pranam and glittered when he moved.

High and higher than all the kings,
Princely trained in every wing,
In short posses all the glory and thing,
I prayed to be in his ring.

Mighty and mightier than all the Khans’ pride,
Brightly glittered for the beautiful world wide,
Every thing that one talent and nothing to hide,
Burning flame of truth without any false ride.

World walked and waited with suspended light,
Calmly, coolly, recited Madhushala bright,
Trend setter and lone torch bearer in Bollywood might,
In voice kingly delivered the sermon height.

FROM:
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Long Live Apartheid

I was feeling sad and red,
I didn’t know, which way, nation was going.
There were quotas all around,
Communal, caste, gender, language, regional and physical,

And what not, do not know.
Quota in the air, quota in the sky,
Quota in the ground,
Quotas everywhere.

We are here as in a caste republic,
Swept with the farce of equality and secularism,
Where racism is the grating roar,
Bring the eternal note of discrimination.

Alas! There was no peace,
No help for needy poor, dying farmers,
Braving soldiers and wailing widows,
Where racial leaders loot day, in and day out.

Looking high and low, reservation every where,
Merit was trampled underneath the boots,
It was wailing in the brutal world,
Humanity and merit was burning.

It was not a wild fire,
It was the fire of innocence,
Youth, merit and justice,
And knaves were counting their votes.

They were not the brokers of social justice,
They were not the paid ponies of secularism,
But it was the truth burning for justice,
It was the merit crying for honor.

The knaves were dancing on their pyre,
Waiting for another pray, to be burnt alive,
They were cruel masters and have no pain,
Butchers were shining the dagger to stab merit.
They died for justice, vultures live for injustice,
They died for merit, they live for destruction,
They died for truth, they live for farce,
They died for the nation, they live for decay.

Remember it was not a simple fire,
The hot blaze will burn the knaves,
One day the butchers will get the message,
Or else, as in the past, nation will be devoured by slavery,

Ah God we shall be true to our nation,
Long live constitution of India,
Long live our racial leaders,
Long live apartheid’

From:
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Long Live Caste

Look, look, at our constitution.
This is my secular nation.
Cherishing the spirit of division,
A testament of caste and communalism.

Honour for hate and hostility-
This is my secular constitution.
Nowhere on the earth
Such separation and division as here.

Caste and religion, from birth to death;
This is my secular nation.
High place to quotas and vote banks:
And curse to all others.

The seed of this division,
Planted by the constitution;
Secular and social justice;
This is my secular nation.
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Looking For Self

I lost something,
But could not understand the loss;
But felt a vacuum every where;
And ran for it every where—
In the temple, high rising mosques,
Dusty dargahas, crossed churches;
To the Hajj and in the sermons.
I listened them, recited them;
Got lots of others, I had forgotten;
But not the one, I was searching for;
The trouble is—small or big;
But true SELF—only PEACE—a feeling;
Though no less priced for it.
I stand alone on the roof top,
Hitting my brain out,
For the last time I enjoyed it,
In my mother's lap,
But nothing comes to empty but swollen mind;
Only darkness and darkness;
When my brain is full,
Of worldly worries and jealousies.
At last surrendered to my creator,
I got my self and peace; hidden inside.
Like a stainless man beside a stainless maid;
And either sleeping, nor knowing of other there;
Till the Srimad Bhagwad Gita awakened;
'A sober-sleeping soul; glimmered high:
The brute world howling forced it into bonds,
The sin that practices melts into blood,
And as it chanced, once again, happy, being pure.
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Lord Brahma And The World

Brahma, Vishnu and Mahesh, the Master Lords:
Are the creator, preserver and destroyer of this world.
Lord Brahma, deep with the birth, writes his fate;
Everything is pre-destined, mean or great;
Unknown to all Lenins and Stalins, as to me,
Was Lenin or Stalin any scale for thee;
Unknown to them as to their canon,
Destiny is their master, stronger than all guns.

He works, plays, throws, in tough matters,
With kings, generals, commoners, his art dares,
Till last failed to overcome, through doubts and tear,
Entire world nourishes others poor peers.
Written by Him always awaits,
It is the Same Genius that creates.

Dr. Yogesh Sharma
Lord Buddha Cloning

Liberated lean and thin Siddhartha in sacrifice,
Renouncing all the pleasures, on a mere little bit of rice,
In deep meditation, in search of a way,
To liberate from suffering and worldly circle.

An icon of exceptional splendour and youth;
Presents him as biksha a crumb of food.
Out of selflessness and elegance, he accepts it,
Opening a new dawn of enlightenment and wisdom.

The universe unlocks with increasing spheres,
No Jesus or Mohammad arrived to enlighten Siddhartha,
Nor a white-winged Angel or a fairy;
But his deep meditation and enlighten within made him Buddha.

To facilitate him to voice the total Truth,
Of Ahimsa, Karuna, self-discipline,
Of eightfold course of righteousness
To break the fetters of birth, death and rebirth.

Attain Moksha, Nirvana and supreme peace;
Liberate from suffering to enjoy the highest bliss,
And don’t quiver about living and buried souls,
All pains controlled by silence and peace.

Buddha’s teachings are to break rituals,
Love all and do not slaughter any creature;
Put off the killing-clothes, or sharpening the knife;
Renounce superstitions and build bonds between man and man.

But ignorant Ambedkar and Ambedkarites;
Christians and Crypto Christians;
All paid by money launderers or guided by interests,
Cloned a Neo-fake Buddha of hate and jealousy.

Sold Buddha to the dirt of hate and caste;
Looking him under their boot-soles and sick mind;
Hardly know what he meant and taught;
Need to filter and fibre their blood.
Failed to fetch him and his message,
Missed his love and compassion,
Used him to defame Hindus and Hinduism,
To grab power, wealth and what not.
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Lord Ganesha

I see the reincarnation of Lord Ganesha,
With Lord Shiva and Goddess Parvati.
I see him resurrecting,
Inside the adornment in temples,
Homes and offices;
In factories, family reunions:
And pandals and parties.

I see Him, in the blissful and festive spirit;
That is un-tiring but cannot be penned,
And people have no time to rest.
But they rest in the celestial sounds of the Joy,
To the World, it is Ganesha Chaturthi.
Cranked out of loudspeakers,
In temples, pandals malls and street corners.

He is also there in the lives of those poor,
Dying of so many hungers.
He is also there who are deprived of,
Drinking water and warm clothing.
He never deserts the victims,
Whose homes fallen to war and fire;
And innocent bait for Aids and cancer.

He is always there to balm the victims of wars,
That seem to be everyday destiny of civilization.
He is also with the babyish lives who have lost parents,
To the starved beasts of fanatics and terrorists
He is never forgets to bless the victims,
Of physical and psychological abuse;
And always with the faithful to bless.

For blessed Tom Brandy,
For him, He is remover of Obstacles.
Blessed by Lord Ganesha,
And became a big name and happy,
In the game of football.
Devotion of Lord Ganesha made Brandy,
Super hero of American Soccer League.
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Lord Krishna

He preaches only one religion, the religion of love;
He teaches only one language, the language of heart;
He creates only one caste, the caste of humanity;
He writes only one law, the law of karma;
He is the only God, Omnipresent, almighty, Lord Krishna.

He spreads only one faith, the faith of peace;
Endowed with character, love, perfection and freedom;
Start, fill, spend and end the day;
With love and love only,
Money comes and money goes, but love comes and grows.

He propagates to cultivate and promote love,
And not to give space to scorn and hatred,
Be good, see good, do good and speak good,
This is the only prayer to Lord,
And service selfless is the highest service to Him.

See the heaven and love Almighty Lord Krishna,
As he blesses all the men with all the joys,
He made chained Vasudev to freedom,
Of Draupadi’s love and Kansa’s death,
And played music with conch blow with dear Pandavas.

Heaven dwells under his feet,
Stops boundless desires to escape sin,
With love to Pandavas, destroyed all powerful Kaurvas;
O Lord Krishna, make us immortal by your blessings;
And annihilate despair and pain.
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When sin increases like disease and lust grows,
When the truth is ill-treated and honesty starved of,
When for a drop of milk a child cries,
When a sinner busts the seal of chastity,
When the sky is darkened with sins of humans,
When the water in the rivers is stopped flowing,
When cows are slaughtered and beef is eaten;
It is certainly a land of sinners and signals doomsday.
Where is the promised and holy land?
O Krishna! Descend your Avatar on the land:
Piteous eyes stare for bliss for compassion,
To get liberated from cruelty and throw out terror,
To mitigate the rough hearts to soften,
To enlighten the intellect and soul,
To widen the spheres of wisdom and knowledge;
To shower mercy, compassion and love,
To hold the pleasing world with love,
And walk with the masses and the sufferers.
Alas! The sky thunders with lightning and sound,
But no sign of splendour and majesty,
To take birth in a humble family of cow lovers,
Nurturing 'Kamadhenu', 'Shyama' and 'Gauri',
To deliver milk, butter and manure to the earth,
To usher an era of happiness and fulfilment;
To protect and bless the sad humanity,
To wipe out the lust, greed and farce;
To protect and honour every 'gopica' and 'bhakta';
With grace, beauty, joy, peace;
Ultimately eternal 'Shanti' and 'Moksha'.
Lit every heart with 'Prem' and 'jyoti',
Colour every hand with 'Mehadi',
Fill every woman with love and 'Kumkum',
Descend down to wipe out the sins and evils.
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Lost God

Do not rattle yourself, o tree,
Your dear leaves,
Will be trampled by hot wheels.
Ask the larking bird,
Resting in her cozy nest,
Hiding in your branches,
Do not chirp,
Mercenaries will wake up,
To blast the innocents.
O river ask your waves,
Do not be so happy and kind hearted,
That the jealous world may curse you.
If you want to live,
Always keep in mind,
There are killers,
Who may kill you for their sport,
In search of their lost God.
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Lost In The Air

O Mahadev! When will it stop!
The pain, the cries, the sighs.
The loss, the song dirge,
The never-ending disappearance in the deep.
O Mahadev! When will this stop!
The vanished euphoric ecstasy.
The wailing cries of orphan children.
The sudden loss of the darling ones.
O Mahadev! When will this stop.
The empty faces, terrifying flash,
Ring a bell of departing voyages,
Seeing but not being seen, above being,
O Mahadev! When will this stop!
Hang between birth and death,
Nothing brings from the before, no message;
The serpents' tear like inferno along the beach,
O Mahadev! When will this stop!
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Lost Love Amd Me

Waiting endlessly but she did not come,  
Marching time close by, made me numb my hole some,  
Darkest vacuum, at the point of your presence there;  
And I found missing her love bare.

We had enjoyed love’s music long way,  
We had listen that love song whole day,  
That past mighty compassion can bear,  
Grieved me, to see weird hours with fear.

Long ago in the cool shining of moon,  
We had danced together, unaware of dark room;  
How the shadows gone, when moon was missing;  
Only love alone can give you joy and hissing.

Our love had no vows, to be broke,  
I knew and knew, our love was free from any poke;  
Of all human whims, as the wind on the hill:  
We would not to part, as we had no ill.

As a nation without a teacher is,  
Like a temple without a priest and preacher,  
A heart without love lorn lingered  
Is like a nest without a dove rested.

DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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Lost Warrior

We are in an oozing nation,
Where acts foul, matter little,
As others don’t act at all.

Here inequality is the national logo,
As racism is secularism,
And secularism is colored in racism.

Here merit is trampled,
Because hero is zero and zero is hero,
And man is recognized by worst.

Here death doesn’t matter,
As happy replacement is always waiting,
Before pyre is lit.

Mad money, mad crowd, power race mad,
Good or bad, behold ultimate mind of man.
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Lost World

Every happiness is within you,
But no insight to relish it,
In this day night running world,
No time even to breath for life.

Everybody feels about mother’s lulls,
But no time to address mom as mother,
We have already killed all the relations,
But now no time even to cremate them.

All relations are lost in electronic machines.
But no time to call them,
What to talk about others,
When even no time for soul mates.

Lost in the blind chase of wealth,
Now there is no time to stop and look back,
What feelings other’s have for obligations,
Where even no time for our’s.

O! Life tell me,
What should I do with this life?
Where I die every moment,
And no time even to live.

FROM:
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Love Denied

For me,
Love is nothing but a curse;
Unfulfilled love fills the night,
Endless wait for my love,
To take its place on my bed.

Life buries me deep in unyielding solitude -
I pine and try but failed to fill the space,
Love and contentment,
Healing the scars,
Left by sad memories.

Like grass on a river bank
but dying for water,
my eyes searching for love -
But only getting,
Vast bareness.

Like a prostitute, pain returns
and pine to share my empty bed at night -
Leaves me gasping with nakedness
and tears too dried up -
To this poor and thirsty soul.
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If you truly love me,
Don't fall in love with my weekend best.
Don't love my outer looks,
As it is painted best countenance,
It is highly deceptive and varying.
Fall in love with my real self,
The way it come into view.
I may not have appealing form,
Truthfully, I never cared.
Fall in love with my annoyance,
My resentful moods,
That roams in vacuum, at times.
Fall in love with my innocence,
But at times most mature and sober.
Fall in love with my purity,
As pure as a virgin or snow.
Fall in love with my mis-fortunes,
Indicating failures in life.
Fall in love with the scars,
Given by most un-kindest souls,
Fall in love with my entire existence,
Unmindful of merits and de-merits;
Or don't trouble me with your calculated love..
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Love And Failures

Love is the only feeling errand,
That vibrates the heart and mind.
Even after failures in their love journey,
Rejected lovers are more loving with mercy.

Because they know the pains of un-bloomed rose,
As the battle of love is not won by those,
Who are highly talented and sincerely chat,
But by those who hold it till the last breath.

Without love life is an oppressed class,
Remain dark as in behind a rugged glass,
O Love! You see many things un-even
Some are thrown on earth but some fly to heaven.

Finding its mysterious ways even behind dark-bars
Some are elated but some are like broken stars;
But man dances to the music of Almighty plan,
That out of dark womb bloomed love and man.
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Love And Life

Love is a passion, for all the season;
It is an emotion, without narration;
It is the dearest connection and no duration,
No one is high or law in this relation.

Love is a divine impression,
Like sunshine to hide, worldly hibernation;
No tear, no fear, all are dear in love creation;
Sublime, divine and idyllic are holy condition.

Love has no expiry and no experimentation,
Lovers get all sweet sensation,
It is a medicine for all depression,
Always freeing us from, fear and sedition.

Love driven life is a strength and highest devotion,
Loveless life is the worst tension.
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Love Is...

Love is ...
Love is sensitivity frozen and split troubles with each others,
Love is a club with only two loyal members,
Love is holding pink tainted hands in love chambers.

Love is...
Love is building bridges and lightens winter nights,
Love is quilting full of weird delights,
Love is the essence of life when you have no light.

Love is...
Love is the crackers in Diwali shops,
Love is when you sense crown of the pops,
Love is the deepest desire to bless and no stops.

Love is...
Love is slays unreal, false and forlorn;
Love is not asking but gratefulness and warm,
Love is in every word and at every dawn.

Love is...
Love is bliss for you and for me,
Love is bondage and love is Christmas tree,
Love is knowledge, love is peace for all and free.

Love is...
Love is faith, transcending mind flawless,
Love is purpose of life experiences fullness,
Love is enlightenment, realizing limitlessness.
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Love Love And Love

O my dear sweet heart,
As we walk, hand in hand,
In a moonlit night,
Millions of stars smiling as witness delight,
Bearing the sign of love to prove true.

Dew drops cooling our heels,
Simmering raindrops stimulating,
Sleeping soil with fragrance,
Chirping foot bare on grass luscious,
Flowers dancing wildly around.

Aura golden around you,
Transformed my world new and multicolored,
With the first ray at dawn,
Whispered you in voice enchanting,
Like a bubbling nightingale.

O my love you are a gift divine to me,
A treasure most precious to me,
It made blind Homer to sing,
In sound ravishing on melodious harp,
Only oath with oath, nothing weighs.

Thou magic cooled my heart,
With pleasure and treasure,
Her lips sucked my soul flying,
Delivered to my self again,
Thy lips, a dwelling divine.

All waste that is not love,
A flame that stormed the test of time,
O my love,
Melt thyself as water drops in ocean round
And dissolve in me, never to be found.

From:
DR. Yogesh SHARMA
Love Never To Fades

The spell of love has dawncd with smell anew,
Bright Sun softening the crispy frost,
Full-cool Moon tossing its smile on lovers,
The bare body sees all on the beach to ecstasy.

The waiter pouring out wine in shining cups,
Youthful magic dancing to dazzling tune,
Beauty in all the best robes, flaunting;
Lovelorn pairs flaunting prettiness all over.

Alas! My Beloved's apathy towards me,
My enemies mocking and piercing,
Are nastiest than Saturn's spells and distress.
What are more penalties destined for me?

Let me be robbed of my best and splendour.
But my love to you will never fade.

Dr. Yogesh Sharma
Love Resolve

Take this encounter of love, go on till we meet.
Then be quiet and stop all the exposition.
Shed the fear of the shouting mob, motley or fat;
Or boo or applaud on our open exhibition.

Let our love be extended to our foes.
Let chats grow in its liking.
Let legends be sung with warped truth san woes.
Let paradise collapse on my head crushing.

O, My Love! How long these hostilities rest.
Let my challengers' rancour at lat.
That they do not want me in your heart,
Though, our love was kept from all, a secret.
In the drapes of dark on starry nights,
We shall greet in silence to enjoy our flights.

Dr. Yogesh Sharma
Love Thyself

I was feeling low and dry,
Brooding on my fate wry.
Suddenly saw a woman stunning,
Passing with a smile dazzling.
Walking she hobble down aisle,
Oh, God! She has one leg and a crutch,
Oh, God! Forgive me, I have two.

Lashed by agonizing heat,
I rushed to cool my parched throat,
Jumped and broke the queue,
Contented and happy, offered a few coins,
To the man pumping the hand-pump,
Shaken and dismayed as he has no hand,
Oh, God! Forgive me, I have two.

I was tearing to see the dark around,
Rushed to buy some candle bound.
The lad gladly talked and sold,
Unmindful of the fearful dark fold.
Left light and happy for words kind,
But said he, I sell light but I am blind.
Oh, God! Forgive me I can see and have two eyes.

Back home, saw a street child,
Others play but he stood and gazed,
I stopped and asked, "Why don't you play?";
Lost and looked ahead with a smile,
I know not; he was deaf and dumb;
Hence couldn't speak and hear;
Oh, God! Forgive me, I have a tongue and two ears.

With legs and feet to bear my load,
With hands to act with my will,
With eyes to enjoy beauty and dawn's glow,
With ears to hear all the hymns,
Blessed indeed to face all the shows,
World is always otherwise, ignores inner self,
Bringing all our tears and sighs, we live in mask,
Oh, God! Forgive me I lost my self for a while.
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Love Wild

Love is only a word not a breed,
Until someone comes un-distraught,
With a meaningful and sensuous weed,
Hence it is a silent promise without thought.
True love never breaks the heart’s carol,
It kicks, if somebody deceives and ravages.
Distance no matter in love’s go,
Never hinders love whether young or old age;
But feeling and emotions, all in all;
Builds and shines like elms grow.

Like a tree, be ready for sacrifice;
Till heart chants a mantra of love from a priest,
And enjoys new love, new joys in high skies;
Don’t let yesterday’s sullenness ruin feast,
As each day have new promises, joy and more,
Life is a one way passage, can not redial,
Here one can limp back, but can not reborn;
So don’t revisit the times of yore,
So never miss any moment to tell,
It’s chase is never over, can ever return.
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Love Wronged

Born to a hemlock addict tyrant, with a cruel heart,
That thyself was a creation of a magical, inhuman face;
Mysterious, unknown and hidden act but declared divine,
And remained a secret from human race.

Always nursed hatred for his own brothers,
Usurp the crown, slaughtering them brutally,
His heart was like a furnace sealed,
And his heart and mind were a hungry gorge.

Plotted to kill his friend dear,
And snatched his beautiful wife Mumtaz Mahal,
Married her, with hands smeared;
With the hot blood of her butchered husband.

Made Mumtaz Mahal pregnant for fourteen times,
During their sixteen unholy years of wedlock;
Were sixteen years of conjugal life, ask I:
Every ringlet, terribly shaken, ran itself in love thread?

Inexcusable sins did him commit,
Razed a temple holy to erect,
A mausoleum in her wild memory,
In violation of the law secular and divine.

Again re-married the younger sister,
Of departed wife Mumtaz Mahal,
Blood thirsty Shah Jahan again killed her husband,
To marry her, but an act of utter damnation.

Debase was in incestuous relationship,
With his own dear daughters,
And burnt their suitors in furnace,
Was the despot a lofty lover?

Truly diabolical killer he was’
Secular bulls canonized the mausoleum,
As the symbol of love;
But truly was it a blasphemy and inhuman.
For the baseness of his nature,
Have strength to throw him down,
'Sisters and brothers, little Maids beware?
There lies the sinner in his grave with all the curses.

'Love words are unmatched to the tyrant, '
I said, and wondering looked at the world:
'It is the dead unhappy sight, and I must hurry God for peace,
For protection and to save the love from the curse buried.'
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Love, The Sweetest Spring

Love, the sweet love, is the life's happiest thing,
That blooms each heart and make them dance in a ring,
Cold or heat can not sting, the pretty maids sing:
Kings, queens, rich and poor all try to-woo!

The love lorn heart may make every wing gay,
Maidens dance and play, the charmers trumpet all day,
And ears hear all love birds’ tune this merry way:
Kings, queens, rich and poor all try to-woo!

The hearts dream sweet, the maidens hug and greet,
Welcoming young lovers, butterflies dance and sit,
In every street and corner these tunes our ears greet:
Kings, queens, rich and poor all try to-woo!

Love flourishes when you begin trusting,
Hearts meet and melt when they begin believing,
And love ripens when you lost in caring:
Kings, queens, rich and poor all try to-woo!

So love, believe and care,
Life is beautiful and tension rare,
Love is divine, love is God’s power
Kings, queens, rich and poor all try to-woo!
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Love: A Gift Of God

A lovely flower, of lovely tones for the heart,
Yearn to hold tightly and preserve it in the mind,
To soothe the eyes and cool the passions,
Like a rainbow, pleasing, a crying child.

Fragrance of breath thrills the sinking heart,
Delights the mind and love blooms afresh.
Beautiful souls are friends on all times,
In bliss, fun, amusement, distress and grief.

True love has her words to deliver her beauty,
Like colourful butterflies and humming bees,
Mesmerizing and made dumb and numb,
Want to suck the love of her nectar, to pollinate her.

Mating of love souls deliver luscious fruits,
And flowers melodious hues, a divine gift to mankind.
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Lovely Image Of A Lovely Woman

Honey sweetness perfectly completes
For your body is sticky like sugar sweets
The aura of beauty and grace in the air
Moving and dancing with melody everywhere
Spending the time we do together
Un-forgetful time I truly treasure
Oh! But failed to win Dame Love.

To win her love and heart,
To see her gleaming spirit,
Smiling with sympathy and care,
Which I trick to entice and measure,
Can't be win over weapons and greed,
I can't be Lord Buddha to win Asoka,
Give me some magic to turn her sorrows to bliss.

Wish to eat with you, sleep with you--.
Want to melt your body in mine too,
Pleasures of your eyes face and body,
To hold your hands and breast pretty,
Think of you, when sit alone, or wake at night,
Oh! Can I awaken love in you right,
To create hope and cheers to get you fully.
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Madhuri Dixit: Smile Queen

I was never so struck before any beauty,
With grace and love, so real and so sweetie,
Her face bloomed like a sweet flower
And stole my heart away from bower.
My eyes turned bright and fixed as bee,
My steps followed the beauty with all glee,
And when she glanced at me, what could I tell?
My life and all seemed to bell.

And then all the pleasures rush to my face,
And I lost, all the ideas from the track,
How great my joys, my grief vanished or few,
Since first it was my luck to see thee!
- The slow years failed to diminish her rays;
To me seemed midnight as noonday,
I could not see a single thing,
Words from my heart did start as chord of string.

Her dress was like laughing lilies mild,
And her heart was as pure as a child,
She seemed to hear my silent voice and file,
I never saw a face with so sweet a smile,
As I brooded silently on this beautiful creation,
For she is Madhuri the beautiful sans citation,
One of God's holy messengers
Did walk with me that day like a passenger.
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O BARD OF THE NATION! O bard of the nation!
Your magical journey is done;
The caravan has conquered all the hearts, the honour you, winning;
The masses are near, the voice is echoing, the natives all rejoicing,
All eyes eagerly fixed on you, the air gloomy and grim:
But O eyes and ears! Eyes and ears! Ears and eyes!
O the moving breaths of life stopped,
Where on the stature my Mahakavi lies,
Sleeping cold and dead.

O BARD OF THE NATION! O bard of the nation!
Get up and listen to the voices with passion;
Get up- for you, the audience is eager- for you the words trills;
For you garlands and decorated stage- for you the air shrills;
For you they clap, the convincing crowd, their gloomy faces turning dim;
Here Mahakavi! Greatest lyrist!
The voice that mesmerized million with the sound;
Some bad seen that fallen on the stand sans resist,
You are sleeping cold and dead.

O BARD OF THE NATION! O bard of the nation!
The Mahakavi does not sing, his face is pale and no motion;
The national bard does not feel any touch nor has he will or pulse;
The voyage is driven in style and sound, won and stopped the cruise;
From fiery excursion, the winner's vessel reaches in with purpose win;
Take pride, O stage, and audience, O chimes!
But I, with woeful head,
Pace the floor my Bard lies,
Sleeping cold and dead.

N.B.
Mahakavi: The greatest post or the poets' poet.
Neeraj: Das Neeraj, popularly known as Neeraj who died on Thursday, July
19,2018, in Delhi, India. He was the recipient of Padma Bhushan.
Caravan: Group of travellers
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Make Existence Happy

We all necessitate support to move comfortably,
To formulate us strong to march with worthily,
To accept the troubles of tempestuous life,
To hunt for assertions to shun the strife.

The pedigree has to be tough to face storms,
Crooks, killers, jihadis, hypocrites, and worms;
To fight famine, starvation, hunger, drought sores;
With valour, vigour, dignity, self-respect pours.

Firm steps, prudence, planning and preparation;
The stars have to raise high and high distinction,
Elude and ignore the rough weather blues.
Uphold righteousness and good graph hues.

At each pace, life has obstacle and snags,
But unflinching faith in Almighty enlightens bags.
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Man And God

Created by unknown God: gorgeous, wonderful;
Having positive qualities of kindness and care,
Godliness, purity, love and affection.
But deep inside carrying a primitive barbaric man,
With instinct to hunt and slaughter; ravage, burn
And fill the spirit of rivals with horror.

Man incarnates his own gods, in his naughty minds;
Bit by bit fabricate gods myths with fairy-tales,
Load the mind minds with fantasy, fancy and images.
Wishes, doubts, and worries; make waves of fake gods.
The yell, blazes in hearts, and minds in quest of blessing from gods.
Inscribe all the tales of man-made Holy Books.

Jesus, Mohammad, Buddha, and Shiva: all are within;
Compassion, humility, care, and love are in our mind and hearts.
Created by God, He is for man to guide and purify inner self;
But the brute man, in his hidden self;
Bang up violently, to raze beautiful world;
Of innocent creations, to create a disorder.

Love and compassion for fellow creations,
Must rest in our deep self, to control us, seize us, and arrest us.
Rays of Truth dawns on every heart,
The essence of the Almighty reflects there,
To bless with peace of mind and heart,
And go beyond the self, to illuminate the soul.
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Man And The Life And God

We made so many friends in this world fare,
But some became dear out of the folds here,
Some became special over this land brown and bare
And fall in love with some one in this life rare.

Some went far and abroad, silent and slow
Some left us, our love and its warm glow:
Some changed their cities moved on snow.
We left some and lost with no desire to blow.

Some are still in contact with passion great
But some are not in contact, with no entreat,
Some do not contact as in ego and its heat,
I do not contact some as my ego sweat.

Whatever they are, where ever they are, hot and cold
But I still remember, love, miss and care, bold;
And feel their flames in making my manifold,
And played and made MEMORIES in my life hold.

That fire of true heart, may not meet every day wise,
Or may not talk you on every sun rise,
But always think about you and your well-device,
And make uncertain things about our future, nice.

God and life has pre-arranged everything for tomorrow,
We just have to trust Him today and no sorrow,
He has plenty of time for us and no need to borrow,
Such is the power of gentle life and no furrow.

He grants us the power to accept destiny, we cannot alter,
But courage to change the things we can without falter,
And the wisdom to know a difference to take shelter,
Such is the power of God, His course and no halter.
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Man And The World

Don’t condemn a man alone,
He will learn to live with condemnation and moan.
Don’t be hostile to a man and his kin,
He will grow with the spirit of hostility within.

Remember! Ridicule a man, not;
He will be cursed to ridicule and rot.
Don’t let a man live with shame,
He will be doomed to perennial guilt and defame.

Be tolerant to a fellow being,
So that he learns to live with patience and dream.
Appreciate every man’s doing,
So that he is inflated with praise and wooing.

Honest and fair to a man, be;
So that he is just to the world and not flee.
Make a man to feel secure and comfortable,
So that he grows with faith and confidence, unshakable.

If the worldliness of a man is approved,
He is true to himself and world feel tuned.

FROM:
DR. YOGESH SHARMA

Dr. Yogesh Sharma
Man Mohan-A Mystery Man

Man-Mohan, a mysterious man: he is called the silent paw -
For he is the master bluff master who can play the law.
He is the bafflement of investigators, the oppositions’ despair:
For when they reach the scene of sins – Man-Mohan is not there!

Man-Mohan, Man-Mohan, there is no creation like Man-Mohan, pity;
He has played with every constitutional law, even with the law of gravity.
His beguiling drama of honesty would make Dharam Raj stare,
And when you reach the scene of sins – Man-Mohan is not there!

You may seek him in the 2-G, you may look him up in CWG theater -
But I tell you once and once again, Man-Mohan is not there!
Man-Mohan is a mysterious man very fragile and thin;
And he is capable to beat the best and win.
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Manly Love

I lay alone and loveless near a pool,
The water was calm and cool;
I felt a hug and the breath behind me,
The shadow refused to recognize, and see.
Does it matter who am I?
Life needs a love mate, I sigh!
Mockery and laughter broke into the stillness,
Echo’s vibration filled the vacuum in fullness,
I watched in stoic silent........
Like a javelin sharp ripped me with dent,
Praying, crying for mercy and change,
I can only wait for my love hiding in shame........
For how long my love me deny?
O God! Don’t refuse my will? Neigh! !
It was not destined perhaps,
I once again feel into cozy love laps.
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Manmohan Without Sonia

A nation without a teacher,
Is like a temple without a priest and a preacher.
A day without light and rays,
Is like a man without breath and ways.

Enlightenment without inner light,
Is like aeroplane without flight,
Health without yoga and meditation,
Is like scholar without concentration.

A night without star,
Is like a soldier without war,
Islam without killer jihad,
Is like blast-less Baghdad.

Pakistan without Shoaib-Sania,
Is like Man Mohan without Sonia.

FROM:
DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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March On Anna

March on, March on, March on Anna...
Anna here and Anna there, Anna is every where.
Torches lit to flee the evil spirits,
Armored khaki could not retreat,
The long march of humanity,
Fascism of savage master, failed to suppress the fire.

Nation was swept to cut the hands,
Those dared to imprison the second Gandhi.
Nation attacked by a deadly virus, but Anna, an anti-virus,
Determined to pave for a healthy nation,
His youth shared this fierce determination,
Of their leader, dear, with a smile.

He marched, taking a step;
And begin to chant Vande Matram.
Youth offered their life without fear and tear.
Intensified his resistance and freed himself off,
The demons claw, sans any attack on his spirit,
Cried, long live honesty and justice.

March scares the devilish force, but wakes nation;
Behind the bars he roars to make nation fair and pious,
Dreaded Hassan Ali gets bail,
But anti-corruption warrior gets jail.
Kasab gulps Biryani but Anna hate mail;
This is a Congress secular game.

The hero illuminated one and all,
He paved the way, risking his life,
His fast will not go vain,
From town to town, his message of liberty was passed,
People’s power became a tsunami,
Ready to crush the secular oppression.

India salutes your resolute spirit,
Mother joined, sister joined, message fling;
Abandoning the place and pleasure,
But the Satanic leaders stashed billions in Swiss vaults,
For it were we freed?
The ship is wrecked by captain itself.

Disciple of Gandhi and Vivekananda,
Your message taught the value of life,
And in life it is never too late to start anew,
Vowed to act up to last breath,
So, for this sick nation, with all its fashion,
March on with fire and play to stir all.
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Marriage

Marriage is to help without hesitation,
It is to surrender without expectation,
It is to love without any limitation,
It is to remember without any communication.

Marriage is a sweet antibiotic,
It is a comfort giving antiseptic,
It is a touching and soothing analgesic,
It is a real anti allergic.

Marriage is a beautiful and healthy game,
And patients enjoy name and fame,
Untouched and unharmed by the kicks of drain,
With all the time get rich and fabulous rain.

Empowers people with politeness and patience,
It arms with inner strength and resilience.
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Marriage And Happy Life

O marriage! Your bells, happy future clamor tells;
Melting two hearts in one breath.
Love lorn duo marries whom their love and God compels:
- And both wed to live in God’s sheath!
Their hearts are happy, their tears happy fed;
Listen, O God: - 'they will, ' they said: -
And one without other is living dead.

Come bride and groom, shed all fear, tear and pain
Come and stand with a happy twain.
Bride and groom are above all the fears
Win a bride to wed and live without tears.
Blow conch, conch, O conch to foretell merrily:
Life-bells to them, death-bells to biting bee:
O God, we are true to love and thee!
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Marriage And The Divorce Package

All take a foolish marriage vow,
taken by the book holy long ago,
binds every body to each other for all times
But next? When passions fly.

All passions are spent and energy is decayed,
Loved, and we loved, as long as we could delayed,
Till our love was loved out in us both:
No body cares a cent for life but hallow oath.

Alas! Our marriage is dead,
As all the joys are fled,
Now! Life is nothing but a heap of trouble;
All the pleasures are only illusionary bubble.

If I have pleasures for my partner,
but fail to garner like a drought hit farmer,
every thing go wrong without any end,
nothing we could give but think of divorce fed.

'It's madness method less that we should be jealous,
Ready to bar the other with every thing fabulous,
for all we can gain is to give our selves pain,
when both are conspiring to reduce each to drain.

O beloved mine, where are you gloating?
O listen and brood! Your true-love crying
That can fetch good both high and low;
Every wise man must know.
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Massacre 26/11

Financial capital of the nation shocked,
Where people gloat to realize their dreams
And left behind the scars with a smile,
You shattered the happy flow of life,
With your violent faith.

But again all join together,
To repulse your noxious plan
And rise again like a phoenix,
In a cruel desert to enjoy,
Peace, progress and love.

The kind hands will join again,
To feed the poor at temple Siddhi Vinayak,
Markets will again buzz,
With the noise and ring tones,
To foil the vile designs of bloody foe.

Your acts have made,
Your faith a subject of,
Ridicule, suspicion and hate.
You live in a haunted world
Where sun never rises.

You study in a school,
Drowned in perpetual darkness,
Your vile steps spoiled,
The fragrance of our dream land
Where life never rests.

Guided and guarded by secular laws,
You can’t snatch the marvel of Taj,
Ratan is armed to protect its honor,
Our Sharmas, Naiks and Sandeeps
Are always there to maul your madness.

FROM:
DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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Massacre At Dantewada

Commander and sergeant and soldier, all defenseless;
Whose right of life cut short by brutal killers, heartless:
For capturing ugly power, did killers please;
They died unaware, untimely, and unprovoked on the crease.

Unkind nation watched with fear, dear sons’ light was spent;
Indulged in murky gossip and ideas, spoiled on quota bent:
Departed in the midst of youthful days from pleasures wide,
All the talent and chivalry, cruel dark wings to hide.

Welcomed death bravely before parting soul through throat,
When found in mouse trap and deadly blast denote,
Loved ones devastated by the noise and fury of bullets and blast;
Lightening, farewell, and not to see sunrise next.

Welcomed by millions of mourners in full force,
They were cherished souls, those died of lofty course.

FROM:
DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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Master And The Pleader

O master, whitewashed,
We believe your shape and light,
Cunning, knavish and deceptive, quite,
Frightening the masses with might bright,
Hold back wise and crown the fools.

Lover of hemlock, skim milk and cream,
Misleading the world and laughing at their dream,
Upon our father’s ashes,
Make us kiss sacrilege
In this poverty and hunger are your riches.

Hark! You speak no right.
I make empires on pyres,
Doing many wonders at nights,
Covering darkness with blankets dark,
And make rogue and duffers delight.

I deliver luck in bowl and make world fool,
Loves hatred, jealousy, tricks,
Hates love and masses smile,
Promotes infidelity and plays truant,
Laden, Saddam, Lenin, and Stalin dear.

Creator of racism, quotas, fanaticism and fascism,
Preserver of poverty, hunger, rags and slum dogs,
Destroyer of equality, merit, harmony and happiness,
Sick of justice, human right,
Colour red dear to me.

Destroyer of dreams,
Worships Satan, Lucifer and Beelzebub,
And plants Dracula's to nation groan,
I am a wolf in whites,
Hidden in secularism and justice social.
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Menstruation

Menstruation is near, it's near,
Menstruation oh so dear, so dear.
Menstruation is not a forbidden shame,
But passage to blessed motherhood gain.
It is a period of proud sharing,
Need love and caring.
During this period, a woman must cheer,
An occasion for her good care to steer.
From food and drink, she attains,
Gleam this gift is put on gains.
Eat all the energetic and nutritious food,
Throughout the periods, be in a happy mood.
Women all over the globe most prized,
Rewards after this course multiplied.
Eyes of the world will open up wide,
Looking at all those rewards ride.
Leads a woman to perfection,
It makes a sequence of completion.
Gives time to celebration,
Aims at sustainable expansion.
It grants space to freedom,
It is an event never to be forgotten.
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Mentoo

I was at home but not alone,
My mother was just in the next room,
My sister was in her room,
Her music exploding through my eardrum.
Tip-toe; tip-toe; my friend sneaked into my room,
I was lost high and dry.
My thighs were closed tightly,
She used her cute hands to unzip my trousers.
I cried no and pushed her off me again and again.
I cried no, she forced me down.
I cried no and cried.
She choked me to silence my yells.
I tried to push and to get away.
Fearing the presence of my family,
I finally stopped resisting
And let her finish her forced lovemaking.
Scary and chilling,
I shuddered in the bathroom.
I cried no, I cried no, I cried no.
She cooked me without flames,
Wounded me with her scaring love,
Played havoc with my emotions,
Either you marry me
Or give me loads of bucks,
Or be ready to face Dark Laws.
I curse that black day,
The day, she uttered 'I love you.'
The fire and fear still burns,
The black and blue,
My whole existence,
My body and soul,
Mentally and physically.
I'll never surrender,
And I'll tell the other Mentoo,
Because all must be careful and warned,
Of woman just like her.
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Merry Christmas - 2015

Christmas period is a amazing period.
Period, not only to rejoice but learn by heart,
The cow like virtues of Christ,
Who blessed humanity with love
Peace, charity and chaste living.

Let every Christmas usher world with,
Peace, cheerfulness, love, sacrifice;
Righteousness and brother-hood.
Christmas and Christmas spirit will,
Remain fresh and bright, till humans have memory,

People will attend and enjoy X-Mas,
Mass one Christmas after another;
The mesmerizing memento,
Of everything good in life,
Those unite us with lofty joy.

The participation of each and one,
Will deliver celebration to all, and,
Oh! It will wipe tears of widows, orphans;
Of maimed ones, of shattered beings;
Of homeless, facing stormy weathers.
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Merry—Merry Christmas

Merry—Merry Christmas to you and all;
Get all the joys and happiness at call.
Christmas Day delivers goods to the world,
Fulfills all the dreams, desires and showers marigold.

Arch for the New Year fresh and new creativity,
Brings merriment, ecstasy, exuberance and festivity;
Empowers the self with divine blessings and inner strength;
Spreads the message of love, devotion and cheers at length.

Enjoy it, cherish it, behold it and celebrate it;
Clears the grief of the world and passions lit,
Eliminates Rajas, Kalmandis, Barkhas, Mohans and dark toll;
Merry—Merry Christmas to you and all.

Our Great Lord was born this day,
To sweep away all the miseries far away,
We must be grateful to the Christ above,
For his care and selfless love.

O Lord! You love all things even,
Here on this earth and above haven;
Bears all the pains and harsh bars,
But you keep the masses on happy stars.
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Metoo*!

I need your favours, I return you with the best favours,
And roll the top over toes, and fly curls for favours,
To get a script for the 'MeToo*' drama,
To be played decades later when I have no work.

A good and strong woman does not linger,
10,20,40 or 50 years to play 'MeToo.'
A simple whack is enough on first' bad touch', to come clean...
Under the shadow of the scare, don't hide flaws.

I am vacant, came extended down your load.
Of giving favours, and getting name, fame and easy bucks.
Decades later howling like a holy cow,
Scared to say No, hard to stand, didn't know, what was right or wrong...

But preferred to take pleasure in, status, position,
Allowed the harassment and molestation;
Enjoyed soft jolts, one leg rested on the other,
And stayed silent to get more and more and show the tag 'abla Nari.'
Morally strong ‘Nari Shakti’ crushes the wicked on the spot.

"Morally sound Women don't have to cry *"me too"* moan stories,

And only have - *I booted the scoundrel*.

The land, I don't bend at his prow or shout jealously in the media.

N.B. abla Nari- Weak woman.
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Mightiest Pen

Embarked the pen with comedies and histories;
But switched the device and wrote,
Best ever tragedies including Hamlet, Othello;
King Lear, and Macbeth, the supreme works;
And ended with tragicomedies or romances.

Remained popular across the ages and borders;
Best known for Romeo and Juliet,
Richard III, and A Midsummer Night's Dream.
The Tempest, Twelfth Night;
Apart from some "lost years" in wilderness.

Wrote a book of sonnets hundred and fifty four,
Venus and Adonis was his most famous verse,
Gave three thousand words to language English,
Second most quoted works after the Bible,
Performed for Queen Elizabeth I and King James I.

Genius in him redesigned dramatic chronicles of Henry VI;
Surpassed the horrors of The Spanish Tragedies;
Adapted the farce of Plautus, in Comedy of Errors,
Left behind Green's quixotic sentiments in The Two Gentlemen of Verona;
But the humble bard wrote, "I am weakfish speller."

Bard and his play popular, globally;
Constantly adored the syllabi,
Studied, performed, translated, world over;
Established mighty Globe theatre, near River Thames;
His pen made the theatre in London, a name to be.
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Mighty Mother

My dawn, my life, my years;
My expansion, my first grin, my first delight;
My embrace, kissing, my first affection;
All I got in my mother's womb.

Sucking her breast, in her lap;
My first uttering of words, my creeping;
My talk, walk, hawk, joke - all from my mother;
My best self-played in the best cradle of the universe - in her bosom.

All my wishes, breathing, my coloured future;
Rotates about my mother, my best self;
My divine only creator, my pant;
My existence is from her all eternally.

I own my progress, pleasures to her lap,
She sings songs of enchantment, make cheery;
Her company is a treasure of joy and bliss;
Seem, paradise, bliss and blessings rest in her lap.
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Mighty Nature

Nature is a mighty metaphor for life,
Sometimes good sometimes bad strife,
Cannot do much to empower self,
Except run for a fragile cover for help.

Love for nature’s game colored,
Energize heart and mind,
Just walk with nature,
To enjoy all pleasure.

It showers abundance of wealth,
To drive away thirst, hunger and sick health,
It is a beautiful gift of God,
But only when allowed in celestial pod.

It may be a curse to man's show,
If he disturbs its free flow.

By
DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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Modern Indian Secular Leader

Modern Indian secular leader: they themselves are imprisoned paw -
Under the brand name of secular man, they can mock the law.
They are puzzle for the justice, the IPC's despair:
For when all rush for the scene of crime – secular veil is always there!

Secular, secular, there's no gun like secular,
They are immune to break all the law and talk vulgar.
Their powers of survival would make even a saint stare
They are present every where, even in the country’s air.

Lalu, Mulayam, Maya and Pawar, all are very heavy and fat;
You would know them if you saw them, there belly is glutton like rat.
There brows are deeply lost in conspiracies, there minds are domed;
Their robes are designed cautiously, their mind and head oiled.

They sway their heads from side to side, like a venomous snake;
And when you think they are asleep, no they are always wide awake.
They are fiend in feline shape, monster of prosperity-
But when a crime of loot is discovered, then they are poor son of depravity!

Outwardly but they are honorable.
And their fingerprints are not found in any file dis-respectable.
But happy partner in fodder loot, or the currency necklace- is branded,
Champion of IPL scam and amassing wealth unaccounted.

And when any office find a finger on tray,
But it's useless to investigate – leader secular are not in the way!
And when the scams have been disclosed, the investigating agencies say:
`It must have been leader secular!' - But they are miles away.

Nation must be sure to find them resting on a foreign shore,
Or engaged in doing some secular but-divisive lore.
They were never indulging in such deceits;
They always have answers for these cheats.

They say that all the rouges whose wicked deeds are widely known
They might mention honest and simpleton bone,
They are nothing more than servants for all the time
Just help them and their operations: the Bin Laden of Crime!
Modern Indian Youth And Life

In this fast running-super hyped and aimless life,
Modern Indian youth is muddled in the rot and strife.
Where the pervert leaders prescribe the set of morals,
And talk senseless and pretend busy to sing carols.

Mock and curse the spiritual world,
Encourage dispirited tendencies to herald,
Youth take the world as a failed game,
He takes the life as fake and empty frame.

Looting wealth is the prime value of life,
Enjoying luxuries are main motive of all the hype,
Faith in money makes the mayor go,
Is the cruelest blow of life’s glow.

For life means luck, and not to creep through hole,
with track of life rough that a man can trust with mole;
All through life in heat and cold - when head is on the track -
With empty stomachs and cracked feet, has to crawl on back.

Disheveled hair, and slipping robes,
In the pursuit of sex run amok the globe.
Alienation and isolation are crazy masters of time,
Always he is lost in the sound and fury of chime.

The old values lost, and the new not taken well,
The warmth spent that the runner lives in hell,
And the roots all cut out and enjoy no clout;
And the time had come, as the running youth faded out

Ready to hide from the realities, when the path is tough,
No caring soul to know or ask if dies on the path, rough.
The modern poor of this world have no pal, no matter how much he talks,
But only God and the fate knows how a poor man walks.

Crying and begging his way in a wasteland,
and lived like an urchin, in an uncharted sand;
But youths are many, and inns are full, and no space in line-
The traveler never move hands in tune fine
He dreams a lot but no care for aging parents and kids;  
All the time right is wrongs and wrong is right in the mind,  
And loose tongues is filled with filthy words -  
When the poor soul is happy away from home, and senseless to the world.

In hostile noons when his back was burning by his own weight,  
And the air seemed butcher like dark height:  
For his sins, are trembling his knees,  
No body to be blamed and no space to flee.

Dirt, careless and brands he wears, as his weird world grew dim;  
depressed for years till decides to unburden, the burden of him.  
As a tortoise crawls in the marshy land, but futile chase the wet track,  
without a positive note reaches the hearth when the sun went back.

It chanced one day, when the Wild West wind flow  
His face like a furnace-blow,  
He rushed to a track he knew not – hugged the short-cut to his end;  
for the bed of the life horned and hard, and full of crack, and no mend.

A dry passer by passed, but the touch of love was far many a mile;  
He never talked the poor soul he saw, for it was not worth his smile.  
The life is full and stakes high in the chase of life,  
but for those bones that faces all the strife.

For life means positivism and ramp must smooth and high,  
where the hearth and crags are happy and wide,  
with rarely a mate that a man can trust, or a race to shore;  
All through life in the flies and heat, the soul tore.

Modern Indian youth is tired, defeated, trapped, and feared self,  
Always stressed and hard pressed looking for help,  
Follow culture, values and discipline like Lord Ram,  
Forget the entire curse; enjoy life and its drama.
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Modern love and lovers lie sleeping,
Through out the year among the bushes,
Hugging in the sunlight bright:
Black buffaloes come grazing,
Black crows come yelling there:
And round about them, eunuchs come begging.

Soft thighs are the pillow, for oh;
Kissing soft cheeks: passing broad eyes;
Cast surprise upon the hugging lovers:
Heavy wind and polluted waters
Grow lulled and scarcely speak;
There twilight laughs, in the skies.

Young love lies dreaming; but no way to fulfill:
A dark world under a perfect sunlight,
Or a fearing moonlight upon a rippling stream;
Or perfect silence, with song of cherished lips.
Burn odors round them to fill the drowsy air;
The scenes are not fair and song are silent.

Dreaming and drowsing till spring days are gone, -
With imperfect sleep: see the beauty
Them perfect music, hush unto his rest,
And through the rocks and bushes claim love,
Oh, poor the souls of earth from east to west,
Modern love lay near to poppied death.

Dark shadows deepen across the anxious faces:
So fails the love, with hot and tired breath;
Perhaps no season to replace autumn.
Success cannot touch them as pointed fingers there:
How do they love? Always play the tricks,
O! Love to the depth and claim the height.
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Modern-Isms Or Nudity.

She bleeds when they look for nudity to fill their purse,
Pouring spicy in wounds, vital arena opens the thrust.
Cleavages and mid-riffs all open with bold emerge,
Even Goddess Venus will feel shame when see it first.

Time can't remove the hurt and body stain,
Moderns eager to brand the poor lass in secular lanes.
Shy and shrinking figure writhing to hide the pains,
Tag of free and liberal flavor the pitch body in flames.

The shy flames stare size of anatomy deep and precise,
Leaving nobody to guess where her beauty flies.
Nudity rules when free and liberal ideas' erotica rides,
Naked eyes got fortified with colored glass of the lies.
Doing malicious expose regarded as fun high,
Here resides those who spared neither women nor cries.
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Monk In Flames

A monk crying wild in flames hot,
Each second is a blazing want,
In support of a free and happy Tibet,
Hugging death, he recognizes despair tight.

The call of mother the land bold and clear,
Entire existence is on fire but a desire;
Want to see the land mother free and higher,
Call to dear men rise with hand, mightier.

Perhaps steel hands will reincarnate from this dead,
It is time to shun calm and silence mad,
Fire, Fire every where; breath is fiery and red;
The fire that holy monk hugged must lead a free world.

The deceased is giving a message to give blow,
The life is but nothing in this prison below;
Only pain and lament, hollow to brow;
Burning self for a free Tibet glow.
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Mother

I yearn to relish the sweet memories of your love.  
The very aura, tingled and mingled me,  
With an angelic bliss.  
A sense of completeness cannot be explained  
But can be cherished only.  
Your lap is larger than this universe,  
I pray to frolic in your lap always.  
Your love is deeper than all the oceans,  
I want to drown in those deeps.  
I pray to dissolve my soul and self, in your love.  
I dream to touch you and touched by you,  
To sense you and sensed by you,  
To comfort you and comforted by you,  
And what not…..cannot say.  
I wish to be with you always and forever.  
Not for a day or two,  
But for lives and ages to come,  
If not physically then spiritually.  
Blessed by mother pine no crown.

From:  
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Mother And Child

When left bare, unprotected, un-sheltered under burning sun,
When left in lonely in forests, infested with noxious creatures,
When left alone to sink in tsunami, tornado and tempest,
Blessings of mother is always there to protect you and hug you.

She is always there to take all the pains, sorrows and miseries,
Protects her child from burning sun but she open to hot sun;
Protects her child from biting cold but she is bare under snow;
Mother remains hungry and thirsty but feeds her child a plenty.

Mother lives and dies with only a religion, to bless and to pray;
To shower all the joys and pleasures of the world,
And ready to suck all ill omens and bad luck;
So that her child can live with highest joy and bliss.

In the lap of mother lies the Heavens on earth,
In her blessings, blesses the angel Himself.
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Mother Cow And The Secular Republic

A beautiful cow- writhing for water;
I rushed to fetch some and cursing her tormentor,
Picked a bucket and for a fountain, I rushed;
And I collected some dripping from the rocks parched.

Her pained balls- roving around for some drops;
But gushing- I could see no crops;
The vision of exasperating Mother Cow,
Seeing water, parched nation and raving crows.

The pain- she was dead, water was not in her fate,
I did fetch water for her, but too late;
But it was not her fault,
Then who is to blame for this jolt?

Alas! Mother Cow has to die for water and space;
As we live in a secular, socialist republic, with an ugly face.

FROM:
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Mother Ganga

On both the sides huge mountains lies,
Long trees of deodar and teak fly;
That cloth the talls and kiss the sky:
And through the rocks, mother Ganga flows by.

Quenches the thirst of the skyscrapers cities,
Round and round people flee;
Looking to get some cool below,
Down in her bed mother flows.

Alas! Ashamed mother Ganga weeps;
To carry her waves into the deep,
She flows on a stinking bed;
Always shedding tears red.

Cursing herself as to why,
She left the curls high,
To be sullied by greedy churls;
No respite from the eddy of stinking whirls.

Devoured by greedy sons, secular;
Traveled long to cool the land vernacular:
Devotes wash their worldly sins;
And get Moksha with fulfilled dreams.

She left her mother Gangotri,
She left the land of holy trees,
To spread the twilight, cold and loam;
And nourish the dying springs with all the foam.

Flowing day and night and no rest,
Without any sweat on brow and breast;
Flowing for the salvation of humanity,
With all love and no vanity.

Delighted to see the ripe grain,
Shining green on hill and plain;
Lover of mother live without any pain:
And they do not need any external rain.
O dear mother, rest for time more;
Spread your wings on marshy and mossy shore:
O mother rest at the heart’s core please,
Your children keep dipping till time shall cease.

Calm the world, no pain shall wake:
Enjoy the sleep no nightingale shall break,
Till all the pleasures are enjoyed,
Body and soul, both are rejoiced.

DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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Moving And Breathing Graveyard

In a pasture dancing, playing and singing,
Cows, buffaloes, goats, dogs floating,
Under a greenwood tree all we resting,
Far from the maddening crowd disgusting.

Frightened by the puffs of whip master’s invasion,
Ran scarcely and sadly for safe habitation,
Sometime laugh, sometime crab at man’s compression,
Food, water, home is never a concern but liberation.

Man’s hunger, pride and prejudice is our lamentation,
Beaten mercilessly while escaping for safe consolation,
Even young and little are not free from this brute passion,
Moving, breathing graveyard is man’s belly and our cremation.

Doubt about to see next spring grass and sky,
In wire barb, are we seized and jailed, we cry,
Looking at moon, stars for help and mercy,
Life and joy sucked away dry.

Every drops of our milk is sucked away,
Like a pheasant, with tears bloody, always pray,
Man will be kind one day,
And animals will enjoy happy lane ways.

But on a day special, a bearded butcher appear,
And all my dear and near axed and disappear,
I was left to count my breather,
This man is not a God’s creature.

By: -
Dr. Yogesh Sharma
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Moving Towards Second Slavery

Rotating and rotating in the red fire
Brother cannot see his own brother;
System going haywire; the ruler cannot hold;
Complete chaos is spread, miseries untold.
The hot blood-deluge is gushed and all around
The honest and innocents are lost and laughed,
The masters have lost all sincerity, while the nastiest
Have all the fanatical might.
Definitely something wrong and shocking is near;
Perhaps Second Slavery is at close by.
The Second Slavery! Moment is that sound out
When a dreadful image of Taimur, Genghis Khan
Troubles my mind: somewhere in the sands of deserts
A demon with human body and heart of a butcher,
Must be on the prowl, a gaze ruthless and as ruthless
As the desert sun is burring all slowly but sure dead.
Real and harrowing shadows of the cruel desert lords,
Always keeps the land wet and red like perpetual dark.
But now I fear those six decades of shameless sleep
Have emboldened the dangerous rock frame
And the coarse monster in form of man,
To march with his marauder band of ISIS,
Stoop towards Delhi to re-incarnate the cruel Sultanate.
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Muddled Nation

Muddled nation now with sixty four years passed.  
How long will this muddy system last?  
Every year rouge tyrants declare they're gone.  
But we are cheated again and all went sad and wrong.

Seems so close now but remains so far.  
Nation is vexed and taxed by these Czars,  
Power and wealth will be mine and no grill,  
I love chair but I am muddled by your drill.

Without the loot I will never be fulfilled.  
However now I know all are for it and thrilled.  
I'm haunted and vexed, my spirit is killed.  
Bright sun and candlelight, I dearly need.

Tyrants come as beggars with a saucer in hand  
And take even last penny from the passing band,
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Multicultural Liberated Family

In a dark room,
Through heavy tapestry sunlight bloom.

Daughter, wife and husband,
Lonesome, baffled and stressed,
Laying on the hard pressed bed,
Staring at the running stars, with eyes red.

A pair of doves in the room,
Making love, unaware of the world’s doom,

Silently, stealthily,
Stole from their beds, sheepishly,
With heavy steps, moved to a mysterious lane,
Where men and women come and go, to tame.

Page 3 sportive people inhabit here,
Leave their doors ajar, there.
Eking out for social liberation,
Exposing them, for worlds’ hibernation.

Rubbing cheek to cheek and breast to breast,
Like two pigeons in one nest,
Crushing golden head by golden head,
Tasted the juice of forbidden fruit, red,

A storm, all calm and passion spent.
All returned with aching dent,
Pair of doves still making love, without vent,
Family was a multicultural liberated jaunt.

From:
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Murder In The Womb

It is a murder most foul
And most unkindest cut of all.
O love don’t slaughter me,
Even before I see the first ray
A ray of hope and life gay.

Killed even before I come to senses,
Womb to grave deep by those bloody hands,
Who brought me here,
Last laugh on my slaughter,
For world’ temptations it is all theater.

I am not a wild goose, hunted so ruthlessly.
Communist, socialist, secularist,
Left and right,
Hindu, Muslim, Sikh and cross,
All united in this dross.

No quota of caste, creed and religion,
All secular in this social justice,
A great national unity in this slaughter.
A creation of love and fragrance,
But reserved hate for this hidden star.

Thoughts vicious, process brutal,
To pick one and kill one,
Favorite for social liberation,
Pretend to opt the best,
But truly it is the worst.

A curse to our progress,
For jealous souls it is all theater,
Again parody of love,
Cheek to cheek and breast to breast,
Two pigeons in one nest.

Again theater of absurd,
And again I am a shuttle cock,
At the mercy of love dogs,
Life lost in silent cries,
O God! Save Oh! Save.

From:
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Silent lights twinkling,
Flashing - past the moonlight,
Out of train compartment,
Peeping through the trees,
The running light augmented the beats of my heart.

Beggars in holy saffron wait,
On the platform,
Their holy kamandal
Collecting dust and rain water,
But no offerings.

On the train trip,
Hawkers shouting their gullet out,
Selling cheaper fancy goods,
Ignorants buying,
The things but inside will forever bite their soul.

Stepping home - from lane to lane,
Crossing roads and streets,
Filled with dirt and stench,
Up to the street of Chatta Devi Das,
Down Padam Gate, Opposite Virat Bhawan.

Everything dusty, inside my home,
-the walls, sheet, fans, tea cups and glasses.
Brooding on the smell of glasses,
Still fresh in memory,
On a perfect wintry night- lest I die of cold.

Rising at the steps of Siddheshwar Temple,
I land, in an unknown space.
Looking for solace in a boundary-less cosmos.
Lost somewhere, on the remains;
This holy temple takes for eternal peace.

Of a starry and restless night,
Sweaty farmers working in wheat and sugarcane fields,
Siddheshwar pilgrimage attain glow and comfort,
To a forgotten self in a long journey of life:
Radiance in eyes and a new metaphor for life.

2.
I am in love with a land,
With a history of centuries,
As I walk down these dusty busy roads,
Centuries past flare my mind,
Questioning my existence.

Time pass and loath to wait,
Lord Siddheshwar, hidden in an ancient cave,
Protectors of truth and light from dark forces,
In this dark world, to make it livable,
And a learned Pundit blessing the devotees.

The rickshaw puller in rags and wrinkles;
Talked me in tired Hindi, all through the ride;
Crossing corners at careless speed,
Muttering Shiva hymns to get our destination sooner,
Defeating the unlit fear, brave soldiers of the believers.

Waiting for the divine light and miracle,
Where Shiv bhaktas meditative sat,
Observing fast at the Lord's feet -
So much peace in nothingness,
Thousands of bhaktas sat on holy land.

Waiting for prasadam,
Outside the temple, under the holy peepal tree,
Discussing Ram Temple at Ayodhya.
I photograph the Lord, with trident,
And His bejewelled nakedness.

Realisation then comes painless,
Far from grip of strong beliefs and worldly noise;
As I see birds and flowers at the entrance to the same cave,
The God's face illuminates,
Just when I thought I finally realised.

This life was in no way mine,
Never will be mine again,
Body left my self-aeons ago,
Before the light from heaven fell,
Time and fate played with the man.

3.
Time moves fast,
World filmed the acoustics of Lord,
To the chants of "O? Namah Shivaya..."
Reverberating across the cosmos.

And the blue Shiva on the temple gate,
In utter silence gazed,
At time holy saints smoking chilam on the floor.
Mohammad, our rickshaw puller,
Says he's a Muslim and dons a large yellow tilak.

Meanwhile, elsewhere realisation
Comes with a cost, in a dejected city;
It's never easy to stay balanced
On the dust remains of lost glories
Of my lost city - Khurja.

But balanced we must;
Escaping stars, strange planets, buses, cars,
Busy roads and lanes, across time zones,
And strives to not get slain,
By an unseen massive Superpower called Time.

For thy holy linga, milk, rice, flowers, dhatura;
But my own soul one with that super soul:
All the loaded honey of my life's desire,
And all the sweet memories from my trodden life drawn,
Of optimism up-leaping like the radiance of dawn.

The rhythmic structure,
A divine creation,
The unseen god evokes the scene, consciousness wakes.
Time begins. World chant "O? Namah Shivaya..."
Rhythm echoes the cosmos.

The bright headlights and yellow fairy lights,
Playing a game of hopscotch
In another man's dream.
The rickshaw puller smoke doused cigarettes,
And collect wasted alcohol bottles.
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My Country

Faceless, heartless, selfless people,
Castist, criminal, corrupt and communal,
Hailed as socialist and leader secular,
Floating in emptiness and delivering injustice,
Crushing and suppressing the human landscape.

Spectrum gossip, swindling, scams,
Kodas, Reddys, Jagans,
Mayas, Lalus and Mulayams,
Aubdullas, Karats and Karunanidhis,
Selling and marketing perverted strategies.

Burning Godhara, red Bengal, bloody valley,
Rioting Telengana fogging the sun,
Murder, rape, extortion, kidnapping,
Hogging the national light,
In troubled days and wild nights.

Manmohanics burning the nation,
With lust for power and anarchy
And where bones crack under burning wasteland,
Where future is dashed by idle and corrupt babus
And stains of blood glimmer on temple walls.

My dear country where merit bleeds
In the graveyard of truth,
Suffering, forbidden smile
Where people tick and click
To nothingness and only nothingness.

By,
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My Dear Exams

Exams are very dear to me,
They are our future.
They thrill us with pleasure,
It is a messenger to new leisure.

In our tension,
They take us to expedition.
In our life purpose,
They give us immense guidance.

In our tough time,
They are with positive solution
They bless all.
Without any QUOTA or RESERVATION.

Success in exams opens,
A new world of opportunities.
It is a game of chess,
Calculating every step.

Meritorious win every odd,
Mount new heights and exploring happy isles.
Proving a hidden treasure,
For brilliant and meritorious.

Have faith in Goddess Saraswati,
With discipline, dedication and devotion.
Ignore the beguiling world,
With a smiling heart.

It is a havoc for,
Undeserving, in disciplined rogues.
May the all powerful Exam,
Bless us all.

From:
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My Dear Feared Nation

A spiritual but sad nation amid the sea and Himalaya,
A huge but feared mass! Over stiller places;
No singing koel ever sing her song.
The hills are barren, no saver their huge slopes,
This has an angry and dangerous rock on,
Yellow and never blooming furze,
Ready to engulf all in its burning volcano,
Dry, harsh, spiky, as dry venomous cactus;
And through misty half transparent air,
The scorching sunshine spreads the scorching heat.

Oh! `Tis a sad heart, boiling nook!
Which all, me think, hate; to see?
The innocent lives, in their happy years,
Knew nothing about of folly, as had made,
Their lives were less secure and unwise!
Here they lie unknown on this cruel land,
These bright souls died unknown,
And from the sun, and from the cruel nation,
No one was there to dropp tears;
And butchered, with many feelings, many thoughts.

Made me saddened to see the cold hearth,
In their dreams, they saw happy world,
And sleeping heard singing koel,
Oh God! What a sad thing?
Never loved by secular brothers,
There on the troubled hills—
Intrusion, thunder and the volley of AK-47,
And the writhing dead corpse, fear and rage,
Hatred and banishment from their native valley:
Carnage and groans, ruled by dirty Gods.

Oh departed souls! Please forgive your countrymen!
They have hurt and insulted you very grievously,
A voice of accusations pierces chilled air,
The wretched enjoy all the good of life,
Countless and heartless, the sons of cruel God,
Schools and courts, council and offices;
All secularize, bribe and bribed;
Traders and solicitors, parliamentarians and bishops;
Rich, poor, old and the young;
All are betrothed to pattern of perjury.

We are the dead to our nation and people,
Now we live, feel dawn, see sunset glow,
Loved and were loved, and now we lie low,
Take up our quarrel with our friend
But love the foe with the hands chopped’
The flag; be ours but remains law;
Your break faith with those who die for us,
All sleep, though poppies grow in secular fields.
That faith does shake; the very name of God
Sounds like a juggler's charm; and, bold with joy.

Of millions and billions! Boys and girls,
And women, those would curse to see a child
Enjoy the black deed leading to pain and death,
The best amusement for their morning tea!
The poor wretch, who has learnt his only prayers;
From curses, and who knows scarcely life enough;
But ask free bites from his Heavenly Father,
Becomes an attractive life, absolute;
For power in victories and defeats,
And create perfumed terms secular and socialist for fratricide.

We have no feeling and feel no pain!
As if a patriot died without an enemy fire;
Alas! For centuries ignorant of all the pains
Her ghastlier pasts, famine, plague or slavery,
Battle, or siege, victory or defeat;
Or flight through wintry snows or burning heats,
We, this whole people, have been clamorous
For peace and non-violence; spirit sports,
To which we pay and paid dearly,
Only meek spectators and not combatants!

Immune to wrongs but unfelt,
However dim and vague, too vague and dim
Reject a justifying cause; but follow unjust:
Stuffed out with big and holy names,
And blessed by false Gods in Heaven,
We wait for the certain defeat and graceless death,
Not one or two but millions and billions! Boys and girls;
No God to judge them! Therefore, evil days;
Coming on us, like national festivals;
Wake up and see the world with eyes wide.

O my countrymen! Strong and respectful;
Should learn the meaning of the word life,
Force us to feel the ruin and the agony,
Of our past wrong doings, father and God!
O! Spare us yet awhile! Dying beneath;
The burden of their babes, sweet infants;
That but yesterday, laughed in the lap of their mothers;
Sons, brothers, sisters, husbands, fathers all;
Beware of the infidel's hatred, make yourselves pure!
Stand up! Be men! Repulse the ugly foe.
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My Dear India

I love my dear India,
It is full of great idea.
Punjab is for chivalry, bravery and fighting,
Bengal is for art, creativity and writing.

Rajasthan is for patriotism and history,
Maharashtra is for glorious victory,
Karnataka is for priceless silk,
And Haryana is for strength and milk.

Kerla is for penetrating brain,
Utter Pradesh is for nutritious grain,
Himachal Pradesh is for juicy apples,
And Orisa is for majestic temples.

Madhya Pradesh is for tough tribals,
Bihar is for rich minerals,
Uttranchal is for heavenly beauty,
Seven sisters of north-east are for rich variety.

Alas! Kashmir is for destruction,
But Bharat Mata is for resurrection,
All the states stand for strength and unity,
My dear India baths in rich tranquility.
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At a dawn, up, I stirred;
Like a twinkling star,
The earliest issue that I raised
To me, I asked, how you are.

I and my mind, strong-willed;
To enjoy fun and fun;
Because, ignore to work, I decided;
On that day, for me it was none.

Out of my door, coolly I paced:
As a cool and disciplined guy;
A query came to my mind,
Was, where to go and why.

To set out and eat, I decided;
A tasty plum cake, but not fake;
In a crowded mall, with a cold:
And delicious banana shake.

Contented, came back and faced;
Mom at the door, fumed;
Shocked as, in the morning she was friend,
But now like a foe, turned.

Apologetic and sorry, I whispered;
And crossed the threshold to the house,
Yelled like a lamb, scared;
When I saw a big black mouse.

A slap on my back, shattered;
My peace and memory got hindered;
With love, my mom, I realized;
Was little short tempered.

Put out of senses, my mind;
And my teary eyes, just opened;
Looking at here and there, appalled
As if I was dampened.
Shell shocked; with a yawn, up I roused;
And a glow and smile on my face;
Got relaxed and fresh out of a dream:
With God’s blessings and grace.
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My Father

My father was a born teacher;
He shaped scores of future,
By teaching his best to dusty feature.

My father was a born orator;
He could mesmerize full class room learner,
Of rude and rusty stuff, but without teacher.

Teaching to him was a prayer,
At home prepared hard he, would utter;
Greatly pleased to see pupil enjoy in butter.

Each word and sentence,
He spoke, aimed over and over, with credence;
For his pupil, his presence lead to confidence.

My father stayed close,
At Khurja with worthy acceptance,
A teacher, a preacher, a man and an Indian resilience.

Shakespeare, Vivekananda were his chase,
Deeply liked them for their stuff and promise,
Overwhelmed to see free and innocent teenage applause.

Each night back at home with views;
My father was in love with national news,
While the radio fought its battles with China and Pakis.

He never liked to leave dues,
Always a happy pal of social lives,
Helped and guided the tired out of dark chimes.

Words he spoke were softies,
Never chase any quota or favor routes,
His heart melted for merit weak, always.

The entire city,
School, shrines, precinct, with all vanity;
All section of populace branded with my father's charity.
One sad wintry and foggy day,
His heart pained to force him fly,
His towering figure collapsed, left him breathless and dry.

Cried all and one on his itinerary,
He was not for life's tolls, tricky and greedy;
His message was love, honest care and speedy.
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My Father & Me

Father, when I look in the mirror,
I see you there,
I am at the same Age now,
When you departed for your heavenly abode.

I remember and cry for you in unvoiced pain,
See my agonizing eyes,
Gazing back to at me,
I feel your emotions and blessings with me.

Answering my own feelings just,
As you might have felt,
When you left your dear son Father,
I wish I could hug you.

I wish to feel your love of your bosom,
Your warm breath on my face,
To put the dust beneath your feet,
On my head, to get the highest bliss.

I still miss you at this age,
When all are with me,
Comfort me in your absence,
By your selflessness, your patience.

Blessed by father,
Needs no blessings,
Protected by father,
Needs no protection.
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My Father And The Curse Of My Nation

I heard my heavenly father, last night,
What is your dear nation's curse? Write
And throw it beyond Himalayas, high,
I trembled, collecting my father's sigh.
I can't do, my dear father!
There are many curse but ask my brother.
I am pressed by love and patriotism.
The voice shouted to shun hypnotism.
My father's word in mind,
Generated radiant and vigor in side.

II
Tender little hands of children begging in streets,
Brutal and intoxicated fathers musing in fleets.
Donors giving through misty doors,
This is unknown to fair floors.
For right of freedom, this crowns,
The rogues as lords in Parliament frown.
Tears in eyes, I cried, patriotism means,
Self interest, corruption and rotten dreams.
As honest and intelligent have lost their claim,
Corrupt touching glory and nation in drain.

III
Secular cry breeding fanatic name,
Social justice prospering caste chain,
Tainted rulers dance while enemy conspire,
Brave soldiers are fried on crying pyre,
Jihadi killers dance while innocent cry,
Bloody red hidden in white to rob every pie,
Alter decorated with anarchic laws,
To strangulate the weak and just with claws,
There my father cried in terse,
Shall thou write my nation's curse.

IV
Now modern women have only know,
To cheat hearts with tears false blow
And swap bed every day and night,
Every right is wrong and wrong right.
Framed racial and communal laws,
To bestow trump powers to our foes,
Here wise man choose to silence,
And fools throw tantrums on their glance,
Where unmerited groups laugh at your gate,
Merit is scorned and measured without weight.

As you turn your body to side,
Met with foul tradition and conscience tide,
Power shines with mirth deadlier best,
All this I wrote to mourn the test.
This is the curse, open to all to read,
Go with ill doers, my father cried
And furl your flag with sick brewers,
Now cannot be changed a new,
Six decades of ill governance,
Has dried and sucked all fragrance.

With heart sinking and tears in eyes,
Death can change this entire fry,
Otherwise rot will go on,
With all my blessings to you to worn,
Saddened to leave you alone here,
As I cannot be no more with you there,
Left crying in a cruel winter evening,
Twenty years have passed by mourning,
His sudden march to the kingdom of death,
Left we orphaned as a traveler without sheath.

That mighty soul, sober, cool and austere,
Must be shining in some unknown sphere,
Enjoyed his shadow as wise banyan keeps boughs under,
Here he was to beat the storms and not to flounder,
Helping and guiding the masses in need,
With a happy and honest hand indeed,
True servant of Almighty in this world wild,
Goddess Saraswati seated on tongue with message mild,
Such souls loved and needed in ages all abound,
Pray to Master to reincarnate him again around.
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My India

My India,
Born in her soil,
Played in her lap,
Sleeps loftiest and oldest
Civilizations of humans;
Developed into shape,
Under her care,
My India.

Life,
Springs, summers, winters;
Falls, rivers, mountains, valleys;
All leap into joyful delights.
Birds, animals, flowers,
Breathe hilarious life in me,
Giving world a meaning of life,
My India.

A nation,
So great-
Diverse but one,
Wide and long highways,
Braves guarding the borders,
Tell thy march,
With the future growth,
My India.

Her soul,
A tranquil temple,
To the warring world,
Giving a message,
Of love, non-violence,
Brotherhood, tolerance:
For every confused creed,
My India.

My heart will sing and dance;
To breed the civilizations,
Night and day for world peace,
Oceans of love for her,  
A piece loving pigeon,  
Never my adoration  
Will cease,  
My India.
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My Lord!

There speed is slower than the bullock cart,  
But their bills are higher than the Rolls Royce,  
Powers more deadlier than the Ashwathama's Bram Astra,  
Mind and action as ugly as toad,  
Sees the fellow citizens with eyes squint,  
Lives and dies for pleasures high,  
Free bites are treats as corrupted ties,  
Imposing like a despot, hanging with pleading beggars.

Crush the world beneath their false stature,  
Dump the brochures in shoes and socks,  
Indifferent to the effect of wavering mind-set,  
Become a frame tuned to lies, con and callousness,  
Arrogant, mute, dumb and stone voices,  
O my Lord! Convert make them sane My Lord.
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My Mother

I live with a caring woman, gorgeous in her bones,
When I cried, she would doubly moan back then;
Ah, when she enthused, she stirred many tones:
She posses all the beauty, the most dazzling bottle can!
She possesses all the virtues only goddess can leak;
All the creative minds grew up to seek,
To chant in groups, from toe to peak.

She taught me best of life! With love fondled my chin,
She schooled me, go round, and go round, and stand;
She taught me handle, and made harsh air thin;
I hold tightly her tender but strong hand;
Like a bright sickle; always ready to me rake,
Always hounding her from behind for her sweet sake,
But what remarkable clipping of her I, did make.

Loves me like a gander, loving a goose:
When the night winds cry, her lips squeezed, the errant air to seize;
She acted fast, and acted fast to tame and loose;
My heart and eyes, astounded at her stubborn knees;
Her feeble parts could find difficult to keep a pure repose,
Her legs and hips tremble with a trembling pause,
She moved in slowly and slowly but with definite cause.

As seed plants grass, but grass turns into hay:
She is gladly willing victim to my happy tone;
Does not know free will, for her own happy ray,
She always shielded me like a shadow white as stone.
But no body can count her love infinity in days,
These old bones live to guard me from wanton ways:
Deemed her time, as my own time and body sways.
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My Mother-1

My mother respired in me
She gave her blood, her flesh
Her bones, her love and all.
She burnt herself and her candle of love
Till her final call by the divine.
Calling me by her side when she started her journey.
Her gigantic love, surrender and sacrifice,
Unassuming nature and endurance are unparalleled.
Grown in her splendour, in her affection and devotion.
She has dwarfed the light of Sun, Moon, and stars.
My spirit has now blended in her.
May her spirit settle in me forever and forever.
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My officer with a battered face,
And officer with a patriotic grace.
Fallen into the enemy base,
Ejecting after winning the race.

They trapped him on their terrain bays,
Pounded on him in most inhuman ways,
Some sane men in uniform rescued and lays;
Unaware of his identity and arrays.

With dignity, poise and elegance highest,
A fighter pilot of the Indian Air Force, greatest;
Battered, wounded, but a self-righteous face, brightest;
Unbelievable for Jihadists to understand the race, bravest.

If only the slaughterers could understand tranquillity,
Appreciate an atom of the same serenity,
And grasp that their terror love noise and divisibility;
It is an absurd, horrible blare and culpability.

My officer with a battered face but bright eye;
Stood there unyielding and high,
Beamed in the presence of his subjugators, pass by;
And taught us the greatest example of a patriotic guy.

That valour is not purchased from Amazon or,
Cannot be discussed or understood on Prime Time.
It is not the type of secularism or tolerance wine;
For lounger aggravators, it is not the rhyme.

My officer with a battered face, sturdy nerve;
Grateful for your commitment and verve,
Your rank and gallantry is an example tough,
It is a rare sight, rare souls deserve.

For those whose wrath takes gun today,
They have a full understanding of what fate is on way,
To parachute lands into foe terrain, eager to slay;
Deadly hit by the foe in an air combat fray.
My officer with a battered face, tall;  
You have given a message to us all,  
You can fly an aircraft at high alacrity and call,  
And hit the target, never to fail and fall.

Maintained your exuberance and energy in an era, adverse;  
Of doubt, death, sacrifice and conscience fierce;  
Kept your face high and took the brew, pierce;  
Nation salutes your velour and sacrifice.

My officer with a battered face but savoury;  
You have given a meaning to life and bravery,  
We sleep soundly and you are guarding frontiers, gallantly;  
Kindle fire and boil fresh brew blithely.
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Mysterious Love

We run here and there looking for true love,
In search of that love perfect,
Some get it comfortably, what they desire;
Where as some remain unlucky for life.

And at times, you will hit upon,
The solitary line you've been pining for,
But fail to locate smiling face in front of you,
The entire life goes as, love is sightless.

Years of hard work, companionship;
But it was one hug or kiss,
To sit in the heart and mind of the beloved,
Then it is oneness, love, fervor and affection.

Then it is settled in eyes, in heart,
In arms, in mind a loving and joyous presence;
Like an angel, rays of splendor,
And it is like a joy for ever.

Energy of splendor explodes from the sky,
She, like a bud tag his name;
And the beloved respond like a flower;
It is worshiped you forever.

That is all will be known,
No more ifs and buts;
No more could be's', because;
Love mysterious is settled in eyes.

Not scarcely meaningful, until you open your eyes;
To an existence of bliss as most of the time;
Love is blind and the gloom and crime,
That may genesis, 'May in peace be ushered in.'
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Mystery Of Life

We are eternal wanderers,
Unaware of past and future,
Two souls in one, only desire,
Wish to stop time like a slayer.

Our existence is like heavy clouds,
Roaming with hearts in love wild,
Bodies lay unclaimed on the sand,
Like two pigeon in love band.

Warm breath makes us realize about life,
I and ego lost in worldly strife,
Body and soul linked with higher soul alike,
Face once strange, now side by side,
Very near to heart with full ride,
This is but the mystery of life’s tide.

FROM:
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I am the muse of this Barren Forest,
I am the voice of its spirit, solitary Bard!
I see its past, present and future;
I carry the name beyond, till eternity.

Meeting the globe and stars,
Even the days when the days were worst,
Past drew on thee my dearest regard,
In the voyage and pen the course of history.

For I felt wondrously musing,
Of glory, grace and forlorn antiquity;
Scenes, making and un-making suffusing;

My mother, sister and beloved never,
Seem to miss much either.
Used to my bizarre writings,
Still my grave waits a rose, never to drop.

I see myself in some nameless grave,
The epitaph faded and invisible.
And in non-descript lingo,
Is written about the bard died, Ages ago.

Here lies one who penned man and God,
Waste not your tears on him, he was a rock;
Writing fierce things for his pleasure,
Thank the God, he is no more, this son of fire.
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Nandigram, The Moaning Village

This is parish of Nandigram,
Bengal’s flowerless garden,
The furnace of hope
Where deaf and dumb men inhabit,
A narrow, disturbed, burning grave.

Here I see the charging comrades,
But the workers, in tatters,
Digging their hands down the dustbin
marking on him
The tag of poverty.

I see the fast lorries
Packed with dead bodies,
Crawl over torturous mud and dirt,
Waiting for their cruel comrades to relieve them.

I see loading and unloading of guns
Holed the bodies of toiling masses,
Like a rag.
Here time crumble
Over lifeless shadows.

It dumps on the cadaver of merit
Now being gulped
By the merchants of death
Like a goblin ready to burst
By brutal barrenness.

I breathe the noxious of the cruel air
Ready to burn my heart
As dead eyed maidens
Ride on carcass of bulls,
Pass coarse smiles.

Crude eyes gaze hard
On my white kurta,
Now reddened by the blood of falling farmers,
Wailing toward the starless sky
Silently praying for mercy.

The fragrance of our land
Is destroyed by the fusillade
Of the wanting comrades,
And the nation is moving the wheel
Layered with blood.

This is not a garden
This is a live graveyard
Where hopes of the masses are buried
It is a victory day for the comrades
Celebrated with the blood of innocent.

O God, help us,
As they do not know
What they are doing,
Or they are also the one
Who are brutalized by fellow comrades.

O God, deluge your brutal justice
As we are here in a failing state
Where threatening revolutionaries
Dance by night
O God, save us.

From:
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Narendra Modi—icon Of Patriotism

It merits nothing that a patriotic leader,
Greed for power, wealth, luxuries and feed;
In this rich land of vast opportunities and pleasure,
Showered with divine powers and gifts, but no caste and creed.

But plundered by secular laws and division,
People here loot, drink and marry and don't work hard;
Conditioned by unequal laws and creating savage race and region;
That pelt stones, kill people and love enemy nations and their ward.

I cannot let my people and nation bleeding,
And shed blood to save my people and nation;
I am a name, loved by patriots but unpatriotic, cursing:
Roamed with a hungry heart to wipe out anti-national creation.

Manners, development, honesty, good governance and hard work;
All are dear to me and no inhibitions,
And with a brave and honest heart fights with the enemy fork,
On this dear land of Gujarat with its children.

I leave my imprint on all; I ever meet, in any direction;
But all the vast experience, I use to enrich and strengthen my land:
How lifeless it is, a life without positive action;
Like a sword kept in dark sheath, unused.

But every moment I want to serve, before my last breath;
To usher an era of celestial happiness,
God has given me this duty to serve my land, people and their health,
And in my actions, promises to be most blameless.

Duty bound to almighty God,
And vows to do some noble work, before He calls back;
My countrymen join and strengthen my hands,
To work for a new and happy nation, with rich sack.

Neither beloved nor cute off spring,
To whom I hoard and loot,
Only my nation and people well loved of me, in my ring;
To fulfill my dreams with empowered roots.
Get up for my marvelous designs,
Struggle to cross the heights of western world,
Attained by Mittals, Hindujs, Aggarwals and Pals;
Never to submit in will and method.
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Nation In Mask

Nation wears many masks those grin and lie,
They hide our crushed cheeks and hollow eyes, -
This price we pay for secular and socialist guile;
With hungry bellies and ghost frames we smile,
And lecture in high tone with false hug and cry.
Why should our leaders be less wise,
In counting all our tears and sighs?
No, we are only numbers to them, while
We too wear the mask high.
They smile, but, O Lord Krishna, on our cries
To see us hungry and naked, their souls arise.
We sing, but oh the soil beneath our feet is vile
But let this nation dream otherwise,
We wear the mask; and long the mile.
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Nation In Tears

Of this national theater in which we stay,
My people, deaf and dumb sit
Ignoring wrongs and all the pageants play,
Supporting and loving the offending wit.
Always enjoy when no glad occasion fits,
And remain masked in myth in this comedy:
Soon after when their joy to sorrow flits,
I cry and wail on this theater of tragedy.

Yet She, beholding all with optimistic eye,
False delights, nothing fail and smart:
But when I laugh she mocks, and when I cry
She laughs with hardens heart.
What then can change her? If not people’s pain and moan,
She is not a nation, but a senseless stone.
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Nation and Nationality,
Must live together.
India is a nation,
Without nationality.

Crabbed Nation and tempered Nationality
Cannot live together.
Nation is full of pleasure,
When nationality is full of care.

Nation can enjoy pleasant mornings,
Only when
Nationality has fire within.

India is a nation
Full of high talk,
Where Nationality is an endangered species,
Young Nation has lame nationality.

Nation is warm and bold
Nationality is weak and cold
India is tame, India is wild,
Multiculturalism has devoured

The nation and Nationality and
Our self has been divided into

VULGAR SECULARISM,
DIVISIVE QUOTAS &
NARROW-PAROCHIAL REGIONALISM.
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Nation Without Passion

Thy own cherished laws hast spoiled thy nation,
All the books piping the masses to degeneration,
As the pain deadliest, emerged from the ocean;
Men venomous, dropping on the holy land and occasion,
And has made every roaring river vile creation.

As all have out borne the ages in drain,
The reapers pull their yoke in pain,
Lost his sweat and lost his green in lane,
And rotted before his youth gleam and gain,
Where living cry for spring cheers and rain.

No night joy with moon and stars found,
Hath cry in anger and lash the wind,
Misery and disease go round,
Through the deadly head bound,
And mourn the season’s disaster hound.

Chiding autumn, crude winter, fiery summer glide,
Left the liveries and lives to chide;
And we helplessly see the horrific sins ride;
Racism and quota has weakened the pride,
Nation’s disintegration is on history pages wide.
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With passing years for the nation that dies without battle;
Only the artificial fire of the rusted guns,
Only the faltering and false words’ rapid rattle,
Can nurse out only false and unachievable illusions.

All laugh at, for her; no neither love nor holy bells;
Nor any loyal voice of mourners for martyrs,
The cry, pain and demented elegy of empty shells;
And leaders laughing at, from corrupted sad shires.

O God! Lit the lamps to flee the evil roll,
Not in the hands of traitors, but in their heart and eyes;
Must flow the bright glimmers of good ties,
The joy of masses’ brows ought to be their call;
The flowers of sweetness and joy set in minds,
And each sick vibes flee down of finds.
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Think about the time and age,
Else, a good number disease breeds.
You revolutionary of death and hate!
You have become a slaughterer,
But feign like protector and fighter,
And at once got hundreds of marauder,
In your brutal command.

In revolution,
You look the pleasure of the toxic flesh.
You feel no shame to mutilate,
Even on the corpse of dead challenger,
This brand of revolution,
You are bound to rot with worst pain,
Due to the sighs of innocent's blood.

A burly storm sets in the air,
Delivering the message of,
Your sins and brutality;
Across the country and oceans;
Every rule of your's,
Throw back the nation a century in time,
Where bloodbath is your religion.

Revolution is another name,
For the despotic rule.
I am a virgin soul,
Raped and repressed even after crosses death,
Every time you pull me out of my pyre and rape me,
Your book of comrades and revolution,
Always covered in a condom.
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Nehru- A Misplaced Icon

Born and brought up with all the riches,
Followed blindly missionary glitches,
Married to romantic, left, Islamic, preaching;
I always think and ponder on his Jesus leaning,
But see on weak and weary spot,
Over many a great and curious lot.

On his misplaced socialism, without horizon,
While I remain silent and frozen,
On all his great and glorious sales,
Presented to all and sundry with all the big tales,
Is it dream or reality or farce or nothing more?
In this poor nation, horror haunted- tell the true tale, I implore.

Ah, distinctly I remember it was in the bleak winter,
He donated big chunk of land to enemy China, in slumber:
Cheated upon the nation as Hind-Chini bhai-bhai,
From my books I learn t he created Kashmir troubles high,
For always follow radiant maidens and radiant boys,
Thrilled and filled all with fantastic terrors and joys.

Deep into that darkness peering, big nation stood, fearing,
Doubting, dreaming dreams no nation ever lost to dreaming;
But his size was unbroken, and the high talks remained only,
Much I marveled this ungainly fowl to hear discourse so plainly,
For we cannot help agreeing that he was human but faster,
Brought for toiling, unhappy masses, unmerciful disaster.

But the ugly secular farce still beguiling all my fancy,
Then he planted rot and the air grew murkier, stinking palsy,
Swung by courtiers whose footfalls tinkled on the decked floor.
'Wretch, ' I cried, 'Why God has sent him – with his vulgar lore,
'God! ' cried I, 'thing of evil- but icon still, if leader or devil! -
Corrupt tempest sent, and tossed Nepal’s love without strong goal.

Desolate yet all undaunted, on this grieving land-
And the icon, never flitting, still is sitting, with his band,
On the gigantic bust every where just above parliament door;
And the lamp-post o'er him lighted dimly, throws his shadow on the floor.
And his eyes have all the seeming of a demon's that is dreaming,
The icon reading these lines is smart, classy but wrongly performing.
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Nepal Earthquake

Lives were rattled in a moment,
Only devastation and devastation! ! ! !
The empire of death and destruction,
Deaths, blood, wounded and Hunger! ! !
Crying, wailing but no solace.

The hunger, the sweat, the cries,
Trying to beat – the death and time.
Wounded hands – assisting wounded;
Broken back, legs and hands,
Struggling to re-start – once again.

Disheveled hairs, malodorous bodies,
Yet from sunrise to moon rise,
Struggling between life or no life;
Even stars hide and refuse to shine for them,
Only silence of dark and death – their dreams.

They need love, care and blessings,
But media, NGOs, activists, all jostle;
Like butchers, scrap dealers or grave diggers;
Heaven does not smile nor hunger stop;
Death and death all the way and day, and keeps smile at bay.....
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Never Thought Of This

I never thought of this to happen,
That you will come so close to me.
That I will be lost in you for ever,
As lotus in water,
Or as heavy clouds rain on,
Thirsty meadows,
I never thought of this.

You will cover me like a blessed cloud
And it was beyond my imagination,
That you will cling to me,
As green grass with the field
And never get freedom to fly in the sky.
You will come to shun my slumber,
I never thought of this.

For whom the peacock dances,
For whom the nightingale sings,
Roamed through many meadows with you,
I never thought of this to happen.
Thoughts are wounded; healed by love balm,
Life is so intoxicated to dissolve you in my breath,
I never thought of this.

FROM:
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New Year And The World

I started my New Year seeing beautiful flowers,
Flowers were intoxicated by the humming of bees,
Bees were dancing and inviting warm sun in their wings,
Sun was dancing in the splashing through river waves.

Rivers were nourishing and watering trees,
Trees were giving happy and cozy homes of chirping birds,
Birds were invited by earth swinging her arms,
Earth created days of loving emotions.

Days unfolds miracle of New Year,
Flowers, bees sun, rivers, trees and earth dear:
Days and every New Year with lively laughter,
Showers auspicious splendor of New Year.

Morning brings Hope and Afternoon, Faith, best;
Evening brings Love and Nights, Rest;
Days brings and fulfills Hope without test,
New Year blesses all with Hope, Faith, Love and Rest.
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Newly Wed At Kumbh Mela

Swiftly knocks down on me at dawn on the Holy Ghat,
There, viewing the wonderful Triveni, I sat;
Of Mata Ganges, Yamuna and Saraswati;
The breeze dished their melody in my soul, pretty;
Gently touches my eyes and subsistence;
Again and again cooling and blessing my existence.

Lost and closed my eyes to enjoy divine event,
Felt my love quietly glides his hands under my dart,
I flushed and rosy, mortified, blazed but flat;
Sensed the blood pulsating in my sanctuary, secret.

MY fleeing brain with no notion who gave me a hand,
Moving closer, faster and tenderly, cuddled;
When I opened my eyes, I dreamy whispered;
It was celestial breeze at Kumbh Ghat, cold.
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Nido Tania

Tangled and spiked hair;
You lay lifeless, alone;
You hit your head and nails;
You cried so hard
On cruel and brute lanes.
You dance you sing;
But stopped crying and laugh;
Heart stopped to swing,
Like a trashed pendulum.

You lay lifeless but a name;
All with anger, recalling;
No love was there,
once, everlasting.
You vomit blood,
What we had and
Victim of ugly racism,
Preached by hideous kings.
No inkling, no input, no reply.

I howl seeing you, like this.
Gone out of your senses,
And gone with
The winds for ever.
I hand these tears, to you
the pain you left,
Never to return from day one
when you were real and there;
Still fresh and chirping.
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Nira Radiaaaaa.........

Nira Radia, the suave and intelligent charmer;
Has a very mysterious hot line receiver,
She is a very fascinating whistle blower,
Exposed the chinks in the armor,
Of industry, politics, media and Prime Minister:
Stripped Raja, Tata, Barkha and meek Sardar;
Caught them high, dry and unaware;
And flew the insects out of their drawer.

Then one bright day, Swami- the Great! Exposer;
Opened the rotten pals to the printer,
Suddenly free and honest writers and raiders,
Danced and jumped to the Swami and Radia tuner,
All beat on this new prized catch to a new meter,
And left shell shocked and naked all the brokers.
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No Man’s Land

They want to shout,
But don’t let others’ speak,
Because they shout,
To silent the world.

They are writing,
But cursing others’ pen,
Because their free writing,
Is to dry others’ ink.

They are reading,
But don’t let others’ read prayer,
Because their reading,
Has no civil language.

They are running,
But don’t let other’s breath,
Because in this mad race,
They don’t want others’ happy ending.

They are making their own castle,
But don’t let others’ work,
Because they work to make,
Others’ senseless and lifeless.

God created man to work like a man.
But in this Dark Age,
There is no one like man.
This is No Man’s Land.

FROM:
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No Second 1947

Why should for eternity blame the nation terror and rogue
For all the killings and wailing
Rains the miseries and death on secular nation,
Or filled the lanes and roads with cadavers and carcass.
Had they but valor and humanity like human?
What could have made them peaceful with a mind
That non-violence and tolerance made simple like Ganga water,
With heart and soul like a soft heart like mother, a kind
That is not natural with a faith like theirs.
Baptized to be wicked and cruel and most ruthless.
Why, what could they do, being what they are?
Was there another 1947 for them to burn?

Dr. Yogesh Sharma
Nri

From childhood dreamt to be an NRI been,
As poor Indians; I do not want to be seen,
As I landed on an alien shore; I could ring
My passions from a joyous spring.

Lost in a new world but I could not taken,
My joys; I could not awaken:
My heart failed to dance at that tone;
And all I found, I found all alone.

Brooding past in my mom’s arms, in the dawn
Of all the tempests of life could not drown,
Saved from every storm of good and ill,
That love and mystery, tie me still.

Just before the sunset, all eyes set hither;
Father on my one side, mother on my other:
Brother on my left, sister on my right:
Good morning, my brother, my sister, good night.

Here amongst the hot torrents and wild fountains,
Hitting hard the red cliffs of red mountain,
Sun seemed to me as red ball that round me rolled,
Perhaps In its autumn lies my destiny cold.

Frightened by the thunder and lightning in the sky
As I pass ghost of memories fly by,
Life beaten blue, by the thunder and the storm,
Like withered leaves of autumn, life took the form.

Crawled and drowned under the black rain,
Of suffering and lonely in long train;
When the rest of the world was happy and blue,
I saw my self surrounded by demons in my view.
O Captain! My Sick Captain

0 Captain! My Sick Captain! One failed inning you played,
The nation has faced all the odds, the reward pined is relayed.
The target was easy, fragmented mind, people crying,
The courtier taste the cream, nation is sad and dying.
I see the bleeding masses in tattered,
My crowned Captain feigning cold and dead.
0 Captain! My Sick Captain! Get up and see the toll,
Rise up to furl the flag and hear the call.
People offered you banquets and wreaths taming,
But crushing them by your misdeeds, you are turning.
Lost in burqa, pagri and quota race,
Never thinks of hunger, thirst and labor rage.
My Captain turning aside, his lips are pale and still,
My leader does not feel the pain, no face, no will.
Crown is placed safe and sound, target closed and won,
From divided nation, the victory touched with sweet run.
Listen sad cries and ring the bell right,
Don’t be afraid of Madam White.
Crippled on the red My Captain lies,
Fallen cold and dead he cries.

FROM:
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O Man! Have Mercy

Today, from unfathomable within my heart I cry;
That today is not a pious day but sad, I say;
Ignorant devotees don't offer a damn care,
This faith is a source of terror and terrible night mare,
I pray for them to be loving and kind, caring,
For ignorant it is faith and sacrificing;
It happens with both me and my friend,
On this so pious day I am slaughtered to a sad end.

The whole life we stared for bliss, but fated for a hunt,
And after seeing the sword of butcher, we have learnt:
God created you and me to enjoy happiness,
But ignorant spreads pain and darkness;
No faith preaches to be bloody and assassin;
All are formation of God, designed for love and gain.
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O Mighty Banyan! I Cry For You

O mighty Banyan, I cry for you,
I saw you, huge, towering,
Fluttering merrily in the field,
Showering many things to the world frozen,
Without any quota and will.

It was feast to mind and body,
Clothing our bare mother earth.
Alas! The feast was cut short.....
O! What a sad scene?
Mighty Banyan was cut down.

Lying lifeless, withering and decaying,
How helpless and sad the mother felt,
Without her dear creation?
Why do trees thrive?
If this cruelty is their fate.

Still they flourish, knowing well,
They will be cut down,
Only to fragrant the earth.
Why man kill these high and mighty things,
Who bestows the world with priceless gifts?

O mighty Banyan, you blessed Lord Buddha,
With knowledge divine.
Why don’t reincarnate yourself?
To teach these beguiling people,
A lesson of love and humanism

If I had the power,
I would have stand you again,
But helpless I am .....helpless,
Except eyes who see this plunder,
And water the wounded mother earth with tears.

O what a happy sight,
Tender tendrils shoots, visible again,
From the womb of wounded mother earth,
Mighty Banyan is born again,
To forgive and bless the repenting world.

O man don’t cut these priceless gift of god,
Care about your mother, fellow creatures and thyself,
To live happily with fellow brothers,
O mighty Banyan never left us again,
Bless the world as you blessed Buddha.
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O Mohammad

A light hidden deep in stacks of straw,
And blankets dense of darkness mound,
You blasted into world with celestial flaws,
A hand for believers who live in gloom round.

Florew the gifts immense in a world so dry,
Enriched by the selfish love high,
River of blood flowed from never die man’s pie,
Blood for blood, eye for eye, became pleasure sigh.

Alas! His disciples made hell this world’s lot,
A bloody inferno where jihadis slit innocent throats,
Where bullet and bombs freely hurled and float,
In a mad and bloody world we gloat.

O Mohammad! Once again reincarnate yourself to purge,
And treat the world, crying for dirge.
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O My Dear Nation

Gloomy 2010 is vanishing in the layers of past,
O God! Not to show again these sad cast,
Moving on the ground, feet become red;
Where aching head of people has no comfort,
And people are grey before time and appearance dead.

O My dear Nation! O 2010! O Life! O Time!
On whose last steps I pass without rhyme,
Shivering at that where I had stood before;
When will return the glory of your prime?
No more -Oh, never more!

Out of the day and night
All the joys have vanished out of sight:
Fresh spring, warm summer, and happy winters door,
Move my faint heart with grief, and without light
Repeat 2010- No more -Oh, never more!

Dr. Yogesh Sharma
O! Lord Krishna

Your grandeur is divine,
Radiance is never ending,
Kingship eternal,
And majesty is timeless.

Your lustre benevolent,
Your Kingship fabulous,
Your grandeur is with dignity,
And brightness is gorgeousness.

Your greatness never declines,
Your splendour mesmerises the spirit,
Your radiance boosts love,
Your rule has timelessness.

O the Supreme, the bestower, the Giver.
Compassionate and benevolent ambience,
Man violates and commits the sin of hate:
You pardon on his remorse.

Your Divine existence, felt by noble souls,
Your tranquillity and peace remain forever,
With love in world multiples,
O Krishna! Your Maya wipes out tears and pain.
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O! My Love

Oh My God! , O! My life;  
How you became my Soul Mate?  
Always in my heart, like a medal;  
Perhaps an award, with gem of a luck.  
For my happiness and bliss, a comfort;  
For my righteous actions.

O! My Peerless Creator of Time.  
Bless my soul, and enlighten my being,  
Give me wings, to take my beloved,  
And cross the ugly world, .  
And fly high smoothly to the goal,  
Away from the jealous eyes.

O! My Master of my inner being,  
Have compassion and grace,  
For my new journey,  
Until the day of judgment.  
Grant me the strength and charm,  
To place my love on Heaven's threshold.

O! My Ever lasting Love.  
My every breath is for You.  
My heart beats, with your beats;  
Place my soul entangling, her soul;  
Accept me O love, allow me;  
To be lost and dissolve in you.
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O, My Love!

The pink panorama Sun is sinking low,
Rainbows colours are slowly vanishing,
Birds are flying back to their cosy nests,
And the tired shepherd, with his flocks,
Striding, back to his pasture.

The shadows are longer and longer,
My longing for my darling is higher and higher,
My pulses, my pains are on fire,
O, My Beloved! Show your glance and countenance.
Before, the soft gleaming lamp is put to rest.

The gloomy nights weaken my optimism,
My longing to melt in you
Has brought never-ending tears to drop,
Freezing winds cannot calm my ache,
For my multi coloured love, to blossom eternally.
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Ode To A Beloved

That ray of grace and serene on your face,
Disclose the blush of days gone.
And now, worries of a gloomy era:
Crawl now, under tall towers,
Creeps under sad trees on insecure steps.
Fragile iron cars parked on sides,
An coerce garrison of brute masters.
Ejecting in high-fie flow,
And moved towards her,
Huddled in her closet upstairs.
Evening emerges slowly and slowly,
With shadows longer and longer.
Cold, dark layer with grimy ends,
Covering daylight but gloomy.
All living with indecisive promises;
See dreams, never to be fulfilled.
Instead she fills the sleeping space,
Ideas bold but beautiful.
Never seen, nor imagined;
Hardly glimpse such beauty.
Finally alone or not; don't know,
These are the waves we are swept by.
Mature, young, shallow, aimless learners;
Bridged, an span best moves with a secret.
A quiet but wise response,
And above sirens, coiled around,
Just afar the periphery lies,
The concrete island of uncertainty.
But at the gateway of hope and spring,
Hug your love and advice,
Only to meet you in eternity.
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Ode To in

O white bearded old man but a heart sick,
A tattered hat upon a head thick,
Soul cries and sings Islam fanatic,
Every pervert painting tells immoral mist.

Dark spots on old man’s sleeves,
In all the colors, spreads stinking leaves,
Colour foul drove away the national peace,
Ran away from the holy land and to world deceive.

Down the wrinkled cheek lies the shadow greed,
With years of lusty thoughts he feed,
Hardly learnt any thing from grey haired,
And mind has known all art of hatred.

Old man loved injustice and wrong enjoyed,
Cashed with grey hairs good he scorned,
Self mastered in propaganda and duping world,
The region hot of fanatics he loved.

Span an unholy web round him dry,
Closed mind and played tricks with poisoned eyes,
For lust in him to women fed but they foul cry,
And enjoyed honey in land high.

Always jumps at fair sex like butterflies,
And strayed around Bollywood rise,
Fried them like mutton pies,
And auctioned them where Stannic Street lies.

Self exiled, mindful to match the past glad,
Met beneficial angels on a tiny land,
Enjoyed exile deal but feigned sad,
No sorrow but all pleasure in alien sand.

I sell those to secular traders and grease,
Delivered pain, sorrow and enjoyed clandestine practice,
And that the business, I bake my cheese,
Secular stink, gives me lease.
FROM:
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Ode To My Dear Son

I was never so happy before that hour,
With love so real and like a feast,
Its soft face bloom like a rose flower,
He mesmerized my existence with ideas sweet.

All my blood raced and reddened my face,
I could feel all happiness in every wing,
Trees and bowers, round, running in happy pace;
And clouds danced from their strings.

Words from the heart did start,
To see God’s spring choice,
Reward for our love’s honest heart,
Seemed HE blessed us with choicest voice.

Never had I seen God’s this trace,
Timid heart swelled, when I behold my flower,
As I stood hypnotized, by divine grace,
O God! Never can I return your blessing lore.

FROM:
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Of India

Please,
Rape me,
So that,
I may save,
My life,
My honor,
My chastity,
My character,
My livelihood,
And,
Get justice,
And,
Live blissfully,
In this,
Secular, Socialist, Republic;
OF INDIA.
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Oh Krishna! Have Mercy

Where are you lying, hiding your greeting?
Forgetting your devotees and their name,
Sagged and unknown to blessed meeting,
Beat an empty stomach, -are you still the same?

Over the years, looting and looting;
Dull-eared, dim-sighted, poor of mind and thought,
Encroached upon the bleeding nation, sweating;
Everything goes wrong, and nothing right is sought.

Old, the graybeard, aimless! Sad, indeed, all know them, -
Wrinkled, tottering, bent, forgetting and corrupt the prey;
But talk highly and falsely in speech, story, fable, picture, poem,
Oh! I have seen them since my birth day.

No one is here to listen to the pious proclamation,
Burnt the plants and shrubs where the butterflies play: -
Liars have blasted the peaceful nation,
Play havoc with the ideas of unfertilized clay.

To cry, in the silence, the national tune: -
Only the vulture dance again and again,
Happy are the jungles, the beasts and cruel men,
Oh, a biting wind swept the spiritual nation.

Our’s was a land blessed, she was a divine creation,
Great sages and angels rested on the way,
For a sacred nation, here temples clean the passion,
Created a paradise, where babies always at play.

Merit cries and honesty strives, but no one cares,
Sit and mourn by the ashes of the glorious past,
Spread their brutal hands over the withering embers,
Laugh only to kill, and shook the nation last.

With false but sweet words and a dirty broom,
They have no religion and have no vision,
One can see and hear the boom of the blood-lust groom,
But the witch-men play and dance all the creation.
With a thunder bolt, and a merry old song: -
Come the saffron clad angel with flute in hand,
With speed and sharply attractive ding dong,
Accompanied beautiful maidens with pearls in band.

Of the Lord then lean and laughed people down,
That made those tottering, sad-men smile;
His divine march began, down town;
And sing, walk with care, beware, beware.

Open the dark and cruel sky like an ugly veil,
With iron fist of steel He must be seated round,
And direct the misguided race to the right mail,
Oh Krishna! Have mercy on Indians’ wound.
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Oh Merit! Don'T Cry

‘How rarely, my countrymen! Merit is rewarded,
With respect or riches, to its value, pains and end?
It thuds like tales from ghosts, land,
If any soul possesses so as to, which merit called;
By what tart name, and what jarring sound,
Or else any merit which one get hold.

For disgrace, my countrymen reject this canting sprain!
Pardon, what have an excellent big man attain?
Place? Names? Wages? A diamond procession?
Or a chair of power which the votes obtain?
Majestic-ness and excellence are not ways, but superfluities!
It is full of riches, friends, always.

The real honest merit? Has three assets, love and inner light,
And serene beliefs, habitual as newborn breath:
And three unyielding faiths, more definite than day and night,
Faith in self, super self-his creator and the un-winged death.
"To such souls, all the graceful tunes raise,
Even saints and angels pen the poetry of praise."
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Oh! Forget .........

HE gifted us hunger,
To fill others’ deflated bellies,
But we are lost in the dark world,
To inflate our sick bellies.

HE gifted us thirst,
To water and balm others’ cracked lips,
But we are drowned in the whirls of cups,
To abuse and laugh at dry lips.

HE gifted us tears,
To feel others’ pain,
But we are lost in our own laughter,
To suppress and mock others’ tears.

Ah! Love,
Forget, Haj, Chri mas and Ganapati,
And root out hunger, thirst and tears,
To make our nation strong with cheers.

FROM:
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Oh! Wake Up

Oh wake up my dear country men,
Wake up from your deep slumber,
To weed out the corrupt, criminals,
Communalists and castists.

Don’t feel yourself,
Helpless, inept and frail.
Think yourself the best.
Use your mighty powers,
To elect the best
And think the country first.

Stir the sleeping nation’s dead conscience
And lead India to a new dawn.
Wake up in a new India,
To breathe without fear of being looted by,
Corrupt and criminals and
Deceived by communalists and castists.

Oh wake up my dear country men,
To end all miseries and restore loses,
Where head is held high,
Where mind is free of terror fear,
Where knowledge is not riddled in caste quotas,
Where economics is free of jazia mohanics,
Where secularism is not muddled in communalism,
Where word of leaders are not laced in fraud and deceit,

March into a new world,
Where nation is free of slum dogs,
Where people do not worship false Gods.
Where nation is not branded as third world,
Where nation is not ruled by third rate leaders,
Where nation is not decked with,
Banquets of failures and defeats,
Where nation is not racked with,
Corpses and disembarked limbs.

Inflame the worlds’ largest democracy,
With true freedom, perfection and honesty.
Oh wake up to erase the blushes of shame,
Or else cry for another,
Five years, as done in the past.

From:
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.
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An old man is just a worthless item,
A ragged suit upon a skeleton, worthless
Soul applauds its body and dances, and louder hum
For every rag in its fatal dress.

Dust on an old man's skin,
In all the dust on the arid roses depart,
Dust in the air hanging,
Engrave the place where tales part.

Knit a ring around him vicious,
And close the eyes with unknown fear,
For him on sweet dreams hath nosh,
And inebriated the milk ready to tear.

Soul said 'I chase for butterflies
Those snooze among the treats:
But life treats them into chicken-picks,
And throw them in the streets.

Don't sell me unto man; he cried,
'I glide on wild seas;
And that's the way I get my bread-
A trifle, but the world, please.

Dances between life and death,
No message has given before or after,
Buffalo rider, snaps the entire bough,
Nobody knows, where takes the rider.

All cries, death spare neither man nor god,
Nasty for man but fun for divinity,
Waste not your tears on a sod,
Thank God he is dead, meeting eternity.
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Old Age!

O World! O Life! O Time!
On whose final rock I climb,
Wavering at the same, I had marched before;
Never will get the grandeur of your prime?
No more -Oh, never, ever, more!

Out of day and out of night
All the pleasures have taken flight:
Bright spring, and summer, and winter roar
Stir my pale spirit with anguish, but with light
No more -Oh, never, ever, more!

A form melted down by winds,
Moving its slow grinds like desert birds,
Those decades of stony uproar;
Rugged beast, its hour comes rocking holds,
No more -Oh, never, ever, more!
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O my dear beautiful, is our love dying?
You and me are worm out, too tired even for crying.
Life, whose warn spirit provokes the passion, flying,
Time renders all, too weak to act, too cold for trying.

We read the Bhagawad Gita and sit around the fire,
The heart ticks make me fear, like deflated tyre withering all the organs, every minute
and all are ready to depart like a sunken fleet.

Now we cannot row the life boat, I wonder
Life seems like a burden, I ponder,
Our face, nor our action packs, nor life’s valleys,
where the hearts fail to break any ice and rallies.

Only remain quiet and see the stars but mind remembers,
there is no heat in fire and beauty missing from embers.
Life is miserable and pitiable and has no power,
Spring of our life is over and has no fragranced flower.

But old wisdom is, a big treasure and divine grace,
Spring-time of man for all the youthful acts and face,
Free from all the hassles, waiting for divine light,
Where all see the truth and no fanciful flight.

The death god comes with a dagger in his hand
Sees only his dear co-passenger on the land,
so, adieu to life partner and glittering world but all fair,
All understands the mystery, wisdom but no player.

Only acts holy are counted in the last march,
Nectar of the soul, rain to the land parch.
Bless me with all your light, so to darkness close
As I can meet my master with a scanted rose.
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Old Man And The Art

Art is not brush, nor color, nor water, nor rogue white beard,
But high humanity, means deep and means good,
How can art be disrobing or robbing of faith and land?
It is no stronger than filth and charred wood.

Art knows no boundary and barrier,
Art is like a noble fighter,
Art rids of the humanity of mad secular warrior.
Art colors harmonious forces and interiors.

Art plays celestial tune of humanity torn,
Art cures all the ills worn.
Art is not porn and scorn,
As designed by a white bearded secular horn.

Don’t so instigate the senses,
Paint inner beauty and soul’s fences,
Never see legs and breast’s haunches,
Lofty art draws beauty and real substances.

If an artist is truly loyal to his art and faith present,
Fondly disrobe own faith before disrobing others bent,
Lofty art draws beauty and reality best,
With the colors of grace and honor rest.

Art can not be money laundering,
Nor it can be female bashing,
Art gives light when restrained gaiting,
They also serve who remain sober and waiting.

FROM:
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Om Shanti Om

If you can maintain balance when all are against you
And has to walk miles and miles in search of food dew;
But some walk miles and miles to digest extra food chew,
But enjoy reward for their free bites too:
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
They are blessed who stand and wait but don't deal in lies,
As long as you don't forgive the wrong doer’s hating,
Sinner occupies our precious space wise.

Change the text of your dreams-and not be the slave of that blaster;
And mold your life with higher aim,
The future is not to be waited and invite disaster
It is something you create and avoid rain
Nourish your inner being throughout your life woven
And fill your Slam Book with great tools,
Don’t fall, but rise in love, heaven,
And pray to God to shape a beautiful future, cool.

Here no body is losing, no body is winnings
And forget everybody, as dipped in river Lethe of forgetfulness’,
And each other, on some street will be passing,
And like strangers, never dropp a tear about your loss:
Truth must be followed by heart, nerve and sinew
It is the only reality eternal to serve long after all are gone,
And hold on the guru when there is nothing in you
As he effects eternity, "Hold him on!"

If you converse with rogues and keep your virtue,
Or walk with Crowns high -and do not lose your touch,
If every foe and caring pal can hurt you,
Then embrace the mystic faith, and chant too much:
Om Shanti Om! To forget and forgive the crude minutes
And dance with this holy hymn and do not run,
You will be the master of this Earth and your self and everything in it,
And-above all -you'll be a true Man, my dear son!
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On Global Warming

Inferno is in making and waiting,
Only hullabaloo is gloating,
All round fear and tear,
Welcome to a world of fire.

Glaciers melting, rivers vanishing,
Trees frying and earth baking,
NGOs activism, loot and hypocrisy,
Ear splitting cacophonies accompany.

Noxious heat, ozone, virus deadly,
Ready to devour solace cruelly,
Withering, decaying world tangled,
Raining death and disaster red.
Dancing at this self made bogey,
Ugly moguls of hierarchy.

From:
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Open Letter To Sick Pm By Old Anna

It merits nothing to be a dummy ruler,
In this poor nation, with corrupt courtiers,
Tutored by a white queen, you rule and be-fool,
Unequal laws unto a hungry nation and race,
That mints money, sleep, and eat, and care not nation and poor.
Alas! You are enjoying power; and sucking lives.
In your life you have enjoyed greatly with no work,
Both with those elected you, and alone
And when corruption and terrorism, vexing the tired nation.
You are become a name; for always living for power,
All you have seen and got, - power, pleasure and name;
But deserve not least, but honored by all, -
And drunken delight of power with sycophants peers,
On this hungry and thirsty land.
You are a cause of that entire nation suffered;
Yet all whitening failed to fill the bellies, of hungry and thirsty.
How shameful is to clinch chair till,
To rust shamelessly, not to act honestly!
As though to breathe is life! Life has given you greatly,
But you shamed life, little left;
But every hour left from that eternal silence,
Do something, to bring new hopes;
And shame it is to remain on chair and loot,
And this gray spirit crying to chair like a sinking star,
Beyond the last limits of human thought.
This is my clan, mine own, to whom I cannot leave the chair, -
Spoiled by me, incapable to fulfill this task,
By tired laws to make sick and rugged people, civilized;
Make them to the useful and the good.
They are innocent, lost in the rut of common duties,
Intelligent and not to fail, in action if disciplined,
And ready to take charge when you are gone.
Lost in corrupt whirls and fail to excel,
They see the task; time makes them perfect to march;
To clear the gloom from the sky.
My countrymen have suffered, work, and thought with me, -
Those with a happy heart have welcomed the thunder and the sunshine,
And fought wrongs and corrupts, -
you and I are old; old age has its honor.
Death closes all; but some noble before the last call,
May yet be done, not unlikely in the land of Ram and Krishna.
The lord of death may bless you any time;
The sun sets; the slow moon and stars mourns with sad voices.
Come, it is better to be late than never.
Kick off, and shed lust for power for some high purpose;
Act to purge yourself beyond the sunset, and the last bath;
Until you leave this power gulfs;
It may be that you touch the lofty names,
And meet the great Bose, Azad and Pratap, we know.
You have got more you deserve from life,
We are not now that strength which in golden days
Attracted the world, that which we were, we were, -
Names of great and heroic hearts,
Made weak by corruption and misdeeds, but strong in will
To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield.
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Othello: Tale Of Love And Suspicion

Play of conflict, designed as the play of love,
’But our new heraldry is hand, not hearts, ’quot;
’quot;Who steals my purse steals trash, ’quot;
Love and suspicion make it a tragedy of life, private;
But end leads to deaths and disaster.

Army Chief of Venetian Republic, Othello;
Iago and Cassio, serve as officer military, in State of Venice;
Intrigues make Othello a might tragedy,
Fatal sense of misunderstanding makes Othello a tragic hero,
Unflinching love for Desdemona made Othello a jealous lover.

A fabulous example of disaster follows-jealousy or credulity or simplicity;
Too deeply, Othello loves Desdemona but dazed so easily too.
’quot;Thus credulous fools are caught:
And many worthy and chaste dames even thus,
All guiltless must reproach.’quot;

Chance, unreason, Fate and accident are prime attributor,
Love passion of Desdemona is an accident,
Unsuspecting, Othello and Emilia, wife of Iago, surprise all;
Loss of Desdemona's handkerchief, a minor loss became a major;
Poetic justice, replaced by a belief in chance.
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Pain Of A Handicap Man

Alone in this world,
Only tears are with me,
All how can I be alone?
When many aid come to my being.

I always live alone,
All have left me to walk by yourself,
This makes my life darker than dark...
Even my loves too didn't remember that I am lone.

But see, my tears, hold me tightly, and say;
'I am with you, to love you.....'
Tears all the time filled my eyes, and
Veil the ache full moments from me...

They always came to love me and
Mumble me to disregard fears,
They are always with me,
Then why should I howl? ? ?

Take message of love from tears, never to left off,
Whether to love or to scoff;
If not fine, nor any evil,
Till time shall stop: can’t be devil.

Righteousness! Never hypocrite, come out of that,
Live your years, do your toil, then take your hat.
If can’t; I have no patience towards
Such conscientious cowards.
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Pain Of Slavery

Do not yet, bath in river Lethe my friends, stay—
Stay till you win your freedom, good old year,
Sighs of Tibet waiting your fiery way,
Lift gums and shed fear.
Oh stay; oh stay,
Slaughter the butchers and fly away.

Suicide is the sigh of defeat but is high and strong,
Invoke your fiery spirit and wake;
Yet one more final fight and enjoy song:
Open your inner strength for Tibet's sake.
Oh stay; oh stay,
Your duty for the land be done, and then away.

Break the brute's hands; hug tolerant hands:
Burn all the ammunition in the dragon store.
And shall we turn to free milestones where she stands;
Slavery has a beginning and an end too, no more;
Oh stay, oh stay,
Wipe out my foe, give me honor, and then away.
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Paradise Sold

Secular traders do not discuss us,
No body marches for us with candles,
No page 3 blonde exhibits her curves,
As we are not the followers of Jihadi god.

Banished from our home and hearth,
With deep pain in moist and vacant eyes,
But as always we Indians mad in talk high,
And never cared to live with respect and dignity.

Booted and plundered out from our own paradise,
Founded by our own great sage Kashyap,
Feared by our own ancestry, respect and pride,
And discarded by our fellow brothers.

Abused as new- migrant, refugee,
In our own dear land,
With our own brothers and sisters,
In tattered tents and on rotten meal.

Made accustomed to live like animals,
With out pride, like an endangered tribe,
With the howling of secular Satans,
That great nation can’t be cowed down.

Yes we deserve to be lost,
As we can’t live with steel arm and might,
And live and die for false glory,
Where senseless values are plundered mercilessly.

FROM:
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Past Present And Future

You may never see tomorrow...
There is no guarantee.
Things happened yesterday are part of history pages,
Nobody can predict the future; nobody can change the past,
We have only the present to act and move.

You must treat it the best and the last,
Use this moment wisely, for it will soon vanish;
And be lost for ever as part of yesterday,
You must be compassionate, stand the fallen to their feet,
Be a companion to companion-less, make an empty life complete.

Any unkind thing done today may never be undone;
And friendship I fail to won today may never be won,
You may never get another chance to pray,
And thank almighty God for giving this beautiful day...
We cannot blame God for creating heaven or hell.

I am The Light Of The World:
He that followed Me shall not walk in darkness,
But must have The Light Of Life.
The Lord is my light and my salvation; whom do I fear?
The Lord is my life’s refuse; of whom am I afraid?

SO HAVE A WONDERFUL-DAY......
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Paths Of Happiness

If the path is beautiful, check where it leads?
But if the destination is beautiful-
Don’t worry about the hardships, keep moving.

There is no path that leads to happiness;
But happiness itself is the only path, goes every where.
Continuous efforts- not strength or intelligence,(fetches happiness).

Happiness and excuses do not work together,
If we think about excuses, forget about happiness;
And if we want happiness, forget excuses.

Money can’t buy happiness,
But it is less painful to cry in a palace, than in a hut:
So don’t insult happy moments.

Happiness is like sunlight,
It shines in the corner of the heart,
And offer every morning fresh hopes.

It is very difficult to give happiness,
But try to at least erase somebody’s sorrow,
Like a good eraser.

Whenever offered with half glass of milk,
Call it half full and not half empty,
Happiness should be enjoyed with what we have,
But not reject due to what we do not have.

Happiness without positive attitude is merely destiny,
But happiness with a positive attitude is called, achievement;
So try to be a happy achiever in life.

Soft speech, clean heart, calm eyes, strong hand, focused mind: 
And firm determination, with God’s love and blessings, 
Always make us a happy winner, so always be a happy winner.
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Every negative thing has in it positivism,
Do not see in it negativism,
Try to find out the truth i.e. positivism.

End is not the end, in-fact,
END means, Effort Never Disband;
End leads to newer tracks.

Memories are always confusing and wired,
They make us laugh to remember the time we cried,
But make us cry when reminded the time we laughed.

Try to forgive your enemy, but remember his face;
Help a person, in trouble or in race;
He will again remember when again in troubled pace.

Do well, without any expectations;
Fragrance always fragrant those creations,
Those shower fragrance-d tribulations.
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Two sturdy brothers stand side by side,
Withstand all weather storms and ride,
and in spite of tempests and tide,
Grow up as the nature’s pride,
for medicines and environment wide.

Above blue heights they touch,
Down to their deepest source, they vouch;
Live like devotees of the church,
Their roots are intertwined like lovers French;
inseparably like two lives in one ranch.

Both help and serve the world with full might,
Drawing Love’s bonds more tight,
Service is the only aim but no flight
While one and one make two lively sight,
And both are born to bless one and all delight.

From them man must learn to fully prove
Fully as man can do for its’ existence alone,
What power there is in Love
There inmost soul to move
Peepal-Bunyan tree are two creations divine.
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Pi-Geon! Messenger Of Peace

Flutters his golden wings with speedy might,
Near the bright sun under divine light,
Flying high in azure world he delights,
Laments world beneath, crawling in draughts.

 Watches helplessly from the snowy heights,
 Drops like a cannon light,
 Message of peace and brotherhood delights,
 Without any quota, creed and race flights.

 Bears a flag of hope and peace around,
 Scented gifts designedly bound,
 Bearing the names of loves and loved,
 Gives what one deserved,
 Happy cause and happy lines preserve,
 Victory and success in rainbow color serve.
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Pilgrimage To Garhmukteshwar

Abode divine
Of God reliever,
From whirls worldly.

Resting on the banks of Ganga divine,
Celestial ghats with bathers faithful rhyme.
Scene phenomenal of equality, brotherhood,
And classless society.

Devotees offering nectar to mother Ganga, sun,
And all near, dear, dead and alive.
Floating, twinkling, lamps to awake,
The inner consciousness, be one with higher consciousness.

At a distance, burning ghats, with moist eyes,
Mourners, bidding farewell to departed soul,
Puting dead in the pyre and giving the fire,
Immersing ashes with reverence in holy deep, to merge with the creator.

Cows, the national and symbol secular, moving merrily,
Faithfuls offering eatables to mother cow,
Monkeys, representative of Lord Hanuman,
Playing, eating with the devotees.

The endless sea of holy saints in saffron,
Color of sacrifice, love, devotion and purity,
Since the dawn of life, their ways are the ways of God.
Meditating to preserve wisdom high and spiritual light.

For Hindus, in this land of miracles, from water to dust,
Every thing, every where is God and His creation,
Water, sun, river, lamp, cow, monkey and saints.
This is unique riches in poverty, hunger and slumdogs.

Garhmukteshwar is a holy place for Hindus, situated on the banks of holy river Ganga, in Uttar Pradesh and around ninety kilometer north-east from Delhi, capital of India.
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Poem

Poem is born with an idea and a thought,
Poem is fully impartial and clean like water,
Poem can quench thirst of all without any malice,
Poem is unaware about caste, creed, religion, region and colour.

Poem is as cozy as cold breeze,
Poem lulls to sleep and awake,
Poem is untouched by any barrier of quota and race.
Poem can excite and arouse everybody like a new wed.

Poem has no love for secularism or communal ism.
Poem can energize and warm like fire,
Poem does not discriminate between rich or poor.
Poem is as high as sky.

Poem can lift any body to fly within,
Poem gives shelter to every body and has no border.
Poem can bloom a flower in a rock,
Poem can convert a rock in sand, slowly and slowly.

Poem can romanticize everybody without reservation.
Poem never dies, it remains forever
No grave can rest her nor fire burn,
Poem is for all times and climes.

Poem spreads the lofty ideals of,
Sat –chit-Ananda to shower bliss and peace,
O man why don’t you be like a poem
And wipe out hatred and gloom.

DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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What is the duty of a poet?
To impart education,
Or to acquire information?
No, although both are important.
Or to hoard wealth,
Or to enjoy worldly pleasures?
No, both are very dear to life.

Or to distribute knowledge
Or to master technical skills,
Or to train a man professionally?
No, though essential in modern world.
Or to develop leadership skills,
Or to make a man strong?
But both are respected in society.

But truly, to develop that bent of mind,
To create that attitude of reason,
To air the faith of love and secularism,
To spread that spirit of democracy,
This makes a man a responsible citizen,
And can deliver good in lieu of his birth,
As poet is the representative of God on earth.
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Poet And God

A poet is a star, with promise;
Day in and day out to galvanize;
In books, newspapers, magazines,
And on the net, in the mind, truly wise.
Fighting to be clever with words and rhymes;
 Emitting out, the best, world should recognize.
Corrals too multifaceted for simple prose,
Visions too new to be commented in mother language.

But the poetry we produce and patronize,
Floats to our ears shaped in prose,
Expressed by guests, trying to compromise;
The impenetrability of daily life and its size;
The pointlessness of dissent and cries;
The yearning to someway resolve and utilize;
The existence of a generous God and His gaze;
In the existence of apathy and haze.
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Polluted Nation

A pale wind, puffing from a secular hall,
Darkened the nation’s street,
Weird voices hastened and fused in the fall,
Looking at Queen’s and Prince’s familiar feet.
Everything sad and shamed spins the leaves,
The unholy rocks in the turbulent hedge,
To knock on the gate and ridge,
It will soon strip the deck and ledge.

Everything wrong, goes sighs by;
All has lost in the splashes of frosty rain,
And men stare up with scared eyes,
The wolves range are brighten again.
Ah! It is true; this is most terrific tale of all,
Seen in a tarnished-wineglasses’ casement's hue,
And encircling the Lutyens’ capital, they stall;
Makers of law ledgers are become curse to thee.

Even when the blustery weather was silent,
And the villagers swiftly on their way,
As if they had been called, and told, to rest;
Nothing looks nice and how brief their day.
Provincial, community houses blaze,
Corporations, universities, squares clang,
On fraudulent occupants, mutely gaze,
There bogus files and paper ornaments hang.

All the nation’s supermarkets on Diwali Eve,
Are stinking with rotten eggs and spiky flowers,
As scurrying buyers from the city leave,
To owl-haunted ghost towers,
And thundering clouds go tornado by,
This is the truth, no body can compare –
The many-layered Indian heart and sky,
And lives today has shrunk to bread and Wine.
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Poor Farmer

He tills his dry but dear fields,
To earn his bread, butter and corn,
In a mystic love with his precious yields,
Always happy, never worn and torn.

Here a mango tree; like a rich face;
Beautifying and enriching big bower;
There, a monkey filling his hungry space -
Gardens and fields are decked with love-flower.

The robust Papal dancing below,
Pouring love and joy like a flood,
As met its lost brother long ago,
Rocking with him in the wood.

Talking to his wheat warbler,
Singing and dancing alone and no plea;
Listen you, O tired traveler!
What he is singing to you and to me?

But now all joys gone, — left with the sad ones,
No body is there to trod with him in this lonely vale,
The loving and caring companions;
Are now silent, sad and pale.

Go, lonely listener, he says,
He loves his land from his birth,
His hands were pure, and pure he prays,
There is no such heart and hands on earth.

He milks his mother's milk,
But one dropp not for his empty bowl;
A very tender story for his ilk,
And never in his life, in his love fall.

You cannot unlock his heart,
The key is kept with Him;
The silent creation’s loudest chants,
His master's love and requiem.
But perhaps God wrote his noon,
With full of sorrow such as mine,
Out in this noisy world lays he down,
The heavy dirge divine.
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Prayer

Prayer is not a standby wheel,
That carts you out to safety,
When you are in hard deal.
Chant prayer as a navigation compass,
That keeps you on the right path
Through out your life's crossing.
So never be a falter, never feel low,
Wear a smile and enjoy the life show.

Chant Om Namah Shivay,
Remember the August, dwells within;
O Lord, listen my tender rhyme,
This is the wisdom; this is truth;
Keep me on the righteousness,
Bless me and listen my tender rhyme.
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Prayer To New Regime

Where merit is not trampled and ruling chief is not worshipped;  
Where dealers of terror do not assault the pride of freedoms;  
Where existence is not fixed to the whims of advocates,  
Where vultures of hate do not rove around.

Where the cactus of disgrace does not flourish,  
Where the corrupt hands do not defile the national assets:  
Where the cadaver dives back through the womb,  
Where but the dead can kiss the not yet born.

Where space is not gloomy between a start and a finish,  
Where passers by are not fiery and mad like the rough roads;  
Where mothers do not kill their child before it ever was born,  
Where never to be deliver daughter, so mad in ways.

Just like a balm that cures or a needle that repairs,  
A friend that remains dear than any brother,  
Very honest and not the same as earlier,  
Nation can depend on you to answer when she calls.

Where the dreams of youth do not cease flowing,  
Where gloom does not silence hope in the din of empty slogans,  
Where masses believe in you and stand in safe side,  
Where You usher in new light; wonderful and bright.

Aura of your honesty inhibits in the streets of nation,  
Under the border-less sky; lofty, pleasing, unique and enthralling.  
Where the lass moves without fear and hammer justice hit for all,  
Where domain of yours, assures a reassuring forte for lines I write.
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President And The Black Magic

Thou wear a crown alone,
First to be known,
The blood stained chair own,
Was branded insane,
By the law of the land and lane
And no scope for any excuse lame.

Remained outlaw and banished,
But bold and thirsty lady initiated,
Violent struggle to regain lost ground,
For power and greed injected,
By your method of hatred,
With fanatic in you epitomized.

For power and greedy temptations,
Practiced black magic with tribulations,
Butchering a goat every day to lost god without emotion,
Delivering pain to weak but a lofty fashion,
A helpless goat for foul devotion
Cannot change your fanatic emotion.

Oh Jardari, adhere to love, truth and compassion,
Non violence and secular consideration,
For the path of success and salvation,
Taught by Gandhi and Vivakanand’s creation,
And chant Om Shanti Om for lofty ambition,
And enjoy crown without any sad depression.
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Pseudo King-Shahrukh Khan

One day there drops in glittering Bollywood jumping court,
A wandering, stammering Khan, to hit the celluloid fort;
All the priests muttered in dismay: “My name is Khan.”
Inspiration to Leshkar-e-Tayebba, and terror plan;
Crying and bleeding soul for Pakistan.
Abode cozy in Dubai, an Islam Stan.
More a hyper theatrics,
Than an honest art specialists.

He has tutored the pang of drama around,
Stands never straight, but always move round.
Nor by his art, but vexed the dealers tame, sold;
The feeble son of wealth and fame, red:
And in this land of rotten hand,
Labored with a shrewd eye and fox mind,
For wealth and fame trekked all land,
And dance only by deign bound.

Jumped madly in the IPL drill,
But it was not a Bollywood thrill.
Ding-dong and crashing in the sky;
Bang, bang, bat and ball aren’t mad high;
Luck and fame, flew away with the wind;
The pitch so dark, with eerie rind;
Plotted to desert the sinking ship of IPL,
Like a rat, running from a house of BPL.

Worshiped here the man, with conscious dead;
Always cry and bleed for Pakis mad.
Thus he breathes and makes him well,
For him here all leaders swell;
With honors high, and decorated name;
Boundless his coffers, and power chain;
Despite his title, power and wealth;
The wrench, cornered all in self health.
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Puppy And The Man

Underneath the wheel of Justice,
Lays crushed a puppy,
Good or bad, I can not say;
As who can judge a judge?
No one!

Alas! I do not feel the need to say:
Sorry for the departed soul,
Irrespective of its identity,
Whether the train burning butchers of Godhra?
Or poor Ram Bhaktas of ill fated Sabarmati.

But we are all puppy,
Destined to be crushed by,
The wheels of Time and Fate,
To cross the world,
On a chariot, booked by Destiny.

Bound by his unchangeable deliverance,
Being rotated with its wheels,
Blissful or distressing visage,
Placed under the eternal debt,
Only blessed by Him live to tell the tale.

Written by the Almighty,
Signifies nothing but unknown to all;
But vultures secular for the lust of power,
Brand the poor crushed puppy,
As the follower of faith of peace.
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Quota Creation

Some man unworthy to be professor
Of merit or de-merit, himself being false or weak,
Thought his gain and shame would be lesser,
If on mankind he might his power wreak,
And thence a law dark did flow;
One lose but one man grow,
But, other creations have driven low.

Is man, woman, bright by law forbidden
To smile where they list, or lend away their light?
Are birds shouted, or are they away driven,
To abandon their mate, or sleep out a-night?
Merit or knowledge never lose,
And they new lovers choose,
But world made worse with those.

Who so ever kick huge ship to hangar at harbor,
And not to meet bright land, not to live withal?
Or built unfair palaces and rest with arbors
Only to rust, or else to let them kill?
Good is always good and no less,
Always showers wealth it posses,
But quotas are only waste and leaders’ lust mess.
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Quota Faqir

Tallest of all the Babas,
Baba Ambedkar,
created and nourished like an amoeba;
a new-fangled 'varna'; 'Quota Fakir'.

Can be seen crying for quotas, all over the country.
Mushrooming in the weak democracies,
election season is most fertile, particularly,
to sow, to sprout and to grow quota berries.

Born in powerful clans, but grab and snatch freebies,
for the downtrodden and poor, meant.
Possessive and powerful with a plethora of prosperities,
and surplus to partying, consume and eat.

Hurrying the luxuries under their feet,
attired in branded clothes, but always cry fake exploitation.
Settled, blissfully with fortune; without any toil, work and merit;
in happy solitude and opulent elation.

Given the pain and sleepless nights by laws rotten,
all move away from their eyes and ears due to fear;
holds firmly the reins of the system,
The mass swags underneath their tied-over shackle.

High time, stop this loot greedy,
This neo-rich have their own atrocious class,
Must act to banish the woes of needy,
We don't forget the cries and writhes of mass.
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Quota Madness

Quotas and quotas,
The swelling of sluggishness, digging the nation down,
Never ending holocaust and depression,
For merit and excellence.
Here the Koel stammers its dying throat,
Here the naught smells all the flowers,
Here great gurus and scholars are unemployed,
Dying un-noticed and un-recognized.
Here pot-bellied Buddha only smiles,
On this game of death.
In this sleeping nation,
The great all – all knowing,
Know nothing,
Who remembering the dark days,
Shown by false Messiah,
Who declared merit a curse,
To be zero, a hero but with a tag of quota.
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Quota Pilgrimage

Quota is Allah, quota is Akbar;
Quota is Mohammad, quota is khuda;
Quota is Jesus, quota is Marry;
Quota is Brahma and quota is Mahesh.

Quota is Makka, quota is Madina;
Quota is Kaba, quota is Kashi;
Quota is Vatican, quota is Pentagon,
Quota is earth and quota is heaven.

Quota is Ganga, quota is Yamuna;
Quota is Zamzam, quota is Sangam;
Quota is autumn, quota is spring,
Quota is life and quota is death.
The quota is our life and quota is our death;
The quota is the highest bliss of God.
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Quota Riots

Quota here, quota there,
Quota everywhere.
Quota in education, quota in profession,
Quota is there in every vocation.
Quota in banks, quota in ranks,
Quota is there in think tanks,

Begging with quota bowl is the highest honor,
Brightest merit is the worst dishonor
Hail to the racial ladder,
It can make vultures gladder and patriots sadder.
Everything is fair, in quota racial warfare.
Racial quota is fair, merit quota is unfair,
Fair is foul and foul is fair,
Quoteth Bard of Avon there.
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Quotas-To Make Rugged; Civilized

Quotas were brought to polish band,
Taught to simpleton heads to mend,
That there are people among mighty and power too,
Those want to upgrade to bring you knew,
They view us with disdained eye,
Want to see us perish and die.
Work hard and value time to own;
And collect the genius from the inner throne,
This provision is temporarily allied
To undo something wrong in you so signified.
In all the matters, does man fully prove
Fully as each man can true.
Remember, SCs, STs, ONCs, minorities,
May be polite, and join the refined bodies.
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Racist System

One day, I went to a cyber café,
To fill a form to get admission to a school.
I asked the café owner,
"What are my category and caste?
The form has a column about these.
All the applicant in the café,
Have their caste credentials,
Issued by the racist system.
I don't know my caste and category.
My poor father listens to all this conversation,
"Beta, if you don't have any certificate,
From this racist system, nor we know;
About our caste and category.
It must be 'upper caste,'
And 'general category.'"
Listening to this,
The café owner took a long sigh,
And muttered,
"Admission not possible,
Go back to your village,
And plough your fields."
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Rain

Rain is not just about waters,
A new kind of rain magic ushers,
Moves with a timeless classical line;
That can not be ignored and sublime.

Not to down play as washed out,
Heaven opens up for human delight,
It scares away the gloom and pain;
Move and enjoy the blessings of rain.

Clouds shade the sun might,
People running for shelter and light,
Nature reestablishing and getting bolder,
Trees bowing and God proves he is higher.

Rain makes us to realize the great might,
From the dark abode to worldly plight,
Of the forces of nature and the damage
Fast winds ruthlessly twisting the foliage.

The privilege of pious grace,
Turns all the woes into divine praise;
Time to brood just what is our worth?
Humbly we lift our heads on the earth.
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Rain is a celestial gift to man by God high,
It wets dry throats and parched land by.
Man looks impatiently towards sky,
And pray to rain god, expectantly;
to celebrate the rainfall, a festival of joy.

It relieves mankind of oppressive heat,
Dissolve us in an out-pour of joy and greet,
We become one with nature’s fleet,
Makes us a part of this vast universe with happy treat,
Representing joy of life itself, bright.

Clouds swelled, melts into life meditation;
Bearing drops of nectar, a sense of well being and happy culmination,
Delivers fertility, enough food and liberation,
With an act of cosmic blessings for our purification,
Makes us yearns for completeness and no depression.

Rainy breeze arouses passionate engagement with life and soul,
Mingling with dry earth creates a haunted image whole;
But when disturbed, it lashes with wild fury with heavy toll:
Man wants to live as a tourist in his life, no attention full and sole
But rain gives us the true meaning of life and world, we live in to cajole.
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Rain- Rain Go Away

Thunder and lightening in the sky, day and night;
Sun and moon hiding calm without light,
Heavy downpour and roaring like floods,
Man and animals crying in the cities and woods,
Over her cold fire, the house maid broods;
All creatures that love sun are out of hoods,
Sky is loaded like a maid, going to birth:
The muddy children splash in waters, in mirth.

Like a traveler tired, sitting upon the moor;
Heard the thunder and flood waters fur-ore,
Paced like a feared hare, hid like a maiden coy:
Shivering scared but not like a dancing lass shy:
‘God’, shouted I: bless me stay safe and locked;
Cursed by an old naked farmer at a far lagoon rocked.
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Raj Thackeray – Alone

I walk a path that has only nation first,
I will walk on it for ever and ever.
Never comes to an end and has no glow;
It is dark, cold and scary and I'm all alone.

I have to walk this path without any fear,
Why am I here and where am I?
Nothing to think about, but lots to do,
Reverse face of nation is not life, standing on head.

Born and brought up in the laps of Bal Thackeray,
The mad prophet of Hindus and Hinduism.
Bound to bath at the shores he chose,
I wish to find the light for this nation.
But still wandering these empty roads have no end.
Still no one here, and still all alone: I am.
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Rajeev Gandhi-Victim Of Intrigues

Many a times, knaves, plotted to kill;
To crush a life so handsome and fair,
Conspired with full might and drill,
And denied a soul with vision to rest here.

Many a times he kicked the demons out,
And on his brow, no tension let;
The nation knows with out any doubt,
That he will throw the vultures and no inlet.

I know, I am insane; ought not to tell:
The killers let him, to care for him self;
Narrated and soothed nation in a moving cell,
And never took uncivil help to save his delve.

But Oh! His harsh fate that would be!
As he was young- and fair too-
Killers demons roamed around-but could not see,
Indoctrinated a woman, with deadly blast to do.

This time, failed to beat the foul minds back;
In dark hour, killers’ will prevail;
And the killer bewitched the killer pack;
And blasted her for a dangerous mail.

And a blast, deadly dark and he got his last train;
All and sundry hared the thunder, louder roll;
I cried and cried and cursed my rain,
Oh God have mercy for the innocent soul.
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Ram Navmi

Happy Ram Navmi and prosperous nation,
But the birth of Rama and the birth of the new regime,
Not be easy to rejoice in the true spirit of peace,
Because of the evident conflict of two cultures.

One group flowers free thinking,
Believing in one nation, one equal uniform law,
The other group denies even basic equality rights,
To majority people with designed lies and reasons.

Its politics of separation is the upshot of the,
Organized bout of poison and hate;
Those have been pushed to the citizens,
Of the nation for decades even via schools.

Even today nation has discriminatory laws,
counting communal quotas, used to oust the majority.
Dividing laws produces divisive crops,
That spoils the peace and harmony of the nation.

The force and funds used to protect citizens,
Be used to improve the quality of life higher and Ram Temple.
Peace can come only through Ram Rajya.
It is the proper time to ask Purushottam, Lord of Peace:
To usher in a dawn of peace and harmony;
And protect the citizens from the jaw of devastation.
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Real Heroes

Has many heroes but unsung,
Dying like commoners with amazing talent.
But blessed ones defeated the hostile odds
By melting the stones in their sweat.

They too faced termers and storms;
But tide and winds failed to deter their resolve,
But never let weakened their tenacity
As they found best self within.

Turned their flaw into strength,
Never cared for friends,
But life gave them thousands of enemies,
And they emerged as victorious: Real Heroes.
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Real Valentine

Brooding the days, spent with you,  
With vibration in the heart and light in the mind.  
Every moment so lovely and faced smilingly,  
Difficult to forget, days spent with you merrily.  
Flying high for the lucky stars,  
Nothing there to be marred, the perennial fun,  
And great memories today, I won,  
As I walk ahead with you,  
Things I carry in my heart, you sung everyday.  
You are an example of life to live,  
And taught world the meaning of life.  
There is no Valentine like dear WIFE,  
To sooth in storms and cheer in dark glens,  
To shoulder one, if runs amuck,  
And fetch back on the path of dharma,  
To live as one soul and self.  
I pray a long and happy life for you,  
And wish to add my years in you.  
Teach me a lot, the way you live,  
Sweet memories are immortal and printed for ever,  
Wish to stop the Time, to cherish the days for ever.
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Relationship

Care honestly some one and ignore mistakes;
It is the mind that may be shaken,
But heart remains drowned in love.
A person may be any where in the world,
But happiest reality is that he is with you.
That is the real gift of one's character.
Take lessons from ants the love of co-existence,
They talk each other even in busiest moments.
Sorry and thanks cements relationships,
Time positions meetings in life,
Heart places them in heart,
But conduct makes them live in life.
For sweetness, san bitterness of past,
Good heart can make relationships,
But it is the good relationship,
That enjoys lifelong relationships.
Life is all about relations,
Some are dearest, very special;
With some man falls in love,
Some go far and far, some leaves unknown;
Some are in contact, some not;
But like a stapler pin, can't be erased;
Broken relations leave the heart damaged.
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Good relationship does not requires any promise,
Only it needs two goods hearts,
No matter how pious and royal our intentions wise,
But world judge them by our presentation chart,

Bad looks can be covered by good words’ history,
Bad word cannot be covered by good looks,
Achieving goals can’t be the greatest victory,
But efforts to achieve that goal are the greatest books.

Rise and fall of waves are inspiration to life,
After every fall they never fail to rise again,
Life is also like a river that has many turns but wise,
It is faster on every turn and never returns to bargain.

Relationship is the hardest puzzle,
As no body knows the depth of it,
No body knows the future of it to dazzle,
Cannot be-fool as nobody has the same hit.
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Remembering The Martyrs Of 26/11

My heart bleeds up to remember,
The dead corpse of the martyrs,
The bloody twenty six / eleven in calendar,
O, God! Save them, souls never to tire.

O, God! Bless the brave souls, gigantic;
Sacrificed themselves for the nation,
From gateway of India to Taj majestic,
They died and died for the nation.

There are only two realities left,
God the result of higher imagination
And the soldiers, mighty and deft;
Both with supernatural and brave creation.

Considering the noble duties,
God, a higher and spiritual creator,
and the soldier, a spirit and soul of honesty,
with their noble and sacrificing vector.

O, God! Listen to me, and bless all with happiness,
Protect us from their evil thong,
As all are grateful to you for your kindness,
But there God is wrong.

O God! Bless those souls for a new season
trusting in God and nation, as their resolution.
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Republic Day Parade

Besides a black road, I moan looking down,
Ocean of people from village and town,
On other days busy bees used to run and pass,
To work, studies and to love mass,
There I stand, lonely, prodding sad score,
Saw scholars, teachers and youth crying next door,
Now by the babu’s world, no body can see,
Even God is worried not to see one and me.

Images false shown taken from hidden sides,
Mirroring the nation beautiful and wide,
Demy gods couching false glory, sitting beside,
Seated in the earthly heaven, boasting joy ride,
Till nation is fried in ash tray by,
But they remain a holy catholic never tell a lie.
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Republic Of India.

Parents are scared of their children, 
Gurus are scared of their pupils, 
Police is scared of criminals, 
Honest are scared of corrupt babus, 
Judges are scared of their pay masters, 
Patriots are scared of scoundrel, 
Merit is scared of duffers, 
Modern education creates rowdies, 
Criminals and rogues get lawful shield, 
Secularism is communalism 
And communalism is secularism. 
Fair is foul and foul is fair. 
This pious land is known as; 
Secular, Socialist, Democratic, 
Republic of India.
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Resolution Of A Saint

My pain may laugh some body,
But my laugh never pains any body.
Keep smile, leave the tear, hold laugh;
Control pain and enjoy life.

I stand for a reason like tree banyan,
Touch the ground to grow as tree.
Breathe to build big dreams,
Resolve to make each day better.

Not to touch the sky, to name success;
The true success is achieved,
Touch the sky, without feet off;
While touching new heights.

Never will allow pressures to tell,
The meaningfulness of life,
But act well to a name to pierce your heart,
And give life a beautiful meaning.

Enjoy sweetest bond in the world,
Hand of a person in hand,
And the person travels,
Not knowing where and why.

Time sweetens the relationship,
It adds day after day love and love.
True friends never go out of life,
They always come back when needed.
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Rime Of A Patriot

A pain in the heart, a fire in my heels,
I am sick of lofty talks and rumbling wagon-wheels;
People dying of hunger, pain un-limited of this land,
Here wild, old tyrants shout with their band.

Oh no body hear the noises of the street,
Where millions foot marching together on the sheet;
To a windy, tossing police dread to stop the ride,
Oh I will be going, going, not fearing tide.

And first I'll hear the hungry -wind, not the mewing of the king,
The clucking, sucking of the blood about the dusty wings,
The songs of the king at the hooter threaten out,
And then the heart of me will know I am there or thereabout.

Oh I am tired of hunger and want, the heart of me is sick,
For dull green, sad Jamuna, the realm of ugly Dick;
And I'll be going, going, un-fazed of roaring of the wheels,
For a pain my heart and fire in my heels.
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Rising Sun

Hail to the rising sun – full and bright;
Showering pleasures in tones to wake,
Delirious energy, excitement and feeling right:
Add, new wings, to swim, in sky and in lake;
Rainbow of hopes in light and darkness, take.

Rising sun blesses the world to tame storms,
With doubly courage and cheerful grate,
With new horizon to dream swarm,
A movement of light and energy enrich awareness straight,
With proud past, bright future and positive present gate.

Rising sun brings heaven, fair, strong and untied;
Leads us from darkness to light and avoids fall,
Vibrates the nation with rays of hope on all side,
Spreads truth and became your voice, tall;
Breaking the vicious circle of hunger and toll.

Rising sun signals a new dawn far and here,
Strengthen the self to fight the dark spree;
So my poetry fills the emotion and sensation, fair;
Of words, thoughts, feelings, and sanskars, free:
Hail to the rising sun, ever and forever.
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Thou comes from heaven to earth for peace and smile,
Heralds green and freshness and drought far lies.
With banners of great gales in her image ever see.
Bright heavenly blessings those smiles on thee,

Flows like Goddess, landed for man’s enlightenment!
Thou stand, gloriously, victoriously for great delight;
Under the bridge of concrete gold; roars like a royal band:
Outstretching with benedictions o'er the bed and land.

Blessing the farms farmers through all thy rich claim!
Thy produces rich harvest of hope, fear suspended
So long beneath the heaven's o'er-hanging games;
Strong to hail the farmer's prayers attended;
Like flames upon an altar shine she gleams;
And fearlessly writes the golden anthem splendid.
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Road Is Closed

Officer,
My child.....
Officer,
My father has.....
Officer,
My mother........
Officer,
My wife,
Writhing with labour pains,
Perhaps die....
Officer, officer, officer? ? ? ?
But all the officers! ! !
Are become stone? ? ?
Due to this Jam!
Will any body tell?
The cause of this,
Indefinite closure.
Will anybody solve?
The puzzle of,
This untimely closure.
When will the road,
Breathe again and open;
A dying man cried,
Faithfuls are offering their,
Holy Friday prayer,
On this road.
Perhaps sick and faithfuls;
All are in hurry to meet Allah,
All merciful! All benevolent!
By this road closed.
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Rot, Rot, Rot, And Rot

It was once a pride and beauty, but now the fire is dying;
My people and cows are old, too old for crying.
Men, whose deep passion sets the spirit flying,
Is soon too lame to march, too cold for trying.

I take the book and sit to the fire,
Turning old dead pages; minute by minute
The clock ticks to my heart. A withered wire,
Moves a thin ghost of music in the heart.

Sick of sailing the ship, I cannot wander
In your meadows, nor your hills, nor your valleys;
Ever again, nor share the modern wonder,
Where the brutal tyrants break the nationalists’ rallies.

Remain silent while my mind remembers
The past glory from the beauty of embers.
Lost beauty, have pity! For the looters have power,
The wrongs have wealth, the ugly have tower.

Summer of man its sunlight and its bond,
Spring-time of man, all sad, no glad,
Only, as in the crowd jostling in the Ground,
Where the warriors thrusts, or bursts, or is loud,

With my old saint, - I love him till my last breath,
Even in my grieves, I have childhood’s faith,
I love him fully, as I put to wreath;
I shall be with him even after my death.
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Rs.1/= A Kg.

What?
Does that really issue now?
When it loomed
One rupees per kg...
You should have cried then!
Not when your bag is full of grains.
And increased to have more unlimited!
You want every thing for free?
Open your eyes and mind on.
Seize a shoot from a shrub...
They are making you beggar!
MAYBE...
You might get some for free,
From someone, for sometime;
Who treat you as a mindless beggar.
And they are in the frame of mind,
To share with you their good robbery.
IF they have a little of 'that' left!
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Running India

A shaky hand on the horn,
Other on the gear.
A ear listening music,
Cell phone in the other ear.

A trembling foot on accelerator,
Other on the clutch,
Unsettled mind and clumsy eyes,
On scantily clad girls.

Welcome to a fast running nation,
Driven by fools and jokers,
On bumpy and dumpy roads,
Pulling the nation for untimely doom.

Sick, secular, tottering leaders,
Salute this deceitful spirit,
Welcome to a nation minus nationalism,
This is the wonder that is India.

From:
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Sacred Hand Of Allah

Always in the crab like prison,
But as tall as banyan,
As majestic as Lord Krishna’s....form,
But her bright face concealed in a purdha, dark.
Yet her magical face glows like stars,
Embroidered with lines and words,
To tell the world tales and verses of her pain,
But a future magic hidden in her dark womb,
Leaping out through her cozy thighs,
Touch of her soft fingers,
Vibrating a new awakening,
A mind as pure and bright as glass,
But we torment her, toss her, tear her,
Where this hurt daughter complain,
When sacred hand of Allah has thrown her to wolves.
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Saint Kabir Said It

Coldly sadly descend the brutal winter morning,
People waked up to a sudden commotion,
Rushed to their balconies with curious eyes;
A grey bearded man,
Sporting round skull cap,
Short salawar and long pheran,
Standing on a wall,
Fingers in his ears
Clamored Allah ho Akbar.

Warmly coolly descend the summer evening,
Children rushed to the bushes,
To collect a floating kite,
There was a flutter,
All rushed helter shelter for cover.
Black bearded men, sporting round skull cap,
Short salwar and long pheran,
Hiding behind the bushes.
Then there was cleaking and clanking of gums.

People heard the volley of bullets
Dusty earth was splattered with the blood of innocent,
Men with the guns,
Shouted Allah ho Akbar.

People were warmly hugging each other,
Men, women sporting beautiful dresses,
Lovelorn maidens sporting girdled duppattes,
A bearded man appeared with a sphere in hand,
Sporting round skull cap,
Short salawar and long pheran,
Sexy lasses thought that he is going,
To make a Gajra for their fluttering locks,
But the next moment
He beheaded a bleating goat
All and sundry clamored together,
Allah ho Akbar, Eid Mubarak.
Where is Allah!
On the wall or in the bushes or in the spear,
In the maze of meaningless rites
Perhaps all are mistaken
Wisdom and goodness, they are Allah.
But-miss define Allah.
Kabira long ago echoes it on the banks of Divine Ganga.
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Saints In A Rotten World

Here righteous man live in jail,
Because they serve the distressed, out of blues;
But here, without shame, rule, the spirit evil:
Their truth is trailed by ill-fated, dreading dues.

Poor soul, yielding nippy to blistered hate,
Pack the nation with sob and tears,
Staring at people's gloomy, sad fate;
Hides his pain for all the red years.

Grasping the ill fate, tries to gulp the rot,
So as to, lessen the befalling curse off its ill will,
Blazing his untiring body and pleading hymns to jot,
Infinity total at his brows still.

Praying that at last, pious sense prevails in sad situation,
And awaken some sense in senseless dell,
Pained to see about helpless fears in all perception,
So as now a star may well breathe, and breathe well.

Solitary qualm of vice must pass away without a trace,
Unbolt such an opening, and Shiva must thunder in,
To annihilate all the sins and sinners with might pace,
And love replace hate and death replace by life within.
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Sania-Mania

There was a maid, all knew her well;
Many a time in the morning,
When the sun has just opened his cell,
Along the scenic Benjara Hill dwelling,
Rising, jumping and frolicking alone,
In a green court by the Hussein Sagar known.

With the racked dear, griped by both hand;
Hit the ball, point to point with flying curls;
With long volleys, screams and force loud;
Redoubled and redoubled with force wild hurls,
Inadequately clad princes never proved,
From any victory far removed.

She was crowned, but day by day;
Nation gave thy heart to thee,
They kept you alone and all love away,
And grew a love cell for only be,
There love like wine grew,
Lofty each day more true and renew.

But crossed the line, mocked her love nice;
While she hung, listless and shocked;
Penetrated deep into her heart the vice,
People’s torrents, pierced into her heart unanswered;
Rocked she was with all images solemn,
And uncertain land received as demon.

Her fault was grave, she had known,
Betroth across LOC, nation learned;
All the hearts could cry alone,
Her faith fanatic unperturbed,
Crushed all emotions and swell,
Thou love us no more, farewell, farewell and farewell.

Farewell with bleeding hearts,
No pain and no remorse,
With all happiness and wealth depart,
From the dear and crowned course,
To a nation where madness reign,
And cursed to veil, solitude but no gain.

Will be back one day with shrill and shame,
Flashed through her frame, sucked;
Here booted the glory and fame,
And won thy own no trophy proved,
O Lady! We get what we give;
In our life only our acts live.

Departed the queen with mangled dream,
One with worn out faith released,
In isolation without end and no gleam,
More alone than her loneliness ruled,
Longing freedom in despair,
She pines to be a part of lost hemisphere.

Her wedding attire may be her shroud,
Her sad eyes and disheveled hue,
A circle inauspicious, around her thrice weaved,
Closed her eyes with fear cue
And drunk the hemlock of sad device,
Invited self destructive fire, must he be as soon cooled,
O God O God his might and will prevailed.
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Sanjay Gandhi-Youth Icon

He was brought up, as a prince charming;
Every word, uttered by-could not be no;
If the sky was the heights, flew for conquering;
Always lived on Yes, no was no where to know.

He stormed the nation, as he was sent;
Always on the horizon of nation and mind;
Gave us love and hopes for life’s bent
And discipline, health, wealth, and strength, he fed.

Guilt, lethargy, despair and weakness, no where to seen-
Designed to fly high and high and higher;
Than with a daring bang and dream,
Flew back to his creator and became martyr.

Strong soul, in some far shining holy land,
Still, must be performing the best with his band.

FROM:
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Satya Sai Baba

You have thousands of names,
Satya Sai Baba is one holy flame,
He is a divine flower of hopes,
In this clashing world of entangled ropes.

Broad forehead and blessing eyes,
Sits like a banyan tree high,
A saint of simplicity and veracity,
Lover of integrity and purity.

A knight armed with magical powers,
Tolerance and love messenger,
Delivers just ways and righteousness,
And a creation of timelessness.

Worshiped by high and law,
Renounces crown, chair and starry vows,
Drawing food for mind and heart,
Rolls Vasudhaiva Kutumbakam chart.

If devotees lose their balance,
Baba stops and restore semblance,
Even when fallen in muddy pond,
Devotees bloom like lotus and its pod.

Baba tests and makes a fall at times,
To fill the life with happy chimes,
Baba takes all pains, you don't desire;
And blesses all with lofty sire.

Baba blesses devotees, ordinary;
With rewards and joys, extra-ordinary;
He blesses natural and poor followers,
With miracle and supernatural flowers.

Those love Baba’s creation,
He calls them in his congregation,
Even those begs outside his temple,
He blesses them from inside His temple.
Baba is everywhere to make the destiny,
And holds and opens the love keys,
Baba is a concept for liberation,
Thoughtlessness is away from Baba’s meditation.
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Scams, Scams And Scams

Mulayam, Maya and Lalu the jest;
Raja, Kalmadi and Karuna, all are pest,
But above all Man Mohan-Sonia, chant honest declaration,
Against them and their family all is false allegation.

Mulayam, Maya and Lalu, loot in the socialist tradition;
Raja and sons rob in telex vocation,
All the leaders, secular, part of this booty;
Shouldn’t we deserve to ride on the sooty?

It is the job of a PM to promote his clan,
To secure the future of chair and ride in the secular van,
Nation is prepared to forget all the scams,
And waiting to happen a new scam gem.

If pen of mine nation's gloom has brightened,
Through my dry lips the honest message came;
If pen of mine nation's task has lightened,
It felt the guidance that it dares not claim.

Time is the best healer; silence now golden;
Let me not play too long suffering lyre;
Though to your love, my pen untiring still beholden,
The curfew tells me—silent, cover up the fire.
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Scary House

SCARY HOUSE

Hospitals are frightened home,
Where all loath to step in,
But all go, with high hopes.
Here people come to wish,
A few more weeks or months or years;
For themselves or for dear ones.
Blessed one succeed but ill-fated fail.

But this is life and destiny,
No body can erase,
The command of Lord Brahma.
Waiting in the attendant box,
With breath in suspension,
But doctor asks for a cup of coffee,
To revitalize himself on the knife.

Waiting for my love,
To regain consciousness,
Recuperating after operation.
Alas! Instead in my arms;
Or on my bosom,
She is on the command of a surgeon,
For lucky ones, an angel, for unlucky—Yam raj.

This is life or fate,
One is in hospital,
Others with beloved on long drive.
Life is beautiful who love it,
Love is more beautiful, who have it.
Everyone needs life and love,
The Sweetie in right place.
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Scholar And The Wanderer

Scholar, curious but very lovable;
May be divine chance or my good luck;
Attired simply but gracefully, top to toe,
Words she choose were decent but meaningful;
Enough to mesmerize a poet or a saint.

But blames her best self,
For weight, colour, height: all fragile,
But never loved her gifts and beauty;
Anchored like dawn's radiant gates,
Cannot be taken by time nor space.

Love and care, a celestial gift;
Hidden in the deep of the heart,
Trickle out through words sweet,
Face and body shy: lips quiver;
Time catches moments, calm round.

Solace, peace, charm in eyes twinkling:
Banquet of love sprayed, like full Moon light;
Smile I every day that life within finally bloomed,
Gave a meaning to love and me,
A grace from above, it is for you I breath.

Give me hope and helped me to cope;
Life dragged me down but you held me around,
Taught me to care and share;
Made me honest with compassion best,
I learned love, with blessing from above.
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Scoundrels Don’t Insult

Remove the armor from the body, first;
Traders of terror have done their worst,
Didn’t the dead have any right as a man?
Murderers have done, all they can.

Marched into a new world, a new dream to lead,
They desired not, but slaughtered to heed;
Nor were they wrong, neither coward;
But lost in deceitful strike and dark end.

All lost in sudden death but strange,
And shocked to see death so close,
No way out from death to erase,
But embrace death with bravery and grace.

But secular and socialist nation bended as old,
Not ready to live with honor in her fold,
Terror outrage, nation’s meekness, but peoples’ scorn;
Every body has to live with and to borne.

Tears in eyes, I stand rattled and brave lay in their place,
Cried at last, scoundrels don’t insult the brave, cover their face.

FROM:
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Second Exile

Home they brought Him back,
To his beloved Ayodhya from exile,
He must be saddened,
To see a mosque and minarets,
A symbol of hate and brutality,
Erected by a diabolical invader Babur,
On the rubbles of His cherished home
Where he learnt to walk and talk,
Holding the fingers of his mother dear,
Love flew like waves of Ganges.
What was devil’s religion, world knew,
Destroyer is loved and revered
By sick countrymen.
All the roaring waters of Holy Saryu,
Failed to wipe out the blood stains,
From her gushing bosom.
Pleased must be He to see the brave devotees,
Restoring His cherished home,
To call Him back from the second exile.
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Second Mother

The smile of the roses is a beauty
The bustling of bees is the sign of purity
The fall of falls is a vibrant music
The light of the sun is so philanthropic.
The rain of the clouds is very stimulating,
The puff of the breeze is so soothing,
The wild roar of the ocean has its own reason
How charming is the blessing of the season!

The thick sapphire sky over and high
Gives us liberty to vision and to fly
How pleasant the dew drops on the leaves to see!
All has its own splendor, flutter or a flea
The greens enlighten us to bestow food, shade and shelter
And cute to satisfy our thirst with unsullied cold water!
Sun, moon, stars, constellations grow pious character,
Does life flourish without the love and care of Mother Nature?
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Secular Ban

Ban on Diwali crackers is secular,
The ban on cow slaughter is communal.
Cow smuggling is secular,
Cow protection is communal.
Termination of cracker license is secular,
Termination of slaughter license is communal.
Slaughtering of animals on Eid is secular,
Bursting of crackers on Diwali is communal.
Slaughtering animals on Eid is religious,
Bursting crackers on Diwali is pollution.
Eid celebrations are secular,
Diwali celebrations, communal.
Sealing of cracker shops is secular,
Sealing of meat shop is communal.
Burqa is secular but vermilion is communal.
Roza is secular but Karwachauth is communal.
Haj Houses are secular; Ram Mandir is communal.
Madrasa education is secular; Sanskrit is communal.
Azan noise is secular; kirtan noise is pollution.
Long live secularism; long live justice system.
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Secular Daddy-Tiwari

He is a born fighter, like a fierce bull secular,
Nation and religion is not to him dear,
But lasses beautiful are truly near,
Created dozens of offspring but left over;
In a high spirit, truly secular.

Tuned to an ecosystem, playful with body she,
Towards each other, identical, love labour, lost;
The bodies melting within and within;
The erupting volcanoes of rot and perversion;
Ends up in hidden fear of compassion.

Inherited the legacy of debauch Mogul emperors,
Changes color like a chameleon secular.
True follower of lofty legacy, of fathers secular.
In the fading dusk of life and hopes;
Ideas full of X-rated clips, like an open library.

Left with nothing but rains of bitter tears,
The drought of hate and frustration,
The stinking autumn and dark winter;
Of scornful, dying hopes and dreams,
Fluttering to resurrect like Phoenix.
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Secular God

Numb He is, perhaps afraid of bloodbath and terror,
His light has vanished like fire without air,
Laugh and laughter become species rare,
Is the world about to see annihilation fare?

Streets are blood socked, houses haunted,
Fusillades and blasts have made life marooned,
When we have to annihilate hunger, thirst and wound,
Man is killing man to appease secular God.

Crumbling temples have destroyed home of faith,
Satan dancing over the corpses in the valley of death,
Thousands of Hindus butchered and Muslims beneath,
To illuminate their false demigods with wreathe.

Souls flying, leaving the hopes behind,
Life space shadowed by darkness of shroud,
But nowhere was visible the secular God, hyped,
Some crying for Allah, somewhere Ram looked.

But there was no respite and wisdom,
Darkness has engulfed world’s dawn,
Deputed to spared love and peace,
But spreading hatred and bloodbath drawn.

Forget me, don’t defame,
You are my mistaken name,
Foul and weak souls cursed and ram,
Sent on earth to lament their sins again.
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Secular Jaichands & Meerjaффers

Spirit of traitor Jai Chand and Meer Jaffer;
Those are now on our most flattered rule
Reside on that mountaintop, decadents jeer;
But the mindless nation is mute in tear.

The coward stuff is all stand and still,
Dumb and cramped glee, like a sermon from the hill;
As dark night of winter at the mill,
Dancing with Marshalls Secular, men, most immoral.'

At first light, crossways the Lutyens' tower;
Shamelessly pushing rogues from their bower,
Hiding deeds blacks of the Marshalls' life order,
Nation is tapped by wrecker secular Marshalls here!

The scams, quotas, vulgar art and thirsty staff, still,
And terror, red and green grew the Marshalls' mill,
And this is what we see at last, their feelings matters will:
All honour unto snatched, by Jai and Jaffer drill.

By words and acts of such who lead the nation to hell,
Sadly this tale is for all from mountain to well,
Unknown to un-worthy Marshalls as 'man most immoral, '
Follow them as Gods but they are rogue Marshall, Secular.
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Secular Love

Now Tom is ready to desert is loyal order,
To keep his vote bank in his folder,
Ready to be a Jay Chand and Meer Jafer;
And enjoy cozy blocks near an Islamic border.

To be loyal to his faith is not in his blood,
But he was taught to taste the Arabian food,
Scheming hard to fulfill his pervert brood,
Made of such brute stuff, designed this Robin Hood.

And power has turned him a sinned monster,
A man rotted as a leader un-fair;
So power and greed linked, as a deadly pair,
At every nook and corner he blazes his mind bare.

At even feasts and dying assemblies,
He seduces the fools with his seductive vibes,
As against the joys of land and lives,
Ignoring the gravest past for his happy hives.

That skull capped loathed, bearded, secular-General,
Courtiers, flatters who tutored him for carol;
 Forced him to play the loud, sound, secular;
Dreaming the uprising and crowd tag the immoral.

But the wise laughed at the message dark,
Follow me as I jump and leap—the secular bark;
Was ever a General fallen so low like deep shark,
"My secular love, my faith, " My ducks sing like a lark.
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Secular Mask

They wear a mask of dirt and lies,
To hide filth and fraud in eyes,
With torn and rot mind they smile,
Pain is the reward they give to people glide.

Mouth always with dirty flies,
Nation to them is always otherwise,
They smile but beguiling masses cry,
They offer prayer with a mind vile.

Beneath our feet they floor hot tiles,
To see people tortured their soul arise,
In counting peoples’ tear their heart ride,
In a world sad they dream happy wide.

In a nation miserable they bask,
Because they wear a secular mask.

FROM:
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Seminars

Eat, drink, loaf and be marry on government funds openly,
Everyone enjoying symposium rides socially and politically;
No work and stress from top to boss permanently,
In the evening no time limit to gloss or cross nervously.
Free to bunk the classes and duties shamelessly,
Boost about merit and work aggressively.
Can miss out post lunch sessions easily and politely,
Scores of delegates take a nap silently or stealthily.

Unmindful paper readers wake them scarily or rarely;
In seminars and conferences all, react fake and politely.
Theme or topics have no relevance and importance educationally,
Food, links and amusement most potent weapons naturally,
Trophies, gifts and freeloading make conference great academically;
In difficult presentations, everybody is late accidentally or genuinely.
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Shadow Lines On My Face

Sometimes, I feel,
The faces which seem strange,
Are so near to my heart?

Sometimes, it appears,
The persons, unwanted for me,
Become most important for my existence.

Sometimes, the faces,
Whom I have never met,
Keep on waiting for me eternally.

Sometimes, knowing or unknowingly,
We become so close to strangers
And to be a part of each others existence.

Sometimes, I find,
The imprints of some one, on my face,
As I have a borrowed face.

With other’s shadow lines on my face,
I, myself do not know,
Whether I am a reality or a shadow.

FROM:
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Shake The World

Man is the master and the mirror,
World is a beautiful miracle,
You have to change it for good,
To make your life beautiful,
To make this world a better place.

Take a look at yourself than leap for a change,
Entertain, enjoy, live and change;
This is not an ordinary place,
And you are not an ordinary person,
Brothers and sisters: you are unique.

Time is changing and moving,
So our village, our city, our country;
Need to be changed for better,
But who can change? Only we,
Get up and shake the world.

Birds with broken wings, never fly;
Happy living, long live the world,
As a blessed creation of Almighty,
And devote still, in the stillness;
Of mysterious, eternal transcendence.
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Sharia Jaziya And Sikhs

Attacked from all corners,
Herd of bearded, skull capped killers,
Bombs, gun wielding fanatic riders,
Only Sharia and Jaziya and death gliders.

Uprooted from their land, no food no water,
Only bombs and bullets freely fire,
Crazy messenger of death and terror,
Heralded death to many dear and near.

Watched with horror by helpless eyes,
No love or help from any sides,
Free loot of Sharia and Jaziya chides,
Sympathy false from secular step brothers,
Where love and help reserved for Sharia followers.

N.B. this sonnet (short poem) was penned down on religious discrimination against Sikhs and non Muslims in Aurkarzai in Swat valley in Pakistan who were forced out from their houses for not paying Jaziya, a communal tax.
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Shattered Revolutionary

Dried himself up like a withered leaf,
All the sap dried up, like stinking sweat;
Became out caste, like a pained blister,
Hated like rotten meat,
Always on the run, like a fugitive;
And crushed under his own weight.

Became a burden for himself,
Ready to explode for dark empowerment,
Life goes by needs, not by dreams;
A beggar can meet his needs,
But an emperor may fail to realize his dreams,
Revolution is a dream not need.

He thinks, he is the answer;
But world sees him as dead end,
He thinks, he has the solution for all the ills:
But world sees him as hungry for power,
He thinks, he is fighting for the people;
But world sees him, as an escapist.

He thinks to usher revolution,
But world sees him, as unresponsive;
He thinks, he is working for others;
But world sees, he is raining hardships:
O beguiled revolutionary! Enlighten yourself;
Don’t be misguided by illusions; beautiful world lies within.

Before angry, forgive others;
Before condemn others, wait and think about yourself:
Before speak, listen to others;
Before taking to guns, labor;
Before loot, earn by hard work;
Before kill, let others live.
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Shaw And The Beautiful Woman

Once French actress Sarah Bernhardt offered Shaw to wed;
Shell shocked, the great bard, on idea absurd;
And looked disheveled, the beauty from toe to head;
The shocker was a real beauty in every sense of bard,
But the woman was worthy to be rejected,
As she was made of worse mind and heart ejected.

And the Bard- he was above all the brains, we know,
A living embodiment of intellect and wits grow,
But, alas he was ugly as devil and no glow;
And a Knight the way he dressed with full flow,
Though he was lacking in beauty but raw,
But he was high in his pen and saw.

Now suppose, we must wed and deliver a child;
'Just think Monsieur... a child with my looks and your brains! '
These two would choose and be ordained,
'But Madam, what if he is born with my looks and your brains? '
Some beauty is sick and unfit to be loved,
Misconstrue their beauty and intellect, in ways nurtured.
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She Power

No one can strip us of our powers,
Nor crush our beliefs away,
Woman has huge hidden treasures,
Only a woman can portray.

Ignorant push us to hide in silence and isolation,
Under a roof in a dark lane, -
Crushed in this brutal world cruel strife, and seclusion;
Where sun never rises, only rotten brain.

We are not a vague or silly creation,
To throw our existence away,
We are here to gather the best for home line,
To brighten and decorate with ray.

As modest flora by a hamlet budding,
That tempt all to enjoy beauty and rain,
And showers aroma, for the world rotting,
An endowment again and again.

So cannot be pawed, shy and ignored,
Be an all powerful ally happy none the less,
Empowered to plug the vacuum, in and around;
With pleasure and bliss.

Can't surrender to the whims and fancies'
Those want to prick and play with us;
Ready to squeeze or die, fighting vanities;
Fight bravely but without fuss.
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Shree Ram Temple At Ayodhya

With time all the forts and minarets,  
Build by Babur and his barbarian clan,  
Will be razed and mercilessly plundered,  
To weed out the symbols of injustice,  
In the multilayered mystery of History,  
But the nation wishes to build there,  
In the midst of complaining rubble,  
To remain shining till eternity,  
A majestic Shree Ram Temple,  
That will never crumble,  
To uphold, truth and deliver justice,  
And spread Dharma and annihilate A-dharma.

DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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Shrimad Bhagavad Gita And Karma

When we surrender to God, all He does:
And is always there to bless us and protect us;
But we must perform our actions on our own,
God and all leave us for alone.

With actions firm and honest,
And all the elements work for their behest,
If you love for the poor fruit,
The action is weak and shallow its root.

But if with folded hand I go,
With faith in God and hope,
Listening to the voice of inner self and wit,
Move carefully and keep eyes to hit.

Have faith in self and soul there,
And chant My verse forever here—
With such pious souls my blessings lit,
No body can harm such souls those God has writ.

Burn your ego and false show of things,
And spread love and devotional wing,
Surrender to that super soul,
And relish lofty goal.

He delivers rewards unsought, unseen;
He is always there as a sensuous been,
Person with divine faith and believe,
Grow sensible and loved by God within.

Persons need no enemy, who has angry ears;
Persons with knowledge need no wealth for years,
Persons with mercy need no patience any more,
And persons need no obligations, those have love lore.

Blameless one hear His sound,
The path of knowledge sees around,
For men of contemplations sun warms his light,
Man of honest action sees no path tight.
Not by abstention from work man attains harmony,
Nor does he attain foredoom glory,
Nor by renunciation attains perfection within,
Only path of work is the means of liberation from the din.

No one can remain without action bound,
Impulse of nature made him action loud,
All work is a bolt from Supreme bliss,
Surrender ourselves and reject ignorant kiss.

That restrains sensuous authority,
False conduct is unbranded by,
With control of senses to Higher one,
Without attachment, acts alone.

All work is done to follow divine hour,
Spirit of sacrifice is the real flower,
Dismiss all hopes of reward in life,
Serve the creator and Supreme and forget strife.

By performing allotted duty and forget noon,
By this foster one attain God’s boon,
By fostering sacrifice He will bless with joyous place,
Enjoying gifts without sacrifice is an ugly face.

People eats, earns through sacrifices, makes;
Are released from sins and wakes,
Wicked gulps for their own sake as Arabian drugs,
Verily they are sinners and destined to rugs.

Food brings life muse into world,
Rain gives birth to food in fold,
Sacrifice brings rain to guide mortal course,
Sacrifice is the result of work and undying force.

Action is rooted in Imperishable spheres,
World is a sacrifice for millions of years,
This pattern is kept up by human heart,
Propel morals for worldly beings to start.

He, who does not help others, is evil;
Follows senses like devil,
Such lives live in vain,
And God throws them into drain.

Sacrifice is a joint between God and man, untold;
Action done with sacrificing spirit, dear to Lord;
It is also law of life sought,
Individual and cosmos depend on each other hot.

Man liberated has no gain from action or in-action,
Perfectly happy possessing the Self to get salvation,
The liberated souls are path makers,
They blaze the path and trillions are takers.

Life of god is the inspiration given,
Life of world follows that heaven,
His great actions preservers the universe,
And stops from falling back non-existent verse.

These are the ways of Lord Bard,
Do not desire laurels and reward,
Souls are dear to God,
Those hear his Maker’s voice and nod.
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In the hot noon looking a cool place to rest in the night,
The Delhites boat is under the clouds of toxic sprite,
The water bodies stinking and encroached by the evil spirit,
The bravo for admired, favourites, sold to a passion of corrupt.

The flutter of the dirty curtain, give shade to sick inside the hospital,
The assembly of rivals, the false oath, the rage and fall,
The rowdy people, the leaders with arrogance, sunning duty call,
No listener to guiltless souls those collect and revisit dark wall.

Dominants growl of over-fed who fall in fits,
Invective women, dashing home, delivering babies blitz,
Criminal making shady offers, denial met with curved lips,
Women sat crossed legs, smoking, drinking waiting for client's chits.

Unchaste girls going to marriage, in open air theatre,
Dressed mostly in skin, trapping the groom by litter,
Long eyelash, breast bare, locks fall upon voluptuous curve glitter,
Beard and curls of groom making him queer gender, jitter.

The gravediggers arise early and wait for a man to die,
Tucking trouser-bottoms in boots, burying dead in tiny time,
The happy slave came, running, to him, another coffin outside,
And hurry, he kept digging the soil to bury another dead pile.

Young men and young girls bath together in a pool,
Young men and young women, friendly and cool;
But all, still very lonesome, friendless and fool;
Unknown hands passing from their temple and ribs like a tool.

I too am failing to understand, none too able to translatable,
Shocked to see the barbaric yawps, dashing on high way cable,
Wishing to leave the city and air harsh to escape hate racial,
I effuse my limbs in eddies and glide it in the lacy table.
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Sisters

Couriers of sweet dreams, sans any grade,
In everybody's heart and head.
Flow sweet dreams from happy streams,
With waves of happy and sweet beams.

Sweet lulls with tender crown,
Weave a cozy and soft gown.
Sweet like an angel kind,
Pray for brother's happy world.

Sweet smiles, day and night,
Manifolds brother's delight.
Rapidly, merrily, smiles,
Life's sunny hours fit by, night beguiles.

Gratefully, cheerily, no sighs,
Enjoy them as they fly in the eye!
In time tough do good like happy child,
Win fiery antidote and happy creations smiled.

There is no loyal like a sister for happy sleep,
Unmindful of calm and rough weather deep,
To cheer brother on the tedious face,
To delight brother as a holy image I can trace.

Correct dear brother if goes wrong thee,
Lifts him if he breaks down or weep she;
One and one smile on thee and all,
Life with thee becomes agony free as infant small.
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Slumdog Riches

Slumdogs are a glorified lot.
But by whom?
By heart! No one,
But as a part of dirty game,
Millions, millions and millions.
As a solid beguiling vote bank,
For power hungry leaders,
Easy pray to wolf skinned reformers,
Juicy jaunts to money laundering NGOs,
Saucy masseurs,
To inadequately clad social blondes,
Dearest subject to secular, lover of art,
And puppet to the theatre of absurd.
And YOU- poor, sick old ere time,
Disheveled, dirty, abused,
Body ransacked and face with furrows deep,
Decayed to enrich, corrupt comrades.
Begging, robbing, looting,
Hoodwinking and crime,
As loved haunts,
Living in galleries of darkness,
Crying always for bies free.
Past, present and future,
All shroud in crying shadows.
With bleeding consciousness,
Children of lesser gods,
Themselves worship false gods.
Rest is devastating,
Nationals with corrupted nationality,
Applauds you,
Jai Ho, Jai Ho, Jai Ho Slumdog.

FROM:
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Socialist Learner

I am an English teacher,
Teaching the socialist and democratic learner,
All the labor, but no literature;
Remain dim and dull like moon in cloudy sphere.

I take all the pains, but no gain;
Knowledge remain as law as dry fountain,
Always they miss the merit chain,
Despite all support but no happy claim.

Reason is the free and easy jibe,
Responsible to kill the students’ hype,
To see learners bright and wise,
Only, open and free competition is ripe.

Only then they cherish the lucky wheels,
Among the high mountains they can feel.

FROM:
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Soldier

There is a true man in every soldier,
All can see it when they walk,
There is a grace in every soldier,
All can hear it when they talk.
There is nerve in every soldier,
All can spot it in their eyes,
There is devotion in every soldier,
It is sure, they will not compromise.

There is everything in every soldier,
Those have make them place apart,
There is strength in every soldier,
That bangs from their heart.
Being a soldier is not a label for any man,
That can be purchased or borrowed to woo,
It is the greatest honor to a man,
Like the soul for a body, hidden deep inside of you.

Soldiers' trade isn't ceased after,
Performing all the routine jobs of the week,
All the soldiers are always a soldier,
No matter they are conscious or sleep.
For a soldier country is always first,
And every thing even his life is left behind,
A soldier has to sacrifice himself for what,
Is decided by his leaders' mind and sound.

If you are a true nationalist -
Next time you see a soldier;
Learn by heart what they do and act,
He is the cause for our soil is 'abode of the liberated'.
He is the one that is valiant and shielding you and me,
I salute you from the bottom of my heart, -
.....Thank God You blessed this land with soldiers brave,
Thank God for what YOU and they do for our chart!
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Soldier: Dying Declaration

When I die in a war sector,
I will be packed and mailed to my quarter,
My medals will be piped on my chest,
Tell my mother, her son did his best,
Console my father, not to bend low,
As his brave son died for motherland, bow.
Tell my brother to drive my bike care fully,
He will be head of my family permanently.
Tell my sweet sister not to be upset,
Her regimented brother will not howl after sunset.
Advise my son to study and work hard;
Caution my daughter to beware of debauch ward,
O My Countrymen! Tell my wife not to cry, for good;
Because I am soldier, cursed only to die in the wood.
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Somnath Temple

These mighty Arabian waves have always attracted me,
Dancing in the deep, telling the devotees,
The tales of blood and death of Islamic terror,
With tears of pain and silence of crematorium.

Listening the tales of blood and terror,
I plunged into pain and tear,
Thoughts to where my heart, brooding, took me back,
To in-numerable bloody invasions.

Like the tossing wind, flight of happy pigeons,
That house in the marvel,
A voice from the inner depths of spirit
Shook the certitudes of my thought.

Eternity breaks through time,
Past and present intermingle in its image.
In the inner shadows I lose myself,
Drowning in the sea-depths of timeless Jyotir-Linga.
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**Song For My Nation**

No quota or freebies but only character and patriotism;

Can make a nation great and strong;

Citizens who for truth and nation's name

Stand tough and sacrifice all without a murmur.

Great men who work while others sleep or loot,

Who faces rough challenges while others eat and drink—

They guards the nations' honour and construct pillars deep,

And take the nation to brightest heights.
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Song Of Victory

It is not the time to dip in Lethe River,  
It is the time to raise arms, ceaselessly;  
To breathe in the free sky shining,  
Get up, to break the hands of dragon dancing.

Self burning is the signal of defeat, depression;  
And immolation is the losing self impression,  
Every autumn is followed by spring, joyous;  
No sinner can live for ever, victorious.

Do not take dear Tibet into night,  
Best way to defeat slavery, is fight;  
Dying untimely is not a valiant option,  
Let tonight be the last night of slavery for companion.

In this arduous fight for blissful liberation,  
Every movement may fetch hibernation,  
Days and night never remain the same;  
As when lives a man lives less and die more.

O tyrant of darkness! You will perish soon:  
Those born with me will see free moon;  
I swear to Great Dalai Lama, but swear in joy;  
But very pest of our plight will soon be a deceased body.
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Sonia Gandhi

She stands as dull as Parveen Babi stand;
Like Parveen Babi, when she turned all away
And forces her might, nation and masses sway;
And read ruling written in her hand.

Her face is high and dry for the holy land,
For noise has touched the danger of day;
Her actions are mysterious; on her thorny way
That torturous track has not softened on the sand.

She stands there like a fearful height,
A pale lifeless figure where all power fix;
She remains alone, a wonder unsolved nix;
She remains there calm and cool, dwarfing other’s might.

Unchangeable even in her sad plight,
Her face and will dashes against the light.
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Sonia Gandhi-Mother Of All Scams

That white skinned straight hair of hers,
and the cool graced blue eyes,
Deep and mysterious,
Attracting power hungry thuds to hers!
It seems Indians fail their nation, Sweet;
and elected you as their leader true,
Ah, sticking still with you,
And you cheated on them with sour, Treat!

But you like a killer, only you know-
For power’s sake
Or your simpleton son’s sake,
Chased one scam after another, you know.
Cheaters took turn on you, all say-
You and your dear ones too,
full of mouth and bellies too,
all the faces rotten dear to you, all say.

All's your own, to loot the most of, Sweet-
Silence and silence for,
Coolly watching the power game for,
Keeps all to her family, Sweet!
But we love you, but, you would not, Sweet,
Though, we win you,
Elected you, brayed you
in hot and cold -for you could not, Sweet!

So, now discard the sweet face fondly there:
Be it ugly or beauty;
But now a burden and booty!
Faded all hope beyond, shattered dreams lie there!
And while the corrupt faces remain quiet there;
Expressing, dismay and wonder;
Nation plundered and all ponder,
a lesson? Never trust a stranger there.

As, -not one, but a long list foregone,
Panwar, Kalmadi, Gill, Dixit liking,
Tharoor, Hassan, Chavan, Raja striking
Robbing nation, -the states, we looked above for, gone!
Why, this beauty, needs there money be,
Thieves and robbers liking?
Crushing the honest -kings
in her armor, only live wealthy-bee?

2G, CWG, Adarsh, IPL are dear -sweet,
If they grow, I grow there;
No body touch my Swiss hold there,
All investigations are the cheek to dimples sweet?
My doing is so too perfect,
Justice System can’t mend it,
and so end all shouts and fits,
since my all creations perfect!

She is a kind in itself, perhaps,
Just near to perfection-
Never faces, harsh rejection;
Blessed by some corrupt God, perhaps?
Shall we get up, boot that face at once;
into nothingness:
And so nothingness:
And enlighten our nation from at once?

Or else ready to die sticking on her?
Your wrong love-fancies!
-Even a sick man sees
Truer, when his hot eyes roll on her!
When a gardener thinks to disgrace the rose, -
Plucks a bud before full -flower
For his corrupted gold bower,
No fine things can bloom that rose:

Patriotism, honesty, make its cup more rose,
Strong nation
Happy passion, -
Elect, some patriotic king to plant more rose!
Then how grace a nation? I know a way!
Don’t leave it, to strangers.
Must you yourself gather?
Smell, kiss, wear it-at last, and don’t throw away!
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Sorrow And My Nation

Nation is drowned in sorrow,
School, college, hospitals and office;
Cinema halls, all are lost in sorrow.
Wrinkles on the bed narrate the tale of sorrow,
Of newly wed.
Even the flowers of gajra are sad,
Spreading the stench of sorrow.

Sorrow here and sorrow there,
Sorrow every where,
Even the sorrow is dancing on
The dancing floor
And hugging sadness and sorrow.

Nation has decomposed due to sorrow,
By her own creations,
As the unending greed for quotas,
From the obnoxious citizens,
But all the cruel palms,
Giving, delivering only sorrow.

Sorrow! My bosom companion,
Filling the nook and corners,
In all one sick breathing,
I have seen and met only you.
In the calm nights, cool mornings;
In thunder, in rain and tempests;
Only has spread the shoots of dark,
No way seems to get rid off.

Nation is crying and crying,
Leaders erect crumbling sand houses,
Ground was covered with broken glasses,
Only, the dark and dark visible;
My nation, a failed land;
Of secular and social justice game.

Where people always beg with begging bowl,
Play cheating, looting, killing and raping;
Where nation is completely filled,
With the sigh boards of,
Sorrow and sorrow.
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Sorry! We Let You Down

Children of beautiful Seven Sisters,
Does not fear or run; nation is with you.
Do not cry for attention and safety;
You are our part and not outsiders.

Jointly will boot out the criminal intruders,
You are our first love, real brothers and sisters;
Secular fascists have let you down,
But do not care those racist scoundrels.

Do not feel ignored, mocked or excluded;
We are taught to love and care you;
No discrimination be meted out to you,
You will be in news for reasons good.

Blue eyed star of national family,
Forget the past of death and destruction;
Of violence, victimization, and uprooting;
That history tortured will not be revisited.
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Soul

Soul is immortal, an uncontrolled, blame-free creation;
Declared, as immortal, and irreconcilable so far;
All the time moving from a body to another.
Disordered, unknowingly, always in conversation;
With the self and the divine for happiness.

Like a co-traveler always guides like;
Ram, Krishna and other lords, immortals.
Impostor, wild child, cursed to utter, inappropriateness;
Speaks to a fellow child and hurts,
Unaware about his own reality and its’.

But it takes the way towards, the immortals;
It is going to a library to talk to a wild,
Blame free child, in the school.
This world is like a cinema hall,
Mortal bodies come and play their part.

Fellow mortals see the show and laugh and depart;
And laughing is good for body and world.
So speak the immortal soul and order the fellow,
To go back to a Kindergarten for laughter and play
And realize and talk the wild, blame free soul.
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Stained Crown

Always high talk and secular debate,
Pretend sharp and noble laureate,
No work and movement late,
No sense of mercy but love hate.

Cruel heart and selfish bent,
Knowledge and merit spent,
Change color like chameleon rent,
Wed perversions like page 3 haunt,

One eye jealous of other eye,
Want to see other perish and die,
Lies and farce, every where prefer high,
Deliver worst and fetch nigh.

Change tracks like fancy flight,
From left to right and right to left,
All pleasures but no light,
Power and treasuries the resolve might.

Raised kingdom on hate,
Murder, plunder and loot are their fate,
Words have their meaning lost,
Relationship of love and brotherhood never meant.

Without solution dies nation’s health,
Play havoc with mankind’s birth
Pray, breath and die on earth,
With a stained crown and blotted wealth.

From:
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Stand Up Draupadi......

Stand up Draupadi, get hold of your attire,
Lord Krishna won't come to protect your honor.

Expecting so much help, I can feel it
Trusting the media fixed and sold to waste it.
Crying and seeking help from closed ear,
Dushashans are sitting in courts, can't hear.
Like a bunch of shameless and the such
How can protect the shame of others, so much?
Stand up Draupadi, get hold of your attire,
Lord Krishna won't come to protect your honor.

Ruled by a blind king till yesterday, bare free
But now deaf and dumb too, to see.
Ears are filled by the fears,
You yourself say with your tears,
Tongues and lips stitched like Hindus of valley,
How and whom you want to teach like allies?
Stand up Draupadi, get hold of your attire,
Lord Krishna won't come to protect your honor.

Shun henna and veil; lift your arms more,
Save yourself, learn to fight to endure,
Rot is splashed, nothing left to miss;
Heads and souls are for sale without hiss;
Free quotas and subsidies always waiting;
Live and die for freebies without hesitating,
Stand up Draupadi, get hold of your attire,
Lord Krishna won't come to protect your honor.
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Stay After The Dark

Most lives are lost in the nothingness,
Although they have a beginning,
They have an eventful middle,
But end is without a sigh.

Lost in an eternal silence- -
Where gloomy rivers moan,
Their waves lost into the deep,
And sleeps a charm less sleep.

Win life for others,
Born to live, laugh, cry and love;
As one day, soul will fly;
To embrace her new suitor.

Remain conscious somewhere,
Even after the silence.
Millions and millions of man,
Born and pass away every moment.

All pray, awake the departed not;
Led by a God on buffalo,
HE came from very far,
To settler where shadows are.

Her pleasant lot, but only actions positive;
Can lit the dark into new light.
Enlightening souls take others,
Out of darkness, with illuminating inner self.

Enlighten your self today,
To enlighten other’s tomorrow.
You may be one with Almighty,
And may be one Immortal.

So decide and act today!
Want to be lost with a breath,
Or will your name be carved with immortals?
“To be remembered........”
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Steps Of Angels

Open and close are opposite,
But in life they are real twins,
We are open with those with whom we are close.

If rejected by someone, don’t be disappointed,
Einstein was a successful scientist,
Because he was rejected by many scholars.

Remain free from hatred and worries,
Live without expectations,
Have faith in divine will, as God is the best friend.

No use of boosting about doing our best,
But got to succeed in doing,
Which is best.

Expressions of the face can be read by the world,
But the depression of the heart can be read only by close ones,
So do not lose closeness in relations.
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Submit In Love

Waiting for the time when you would
Surrender you in my thirst arms,
Entangled in my twisted legs and eager lips;
Even in the sizzling heat or freezing cold,
Or in the floods of Brahmaputra.

Trying to stop fast running time,
When lying together on couch,
Never know how hours pass,
Shadows increasing and birds retreating,
But no stoppage of our flow of pleasures.

Puffing, sweating and lost;
Yearning, time to stop;
Tasting up to brim-Eden's fruit of love;
Unaware of any fear and hesitation;
Lost and drowned in each other.

Thousands of days will come,
Millions of tomorrows will be there,
But there is only one today with her,
Smile and happiness missed today,
Will never be there again.

Ah! My beloved, breathing stopped;
Looking at each other, with messy
Hair, blushing face, crouched body;
Confused, perplexed but with
Delight and unexplainable joy.

Complete naked, all pleasures are with us
As souls are naked, bodies must be,
The taste the divine juice, which humans have,
Here is no apology but all innocence,
No need we have to cover like man of lust.
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Su-Roor Love Saga

King Tharoor was an arrogant king, and loved a golden sport;
And on a fateful day, as his lady love strove, sat looking at the fort.
Coterie filled the chairs round, with cheer girls nothing to hide;
Winning the auction, king dreamt to make his bride;
And truly it was a big catch, to hook the glittering show;
Wealth, women, wine and all dons above political beasts below.
Hustle and bustle of gossip brigade, with bloody jaws;
They bit, hit and curse the king and dame with their paws;
With all the force and vulgar roar, they pushed all on other;
Till the sin pot filled with rot, and nothing left to pour.
The stifling stink from the VVIP closet, blew the air;
Cried the bard, ” Dearest we are happy than there! “

Su’s love touches the king, a wonderful lovely tame.
With seductive eyes and rosy lips, always dance the dame.
She muttered, ” the king my suitor, must be a stinging bee, ”
He desperately wins the game, to prove his love to me!
Lords, leaders, ladies and dealers, all betted glamour fines;
Ready to dropp all down, to prove my love lines;
She cozies the king: to move his passion glide;
The king towed and jumped in the forest wild,
The jump was fast; but the return faster;
Threw every thing; but not love: lost all at alter.
Well done cry Su in tears, as he muttered where he sat;
Not love, but the arrogance and past, which hit the crown fat.
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Swami And The World

Lives in a divine abode,
In a land paced by gods, he rode
Known as a saint and a Yog guru,
He is Swami Ramdev.

Lives with no other thought;
But to love and be loved by all.
I am a child and he is a guru,
in this kingdom of Devbhumi by the heaven.

Respected as a messenger from heaven,
Attired in a lone saffron holy,
Patriotism and sacrifice, as a message divine;
Delivered to me and all.

And this was the reason that, long ago,
In this kingdom by the heaven,
A wind blew out of a cloud, blessing
Our revered Swami Ramdev.

So that in his abode wise men came
And got blessed by him,
To live with him in a land of God
In this kingdom by the heaven.

Neither the leaders across the world,
Nor the demons down under the sea,
Can ever malign his soul and body
Of the graced Swami in saffron.

For the moon always shines with bringing me to the great mystic.
And the stars always rise,
But I feel the bright eyes
of the gleaming Yogi.

And so, all the time, I perform the tide
of my darling- my body - my life and my bride,
in this celestial abode, blessed by,
The holy waters of Ganga, Jamuna and Sarswati.
Swami Vivekananda

(After the great Hindu Saint and Philosopher)

Only God has acquaintance of his primeval brow,
Where this great saint lived. Yet his body beams,
Dazzling the countenance, radiant streams;
Yet little in his pride but his peek glow.

Still glowing, no weakness, If not, his bare,
Chest would not shade you in the quiet sun,
He heartened the nation when we were on burn,
By his sermons bright, he spread the Hindu glare.

If not, this rock conquered big and small,
The radiance in his eyes illuminated all,
You conquered the mind and heart of short and tall,
Every second, minute, hour and everyday were on his call;

A choir of divine voices seemed so near,
A band of angels filling the haunted atmosphere.
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Tajmahal, Love Imprisoned

O Jahapana dear,
You made me a circus museum jeer,
Your wife dearest Mumtaz crying.
Where your love vanished or dying?

You were not a lover
But jealous of world’s eyes hover,
Jealous of even sun, moon and stars,
And dump me deep in this purdah wars

Imprisoned my dead spirit and denied even air,
In your fascination for structure white rare,
Snatched and robbed all my rights behind,
Privacy robbed by stinking breath of rogue crowd.

Plundered by their saucy acts, I writhe in pain,
In this immortality rule your vanity and arrogance vain,
Molded by sweat, tears, blood of man and their families drain,
Stand adulated jeweled marble Tajmahal in chain.

Love is mightier than might, deeper than the deep,
Love is mother of all the wombs’ reap.
Then why this circus of wreckage, dust and stone?
Cold beauty of stone can’t turn heart soft cone.

Beware of temple gods you mow,
I hear their spirit bite me with their claws,
Fluttering white in fear,
In billing and chilling tomb here.

You left imprisoned with your pride,
I cry in pain and anguish, O Jahapana tide,
I mothered your fourteen children rent,
But you slew innumerable innocent.

Come to my arms my killer dear,
A love that has past the feat of beauty rear,
Though hath her decayed beyond all cure,
Lord disheveled and has his bones torn manure.
His misplaced love is in chains,
In a 6X3 bed, you gave but in vain,
Watched and corrupted by bearded hunch,
Like a dead mouse in a muddy trench.
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Tale Of A Patriot

Our brave brother, like a vagabond cloud,
Travels on like a forgotten tribe,
Gulfed by slavery and sad pangs,
And oppressed by deadlier vices of socialist system,
Whose deep taint with slow poison,
Murders the brave soul and strong frame.

Back at home all honors and energy,
Consumed by courts, offices, babus;
Associations, society, NGOs;
In vain, ugly - mouthed sold media;
All lost in the mutual robbery,
And he is a slave to these disgraces.

Polluted by the black deeds of black kings,
Violating in the name of a rule books, battering brave lives,
Wealth and power as the only religion,
And writing on the wall, nation’s destruction;
Pretend wisely as service national and social,
Without any remorse chase their trade.

With falsehood and mockery of truth and bravery,
Their book of life is written, to break all oaths,
Forth from his dark and lonely dwelling-ghetto,
Pitiable sight! The owlet socialism;
Sailing on dark wings of penury in the noon,
Drops his tired -red lids, and hand holds them close.

Hooting at the glorious sun in Heaven,
Cries out, ` Was I fought for this? ' 
Nation, Nation, Nation; Mocking at my sacrifice;
Peace long preserved by saints and perilous temples,
Invaded in secular wars, we have loved;
To boost blood thirsty clans, passionate for blood!

Alas! For ages, people ignorant of all;
Its ghastlier wars, patriots faced;
Battle, or siege, or freezing snows or boiling deserts;
We, this whole people, have been ignorant;
For war and bloodshed; killing sports,
To which we talk as a thing happy and sport.

Spectators and not combatants! No guess;
Seeing silently of a wrong unfelt,
However dim and vague, too vague and dim;
To ignore a heart rattling cause; and forth,
And in the name of the God in Heaven,
We send our mandates for his certain death.
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Tale Of A War Widow

She was very poor,
She has nothing to eat and drink,
Her brave husband,
Was killed in the Kashmir valley,
Braving for the unity and honor of the nation.

The traders of blood, wrote a tribute on a stone,
Mocking his martyrdom,
But there was no one to wipe her tears.
Her father and brother were
Butchered by the government agents
As they had no money to bribe them.

Her children died unemployed
As they were meritorious and honest.
Vultures made a film about them,
To entertain the world and win laurels and laugh.
Their photographs can be seen,
At an art exhibition in Delhi.

Then the president gave a certificate,
To laugh at her pain,
Still she was very poor,
She was the widow of a warrior,
Not a vote bank..
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Teacher, Soldier With A Pen

Teacher is a soldier with a pen and an eternal guide
Lighting wisdom to mind decayed and white,
Floating tirelessly till dark with no pride,
Without fear and favor telling tales bright.

To clean the dirt river flows and air floats,
To vibrate heart and mind he gloats.
‘Tween goddess Sarswati and man he is linking milk,
Giving life to the world with deepest think.

As blessed banyan with roots, side by side,
Withstand winter, storm, wind and tide,
Beauty he admires and goodness wide,
Word and language such as teacher ride,
He will turn dust to gold, if his ways not hide,
And rake a soul with favorite manifold glide.
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Teacher-A Guide To Mankind

He teaches us to learn in silence, while he talks;
He teaches tolerance, while he is intolerant to hawks.
He teaches kindness, while he is unkindest to wrongs;
Teaches and guides the world with lofty thoughts.

With his lofty sermons, unlocks newer paths moving;
Denounces his pleasures for pupils’ mirth growing,
With patience and sacrifice, broods nation building:
For the success of others, teaches his living.

For him, his pupils are his bank, with precious treasure;
With his wisdom deep, motivates us and inspire:
Teacher is a director, a creator and never ending pleasure:
An artist, a king maker and a philosopher:
He is a real hero of beguiling society, without wing:
And clears darkness of mind and ushering spring
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Teaching Is A -

Teaching is not a profession,
It is a holy vocation,
It is a divine mission,
It needs committed attention.

Honest teacher earns admiration,
It gives dull and empty mind inspiration,
Helps sleeping cells get stimulation,
Right and proper teaching is a transformation.

Teaching is the strongest pillar of education,
It widens and matures imagination,
From slavery and darkness, it is liberation,
Enlarges mental horizon and sharpens comprehension.

It is a challenging task for modulation,
It stops the diversion of attention,
It sustains eminent position,
It compels man of inner realization.

The accent should not be on examination,
Good teaching requires higher imagination,
Good teacher is a temptation,
It is the architect of a nation.
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Tears For The Land

You observed me growing in your lap,
Shared and enjoyed my incorruptibility,
I worship you without shame.
I am with you and you are with me,
Jointly we spend night and day.

I can not abscond you, you know,
You shade my world, you fulfilled my life;
With all the bliss of life, but ignorant may call me a fool,
But I am an element of you, and mutually we will always be.
And I snoop like a devotee to you.

But to the acts unholy we howl together,
When I was mauled by the jihad fanatics;
I felt so forlorn in my own land,
But you smiled on my tears, made me sick,
And you forgot my sleepless nights.

My dreams came humiliating in my own land;
But you disregard our days, we faced the joy and sorrow,
And pledged to build our vivid tomorrow.
I relish those flash I enjoyed with you,
The hilarity and moan we shared together.

But scoundrels snatched my dreams away,
You feed those butchers to stand to grow,
But now my life has no place to live,
No place beyond the thundering of skies,
Blind to their sins only Krishna or Ram can save my honor.

Lifted, mauled, and converted to a dark faith;
Raped, veiled, and threw me into a perennial night;
Now ugly would the sky look,
Entire being is filled with sorrow,
Give me death to release my self.

Jihads made my life meaningless and bitter,
In these dark lanes of neurotic Islam,
No lass can ever live blissfully in this dampen world,
Mad sons of barbaric faith snatched my joys away,
I want to hug death in your lap to circumvent those unholy hands.

N.B. This poem was penned to express the plight of Hindu girls of Pakistan, abducted and forcibly converted to Islam, forcibly married to Muslim boys and raped for life out of forced wedlock.
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Tears Of An Nri

I am a native of Holy Land
But cast out now from my holy dust;
Separated from my parents, aged;
And from my sister, I love just.

With my shipment sordid,
I set sailing, but sinking spirit;
Like a mariner, robbed by bandits,
But steered my voyage but no light.

Back home brother moans for kidney pain,
Dear sister shedding tears of blood,
But love for dreams fake, paramount but vain:
And talking marching only symbol of bonds.

New Haven was my destination—
But there was I like withered roses;
The distance drew near minus fascination,
Glimpses of brooks and a image of mosses.

I was like a prisoner at Port New Haven,
Here, started working as if in chains,
Even all the beauties were like damned passion,
For excessive tyranny each day prevails.
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Terror And Jihad

Fixed and tyrannical mind,
Demanding blind submission,
And ready to slay one and all,
Who questions the dreadful faith.

Jihadis claim unlimited rights,
And brand him infidel,
And subject to brutal death,
Who tries to make them man.

Kills for a cause quoted in hate,
Crime against humanity,
For him the highest faith,
Killing is his only faith and ideology.

Abhor peace and silence,
Game of death he finds in Book,
For his green paints the land red,
Soul dead and body in shroud.

Never spares neither man nor God,
He is not a man but a killing machine,
Killing and death is his game,
Pray for the death of Jihadi and with his faith.
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Terror Mail

They flashed blood on every wing,
Years after years with tall score;
I brooded to find, who they were
They are the human beings no more;
My tears gave my eyes all clew,
A bearded butcher with gun in hand:
I shocked to see the butcher in green,
The poor land turned to red.

Deafening sound blasted my ears this morning,
They drove life out of all, very much;
I prayed that it could never happened
All should live with joyous touch;
And if you ask me how
There false God might be improved,
I would have love and compassion added to,
But just a few wrongs removed!

Terror mail has spread graveyard’s silence,
The killer kill the innocents and laugh,
The footstep of death,
The vision blinded;
killers love blood and death, believe me,
Though my heart, hatred hides;
They are taught a faith of death,
O God halt the Terror Mail forever and forever!
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Terror, Passage To Hell

Madness, never ending jaded,
Played by cunning and knaves, faded,
Who cannot bear world’s happiness,
They see method mad in this ugliness.

Killing the people is their pleasant season,
Nothing but horror and fear is their reason,
Founded and guided by dreaded selves,
Happy are those who are far away from such wolves.

Far away from their goals,
Hiding in safe bushes and caves, killing moles.
Children of envy and lower gods,
With no light of the day, growing toads,
To brand this ugliness unblemished,
Is the world of wolf and jackals diminished.

FROM:
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Thank God!

Thank God! You have blessed me with human grace!
That honored an urchin like me!
Otherwise I was lost, but now a face;
Otherwise I was blind, but now I see.

Thank God! You have graced me Brahmin, no dark and fear,
And graced my self with enlightenment;
How precious did that aura appear,
The experience delivered enjoyment!

Thank God! You have blessed me as a teacher,
To save the world from dangers, toils and snares;
This blessing has saves me from all the bleachers,
This will shield me as long as life endures.

The life will dissolve like waves those fail,
And this running life will have no trace,
A new life will be created, in the dark veil;
All will smile to see life of joy in their place.

This earth may be without life and flow,
The sunshine may cease;
But God, who called me with a glow,
Will keep me for ever in peace.

Without the blessings of God,
All the stars, would have no face,
All the men floating on board,
Would have melted without a race.
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The Art Of Living

A winning horse does not know the winning token
He only knows the pain given by the rider bold,
So in pain don’t think ties of life are broken,
Go through pain, God wants you to win in cold.

Ah, live like a king and rejoice,
Never mind, who is the king high,
And follow this attitude in all the chorus and noise,
Live life by your way and forget hopeless cry.

As sun shines for a day and make fancy flying
And candle for an hour in limited sphere,
Matchstick for a minute struggling and trying,
But life with positive vibes shines forever.

Soft words and rich in meaning creates joyous illusion
To clear dark screens out of age-dimmed eyes,
As success introduces to the happy world and clears confusion
But failures introduces the world to self and takes happy isles.
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The Burning Train At Godhra

Floating slowly as an aimless cloud over Godhra,
Flying high over silent mills and sad helmets.
Suddenly a thirsty crowd descends, from nowhere,
Thirsty not for the water but for the blood,
With fierce dagger, oil canes and what not.

A host of humans burnt alive
And writhing with unendurable pain.
In the train, beside seats, beside wash cabins,
Crying and burning alive,
Roasted corpses scattered everywhere.

Hundreds were trembling and weeping,
Over their dear and dead ones’ corpses,
Otherwise busy and humming housewives,
Beating breasts to cry out the pain,
On the charred remains of poor pilgrims.

Cameras, officials, police in fighting fatigue,
But out numbered and numbed by their screams.
Their burnt bones opened gold mines,
To secular hawks and I cried and cried,
Without any respite, for the pain it had brought.

I moved my pen to tear for poor souls,
Returning home from pilgrimage to Ayodhya
But became fuel to Jihadi hate,
A poet in me could cry and cry,
Gazing at the Burning Train at Godhra.

By,
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Cow, Mother Cow, Holy Cow!
Thou spirit of Bharat Mata,
That rescue from utter darkness,
And ushers the new creation
On this Holy land of the earth,
Which seem a divine land,
Conceived for Holy souls,
(For God blessed His creation,
And thrilled to see it blooming.)
But pained at the worst sinning,
When the Holy Land was reddened;
And hence all the woes and sorrows!
Ill – fated nation! from each drop shed,
The bliss and joy perhaps forever fled.
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The Curse Of Jamuna

Down flows the sad Jamuna braving all
The mayhem and amok drove a red line.
In the heartless dry, fast running city,
The wisest among the crowd shouted,
Lord Shiva! Save us, have mercy.

Everybody was a ruler here
But not a single master.
With eyes and ears closed,
Here, each is left to himself,
With a wounded heart.

The one who saw the living death,
On the wheels ran away
But the rest dead or crippled,
Deaf or dumb for rest of life
And could shed tears of blood.

On this frontier of freedom and freewill,
The blind declare themselves as masters,
Where people run barefoot
And shoes on their head,
Lost in self praise, self interest and suspicion.

Darkness of mind cannot go,
Even mighty Jamuna is helpless
And cannot wash your sins,
A red line is run amok,
And city has become a living graveyard.

By: -
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The Elegy For A Nation

All the wonders there, that is India;
Always on sky seven, with talk high in media;
Nation is very great, ancient and grey;
Thousands of years but easy prey,
Tales false told by secular narrators,
Glorified and canonized criminals and perpetrators,
Appear very sharp and honest but always unrated,
Late in action but very fast pirated.

Is there any thing better, is there any thing better;
No rest for fair man and I cry and flutter;
Cruel to honest, simple and weak;
But soft to corrupt, criminals and cheat;
Failed to give her children new light,
Thrown high and dry in the silence of night,
O love! You can see, by the sun’s first light;
Proudly we hailed nationalism but with waning heights.

Here brave sons and stars merited weather perilous storms,
Over secular rampant of Bhopal, watched wailing humanity, dreams torn;
With bursting bombs and red gun fire, hot air;
Gives proof that secular bull in valley is still there,
But that high talked nation still wave,
In the mystic land of Ganga and clans holy and brave,
On that holy land seen through the glean,
Here killers are our guests enjoying happy dreams.

With the hot air, blows anarchy and disorder;
And in that leaders swear by killing and gun powder,
No light is there to save this holy land,
In the hot sand wise man sad and alone stand,
Between the loved now razed hearth and houses,
Fear of death and destruction even in graves,
Pray to blessed hands, created and preserved as nation,
And gave proof to all that tricolor is still there with full passion.

Seeing this rot my face turned dry and pale,
And when eaten by guards, who else can ail?
My heart bleeds and legs refused to move away,
Saddened and sick, all my world and life turned to clay,
Seemed dark night on a sunny day,
And darkened my eye sight far away,
Then victor must we, when the cause is just;
To save our dear nation as divine thrust.
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The Journey Of A Soldier

Martyred soldier in a coffin,
Draped in tricolour,
Resting in the War Memorial,
Preparing for the last assault.

Tattered uniform and ranks,
Cut off membranes and battered body;
Nerved stitched and wrapped in bags,
Thickened with mud and freeze in ice.

Out of life and fractured bones;
Of lifeless body, twisted and loose wings,
Powerless, the drooping fingers of worthless hands,
The skin, flesh, cloth, one colour and one texture.

Eyes cannot see,
Tongues cannot speak,
Ears cannot hear,
Sightless, voiceless and breathless.

Shroud wet with blood,
Tremble in the wind of pain and gloom;
Struggling to cover the corpse,
A dead soldier is a million brutalities of Jihadists.

Here lie those, who died for their land and people;
Shed not your tears on them, they will never die;
Pray for God, they are sons of the motherland;
Fought against death and hugged death with a smile.
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The Mighty Street Bull

Be kind and gentle to the street bull,
And do not brand him with abusive calls,
As 'Thick skinned,' or 'Ugly-wag, '
Or likewise 'Big wolf belly tag, '
Or 'Dirt eater,' or 'Vagabond wanderer, '
Or 'Sharp eyed bandit' or 'Trouble creator':
The Bull is highly sensitive
And wise to curses like these.

All the animal happily repay
A treatment kind and fair;
At least so destroyer Lord Shiva says
Who keeps a bull, (and, by the way,
HE is extremely kind and rare)
And welcome him for ever and for ever.
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The Museum Of Dead Merit

Quota Bill opened a culture of subsides and freebies
Right from the Constitution to the ballet boxes
And they say we want more and more, for free.
Armies of free loaders come running,
I am backward, I am backward; I want free quotas.
Don't see me merit or capabilities;
All the catalogues, files and budgets are for them.
Vote hungry politicians have pawn the nation.
People crying, falling endlessly and disgraced
And when all the merit is eaten by the quotas,
Heart of the merit is pawned for fifty rupees.
Close up the quota warrior; cry a soul with merit;
Laughs all the quota falcons and calls their venture;
THE MUSEUM OF DEAD MERIT.
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The Robber

Water irrigates the pastures,
But I am the robber.
I march rosy passages.
But I am a robber.

Entering through the votes,
I am the robber,
I rob all with ease
I am a robber.

There dance before me
Is the prey that I aspire,
A brutality running through me
Now I feel the rob bonfire.

I move nearer and quicker;
Fixing it in light
Pacing closer and closer;
But hide, not to give her a fright.

Now seated in control,
Full authority now,
I smack toxin lull,
All so near now.

Twisted breading in and out;
Always close the doors,
Enjoy people’s sad plight,
And throw into the moors.

Swiftly I run,
Robbing nation and national;
Swiftly I run,
Breathing to rob one and all.

My conscience is dead,
Bread in a slaughter house,
Feelings are mad,
Thinking teaches sin and offense.
I seize my catch,
I am the robber,
I leave them to fright,
I have robbed.
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The Second Best

Roaring Jamuna is sad these days,
No dropp of water, even to shed tears;
On her drying bed and sad plight,
Humid and hot nights airing depression,
Scorching sun pouring heat,
Like the mouth of erupting volcano.

In the garden out, dry trees and withered leaves;
Looking each other for help and survival,
Even taps running dry,
Fans and bulbs dangling lifeless,
Only adding weight, on cracking ceiling;
And people running on the black road to hell.

Decaying offal of dead cows and bulls,
Breeding infinite torrents of flies,
Bringing eternal note of sadness in,
Surdass listened long ago on the bank of Jamuna,
Tulsidass heard it on the banks of calm Saryu,
Only butchers and rogues are fat and fet-tie.

Wild summers flew me back, twenty- five years;
To that charming dream again,
A sweet nymph mingled and tingled with me,
As a river mingles with sea,
And waves tingle with each other;
To usher a new joyful world.

Mountains kissing sky,
Winds from the paradise kiss,
The cheeks with a sweet passion,
To fulfill a law divine,
Every body has to embrace his dear one,
So why shouldn’t I, mingle with my sweet heart?

Birds mating with their lovers,
Sun rays rush to earth to kiss her,
Cool rays of moon kiss the oceans to mellow it,
She flowers tingle with he flowers,
For happiness and survival,
Why should she abhor mingling with me?

Day mingles with the nights,
To herald a beautiful dawn,
Star jingles with stars to create lusty milky way,
But morning glanced back,
And a cherished dream with lofty thought swept by,
Yearn again sweet but labored twenty and five years.

Do not know how these years passed by,
Since she showered happiness to my mast,
Laugh my dear friend without vain,
Her figure paint a beautiful statue on the floor,
Blue eyes, soft hair, rosy cheeks, lovely lips;
With a smile, tells untiring spirit dwells.

Brooding over the fate of dying Jamuna,
And untimely dying youth, I cried;
O! Flirting and muddled youth,
Attired like joker Khans,
You should be honest at least to your self,
And never lost in false dreams.

As this world, which runs before us,
Seems so dreamy, progressive, fast,
Has neither beauty, nor joy,
Nor love for brothers, sisters and older,
Ruled by corrupt, hypocrite, bearded, white faces,
Delivering pain, suffering and destruction to the people.
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The Second Coming

Spinning and spinning in the broadening gyre,
Here man cannot attend to the man on fire;
States skirmishing; the unholy centre cannot hold;
Here disorder and mayhem are loosed upon the world,
The blood-thirst tide is dancing, and far and wide
The observance of innocence is cursed and chide;
The best, fear to work with all conviction and sincerity,
Where the most evil are full of zealous intensity.

Certainly nation needs some eye-opener, at hand;
Waiting for the Incarnation of Kanhaji, on this land.
The Lord’s incarnation! Hardly are those words out,
Waiting and waiting for that mighty clout,
Where dreams are not feared, nor future;
Darkness never drops again any where,
No one has a gaze blank and pitiless worn;
And pines towards this Devbhumi, to be born.
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The Unknown Patriot

I found a stone of a deity or mortal, or of both,
Not in a temple or the basin of on Arcady,
What man or god was it? What maidens love or loath?
No pipes nor tumbrels and no untamed ecstasy.

But one about no official information heard,
And all the accounts on his honour, remain,
In the modern wisdom of a tale endeared,
Not a saint but pipe to the spirit, ode of tone.

Best he served the nation without leave,
Till he retired, whether peace or warfare,
Honest soldier as well as worker, never to grieve;
Satisfied all, with work and behavior fair.

Kind and lovable in his views, without hiss;
For charity always liberally and gently paid,
Highly loved by buddies and had their bliss,
Attended sermons by pundits, happy and unwired.

Bankers told that he the dews adieu;
Best in action and yoga was his happy dress!
Fully sensible for ever piping songs for ever new;
And loved the moves for a man fresh to express.

Mobile, LCD, car, refrigerator, he enjoyed,
Had he, caring opinion alike for old and young;
In peace, for peace, in war, for war deployed,
Back home with a wounded forehead, but sweet tongue.

Caring husband and father added two stars in sky,
In the temple always bowed to the sacred priest,
Was he free, happy and honoured? Or vain his sacrifice?
Oh no! When he departed all were in pain but least.
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The Wolves In Streets

I live in NCR, a big heartless concrete jungle,
Not a day to memorize, as all are cruel days;
I am ready to die in NCR- it does not trouble me-
Without fear, any day, like today, in autumn.

It shall be a Friday, because today, cherished Friday,
As I lay behind these lines, I have lowered my shoulders,
To the national evil. By no means akin to today have I crooked,
And surrendered my entire voyage to the ways where I am alone.

SISTERS and DAUGHTERS raped and killed. Wolves struck them,
All of them, though they did nothing to them,
They hit them hard with claws and hard stuff;
With the end of all hopes. Witnesses are: the dark Fridays.

The broken bones, the seclusion, the rain, and the cruel roads...
I recognized that no brave soul would rise and assist,
Me! The lonely and wounded bird, I did nothing wrong,
But sadly injure myself in this secular process.

Yet, I was shattered and dejected to see the soul die out;
Because there was no hope for her. It was over and done
By everyone and everything with the exception of for me.
The driver did not seem to care; the world did not seem to care.

But I did... Though I did nothing:
The soul's youthful and childlike song fell silent,
For only painful notes squeeze from the tongue,
There was no response to her sore plea.
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Theatre Of Secularism

Tears, in short supply, for pundits,
Massacred, in the Death Valley.
But the coffins of Gujarat dead,
Rained with gold and silver.
Dead laughing in their graves at,
Absurd theater of secularism.

Debris of mosque Babri,
Reminding the deeds black,
Of diabolical killer Babar,
Poor breasts beaten red to subdue flesh.
No one mourns for the, ruins of temples,
Wrecked thousands, in the death kingdom.

Pundits were massacred,
In the paradise, so called,
With promises false, showered,
And nation moves on without passion.

Peace and unity of the nation destroyed,
By these ethnic cleanings, targeted.
Every time a reason secular is found,
To kill, abuse and rape of peace loving pundits.

Trend is followed everywhere,
Tolerance is taken as weakness.
Hacked the living and smiling,
Decked the nation with corpse and limbs, lifeless.

After a Friday gathering, in an election speech,
A jackal in white, hands folded, cries,
We stand united, with a great secular spirit,
For a quiet, tolerant, and biggest secular democracy.

By,
DR. Yogesh SHARMA
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Time And Life

Live like a baby, gliding and bubbling us,
Unaware of its past and future chime;
Always remain happy and makes us smile thus,
Remain loyal and ready to welcome new lime.

When flood comes, all things will die;
The fish will eat ants,
But when flood waters dry;
Fish will be eaten by ants.

Life clearly gives every chance to chime,
Life offers us outstanding devotion,
Just wait and watch for right time,
And live and enjoy every vocation.

When time does not understand your fragrance,
Just relax and experience your self,
As no body can feel your spirit and guidance,
And initiate new air for new glory and help.

God is there, hearing your prayer,
To cheer you and perfect your day,
To ease your passion and open new layer,
With hope, desires, bless your way.

Spoken words, wasted time lost in deep,
Past life, lost love, missed opportunity fly untold:
So think twice and act wise and don’t creep;
Life is full of cords, silver and gold.

Life is light and flexible and lessening strain,
It can be enjoyed, helpful, voiced, grows more tender,
Don’t cut it short, so to hurt the controlling brain;
Life is a musical instrument, can be played fore-gather.

Life does not wait to storms to pass and remember,
The cries, sitting by the mud of the past;
It teaches to dance in the storm and on ember,
That spirit maintains the-blood flow till the last.
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Time And The Man

Seen time changing colours each day,
Seen life fading fast with age and each ray:
Those who walked arrogantly like lion gay,
Seen sulking for support to stir foot and way.

People who used to tame others by the glow of looks,
Those very eyes are seen weeping like rains and brooks,
Hands whose only course used to break paths and stones,
Those very hands are seen shaking like leaves and void bones.

Voices which were as sharp as thunderbolt,
Those lips are seem trembling with horror hot,
This youth, this strength, this wealth all are celestial knot,
Those souls are seen inert even with these gifts like jolt.

Do not be arrogant on your dazzling today fine,
Soon will be lost with the waves of time.
If possible make some one happy on the line,
Pain givers are seen in millions in this mine.

But time dark and deep as tomorrow midnight,
I ask, but you cannot answer but with terms right,
Which show me the mere heart of your fright,
So that a sky is seen. O who we wear the mask tight!
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Time And War

Do not wait for time, you make it slow
It runs fast, when you are in late row
It is in deadly mode, when you are on sad route
Time is short for those happy and white,
Time never ends when you have sad breathe,
Time is never ending long when you are bored
And you have to kill Time.
Time is determined by you and God;
You died before time had time,
But some live even after the time.
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Life corridor is very rough,
And time ring is tough,
Enrapture innocents have lost their flight;
Find nameless beatitudes above.
Discrimination at every step,
Blood stained are the feet,
Some are known by their parents,
Some live on farce and fraud.

Entire khap is riding on deceit,
Some have scams, some have colour,
Lord, whom all behold with crown,
But don't brand it as plan divine.
Trumpet is beaten, snoop limbs,
Breath is still running, so as honor;
Lift knowledge bow, don't beg for anything;
And scratch triumph mark on knowledge bow.

Inscribe on the time skull with vermillion,
"Now dare to stop or snatch the right"
On the stage of knowledge all are equal
Now I can turn the divine plan.
Knowledge is Brahmastra, and keep in mind;
In the battlefield of Karma, no father;
Neither color nor deceit, nor caste nor quota work;
Only knowledge delivers the destiny.
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Time Is Up Now: Pack Up

Murmured Kaka, the dying Superstar;
Ok bye! Now we finally leave;
This journey of life is very cozy,
He made the world crazy,
Twist and twinkle in his eyes, floored lasses;
But always waited his queens of dreams,
Man of virtues and dignity,
Lived a life king size but not long.

He was a most dear son of God Cupid,
Taught a crash course in love and romance;
Lived and trusted his crazy and impulsive ideas,
Pleasant experiences come and go,
But Kaka escorted them with power of self,
Death is a melodious poem, 'I hate tears.'
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Time Never Stops

Time does not wait nor stop,
Neither for you nor for me,
Days pass, months pass and years pass;
Best friends are lost and missed;
But life moves without best and closed ones.

Life changes, friends changes;
People changes, family changes
And ultimately relations changes;
Slipping, sliding, pumping and grinding;
Relations new need no defining.

Warmth attached with previous moments,
Remain attached to them.
Whether, want or not;
It always remains there.
Heart exploring lost valleys.

Making cheerful, at cheerless times;
And making cheerless, at cheerful times;
Heart preserves those cheerful moments,
That cannot be seen by any,
What it is all about.

Giving, that entire one can carry on,
Tender kisses and hot tears;
Eyes wet or lips red with hot feelings;
Mellowing out ready and waiting,
No fear or guilt for hesitating.

Touching in out of untouched allies,
When others ask by seeing depressing face,
Craving, moaning out to go back,
One just smile and say, nothing,
It is all fine.
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Tinsel Town Bollywood

Impious and false, in light but blind race,
Mock peers’ no virtues, with false mirth;
With a jealous heart; and feigning promising love;
False freedom, themselves too sensual for coins;
Poison life’s beauties, and beguiling the heart;
Of faith and quiet hope, and all that soothes,
But all wait with high spirit to stand forth,
Never worried about insulted and failed oceans,
Always faces odds as idly as waves,
As the dark see-weeds, wiped from the shores;
But always ready to bloom with triumph.

Never repenting the wrongs and stunts of foes,
Image, image, image... O my fans;
Laugh at bitter truths, with no bitterness;
No zeal for social and national deals;
For never true courage and honesty dwell,
Play tricks with silver screen but look bright,
At their own vices dupes deep delusion,
Lives with restless enmity with fellow Khans,
Poor fellows who steal all hues and qualities,
Enrich their rank wicked, dote with mad stupidity;
To be-fool their all and sundry.

Image, image, image... But, O dear Bollywood!
O my glittering Isle! Needs must thou prove,
A name most dear and holy to me and world,
Where bonds of natural love flows,
Within the limits of thy bright studios,
To me, who from thy lights and cameras,
Thy screens, thy dancing dames, thy music and rhymes,
Have drunk in all nation’s mental life,
All sweet sensations, all creative thoughts;
All adoration of God in nature,
Pretend lovely and honorable wings.

Always keep on flying, their mortal spirit;
Thinking about the pleasure and high future name,
Kill their emotions and self and fears hide,
Borrow false beauties to walk with awe,
Sing glittering rhymes and hugging vengeful rival,
With guest like welcome, spraying perfume;
The light denies but live in sunny gleam beautiful,
Farewell to soft and silent nights,
Life free from worries and dark spots,
Only Starlet! Stardom! In lonely sojourn,
Laid rest less in a quiet and surrounded nook.

Dim tinted, of that huge amphitheater of rich;
And artificial fields, seem like society-
A livelier impulse and a dance of thought!
And behind them, hidden from world view,
In my own lowly cottage, where my heart;
And my babe's mother dwell in peace!
In sunlight, I yearn for love and thoughts,
Desired for human mind, in the glittered world;
But darkness is seen with shattered dreams,
But happy birds, she flies on her way,
And the moon gleaming bright on her wings.

Yet my love is thinking of dangers of this world, -
Of casting couch, breakers, that laugh at roar;
How little they care, if in dark and light
They take all who crawl from the shore!
Praying the heart to grant peace and joy,
To rock that is under His in kingdom,
As we tremble in the sound and fury,
O'er the gulfs of the concrete sea.
Looking back from the dim-lighted caves
Where life and its treaties are laid,
The dreams lost while we battle the smoke.
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Today

Today, yesterday is a history; improve it:
Today, future is a mystery; disregard it:
Today, today is a gift godly; love it:
So today is a divine 'present' relish it.

To err is human, overlook it:
And to forgive is divine, offer it:
Forgive and forget the errors past;
Enjoy the today as heavenly mast.

Adore 'today' as morning gift;
Be happy all the day, as spirit lift;
Say goodbye to ugly ideas and pits;
And smile and stuck in 'today' as hit.
Tomorrow, today leads to joyous sunrise,
Ugly ideas and sight not fright my wise.
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Total Darkness

Brick over brick, level over level
Multi-storied colossal sky scarpers
Roads and highways, only concrete,
Janta trains with travelers hugging.

Sea of humanity vast crying,
Shrinking resources, with population high,
Huge arms and arsenal, but without
Any safety and life endangered.

In this dark world, with ignorant around
The blind believers unable to think
About secular, modern, liberal and tolerant earth;
Blinded and lost in illusion and killer faith.

Arms, arsenal; atomic power in such hands.
Is a danger to civilization and mankind,
To the peace and bliss and shouting God,
Set to plunge man into total darkness.
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Traffic Constable

All the time guiding the rowdy traffic,
On a shaky stand but with a hawk eye, than;
Loves order on the road but sits on breast like a beast;
Of rogues breaking the rules of the road.
A friend that sticks closer than any brother,
Than that dread of road drove over,
My march of day, not less terrible that tread;
Stamping upon your steering than I shall tread there.

No corner can remain unseen and unmarked,
Deeply and strictly over all to mark the violators,
Stretch down and up his arms and hands,
Like a hawk that resurrects. O remember!
How he cares and braves in sun and cold,
Inhales smoke and burns his blood,
To protect the lives of others dips himself in fire;
All disregard his autumn but drive in bright stars.

Who is this man to haunt the passer byes but Love?
Therefore he will be there at morning or at midnight,

Not with a straw in his hair and a tear in his eyes;
Moving along with travelers’ sorrow, but he will walk with;
The pain of the people, the part of all, so that
All can reach home happy and safe.
I salute you where all sit in their cozy home;
But you play with all spirits those are dead.
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Transfer Or The Breaking Of Families

For the families of the government employees,
The adolescent treat of 'being together'
Thick and thin of time, turns out to be a harsh delusion,
Delaying for lunch, endless wait to dine together.

Wasted plans to grace family function or pain-God protect! - Together,
Endless-schedule and reschedule of outing,
Those never happen, like silo parenting:
With never-ending lies to kids and family.

Ceaseless lying to kids,
About their dear 'Papa' or 'Mom' coming,
Solo parent-teacher meet, solo weekend outing;
Lie about Diwali together, or attending any marriage.

Most painful of all the lies to old ailing parents,
Their old eyes close after the ceaseless wait.
Sleeping alone is not most traumatic,
But painful, agitated, throttling cries of kids are.

No comfort around but perpetual wait and wait,
Today, tomorrow, day after tomorrow or so many morrows,
But no cure to subside the pain of transfer and separation.
Breathe and die always in a fear of transfer and insecurity.

If by fault, the national servant is at home,
But mentally, telephonically, attending,
To the call of duties and nation,
Peril and menace, increase day by day.

Every distinct casualty of a divided employee, anywhere;
Adds to insecurity and worries,
Nobody understands the loyalty to nation and laws;
When left nothing, bound to go for a post.

Always at the mercy of outlaw customers and politicians,
But blamed for all the ills by the administration and society as well.
Stress increases when servants and bankers, blamed for all the woes;
Children get the strength to face the onslaught of transfers.
Pray, that dark cloud of transfer and separations are driven away,
Pray, my children don't face this pain of separation,
Pray, my state abhor this ugly game of separation,
Pray, all enjoy peace, prosperity and above all togetherness.
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Trauma Of A Girl

What am I do on this land?
For I am mauled day out and day in.
What am I do on this land?
For I am always chained and veiled.

I am a woman,
That is always nailed by butchers.
It has no beginning,
Nor an end to this,
For I am a delicious dish to all.
I am a commodity,
Littered all over the world,
Deeper than the oceans am, I:
But my arms are powerless.
Robed and disrobed every day,
I am played eternally,
Like the day and night.
Like the crop I come and go,
I am light to all but live like a shadow;
Strange are my dark days.

I am the mother of this universe,
But all the pains are in my lap,
I am a sister,
But always live alone,
I am a daughter,
Always in fears and tears.
Like a precious commodity,
Sold and bought;
Traded, robbed, plundered,
Even by Moguls, the Great;
I am a creation divine,
But mauled into bits,
Like a cub by brute wolves.
Coming and going but lay dead;
On some wild down above the windy deep.

Man ride on me, repeating wrongs!
They ride with dagger in hand,
And wine in mind,
Were I not a woman, I could tell a tale.
But you man! Can not understand,
The shame that cannot be felt for shame;
I can not breathe with torn chastity,
That stinking man? Plucked the flower,
Before it blossom, considered no treason.
O God! Castigate him,
To crop the sweet rose before the HOUR.
Tale must not recast, a cruel gust of wind,
Puffing out the glow and darkening,
The sculptured ornament,
And wearied out for the couch and sleep.

I have voice but remain voiceless;
None understands my language and love.
I want to fly like a pigeon,
In the spring season,
Higher and higher,
Wants to lost in the clouds,
Meet the star, talk to moon.
Hide behind the mighty sky,
Swallow the burning sun into my womb,
And deliver to the world,
The message of new dawn,
Sans chains and veils,
Sans butchers and butcheries;
Must live to the harm of none,
And all became happy dreams.

Free to flow like Mother, Ganga,
Free to sing like Sister, Wind,
Free to live like Daughter, Green.
That every where I am loved,
And the new dawn delivering,
Joy and happiness to all.
The world to peace again,
And smile as sun smiles at all,
Read my book with ample margin,
The text no longer any word of fear,
But every square of text an awful charm,
Of every word made easy to me,
And in the comment all see the charm,
And oath to protect holy vows of chastity,
O, the results are simple, a dear girl.

What am I do on this land?
For I am mauled day out and day in.
What am I do on this land?
For I am always chained and veiled.
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Tree And Man

The tree, sit down, so silent in the land,
Ceaselessly, settle there, except it is insolently uprooted.
Its twigs leisurely wave, with the soft wind,
Soon, fruits will be borne from the bus by tepid.

Soon, devils will appear and with them will bring,
The devils artillery, they will storm and fringe,
Cut the tree's branches, only to leave cringe;
The tree will bleed, and no way to stop the awful sledge.

While the slayer sings, tree smiles his last,
Leaving its globe behind, the good old past;
Oh man be kind! Let him stay with its light:
You may enjoy tender hour, but lose all flight.
You took his dreams and left no delight,
With compassion and dignity enjoy days bright.
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Troops At Loc

Sacrificing and risking everything patriots have,
Some comes back smiling, others in grave.
Some lost friends, dear and joy to war;
At the whims and fancies of leaders jar.
Some friends lost in storms, only ruins with us,
Hardly, we fought through the wild thus.
Patriots fought fearlessly with everything they got,
They like death showered death, we never sought.
Some died but some lucky ones revived,
Alas God! To pass the message we survived.
Their bones and ashes stare at foe vanish,
God cooled their hot pyre and pain diminish.
The tricolour that were held high,
Makes them smile and don't let dead sigh.
Cannons were shelling, salute the life they were braving;
For this holy mother land have privileged living.
At LOC, always deliver a method and hope;
We all join and salute to our brave and dear Troops...
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Truant Daughter In Law

Always play truant and abhors all in laws,
A knotty bride, slamming doors,
A perverse father’s tricky daughter,
Floats in muddy and shallow water.

Guided and guarded by,
Inhuman Taliban laws,
Branding man’s race,
As savage and subhuman.

Men in khaki and gown black,
Are suitors dear
But never gave respect to,
Her elder in laws.

Rude and twisted to caring in laws,
Direct from honeymoon cracked
Whips on these helpless fellows.
At school her report card noted as spoiled child.

Decked and jacked in false glitters,
Children she mothered,
Narrate tales awful and deadly,
Never taught children with milky hymns.

Children never impressed by her dear mother,
But never learnt to slam the door.
Her funeral was performed sacredly,
Mentioned her virtues in tone false.

But all and sundry present there,
Dwelled her vices in hushed detail,
She was a bandit queen,
In garb of bridal make up.

From:
DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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True Love

Love is a God’s gift pious,
It does not belong to us,
To unburden us of this holy debt,
Necessary to love other’s in fact.

True love expects nothing,
Only unconditional giving,
It causes distress unlimited,
If one expects love returned.

Love is a divine grace,
True love is like sun rays,
Pouring infinite warmth and pace,
Without any quota and race.

Love knows no enemies,
It is invincible and cures miseries,
As a river flowing infinitely,
Riding all the sins and dirt wisely.

It is here to bless saddened mankind only,
Lovelorn life is no life plainly,
But an alliance unholy,
Love rich life is a dream cherished fully.

FROM:
DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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True Friend

A good friend is a joy for ever,
He gives pleasure, love but pain never;
Even if lives into nothingness; but wishes to keep
A flower sweet for us, and make sleep
With joyous dreams, health, and cool breath.
Therefore, on every dawn, with a wreath
A happy band to bind with the world,
Cleans pain and gloom, of the inhuman herd
Delivers noble nature and brighten dark rays,
Frightens evil and dark ways
Changes entire sad history tall,
In a moment air brightens and beauty moves away the pall
Lifts our dark spirits, like the sun, the moon,
Stars, meadows, dark and green, sprouting a shady room
For simpleton, friends are like; beautiful daffodils
In a happy world, make us live; and clear ills
Not for themselves, never a cooling roof make
In a blistering hot season; summer showers awake,
Enrich with a fragrance of fair musk blooms:
And such is the grandeur of friend’s zoom
A never ending flow of immortal drink,
Pouring unto us from the celestial brink.
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True Friend-1

How many of you can get a true friend?
That will bond by you till the very end,
When pain chases they will in no way desert,
Always set to offer more than they will get.

A friend like that is so very rare to find,
One you can bank upon on to chat and unwind,
A name that’s worried about how you feel,
Care for you intensely with a emotion that's real.

A friend when in need is a friend indeed;
Show yourself welcoming by implanting the seed,
Lovable are the words spoken among friends,
Live your life, does your work, then takes your feed;
Have all the patience for your words,
Such reliable are true friends not cowards.
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Success has only one calculation,
Don't think about limitations,
Think about possibilities and hopes;
There is God's plan at every step.

God never bestow troubles afar one's control,
If one has any snag,
Positively one has the gift to solve.
But never relax after success.

Relax with a work, sleep with a dream;
Wake up with a commitment,
And move with wisdom.
God blesses who stand and act.

Love a beautiful heart not a beautiful face;
Face beautiful may not be good,
But hearts good are always beautiful,
And trust it and love it.

True love never entails large chat,
A soft glow in eyes is enough,
As it is always not the mouth,
But heart always presents the truth.

True love is like a bank,
Takes few seconds to ends,
But years to rise,
In Love, if Love be Love, if Love be ours.

No one has lack of time,
But is all about choices,
All get time for the things important.
Faith and unfaith can ne'er be equal powers.

Nothing is good or bad in the world,
Even the black cloured black board,
Make learners bright,
Believe only in action and Karmas.
If you do not get the reply of any query,
The answer may be painful or hard,
Life is a great journey, but no map to see,
Karmas take us to the destination.
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Uncharted Land

It merits little for a patriot,
To live in this uneven land,
Ruled by biased laws,
Where people live and die,
Crying for free doles and free quotas.

I know not, what purpose I serve here?
Only listening high and empty talks,
Signify nothing or opposite,
Deep darkness, stark sadness, poverty,
Hungry and naked people.

Crude and rude rulers,
Worshiping divisive secularism
And racial social justice,
Adoring Islam and caste
And mocking nationalism and patriotism.

Seeing bloodbath, loot and destruction,
Devastating my dear nation,
My heavenly father asked,
To wake up and step into a world,
Where people are free of vices.

Where people breathe with hope,
Where knowledge opens mind,
Where revolutionaries sweep power corridors,
Where patriotism flows with heart beat,
Where honesty floods the society.

And people sacrifice unconditionally
And people celebrate festival of fulfillment,
And people are drowned in endless love,
Happiness, prosperity and grace of God,
And burn all the evil around and inside.

DR. YOGESH SHARMA
Under The Open Sky

Sky as a roof and earth as carpet;
They move hamlet to hamlet.
See the shades of life and world,
Laboring and toiling through the day red.

They eat, drink and make way;
Unaware of next sunrise and ray,
Pain is no where in their voice,
All are dear to their clan and choice.

Character priceless as diamond bright,
Remain fresh and pure as rainy light.
Happiness is their song versatile,
Without yoga, meditation remains strong and agile.

Holy and honest mind make them healthy and wealthy,
Always one with creator in nights starry.

FROM:
DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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Unheard Voices

Sometimes sorry means,
It is not my fault,
It is yours’, accept it,
It would make me feel better,
As there must be some compulsions,
Behind this guilt
And wounded self get healed.
Sometimes OK means,
Don’t end the conversation,
I want to talk more,
Sometimes words fail to express emotions,
Some future manuscript of relationship is in veils,
Try to unveil it.
Sometimes take care means,
I am not well and need to be cared for,
Because faith is very deep,
But no strength to express,
And play on your orchestra of sensuous melody.
Sometimes not attending calls means,
Call me back; I need to be cared by you,
With something special with a caring resolve to harness.
Sometimes silence can be more expressive.
Sometimes thank you means,
You could have done it in a better way,
To land me safely with love
And a rolling stone can be stopped of shedding flood of tears.
Sometimes smile means more than tears,
Some times tears means load of cheers.

FROM:
DR. YOGESH SHARMA
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Unkind Delhi

Slow, Slow, O Winter Wind
Slow, Slow, O Winter Kind
Your blow is not so wicked
As man's ferociousness;
Your bite is not so intense,
Because your chill freezes sense,
And your gust has wilderness.

High and high engulfing dot
Entire plain and valley;
No alliance with caring lot
Indulging more and more folly:
The more high, the more unholy!
There life is loose morally.

Freeze, Freeze your harsh cry,
But does not pain so deep and high
As man's unkindest piercing rod,
Painful enough to smash all,
But your sting is not so sharp and tall,
As not to fear and bear in mind.

The sad Jamuna is in tears,
For the fate of poor lass bears,
Poor wretch-no friend here,
But all are there to puncture,
For that unique charm of feature,
If be open, all dive to thee to rupture.

Save, save, me, your daughter cry,
Creator of this universe fine,
Crown or power, all my line;
Love me; pity me, O Heaven's own white,
Angels, stainless bride of a king bright,
O help me, yield me, protect my innocence,
Among the brutes' vengeance.
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Unknown Martyrs

The cannon fire throws enemy down,
The burning and crying crematoriums,
And rooting out are the enemy crown,
And paralyzed enemy rushing to sanatoriums.
Their guns have killed, and it is true;
They give messages to dear countrymen, good and new.
Thank God! They have awakened the nation and you.

All ears love for the roast,
Of chivalry before our rogue guest,
The ugly song, the cowards boast;
Your patriotism and bravery manifest.
In songs of all and in the wood,
Never looked back, san their own good;
They are fools not to have them understood.
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Unwed Mother

Unknown faces and unknown eyes grey,
Those rush through dark world wars,
Beguiled as happy and twinkling stars,
Then all go to sleep as, man and guy.

I carry a part of you, so as we are, so are they:
And here is some fragrance but who know,
That was left behind where we go,
Don’t know others’ existence and passed away.

Chase unknown wealth and bower,
And suck the blood of wild and world;
All choice of abuse and diseases, hurled;
To sing and dance through gloomy hour.

The blazing sun of Kamdhenu’s soul
Shattered to see, his love going mud again;
With lover flees like immoral brain,
That hides to seeks, yet more happy goal.

But still sisterly voices—those are ever ours—
Soothes and loves with warm and kind word;
That electrifies the heart of beast and bird,
To teach man to learn to love me and thy flowers.
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Unwelcome Tourist

Wolfs from the land friendly,
Those are our past cousins, sour;
Oil rich land but lust thirsty soil,
Visit us at the gateway of India.
They are hailed as friend dear,
But indulge here in love of debauchery.
Post colonial secular pimps,
Hungry for petro dollars and bank votes,
Strengthen their no loving fingers tie string,
To prick our red buttocks.

But I stand in the dark in a long Q,
Although you may spit on this,
Forgive me, this is about dancing.
Spreading my legs from one foot to another,
Getting their load inside, like piston;
They pull my hair, blurring my vision,
Then I think, I see my own brother,
In front of me, maybe ten paces.
I rub my eyes with my trembling fingers,
And of course it's someone else's brother.

Closer and closer to body naked,
His lustful but mine the same sad slump,
But he has no mercy, all doggedness,
The sad silence to give in to,
Only dark, to the hours wasted waiting;
Knowingly well that someone on the back,
A man is drilling his piston in my ring;
And I cannot say no today,
In any manner he wants my body,
To pump me with his stinking sap.

After the storm I can hardly stand,
The ugly love flooding me and my poor brother,
He is not beside me or behind,
He is at home trying to sleep with,
In a miserable night shift with an Arabian traveler,
And failed to be freed before noon,
To wrap his body to go to school.
Works eight hours a night so he can sing
The love, the work you hate most,
The worst game ever invented.

How long has it been since you met him,
you hate him, but hug his wide shoulders,
Opened your eyes wide and only sighs and pains,
But have to kissed his cheeks,
You always unbutton him and self,
Job so simple, so obvious, not because;
I am too babyish or too dumb, or desirous;
Or even mean, or inept of howling,
With the love of another man,
NO, just because I don't know what work is.
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Vanished Brothers

My heart bleeds to see brothers vanished,
Who should be there with dreams and passions,
But lovers of terror, hate, and fanaticism,
Reduced all the innocent souls to ash.

For centuries offering prayers with stained hands,
Soup of blood a dish daily to them
And not to let the pulse move of brother Sanatani,
Lover of peace, brotherhood and non-violence.

Paid with hatred, bloodbath and insult,
But brothers here in land of Sanatana Dharma,
Cry for bonds of love, peace and humanity
And a chance to live and forgive.

Oh God, don’t let,
Their dark world of hate, terror and fanaticism,
To slaughter my brothers unseen, unknown and unlamented,
And a stone narrate the passerby, where there pyres were lit.

Oh mother earth, deliver your harsh justice,
As we are living in a crippled nation
And mind numbed and hands frozen,
With rotten principles of secularism and non-violence.
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Veiled Life—life Or Curse

Beautiful, charming, innocent faces;
Step into a world, with all the dreams and laces:
Jumping and frolicking with all the graces,
Unaware of her doomsday and no joyous traces.

Attired in the decent robes,
Dre-amt of a life around the globe;
Pushed and kicked to a world without lobe,
Waiting and cursing the unending probe.

Auctioned and bartered like a sacrificing goat,
Pride injured, dreams shattered, praying death, nothing to gloat;
Sullen heart but artificial smile, boarded into a sinking boat:
Cursing the bidder and cursing the unframed God and life to rot.

Again kicked and decorated for a new bidder and new destination,
No cheer, no stamina but all filth and ugly deliberation;
Heartless, cruel world never cared for your culmination:
Clothed in gorgeous robes for another humiliation.

Forbidden by a book Holy to come out from the cruel veil,
Masked to hide the pain, whip mark and sad trail,
Life starts sinking deep in dark delusion with wrinkled frame;
Shattered, battered, tattered and nothing left to hail.

Chased always by clouds dark and no delight,
Heart filled with sorrow, pain and no fancy flight;
At constant war with barbarous race, preaching cruel height:
Danced to the cruel blows of a sect and lived in dark night.
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Vision Flawed

The king corrupt and people in anguish alone,
Without any crown and decoration on head,
Always with looks dry and spirit tired,
Haunted by peoples’ never ceasing moans.

For sins their, bleed people lone,
With hands vile, kiss people dead,
Gift garments stained with coal and blood,
And in their hand I see a hitting cone.

Kicking people, bending on their knees with flame,
At this plight people are only to blame,
I cried at my love who are these defame,
And she answered these thugs by name,
Secular first and second social justice,
And last with tears in eyes, strongest flawed justice.

FROM:
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Voyage

... On a long, dark road,
That is crushed by millions each day,
Voyagers or travelers walk together,
Meet and see each other,
For a second or for hours,
Then vanish in the crowd
Pacing their battling legs and vision.
Spreading their racing legs and sight,
In other parts of the city,
A city seized by boundaries and fear,
Trade spirit and intelligence,
When cadaver swap,
The character and spaces;
Cannot be fixed but images can,
But hold images non-negotiable.....
By a colossal oak, flew nearly:
Unfaith in self but wants faith in all.
Or tiny pitted crumb in artificial fruit,
Sleaze crept among the nights,
Patriots die in battle for the king,
Their women on their corpses- -in open field.
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Waiting For Liberty

It is very sad to live without you,
Since a brutal nation has snatched,
The joy of living with dear you,
And I contemplating of all the pain notched.

O my dear Tibet! When will you be liberated?
Which I have to claim and kill the usurper,
Crush behind and suppress, the brigand;
For how can I breathe in this death chamber?

Freedom of my soil is a task uphill,
Of your sweetest children are sad, stricken;
In your presence by what your absence still:
To encompass you, I school myself and enlighten.

To saw you go; how terrible, it was;
To reclaim that glory before the dragon spreads its wings,
But though I am living without my dearest lass,
Surely, I can't live without your fragrances' hiss.

The notion of slave hauls my heart and head down,
And throws me down into the deep of frost,
The slaved years had cost all the hopes flown,
And pleasures that are withered and lost;

And I remember the joy of freedom I drank and grow,
Gushing over the feeling there the spirit song came roaring,
On the silence everywhere: living with shame and sorrow,
Joy of freedom usher and misery and pain flee, howling.
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Wake Up Sid-S

Sid was a student of, St. Francis convent;
Paying exorbitant fees,
His wealthy father obtained his admission,
Paying fat donation, out of turn with no merit.

On his father’s wallet laughing the life,
Regular in late coming to the class but unfazed,
When asked a question, confused and puzzled;
All felt sad for this predicament and strife.

Rishi wanted to be a professor,
Neha manager, Tanya scientist;
Debby photographer and Ayesha journalist;
But Sid has no aim but always aggressor.

But life is very tough and not a dream,
Very dark and mysterious as pundits say,
Dreams cannot foretell a pleasant day,
Little rain cannot make spring gleam.

Rishi become professor, Neha manager;
Tanya scientist; and Ayesha journalist;
Debby photographer and enjoyed life pleasant;
Sid remains a wild, aimless poser.

Sid became a parasite in Ayesha household,
Became a burden and no tide,
He drops here and there and no ride,
All wanted to see him out of door and fold.

All the mates got what they wanted except Sid,
Who used to enjoy life on his dad’s fat wallet,
All the time life has clouds of fall and lament,
Washroom showers cannot make roses red.

Sid wept and wept alone seeing all,
As he used to when he was an infant,
Only face of his mother, made his life lit,
To stand, unconquered, though he fell.
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Wanderer

Born wanderer I am, leaving a world behind,
As much you have, I left to grind,
For this heartless cruel city, left heaven behind,
For a wired desire to create a new world,
Left the ancestral nest crying shedding tears of blood,
As if some sad star dropped.

Bracelet tied by a dear sister, now shattered,
All relationship left behind, tattered,
Chain of love given by a loving hand,
Is left behind for an illusionary band,
Warm meal cooked by mother, enthralled,
That love laden basket is forgotten behind.

A road crawling from Khurja to Delhi, jammed,
Left there all the relations wailing and rammed,
Difficult to believe but embraced,
My house, lane for false dreams, left behind,
Birds crying on my roof top but never stopped,
Praying, o shepherd return to this herd.

In this dark cave of hopes, morning shadowed,
Shree Sidheshwar and Mata temple, left behind,
Morning rays delivering miseries, joy concealed,
Dawn at Chatri Ghat, evenings of Manji Ghat, left behind,
All the festivals celebrated together, here uncrowned,
Left behind the burning pyres to wail in open ground.

Hugging people at vibrating banks, where I played,
Only haunted world is left behind,
Brought with us marriage album, ornamented
But holy Sehra is left behind,
A being breathing unplanned, lamented,
Between life and death a wanderer is left behind.
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War And Peace

We do not want blood bath and war,
We are faithful to love, peace and care.
By no means use the tools of death,
Nor farms plough the crop of wrath.

Do not want to write the tale of disaster and flames,
Written by the canons of gallant and unyielding soldiers,
Cultivate the sacred song, love mounting,
With all the stairs of blissful rhyming.

We will wrestle for a planet sans war,
Ring out the disgrace and distress of tar,
Those who crop of weapon of destruction,
Will hymn for serenity, bury shells and deception.

Those trade shrouds must spread adore,
The old bare dreams, would spring love and care,
All live in harmony, to enjoy life, God's creation,
Eliminate starvation and sickness, all devils' possession.

Wait yet, my friends, a second stays—
Stay our fertile green land turn red rays,
We are all ex brothers and sisters,
Live till the good land lives without battles.
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Happy, happy New Year,
Hail to the alien notion and erase our own,
Very Happy Republic Day,
To thank a constitution for all pervading anarchy,
Very Happy Independence Day,
To remember centuries of slavery and no salvation.

Happy Valentine Day,
To thank clashing people and no love,
Happy Father’s Day and Happy Mother’s Day,
To dispatch them in old age orphanage,
Happy Children’s Day,
To plough them as child labor.

Happy Daughter’s Day,
For those who escaped murder in the womb,
Happy Husband’s Day,
Those escaped the terror of anti- dowry act,
Happy Wife’s Day,
For showering rich dowry.

Happy Friendship Day,
To forget the world of cut throat rivalry,
Salutations to Martyrs,
To signal the salutes about their number,
Very, Very Happy Birthday,
To deceive the floating world.

Very, Very Happy Dipawali,
To avoid the world covered in the shroud of darkness,
Happy and Merry Christmas,
To remember only black color in life,
Happy Id,
To inform the goat about their slaughter next time.

Very Happy Good Morning,
Very Happy Good Noon,
Very Happy Good evening,
Very Happy Good Night,
Very Happy 365 Days,
And run from the world of unhappiness.
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Wasteland Of Life

What floods this aching heart?
Who can carry the timers of adore?
Where is the passion of my heart?
Where is my strength of love?
Where do the words not sigh in memory?
Where in each chamber a blazing ache
Where my corpse blazes in love
O Life! Your devotion hugs my heart.
Your longing is my aim.
My lust, to dissolve in you,
To rest in my existence,
Fade like a haze,
Dissolve like a lovable aroma.
In this wasteland of time,
Let my tears of love be my present to you.
I hunted far and wide but got you in me.
He is the Master, who spare neither man nor God;
Waste not your tears for life, it is not yours,
Doing cruel things with life for fun,
Thank the God, end is there; this son of soil,
Death is his inseparable companion.
Here Krishna, Here Krishna, Krishna-Krishna Here-Here;
Here Rama, Here Rama, Rama-Rama Here-Here.
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Watery Grave

Some say the earth will drown in water,
Some say the earth will freeze in ice.
Some say the earth will burn in fire,
But I say it will die in decayed desire.
I cling to with those who support fire.
But if it had to come to an end twice,
I feel I recognize sufficient of hate,
To say that for annihilation ice
I smile in the dazzling voyage of life, great;
A little smile can make a place suffice.
No one is born cheerful and joyous;
But born with a gift to skill happiness,
This long journey by a dark beach,
Is unfilled on a land strange mourn or virtuous.
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We Are Sorry Salman

Ostracized by both Islamists, secularists and their spirits,
Reminiscent of Taliban’s that have cynically rotted,
The rogues fade; but dirt residues,
To them, of loaded and shiny verse.
With votes’ madness the scoundrels are inebriated,
Boosted by their dreadful secular revenge,
However I shall inscribe a mournful poem,
In honor of elapsed and insulted bard.

Here Poesy has survived in misery,
And the Rushdies have endured living demise,
Their pen and pages have been blessed with infinity.
But no-one here now remembers,
And the deepest gloom has entirely engulfed,
Every pen who shaped finest poetry.
But I write as a pardon for this contempt,
A tribute to the abused poet and his excellent verse.

The world’s scorn is piled on the abusers,
But they go by, unbending, mad,
Spoiled the national glory of tolerance to faith fraud,
But those crooks got joy and welcome,
Like stunning, sensible and cheery virgin.
But knowing that they will not be annulled,
I wail melancholic-ally this grief-stricken,
Poem to the abused and cursed bard.

Oh, the farce of secular and free expression,
And the words are hollow and edicts are lies,
They were bitter and obscure accommodation,
Where my belief could depart this life.
And sour, in some distant future era:
I’m sorry! Forgotten bard, people will ask about this,
‘has written such a poor verse
For the forgotten, mighty poet,’
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We Celebrate Independence

Where millions of children go to bed hungry,
And where few blessed abodes,
Have clean drinking water,
A land where diseases co-bed with natives,
And where millions perish before fifth birthday,
Where people cannot breathe without stealing,
For future generations we will leave nothing.

Here onion, salt, tomatoes:
Are sold hundred rupees per kilos,
Where parents are scared of their children,
Where Gurus are scared of their pupils,
Where police is scared of criminals,
Where honest are scared of corrupts,
Where judges are scared of their pay masters.

Where patriots are scared of traitors,
Where merit is scared of duffers,
Where education produce rowdies,
Where rogues get lawful shields,
Where parents throw kids as child labour,
We celebrate our independence,
In Secular, Socialist, Democratic, Republic of India.
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Wedding

O marriage-hymns and fire, your power all;
Two bodies tied in one breath.
They marry whom their loves foretell:
- And wedded and sewer to live till next birth!
Their intelligence is lost, eyes are scarlet;
See one and all: - 'they will, ' they thought: -
And they would for seven lives wrought.

Divide grooms' woes and brides' pain
Draw closer and rest with a pleasant cheer,
My Bridegroom ecstasy is like a happy rain,
To wed a bride with, for divine tears.
Hymns, fire, seven rounds, and love happy:
Life-hymns to other, death-bells to me:
O Death, WE are true to one and thee!

Enjoy days bright and pains calmly went,
While love and joys are eternal guest;
How cheerfully the life will spent!
How lovable the festive day's bent!
Oh continue; oh stay here rest,
Together with, life is golden fest,
Sad hours always away; never break this best.
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Welcome Happy New Year

This mid-dark goodbye to departing year,
On a wheel of time and destiny, a new space creates;
Welcome New Year, to succeed his brother dear:
And to march, in a new space, with all we mates.

But we cannot select our course and intentions:
We have no choice but to abide by HIS lessons.
We try, to touch the most desirable destination,
Of PEACE, and pray to ban all obstructions.

Travel on the corridor of companionship, love, consideration,
Justice, pardon, truth, happiness and selflessness.
Boot out the dirty tracks of gluttony, jealousy, obsession,
And abhor conflicts direct to despair and restlessness.

Let's pray in the New Year, within time nominal
To take us to a regular tryst to woo.
Let's all together erect a lobby for all,
For tranquility, each self put a block or two.

Let it have parity- live in good shape -
Do not make any body cry in the world.
Its gates be redden with bright and happy drape,
And let a flag in multi-hues be unfurled.

In the Year New, attach a tale more;
Let its length swell step by step
Till, it reaches, at the entrance of its door,
Is moves with all amazing doorstep.

Both Heaven-n-Hell - man's self creation -
Who assists to construct of his own decision,
Won't he uncover, in life's extension,
Pray to reach Heaven over certain permission.
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What A Shame?

Nation is gashing and rupturing in the waters of August,
Shoots of barley have the gleam of infants' smile,
Flood is hitting my threshold,
Rays of dawn lavished upon the barley shots,
Like the love of newly wed,
But why I cannot sing?

Waters in holy Ganges is simmering with delight,
Leaves are resting the dew drops,
Barley fields dancing with joyful waves,
Ushers, into rays of gold and silver,
And in this wonderful show of autumn,
Only I remain mum, why?

Nation is numb and without murmuring of life,
As we are in an evil age destroying and defiling,
The messages of Lord Ram and Lord Krishna,
Perceiving the three existence,
Of past, present and future, tinges more brightly,
Than the values of Ram and Krishna.

The evil designs of killer devotes,
Has spread the bloody and destructive wings,
And I remain a secular champion,
Flying the pi-geon of love and peace,
Like changing nappy of infants,
A meaningless life. What a shame?
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What God Wants?

What god wants and what we are giving Him?
Some give their hair to God,
Some grow their hair and put turban for God,
Some grow beard to please God,
Some observe month long fast in the name of God,
Some slaughter goat to offer God.

But does God really need them?
Some decorate God with all kind of flowers and colors,
Does this beautification make Him happy?
Does God really want this?
The most valuable thing that can be given to God...
TIME....I give it to my God.

Does God want you to think about Him?
Does God really want this?
Flour, gold, honey, zakat, alter submission...He wants them?
Man is still a learner in his nursery,
In the process of teaching man,
The numbers of hungry are increasing.

Think for a while for these hungry,
What God wants?
Flour...flowers...money...goat...fast....prayer....
No...Food to the hungry,
Because...that is what ....He expects from man.
More than-flour...flowers...money...goat...fast....prayer.

Make people smile,
He loves His children smiling,
Money... use to educate someone, help the needy,
Gold....support for the livelihood of a family, save someone’s life.
Time...give it to my children in old age home,
Waiting... for an affectionate time and talk.

Time ...meet my children in orphanage,
Never make them feel orphan.
Are you able to understand what “I” want?
I hope this is the relationship between Me and My children,
Bless to pass in your nursery exams
And move to Kinder Garden.
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When They Came Back Home

Pundits wounded, were brought back home down
Long ago, forced to flee from their homes and crown,
Mountains and rivers, far from their own garden,
Winds wept and moon cried in that dark night frown.

Life became dark, and springs dry
Dew fills ridge-line growing cactus-es. Their hairs fly
Whiter in dead life. The flame secular flickers by
Mis-fortune over and over - and for what cry?

Never thought of death as times moves in
And took their best away without din,
No hope to defeat the sorrow seems to win,
Lashed all the hopes swayed away for no sin.

With false hope in sad springs,
Tired and defeated, fluttering wings;
Still chasing life’s golden rings,
But still with faith strong to taste lofty things.

Courageously, fearlessly,
The day of trial bear, tirelessly;
For gloriously, victoriously,
Can coming home quell despair infinitely?
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Where Are You?

On which planet have you gone?  
Without you, I can also nowhere roam,  
Floating without any base,  
Dissolved with the wind, in vast space.

You are not a woman,  
I am not a man,  
Like leaf, flower, grass, water, soil,  
Lost in each other and toil.

Made for each other,  
As grass I smile and flutter,  
Remembering the melodious sound,  
Murmured by you centuries ago round.

Now this world is not ours,  
Streets, home, lane, helmet, bower,  
All changed or razed,  
How beautiful you were there, unfazed.

Moon threw his naughty light on you,  
It was the same wind which flew.  
You hold your attire bright and new.  
Memories thousands, in my heart, mew,

I felt you resting on your lids,  
As dew rests on thirsty leaf, not to skid,  
Fresh and sweet like spring pod.  
Where have you vanished, beautiful creation of God?
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Where Is My Space?

You offered me an illusion,
But I know not your intention,
With your glittering reflections,
You cheated my passions.

Intoxicated by your beauty and wine,
But blood within was mine,
On your words I won’t sign,
I don’t want to resign.

You have done me no favor,
You are born rebel and robber,
You are a janus faced neighbor,
I don’t want to taste your flavor.

Deadly blizzard and gushes of storm,
I crashed on you but you care no norm,
Lost in your false world and won’t conform,
And lost and die forlorn.

Now you feign to offer me a share,
Behaving as you care but rare,
That now you came here,
It is deceptive glitter and flutter.

FROM:
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Where Is The Great Man

The nation is waiting for the Great man,
It is a big frustration and breakdown;
To the starving and nature crushed,
Rising population and rising poverty;
Sick and slavery; all around.

Rohingya, Bangladesh intruders,
Jihadi terror, Naxal terror,
Encroachment, corruption,
Unemployment, pollution;
Ready to devour the masses.

NGO industry, activism dealership;
Agitation business, freebies politics;
Liberals, tolerant, Award grabbers,
Students, teachers, journals;
All troublemakers and freebies grabbers.

Humble and decent are unknown;
Shabbily dressed and hair uncombed;
Land sharks, living fearlessly;
Rural and cottage industry dying;
Honest uncared for simple, humble teachings.

Taxpayers and soldiers are sad,
Turn your face, lives writhing on the roads,
Many of his new gospels, annoying the priests,
Turned hostile to the Messiah,
Led him to crucify followers.

Messiah disciples spread his words,
Through conversion and compassion,
No mercy, no milk of human joys;
Pain and anguish spread far and wide;
Opening the hearts to Divine darkness.
.
Temples are deserted, hearts are empty;
Emotions turned stony, teachings of the books;
Lost in the noise and forgotten;
Waiting for the light from heaven to fall,
Iconic figures failed to uplift humanity.

The big gates of the country barn,
Must stand open and equipped,
The meadows filled with dried grass,
Must turn into green pastures,
Absorbing all to myself for these lines.

A million bosoms were filled
With fear, scarcity, protection;
Waiting for the times to change,
Freedom, liberty, property and safety;
To be ushered in the nation.
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Where The River Goes?

I listen to One, I glimpse One,
I attain One, I know One.
I heed the recollection of the Real,
I perceive the light of knowledge,
I heard the reply of kindness,
I saw the signet of companionship.
I accomplish the alliance of Beginning-less
And the endless;
I observe Him in my shining spirit
And I pine to dissolve in Him.
Now I do not declare that it is I;
Nor can I declare that it is He.
Worldly folk perceive in me the worship of Him;
The glow of Him, dazzling in me;
Split not me with my devotee.
The river has now lost and dissolved in Ocean;
Her real and ultimate abode.
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White Queen And The Slave King

Two sick monarchs, one clown and a queen lone,
With no love for nation, but passion for crown round the head,
Always with plotting eyes and all greed;
Air wearied with men’s never ending moan.

For their deeds wrong, people has only to atone
Dreams in eyes devastated, with tears red;
Toiled with feet rugged on stones pointed;
Watching helplessly, moving on lifeless knees.

Seeing the plight, heart of the masses lit with flames;
I cried to trembling Bharat Mata, ’who are these coned’?
With aching heart, knowing by name, she cried:
Sonia first, the second Rahul and last Man Mohan turbaned.

O! Pakistan, thanks to take Sania,
Pray again to take Man Mohan and Sonia.
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Who Am I?

I breathe in hiding,
Without any pleasure riding,
I am the cheapest and ugliest to burn,
I burn myself on fire and run.

Hide into my love’s shamed bed,
Don’t copulate with my love, all said!
Shamed my love! All united fast,
Thyself must shun thy love at last.

Let the long, old chiding cease!
Goose is swan, and swan is geese.
Let me have my love as I will!
My love is best: best be still.

World talks me-, mocks me, tears me,
Man and woman fare higher thus before me;
Fire their killing shot and pass,
Alas! I am brutally attacked - and I sink at last.

Born to be abused again and again, live as dumb!
Kith and kin and the victors remain deaf and numb,
When the word of my love fall,
I AM A GAY, hide behind the wall!
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Who Are You?

A child asked, “Who are you? ”
I said, “I am -.”
But who really are you?
No body knows, even you do not know,
A human shaped shadow, fluttering on the earth.
You are what you are-;
The mind, the body, the life and the actions;
That you run as your whole complete system,
An illusion, nothing more nothing less.
Uniquely Lord Brahma, the Creator,
Has designed everybody differently.
What you are, is only you are;
You choose, as you feel the best,
Nothing you think, you loose.
Your life is your ‘mind control’,
Residing in your body,
Moving with the immortal soul.
But the question of the child remained unanswered,
Who are you?
Only the Trinity, Lord Brahma, the Creator;
Lord Vishnu, the preserver and Lord Mahesh, the destroyer,
Has the answer, “Who are you? ”
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Who Are You? Fair Valentine!

You are asked by some one, “who are you and your ways?
You tell with love and all the depth and breadth and height;
An ordinary soul, not an important one, out of feeling and out of sight
Only a simple friend, not dear one with grace.

Some lie and some truth beneath here and every day’s;
A mysterious veil in the name of sentiments, heavy and light.
Only a good excuse, may be wrong, may be right;
Although near, but very far in reality and no praise.

But no secret is hidden from thee and all the passions put to rays;
That remembers you in all the moments, with all fancy and flight.
That lives his evenings in your name and ready to lose every right;
That persuades you in your anger, with all his heart and breath lays.

That tells every thing, smiles, tears, of all his life, as if God choose;
That knows all your pains and pleasures till death,
That is ready to die for you and your use,
If any body asks, ” Who are you and your faith?
You simply tell, nothing important and nothing to lose:
But, who knows, may be my honest Valentine’s breath.
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Who Cares Here?

Honestly? Who cares about who's mating? Who?
Or who the strongest Czar or Mugal in the world is?
No, when you are born in this vast world,
Where all dreams fetch nothing but pain,
All those tyrants become trivial, unimportant;
Only a few moments of peace and a slip of joy we need.

No, you're not here to play and dance,
You do not know whether you are talking to a friend or foe,
You have to bear your pain, finding no escape,
Your trusted knife may stab you, the only thing you always trust;
It's not like flora or fauna people, people come to break hearts;
Every simple blade of metal writes a new bloody tale.

Always in the illusion to keep world in pocket,
But, we live on borrows breaths,
Always look for few moments of delight,
Know not the real truth about real freedom,
It's a big secret, nobody knows, and probably won't;
you’re finally alone and no one's here to help you.

Finally the last cut, the most unkindest drink;
The hottest flame, the saltiest scars;
But the only reality which is always ours and always with us:
No one understands this truth and lost in a dark world behind closed doors;
Eventually the delicious pain leaves.
Leaving you to open your door and depart silently.
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Who Stands For The Nation?

Freezing and chilling the north winds are blowing,
Over the sad nation and heavy sky dripping,
One after another the black scams are floating,
Every heart this winter morning is crying and beating.
Leaders, in secular ring are merrily dancing.
Will this nation living or slowly dying?

Will the sad Yamuna cease to flow;
Will the chilling winds cease to blow;
Will the dark clouds cease to fleet;
Will the leaders’ loot cease to beat;
For all things must die,
Why this loot and unhealthy fry?

Perhaps joyous spring will never come any more.
Death waits at every door.
See! All our friends are ditching,
But they are wine and merrymaking.
We are lectured –we must honest and do,
But they are low, unmeasured low.

In the open they cheat and lie,
The happy lanes are sad and dry;
The sun rises with smile still,
No happiness with wind on the hill.
The joyous song of the bird
Shall no where be heard.

O, misery! Hark! 2G scam is calling
While I speak to ye, the Adarsh scam jaw is falling,
Commonwealth scam paling face, the strong limbs shivering;
Bank scam staining the blood boiling;
Dear to Sonia, Thomas, making the eyeballs twisting,
And blood thirsty, imperfect souls, saying good morning.

Times moves and goes the ringing bell;
Ye happy times and merry souls, farewell.
The old world, has a new birth,
As all men know with mirth,
So let the warm winds flow,
And the blue wave brighten the glow.

I, come not here your happy time to sadden,
A limping nation, leaning to gladden, -
Wishing you all grateful leaders with account cheerful,
And caring heart than look or word can tell,
In simplest phrase- these traitorous eyes are tearful-
Thanks, my friends, Brothers, Sisters, - Children, - and farewell!
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Why Me Only?

Rape here and rape there, rape is every where.
And country is become a big Mogul Harem, my fear;
Rape in the village, rape in the town:
Rape in sari, rape in gown:
India, secular, socialist and democratic:
But of late has become a rape republic.

Rape on an infant, rape on an old:
Rape of a student, rape of a tourist, told:
Rape by a friend, rape by an enemy:
Rape by majority, rape by minority;
Rape by the rich, rape by a poor ward:
Rape by forward, rape by backward.

A paid rape and a free rape,
A group rape and a compulsive rape,
All are socialist and secular,
In this perversion, hateful;
Daily it is breaking news,
Still there is no emotion to view.

I had survived, from among the dying,
The rapists reached to rape me, trying;
In my mother's wombs, unborn, I was a fetus;
No safe corners hide to shun the pain, tedious;
As I got a shape of a beautiful moor,
The dark sheep are there to maul my contour.

'This single act ends my own life,' is one,
Where all the pains reside;
Crushed by the mis-fortune of some deadly sin-
Can't be washed by greatest win.
I lifted but hated my self here,
'There's no solace any where!' 

"It is a dark spot, where all light spent,
All darkness!" cried I, Intent;
It hit me hard to graceless mutiny,
I was hideous, hopeless without scrutiny;
I sat, where night never ends;
Heaven's radiant show never lends.
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Wife- Godess Of Love

Always in heart and mind,
And loved this poor urchin’s world.
Gave shoulder and hand,
In this long and arduous marshy land.

Enjoyed stars and moon in dark thunder,
Enjoyed together sweet life tune wonder.
Always around me every moment,
To echo the beauties of life with sweet rent.

The cold and dark rays of the world confused,
Will pass like a happy chorus infused.
And always hear this chorus with Lord,
Vestige of thoughtful volleys we had,
You should remember and not be sad,
And enjoy luck and good wish red.
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William Shakespeare

A voyage began four and a half centuries ago,
On April 23, a whiz kid touched the soil of Stratford-upon-Avon,
With thoughts in his mind, words were chosen and formed.

A journey prized began and Bard flew his imagination,
To the heights where no one ever dreamt to before.
He reached where never be reached, touched what never be.

Unique lines of dramas well written with meanings,
With words of emotions and expressions.
A bard started with a gift of God, an aspiration to soul and mind.

Juggler of the words, quoted most, expressing innermost thoughts;
With deep meditation, put them in poetic words deep and unknown,
Cherished journey ended at Holy Trinity Church, Stratford-upon-Avon.

Journey ended, penned majestic thoughts, and deepest reflections,
Resting at West Minister Abbey, never to be awakened,
Reached where only winds reaches but never to fade away.

Celebrating the life and works of the lands’ most famous playwright,
With reflection of life and experience, composed amazing poetry,
Won the People’s Choice in England’s Hall of Fame in 2014.
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William Shakespeare: An Ageless Bard

Born on April 23, 1564;
Brought up and Baptized in Stratford-upon-Avon:
Father was a booming businessman,
And his mother was the lass of a landlord.

Was third of six offspring,
Two older sisters and three younger brothers,
Lived in a big abode on Henley Street,
And attended grammar school to learn poetry, history, Greek, and Latin.

Married Anne Hathaway at eighteen,
Eight year older to the bard,
Added three kids: Susanna,
And twins Hammet and Judith.

Ageless bard, playwright, and performer;
Bard of Avon penned plays thirty-eight,
Sonnets hundred fifty four,
And narrative poems two and verses.

Toiled and performed in London,
Amid 1585 and 1592,
Owned a theatre Lord Chamberlain's Men,
Later known as the King's Men.

Retired to Stratford-upon-Avon, yet again;
More or less in 1613, at the age forty nine;
Ageless pen and voice was silenced forever,
On 23 April, 1616, at the age 52.
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Wipe Out Hate

Hatred is gloomy and obstinate,
It might have reason but not good.

Hate torments the soul within,
Not to bother who provoked it.

All must shun hate out of heart,
And move the good steps.

Forget the feeling bad and hate,
And give peace to tired eyes.

Eliminate the shadow of dark,
And house the adventures in life.
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Wisdom

Be an artist when alone,
Be a king when in ruling tone,
Be a scientist when work best,
Be a saint when you care a guest,
Be in history when you finally rest.

In the pages of life,
Yesterday is out of bond and strife,
Tomorrow is unknown,
Today is in fry pan, so write the best tone,
In life book, eraser is by gone.

Don’t be disheartened on any fall and sigh,
Because only grounded leaves are blessed to fly high,
Negative element can be positive hints,
Like a negative print that can create unlimited positive prints.
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Wise Soul

Always we look before and after,
About events and people,
Local and global, famous or not famous;
Thinking on the surface of life, the visible;
But ignore, deep down inside voice;
A longing, a calling to depth.
Our conscience, reminding us,
To visit, explore and express;
The depths of our inner selves.
Liberate it from emotions, events.
Going deep, enjoy solitude,
Periods of introversion,
And conversation, with our selves.
All breathing human passion far above,
Ignorant about the silent hidden soul,
And not let it tell the meaning of universe.
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Wish Of A Dying Soldier

He fights for the nation, cold to him:
Praying for a corner in his home land
That is for ever India. This is his dream
In that holy land, holy dust concealed:
A dust designed and shaped the nation,
Bloomed with passions of love, her message to grow,
But the pious body of my nation, polluted by ugly passion,
And destroyed by power hungry, secular blows.

Prays to God, to wipe evils away,
Flow the air of patriotism and gentleness
Deliver music and sights of happiness every day;
All the vices to flee virtue to love in saffron dress,
The dear and honest hearts can visit, safely driven:
I can lay at peace in an Indian Heaven,
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Woman

O mighty creation of god but slighted,
Since the dawn of life,
You bear the insult and heavily suffered,
And carry spiritual light, glory of civilization and strife.

You light the muddled world off its plight,
Your wisdom dwells in the back to preserve its light,
Man in gloom, return to him,
For love and solace within.

The light given by the ceaseless fire,
Bore in silence to eclipse the mad ire.
Man of wisdom penned millions verse,
On this creator of grinding universe.

Remain pure and lighted to dazzle and glow,
In this unilluminated world you flow.
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Woman-Mother Of All Creations

Women arrive as cute daughters,
Grow as sweet sisters,
Flourish as lovely lovers,
Bloom as darling wives,
And mature as adorable mothers.

Women are source of strength,
Deliver loads of cheers and health,
Liberate from all the woes and fetch mirth,
Embody, knowledge, power and wealth,
And they are the best healer on earth.

Women are treasure house to all the ideas and care,
They are tireless donors but no share,
They are river of humility here,
Source of peace, enlightenment and smile,
And they are the ambassador of God on earth dear.

Woman is an untapped phenomenon,
Maker of healthy and wealthy nation,
Offer a never ending premium,
Gloats with high powered connections,
Woman, you are a mother of all creations.
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Women Stay Safe!

Poor lass always remain unsafe and insecure,
Better safe, than sorry...for life.
You have to live alone, walk alone;
Be tough to put the boot out the worst.

Trust your instinct and strength;
Be observant to the vultures,
Raise mental make up for strength,
Walk with assurance and never look lost.

Act like the chilly spray, voracious,
Open into the eyes of Azad Maidan molesters,
Empower in self defense for honor,
Civility must not be a weakness.

Never trust a sect align,
World is full of hate rioters,
Remember O My Sister!
We breathe in beguiling contrasts.
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Wonderful India

India is a wonderful nation,
Here Indians are insulted
But foreigners are respected,
Here Hindus are snubbed,
But minorities are nurtured.
Here patriots are offended,
But terrorists are flattered.
Here natives are hounded,
But intruders are welcomed.
Here honest are defeated,
But corrupt rule the nation.
Here merit is mocked,
But UN-meritorious gets quotas.
Here disciplined get intimidated,
But rogues roam fearlessly.
Here SRKs are above law,
But saints are booked.
Here justice is injustice,
And injustice is justice.
Here stone dargahs get cozy chaders,
But living souls roam naked in streets.
Here Sufi baba, pester, imams get trillions,
But aged parents die penniless.
Here secularism is communal-ism,
But communal-ism is secularism.
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Word –without Meaning

I do not want to live here,
Mind is senseless where.
We clash and die for light,
Darkness is there and no sight.
I want to run away from this world,
As every body is motionless and sad.
Mind wants to rest,
Where hearts are happily set,
Where ideas can take birth,
Where man can walk free with mirth.
I don’t want to live in delusion
Where soul and body are an illusion,
Where words are meaningless and without pod,
And we observe fast to please our creator God.
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Words From The Saints

Hungry eyes—and faces cruel and grey,
Those waiting to go behind prison bars, away;
The ugly faces will follow there comrades go,
And nation lies in peace for all we know.

Obedient to a foreign woman power,
To enjoy through their dark hour:
From out the ruins of a nation sad
A cluster of rogues is decked.

The bright light of Vivekananda’s soul,
That seeks a happy bright goal;
Shattered to see the crying nation,
But like phoenix ready to destroy the immoral brain.

And still two voices: Anna and Ramdev- those are ours—
To teach the countrymen to love the land like flowers;
Deliver sermons with wise word,
That changes the heart of beast and bird.

Bless, regain the eminence on earth;
Be self satisfied, conscious of its worth.
And give the courage, now;
They will lift our tired brow.
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World  In Wilderness

World is a bunch of denied,
Frontiers trimmed, leaders thrilled,
Honest hacked, corrupt decked,
Killers hailed, warriors jailed,
Farmers killed, looters filled,
Knowledge whacked, rogues jacked.
Temples doomed, bars bloomed,
Intruders housed, brother doused,
Cows butchered, flesh racked,
Poetry exiled, porn rhymed,
Nature amputed, smog jotted,
Equality cursed, racism nursed,
Yogis branded, doggies revered,
World is nothing but sad end.
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World As Maya

This world is an illusion for me,
Staring from my closet with my eyes,
The vividness and the mystery of the cosmos;
The ensign of diverse shades, the flora;
The marvels and the unfamiliar around me;
Nothing but Maya and a delusion.
My words extol the celestial unity,
Elegance encases me, grandeur lifts my spirit.
When I have been fascinated by splendour,
Devotion creating matchless emotions, obsessions;
When I am passive, incarcerated and caged;
When Angels sentry me and enfold me;
When compassion and generosity has besieged me;
Then no space for sin and who is looking for pardon?
But images of heaven and perdition of gulf is a mere illusion!
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World Crucified

No comforts but all tensions,
No love but all crucifixions,
No true near and dear but all contradictions,
No health and wealth but all depressions.

No respect and dignity but all vulgarizations,
No care of heart and hearth but all frustrations,
Better half golden eagle but married for decoration,
Battered and cursed in her world and no reputation.

Closets fragrance with roses but breaths in hibernation,
Floating and sinking aimlessly with all lamentations,
Looking at stars and moon but no consolation,
Hooked and cheated and rested in isolation.

Limbs shattered and life in recession,
For world it is a comic procession,
Heart bleeds like sacrificed goat but no salvation,
No ear to heart’s trepidations.

Oh benevolent God call me back without declaration,
Relieve me from this treacherous ornamentation,
Reincarnate me like Arjuna with mighty glorification,
No body can call me crippled God’s creation.
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World In Denial

A gay got his hole drilled, coolly;
To make a soul happy. All laughed;
Scorned gay committed suicide of shame.
A girl branded a slut, died virgin.
Boy mocked as lame, worked whole night;
To meet the needs of his family.
The maid kicked by the master,
Is abused at home too.
A girl laughed fat, died;
Of hunger so many hungers.
Ugly scared man denounced by natives,
But valiant soldier fought for the nation.
A boy victim of rude fun,
His mother was dying of pain.
A poor man in tatters howling,
He was teaching his rogue pupils.
Monarchs take pleasure in hoors,
But masses toil in the darkness of the graveyard.
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Man is born looking for bright kites,
He does not know where to set in.
His head and heart always crying and flying,
But ignores, the entire world; within.

After shedding loads of tear and fear,
Totally lost and smashed, ready to fall in,
All the hopes vanished, dreams in tear,
Running halter and shelter but forgets with in.

Always chase by bad days and no happy sight,
And no smile, no cool grin.
Face all the years with calm piloting to right,
Because man has all the happiness within.

Our actions and He is our buddy in this way,
Blesses us and drops us here.
Oh live and let live! Enjoy and enjoy;
All the serenity be ushered there.

No body knows the last call, live and play;
One last call and then all gone astray.
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Worn Torn Delhi

June is the month cruelest,
River burnt out, parched land deadliest.
Dry leaves, writhing in pain,
Gleans from the faces drain.

On the barren ground, I stand lifeless,
Baked, cracked and waterless,
Legs, back, breath all worn out,
No spirit to raise heart torn out.

On the west bank of rotten Yamuna, pebbles,
Scattered high of bulldozed temples,
Garbage, filth, flies, never ending strife,
Wasted and lost in wild cries, dream and life.

Broken and jammed roads, miles and miles,
Youth trampled in boiling day and dusty files.
Million intruder, thousands beggars hungry,
Mad and wild for any penury.

Here pain is an endless passion,
Here joy is treason,
Here tears of agony fetch no healing,
Here powerful are corrupt and stealing,

Here decent man suffer most,
Here merit and enlightenment suffer worst,
Here faith of brotherhood ferry violence,
Here love is fixed for a price.

Hunger, thirst, pain, anguish,
On faces of worn torn Delhi languish,
Whites long ago vented it on majestic Thames bank,
Nation is known for high hullabaloo rank.

O! Delhi, sitting on inferno vile,
You must be fair to your rank and file,
This nation crowed up by you and your band,
As a happy and wealthy dreamland.
All but a false claim,
Where joy, love, light is in drain,
And people are here as in a dark land,
Wiped out by corrupt, ignorant and arrogant lords.
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Worth Of Life

Drives the world in to a symbol of order,
Delivers love, beauty, order and desire;
First miracle shown after the constellations,
Scales man's order, the harvest and the confessions;
Life is many things at once—love and hate;
War and peace, tranquility and guilt;
Plays mortals and immortals side by side;
Battlefield of death like passion for wild.

Ill-fated soul! Always close to your end;
You do not have long to breathe to mend,
You are ordained to die when born to call,
Struck by the will of God, fate confronts all;
Life is a cosmic crash designed by god,
But god themselves are free from mind sad,
Man is wretched creature woven with pain,
Always drenched into the gloomy rain.

Man's heroism is of little importance,
Man for all purposes is a marionette substance,
It is a literature, not a scripture;
Marshalling the clouds for his own rupture,
Eternal fury, so great that disaster pile on disaster
Even flesh eating wolves, destined to death miracle;
Life is an unhappy business in dark sheath,
Coward dies many times before their death.
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Worth Of Time...

To know the importance a decade,
Ask a recently separated couple.
To know the importance of few years,
Ask two, but now split teen lovers.

To know the importance of one year,
Ask a soldier, failed in his training.
To know the importance of nine months,
Ask a mother, who delivered a pre-mature baby.

To know the importance of one month,
Ask the editor of monthly magazine.
To know the importance of a day,
Ask the bride/groom, waiting to marry.

To know the value of a minute,
Ask a flier, missed his flight by a minute.
To know the importance of one second,
Ask an injured, just survived an accident.

To know the importance of one millisecond,
Ask the runner who has won a silver medal.
To know the value of a split millisecond,
Ask a soldier, survived a blast narrowly.
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Wounded Civilization

Once retorted Karl Marx,
Father of all disturbances and hoax,
Hindu history is nothing,
But the history of defeats and beatings.
Noble laureate Naipaul again thundered,
Hindu civilization a civilization wounded.
Noble laureate Amartya Sen mocked,
As Talkative Indians, do nothing.

On his much touted visit to Copenhagen,
Jairam Naresh cursed,
India deserves a Nobel Prize, as a nation dirtiest.
Twitter obsessed Tharoor again lamented,
Indian people’s class as cattle class.
Why she has a long history of beatings?
Why mother India is so dirty?
Why her children are so work shy?

Centuries of slavery and plunders,
Gulped them with deadly Masochism,
Loving oppression and abuse,
Embracing defeats and plunders,
Self respect and patriotism,
A dish distasteful to them,
Dictum of ugly and cruel west is,
Last sum of beauty and bold.
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X'mas - Spirit

In Christmas Trees,
Mistle-toe and Santa Claus,
Devotees see it shining
As the seeds of love.

Feel it in the festive rush,
That is un-tiring and un-ending;
In the scripted words of cards,
But no care to read and wish back.

Feel it in the song of Joy,
For the world and mass:
It is Jingle Bells,
In the all corners of heart.

Alas! Victims of wars,
Jihad and terror,
Of floods, droughts, and famine;
Can't feel and enjoy it;

Victims of physical abuse,
Of the psychological abuse,
Deprived of food, water and clothes,
Missing and missing altogether.
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Yfe—a Crusade

YFE is a Dharm Yudh, a long battle,
A battle of good against evil,
A battle of dharm against adharm,
A battle of life against death
A battle of hope against despair,

YFE is a battle of creation against destruction,
A battle of light against darkness,
A battle of knowledge against ignorance,
A battle of equality against inequality,
A battle of justice against injustice,

YFE is a battle of dignity against oppression.
It is a death bell and wish,
For the agents of,
Apartheid, racism, communal-ism and cast-ism.

YFE-Youth for Equality is an organization of youth and intellectuals,
fighting against caste and communal base reservation policy.
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Great is the Yogi and around the world he preaches,
Only through yog magic he reposes,
Under the open sky and charming days,
More powerful than sun rays, he showers his ways.

The more we follow him, more we are cool;
And keep the body happy, healthy and fuel,
As the rivers mingles with the oceans,
His celestial sermons mix with sweet emotions.

The wise Yogi, saffron clad,
And through his hymns, make us glad;
By his magical vibes,
Make the toiling masses and world smile.

With his golden face and spirited voice around;
Enlightens all and sundry on the ground,
Throws a warm and blessing look,
And energies devotees’ inner most brook.

In the cities, in the villages;
With his penetrating presence, for all the ages;
To please the world and offer roses,
He is the life of the world, he goes.
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Who are you?
Always on the screen of my mind,
Always in my feelings.

Your mere thought stirs me,
With an ecstatic and mysterious sensation,
Unique and pleasing.

Why I always think of you?
Your mere sight only,
Makes me happy and comfortable.

When I do not see you,
I feel depressed,
An unexpressed agony and irritation.

I fail to understand it,
Always teases me with sweet thoughts,
But always far away from my self.

And I am like a thirsty dear,
Dying in search of water,
In a cruel desert.
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You-? ? ? ? ?

Why can’t I forget you?
Get away you from the screen of my mind,
Get away from my feelings.
Why always your idea pack me with a queer sensation?
That is so unique and un-expressive,
Why is it so that I always yearn for you?
Why is it that the mere sight of you,
Makes me happy and assured?
Why is it that when I don’t see you,
I feel dejected, irritated and angry?
Perhaps the reason is that,
I have a last life relationship with you.
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Youth And Fashion

Hair-stands on ends like dry log,
Oiled and coiled like a hangman’s rope.
Eyes-dry and lost; lips-ugly and scared,
Cheeks, with hot, red blisters, crowded.
Legs as weak and thin, like a sugar-cane;
And body as slim and trim like a ghost frame.

Not of silver nor of coral,
But of times, beaten laurel;
Here, is a creation in a fathomless sea;
Un-equal and rough like tapestry.

With an ugly imitation of Khans’ ugly jacket,
Preached by a sister in scantily clad gown, velvet;
Always howling on his brother for his low-down ways,
His prowling, talking, speaks of dark days.
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